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Abstract 
The aim of the project on which this thesis is based is to develop reliable techniques for 
foetal electrocardiogram (ECG) based monitoring, to reduce incidents of unnecessary 
medical intervention and foetal injury during labour. World-wide electronic foetal 
monitoring is based almost entirely on the cardiotocogram (CTG), which is a continuous 
display of the foetal heart rate (FHR) pattern together with the contraction of the womb. 
Despite the widespread use of the CTG, there is no significant improvement in foetal 
outcome. In the UK alone it is estimated that birth related negligence claims cost the health 
authorities over £400M per-annum. An expert system, known as INFANT, has recently 
been developed to assist CTG interpretation. However, the CTG alone does not always 
provide all the information required to improve the outcome of labour. The widespread use 
of ECG analysis has been hindered by the difficulties with poor signal quality and the 
difficulties in applying the specialised knowledge required for interpreting ECG patterns, in 
association with other events in labour, in an objective way. 
A fundamental investigation and development of optimal signal enhancement techniques 
that maximise the available information in the ECG signal, along with different techniques 
for detecting individual waveforms from poor quality signals, has been carried out. To 
automate the visual interpretation of the ECG waveform, novel techniques have been 
developed that allow reliable extraction of key features and hence allow a detailed ECG 
waveform analysis. Fuzzy logic is used to automatically classify the ECG waveform shape 
using these features by using knowledge that was elicited from expert sources and derived 
from example data. This allows the subtle changes in the ECG waveform to be 
automatically detected in relation to other events in labour, and thus improve the clinicians 
position for making an accurate diagnosis. To ensure the interpretation is based on reliable 
infonnation and takes place in the proper context, a new and sensitive index for assessing 
the quality of the ECG has been developed. 
New techniques to capture, for the first time in machine form, the clinical expertise I 
guidelines for electronic foetal monitoring have been developed based on fuzzy logic and 
finite state machines, The software model provides a flexibl~ frameworkto further develop 
and optirnise rules for ECG pattern analysis. The signal enhancement, QRS detection and 
pattern recognition of important ECG wavefonn shapes have had extensive testing and 
results are presented. Results show that no significant loss of infonnation is inctirred as a 
result of the signal enhancement and feature extraction techniques. 
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The injury or death of a child during labour, which could have been prevented, is 
deeply traumatic. It is particularly unfortunate when a foetus survives through a 
term of a perfectly normal pregnancy, only to lose its life or become permanently 
brain damaged during the final stages of labour. 
Injury or death at birth is also economically costly, both in the short and long term. 
It is impossible to determine the long-term emotional and financial costs of 
supporting a person throughout life who is permanently brain damaged at birth. In 
the United Kingdom alone, it is estimated that over £400,000,000 is spent each year 
on birth related negligence claims, much of which can be attributed to uncertainty 
during the management of labour. In the event of foetal injury or death, there is an 
increasing trend for the parents to litigate, which has put additional pressure on 
clinicians to become increasingly defensive and has lead to an increasing trend in 
defensive clinical intervention (such as increased caesarean section rates). 
During labour, a critical problem often faced by clinicians is how to accurately 
discriminate between a foetus that is coping well with the normal stresses of labour, 
and one which is not coping with labour and has become distressed. It is desirable 
that clinical intervention, such as foetal blood sampling or vaginal examinations, is 
avoided where possible because it imposes a small risk to the mother and baby and 
can cause discomfort. More serious intervention, such as caesarean sections or 
forceps deliveries, pose a greater threat to the health of the mother and baby. In 
cases where the foetus is suspected to be distressed, there is increasing pressure for 
the clinician to intervene and either deliver by forceps or caesarean section. Many 
of these cases often turn out to be false alarms. A misjudgement either way can 
result in a damaged baby and/or litigation. 
A major difficulty is that there are many natural sources of stress on the foetus 
during labour, such as the squeezing effect of uterine contractions which cause a 
temporary reduction in blood supply and oxygen deficiency. The foetus has many 
defence mechanisms that enable it to cope well with stressful events during labour 
such as redirecting valuable blood flow from the non-vital organs to the vital organs, 
adjusting its metabolic needs and utilising stored energy to maintain its heart 
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function (anaerobic metabolism). Foetal distress occurs when a foetus can no longer 
compensate for the effects of stress in labour, which can quickly lead to foetal 
injwy or even a stillbirth. If continuous information on the foetal condition is 
available then the clinician is in a position to improve the level of care by making 
more accurate and timely decisions. Thus the clinician could respond to appropriate 
signs of foetal distress to prevent foetal injury and at the same time prevent 
unnecessary intervention. A primary aim of this project is to provide the basis for 
computer assisted management of labour to help clinicians discriminate between a 
healthy foetus which can compensate for labour induced stress and one which is not 
able to compensate. This is achieved by using electronic foetal electrocardiogram 
(ECG) monitoring. 
1.1 Background to Electronic Foetal Electrocardiogram (ECG) 
Monitoring 
Electronic foetal ECG monitoring is a technique of obtaining important information 
about the condition of the foetus during labour by measuring the electrical signals 
generated by the foetal heart as measured from the body surface. The idealised ECG 
is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 The decomposition of the foetal ECG waveform 
QRS 
Amplitude 
The ECG signals are obtained from a spiral scalp electrode which is attached to the 
foetal scalp (Figure 2) or buttock (in the case of a breach delivery). These electrodes 
are routinely used in modem obstetric care. In this work, the single spiral foetal 
scalp electrode (Cumow et al. 1995) is used throughout to acquire the foetal ECG 
data. The shape or configuration of the ECG waveform is determined by the angle 
of measurement across the heart. There are two configurations potentially available 
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to the clinician. The preferred configuration for ECG waveform analysis is the 
scalp/maternal thigh configuration, or the uni-polar configuration, which measures 
the cardiac vector longitudinally across the foetal heart (seeFigure 3). The 
alternative is the bi-polar configuration, which measures the signal from the scalp 
with respect to an internal vaginal reference. 
Figure 2Intemal monitoring ofthefoetus 
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Figure 3 The cardiac vector 
The uni-polar lead configuration, with the reference thigh electrode placed far away 
from the signal source, is less sensitive than the bi-polar configuration to 
movements of the foetal heart as the foetus rotates in the birth channel (Luzietti & 
Rosen 1994) and gives a better signal quality. Furthermore the longitudinal axis has 
been shown to be more sensitive to changes in the foetal ECG waveform occurring 
with oxygen deficiency. 
1.1.1 CTG Monitoring 
The normal foetal ECG signal obtained using a uni-polar lead configuration is 
characterised by five peaks and valleys labelled P, Q, R, Sand T (see Figure 1). The 
reciprocal of the time interval between two consecutive R peaks (in seconds), 
known as the RR interval, is multiplied by 60 and gives the instantaneous foetal 
heart rate (FHR) in beats per minute (see Figure 4). A plot of successive 
instantaneous heart rates gives the FHR pattern. A continuous display of the FHR 
pattern together with the contraction of the womb (uterine activity) is known as the 
cardiotocogram (CTG) (see Figure 4). Despite the widespread introduction of CTG 
monitoring into routine clinical practice in recent years, there has been no 
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significant improvement in foetal outcome (Lilja et al. 1985). This has coincided 
and is thought to relate in part to a marked increase in clinical intervention rates. 
This is mostly because the CTG is very difficult to interpret and does not provide all 
the information required. Foetal heart monitoring has therefore become increasingly 
controversial. 
At present, only the CTG is routinely used to monitor the foetus during labour. 
Although simple to measure and record, the CTG pattern is subjective and difficult 
to interpret, and correct interpretation demands a high level of expertise which is 
rarely available at all times in a labour ward. It is recognised that a normal heart-rate 
pattern is a good predictor of foetal outcome but an abnormal heart-rate pattern is a 
poor predictor of foetal outcome (New bold et al. 1991). Difficulty and uncertainty 
in interpreting CTG patterns during labour can lead to unnecessary medical 
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Figure 4 The Cardiotocogram (CTG) 
The need for computer-assistance in the management of labour to improve the 
quality of obstetric care is widely recognised (Krausse et al. 1991). An expert 
system, the INFANT (Ifeachor et al. 1991; Keith et al. 1994), has been developed 
to analyse and interpret changes in the CTG, taking into account important events in 
labour, and to provide advice to clinicians. 
1.1.2 ECG Monitoring 
The CTG does contain important information which, if monitored and interpreted 
correctly, will detect many cases of foetal distress. However, the CTG alone does 
not always provide the information needed for accurate and timely assessment of 
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foetal condition (Rosen & Luzietti 1994). Additional information about the 
condition of the foetus, such as myocardial workload (Rosen & Luzietti 1994}, may 
be obtained by a proper analysis of progressive changes in the foetal ECG 
waveform (Westgate et al. 1993; Newbold 1991). This is obtained without altering 
current patient handling routines as the ECG is used to derive the FHR (Rosen et al. 
1992) is already available from the scalp electrode. The physiology of the foetal 
ECG waveform is better understood than the CTG (Rosen et al. 1992) and it is 
proposed by Rosen et al. 1992, that by full analysis of the ECG, it should be 
possible to detect incidents of foetal distress before any tissue damage occurs in the 
foetus and often before any abnormal CTG changes are observed (Rosen et al. 
1992; Westgate et al. 1993). The evidence for this has been built up over many 
years and as knowledge of foetal physiology has developed. It has been shown how 
the analysis of the ST waveform, combined with the CTG, can be used to safely 
reduce clinical intervention without affecting the outcome of labour (Westgate et al. 
1993). Furthermore, there is experimental, observational and theoretical evidence to 
suggest that changes in the ST waveform shape, such as those illustrated in Figure 5, 
convey important information that relate to how the foetus is compensating to the 
stresses of labour. This can be used to detect abnormalities before any tissue 
damage occurs (Greene & Westgate 1993). To understand how this could be used, 
the basic physiology of ST waveform is discussed. 
1.2 Basic physiology of ST waveform changes 
The shape of the foetal ECG reflects the superposition of the electrical signals 
conducting within the myocardium (the muscular wall of the heart), as seen from 
the body surface. The ST waveform of the ECG is routinely used in adult 
cardiology during stress tests to detect heart damage. The ST waveform, which 
reflects the re-polarisation of the heart muscle cells of the myocardium, is very 
sensitive to coronary insufficiency such as ischemia in the adult ECG (Rosen & 
Luzietti 1994). A hypothesis which has been undergoing investigation for more than 
20 years is that the foetal heart should also show changes in the ST waveform as a 
response to stresses in labour, such as the natural squeezing effect of uterine 
contractions, temporary occlusions of the umbilical cord, maternal hypotension (low 
blood pressure) or placental haemorrhaging. These stresses can be intermittent, 
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resulting in slow and subtle changes in the foetal CTG and ECG. In extreme cases, 
these stresses can also be chronic and potentially fatal for the foetus, and show up 
as rapid changes in the CTG and ECG. The fully developed term foetus however is 
equipped to cope with the normal stresses of labour. Stresses such as uterine 
contractions can reduce blood-flow from the placenta and restrict oxygen supply. If 
there is an imbalance between oxygen consumption and supply, the foetus is 
normally able to compensate by diverting blood flow away from non-vital organs to 
the vital organs. It also has rich glycogen supplies which can be consumed to 
anaerobically maintain heart function. This latter process, known as anaerobic 
metabolism, produces lactic acid and potassium ions K+ as products. The extra 
potassium ions are responsible for a change in heart muscle cell potentials and 
conduction properties of the myocardium. The sequence by which the muscle cells 
depolarise is disturbed, and this is reflected by changes in ST waveform shape (see 
Figure 5). This can be continuously monitored by examining the ECG and has been 
observed to show up abnormalities before any tissue damage has occurred. A 
compensating foetus will typically show an ST waveform with a permanently 
elevated T complex and an elevated ST segment (See Figure 5(a)). A foetus which 
is not fully compensating to a reduction in oxygen will show a changing T complex, 
negative T complex, bi-phasic ST waveform or depressed ST segment as illustrated 
in Figure 5(b), (c) and (d) (Rosen & Luzietti 1994; Westgate et al. 1993). 
(0) 
Figure 5 The different configurations of the foetal ECG ST Waveform. (a) Elevated ST waveform, 
(b) Bi-phasic ST waveform, (c) Negative ST waveform and (d) Depressed ST waveform 
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1.3 Clinical evidence 
In a recent clinical trial of 2400 cases, the combination of the CTG and the ECG 
reduced clinical intervention by 46% with no adverse effect on neonatal outcome 
(Westgate et al. 1993). The amplitude of the T peak divided by the height of the 
QRS amplitude (see Figure 1), known as the T/QRS ratio, was measured and 
monitored during labour. Guidelines were provided to clinicians to enable them to 
interpret T/QRS ratio changes in conjunction with CTG changes (Rosen 1994). 
Although the T/QRS ratio is acknowledged as a crude quantifiable measure of ST 
waveform shape, this alone was able to redress some of the problems in foetal heart-
monitoring (Westgate et al. 1993). It is also reported, that in observations from 
human deliveries and from animal experiments, full analysis of the ST waveform 
shape could be used to detect foetal distress before tissue damage occurs (Rosen et 
al. 1986). 
1.4 Benefits of ST waveform monitoring 
The benefits of ST waveform are summarised below. 
• The ST waveform provides additional information to the CTG for the 
clinician to use without the need to change current patient handling routines. 
• The ST waveform reflects changes in the foetal heart before any tissue 
damage occurs. 
• Correct use of the combined ST waveform and CTG can significantly and 
safely reduce clinical intervention. 
• The physiology of the ST waveform changes are better understood than 
foetal heart-rate changes. 
Despite such positive findings, the foetal ECG is still not widely used and its use is 
still limited to a few centres in the world. There still remains controversy regarding 
the use of foetal monitors in health-care because of the many problems which 
hinder its use. These are summarised below. 
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1.5 Problems in foetal ECG monitoring 
There are many problems which have hindered the widespread use of foetal ECG 
monitoring. 
• Uncertainty. The major cause of clinical error is uncertainty. For the ECG 
(and CTG), the subjective and often heuristic nature of the clinical 
knowledge is a major source of uncertainty, and demands a high degree of 
expertise and experience for effective interpretation. 
• Data quality. The quality of the raw foetal ECG signal can vary considerably 
throughout labour due to the presence of noise and artefact in the ECG signal 
(Shield & Kirk 1981; Cumow et al. 1981). Measurements such as the T/QRS 
ratio which are taken from poor quality ECG data can become imprecise 
which, if unchecked, adds further uncertainty and can be dangerously 
misleading. 
• Monitoring. The large amount of information produced by the foetal ECG, 
in addition to that of the CTG, would require continuous and vigilant 
monitoring by the clinician, but this is not always practical in a busy labour 
ward. Continuous monitoring is a very intensive process which could lead to 
fatigue and eventually mistakes. Computer assistance would help to provide 
constant monitoring. 
• Too much emphasis on the TIQRS ratio. There is too much emphasis on the 
T/QRS ratio as it is only a crude quantification of ST waveform shape. 
Negative and bi-phasic ST waveform shapes (see Figure 5) are not 
detectable by observing the T/QRS ratio alone. One case reported by Rosen 
& Luzietti et al., 1994 discusses a still birth delivery caused by a placental 
abruption. This case showed bi-phasic waveforms for eight minutes at the 
beginning of monitoring, followed by normal ECG and CTG until foetal 
death. This case was not detected as neither the T/QRS ratio or the CTG 
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showed any clear indication of there being any foetal distress (Rosen & 
Luzietti et al. 1994). 
• Lack of abnormal cases. Examples of abnormal cases are essential to 
demonstrate the full diagnostic potential of the foetal ECG. However, it is 
very difficult to obtain recorded data from abnormal cases as very few 
centres in the world collect foetal ECG data and abnormal cases are 
(thankfully) very rare. To date, only one case has been collected for this 
project which clearly demonstrates abnormal ECG waveform shapes. 
1.6 Current scope of electronic ST waveform monitoring. 
At the time of writing, the only device available for foetal ST waveform monitoring 
is the ST~ (ST ANalyser) monitor produced by Cinventa AB (Sweden). This 
produces a paper trace such as that shown in Figure 6. The CTG is displayed 
alongside a plot of averaged ECG waveforms and a T/QRS ratio trace. This system 
is currently being used in a number of centres in Europe. The current STAN® 
monitor has very limited processor capacity and is therefore restricted to very 
simple signal processing and ECG interpretation. This project is currently being 
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Figure 6 A sample of the paper trace produced by the ST AN® monitor' 
1. 7 Aims and objectives of the project 
The aims of this project are to develop techniques to overcome the problems that 
have hindered the widespread use of the foetal ECG and to use these techniques to 
develop an intelligent tool that can provide a non-expert clinician access with 
decision support and access to expert knowledge. This will help them make 
accurate, objective and timely decisions. Such a system would provide a unique 
1 Courtesy of Cinventa AB, Sweden. 
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platform from which to demonstrate the full clinical value of foetal ECG for the first 
time. To achieve these aims, the key objectives are to: 
1. Obtain a variety of data including normal and abnormal cases. 
2. Develop techniques to enhance ECG data online and assess quality of the 
signal. 
3. Determine and extract key robust and quantifiable features from the ECG 
waveforms. 
4. Develop techniques to extract salient features from the ECG to allow detailed 
waveform analysis. 
5. Develop an intelligent system to automatically classify the shape of the ECG 
waveform and interpret shape changes throughout labour. 
6. Validate the findings and show agreement between the system and human 
experts. 
1.8 Overview of the thesis. 
Throughout the duration of this project, an intelligent software system has been 
developed in the C++ programming language to simulate the on-line assessment of 
foetal ECG. The key stages of this project are summarised. 
The first priority of this project is to collect and document raw digitised foetal ECG 
data. Ideally a set of data from clinically normal and abnormal cases, of differing 
quality, is required for testing and validation. Normal data is available but abnormal 
data is difficult to obtain because such cases are still quite rare. At the start of this 
work no abnormal human foetal ECG data was available on electronic media. It was 
not anticipated that a significant quantity of abnormal data could be collected from a 
single maternity ward in the three years of this study as not all cases are monitored. 
A single case with abnormal ECG has been collected, although this is a pre-term 
foetus (<36 weeks gestation) and therefore would not normally be considered for 
ECG monitoring. 
To overcome the problems with poor signal quality, digital signal processmg 
techniques have been developed to enhance the raw foetal ECG signal in order to 
optimise the signal-to-noise ratio, maximise the available information, and to 
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preserve important shape changes in the ECG waveform data. This is the subject 
matter of chapter 2 and is the basis of one lEE colloquium paper (Outram & 
Ifeachor 1994) and two journal papers (Outram et al. 1995; Outram et al. 1997). 
Some of these techniques have now been implemented into the ST~ monitor. 
As foetal monitoring is a life-critical procedure, a measure of signal quality is 
essential in order to prevent misleading information being presented either to the 
system or to the clinician. Sensitive techniques have been developed to estimate and 
interpret the signal quality which is discussed in chapters 2 and 6 respectively. 
A critical component of the signal processing is to accurately locate each ECG 
waveform from the raw signal. This uses signal processing algorithms and pattern 
recognition techniques to discriminate between a true ECG waveform and noise. 
This is discussed in chapter 3 and has provided the basis of one workshop paper 
(Ifeachor & Outram 1993) and one lEE colloquium paper (Outram et al. 1993). 
Another key aspect of foetal ECG interpretation is pattern recognition of different 
ECG waveform shapes. This process is simplified by extracting new features, in 
addition to the T/QRS ratio. These are extracted to quantify the shape of the foetal 
ECG on a beat-by-beat basis using data quality measures to check for errors. 
Techniques to do this have been developed and are discussed in chapter 4. This 
work was developed in a way which provides enough flexibility for a clinician to 
explore other new features from the ECG waveform. Some of the results of this 
work are included in a journal paper (Outram et al. 1995). 
The clinician is provided with a written set of clinical guidelines to help recognise 
and interpret the pattern changes in the foetal ECG waveform. These rules and 
guidelines are formalised into rules suitable for implementing on a computer. These 
rules are elicited from human experts, medical research literature and from analysis 
of the data itself where necessary. The important variables, rules, patterns, 
contradictions, and sources of uncertainty are identified. These concepts and others 
are discussed in chapter 5 and in two conference papers (/foachor & Outram 1994; 
Ifeachor & Outram 1995a). 
A key task in the clinical guidelines is to classify the ECG waveform shape as one 
of the recognised shapes described in the clinical guidelines (see Figure 5). To 
automate this task a set of features are first identified which, when interpreted with 
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a new set of fuzzy rules, are shown to successfully classify each ECG waveform as 
one or more of these recognised shapes and is discussed in chapter 6. 
The elicited fuzzy rules and guidelines are implemented into an intelligent system 
which can faithfully model the human experts thinking and methodology to a degree 
that clinicians would not need to constantly supervise the ECG data. This system 
uses expert knowledge to provide clinicians with a clear objective assessment of the 
foetal condition as well as the expert reasoning behind it. 
Fuzzy logic is used to manage the imprecision and uncertainty in foetal assessment. 
The concepts behind fuzzy logic are discussed in chapter 5. New techniques to 
model the experts interpretation of progressive changes through time using fuzzy 
models are described in chapter 6 and in a conference paper (Outram et al. 1996). A 
prototype fuzzy expert system has been developed to infer the quality of the signal 
and to interpret the shape changes using these new techniques. 
The system has been tested on the available data and has demonstrated the ability to 
detect abnormal waveforms. It has also been dem·onstrated that the signal 
\ 
enhancement techniques described in chapter 2 and the feature extraction techniques 
described in chapter 4 do not introduce any significant distortion to the useful 
features. 
This work provides a flexible tool to measure almost any feature from the foetal 
ECG waveform. It also provides a framework to investigate, develop and refine new 
rules for interpreting foetal ECG patterns which might be of clinical use, but which 
has previously been impossible to measure. Chapter 7 discusses future research and 







2. Signal Enhancement 
2.1 Introduction 
The poor signal quality of the foetal ECG is a major source of imprecision and 
uncertainty in foetal ECG analysis. The conditions of the labour ward make good 
quality data acquisition very difficult, but good quality data is essential for ECG 
waveform analysis. Much of the clinical observations are difficult to reproduce or 
fully exploit because of the difficulty of processing and analysing the foetal ECG 
waveform accurately. The availability of good quality ECG signals or the ability to 
enhance the data, when necessary, with minimal distortion is a pre-requisite for 
waveform analysis (Outram et al. 1995). Poor quality signals lead to erroneous 
ECG features, such as spurious values of the T/QRS ratio and distorted ST 
waveform shape. This can lead to misclassifications of ECG waveform shape and 
clinical errors. The approach adopted for this work is therefore to maximise the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as much as possible without compromising the 
important signal content and to reject poor data. Only good quality data can be used 
for STwaveform analysis. 
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Figure 7 Data acquisition system 
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The foetal ECG is obtained usmg a single spiral scalp electrode designed to 
introduce minimal distortion (Westgate et al. /990) and the signal is band-limited 
with an analogue filter from 0.05 to 100Hz, as recommended by the American Heart 
Association (1975), before the signal is digitised to 12 bits accuracy at a sampling 
rate of 500Hz (see Figure 7). The analogue filter helps to remove some of the high-
frequency noise, simplifies the Analogue-to-Digital Conversion (ADC) stages by 
removing DC offsets and acts as an anti-aliasing filter prior to sampling. The quality 
of the filtered signal however is still very poor, and still contains relatively high 
noise and artefact energy. Poor quality ECG signals can often result in an incorrect 
interpretation of the ECG shape and can lead to an incorrect dia!,rnosis, thus further 
signal enhancement is absolutely essential for analysing the foetal ECG. Signal 
enhancement of the foetal ECG with analogue filters is known to introduce 
distortion due to their non-linear phase response (American Heart Association 
1975), therefore digital techniques which do not introduce phase distmtion must be 
employed. 
2.2 Sources of noise 
There are many sources of noise that degrade the foetal ECG signal quality. The 
foetal scalp ECG is particularly susceptible to low frequency noise, known as 
baseline shift, which induces false changes in the ECG wavefonn shape, especially 
the ST wavefonn. Other noise sources are muscle noise, power-line noise, maternal 
ECG and the foetal electroencephalogram (EEG), although in most cases the 
maternal ECG and EEG are negligible in the foetal scalp ECG signal. 
2.2.1 Baseline shift 
Baseline shift is a slow-moving, non-detenninistic wave (see Figure 8), which 
hinders accurate measurement of ECG features. The source of baseline shift is 
mostly due to scalp electrode movement, a changing impedance of the thigh 
reference electrode-skin interface and possibly a chemical reaction between the 
stainless steel in the scalp electrode and the scalp itself. Baseline shift is observed to 
be most prominent during the first 20-30 minutes after attachment of the electrode 
and during the last stages of labour when the mother is pushing. 
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The degree of baseline shift can vary in any one labour from a slowly 1ising quasi-
linear trend as shown in Figure 8(a), a slow quasi-harmonic wave as shown in 
Figure 8(b) or a sudden transition as shown in Figure 8( c). A major problem with 
baseline shift is that its spectmm is often wide and overlaps with that of the ECG 
signal. To design an optimal filter to remove baseline shifts would, by definition, 
require a-priori knowledge of the ECG signal spectrum. The ECG waveform itself is 
only quasi-stationary so it is impossible to define a fixed frequency spectrum and 
how to optimally filter out the baseline shift without removing the important 
information within the ECG signal. The ECG ST waveform shape, which is of 
impmtant clinical significance, is particularly sensitive to distortion of the low-
frequency signal components of the ECG (Van Alste et al. 1985). The signal 
enhancement scheme must therefore be carefully designed so that the important 
information in the ECG waveform is not lost or distorted. There are periods of ve1y 
poor quality data when significant baseline shift energy still remains despite the 
signal enhancement. It is ve1y important that the seve1ity of the remaining baseline 
shift is known so that sensitive features, such as ST depression, are only measured 
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Figure 8 Baseline shift in foetal ECG data. (a) Type 1 -Low baseline shift from a good quality 
signal, (b) Type 2- Medium baseline shift and (c) Type 3 -Acute baseline shift which renders the 
signal unusable for ECG shape analysis 
2.2.2 Muscle noise 
For muscles to contract, the muscle cells generate chemically induced electrical 
impulses, and this can be measured from the body surface. Muscle noise is caused 
by the random firing of muscle fibres. When the mother uses her leg muscles, then 
the muscle noise is picked up from the reference pad on the maternal thigh. This is 
most prominent during uterine contractions and while the mother is pushing and 
tensing her leg muscles. An example of muscle noise is shown in 
Figure 9. Muscle noise obscures the important features and timing points, such as 
the P, Q, R, Sand T peaks. Its spectrum spans that of the foetal ECG signal and so it 






Figure 9 Foetal ECG showing muscle noise and maternal ECG interference 
2.2.3 Power-line noise 
Power-line noise is often picked up by the scalp-electrode leads from neighbouring 
equipment such as fluorescent lighting and is amplified by the instrumentation 
amplifiers (see Figure 7). It is almost periodic (50Hz± I% in the UK) and often high 
in amplitude with respect to the ECG waveform. Harmonics of 50Hz are observed 
in the power-spectrum of the ECG signal (see Figure 10). If power-line noise is not 
suppressed it can obscure the P, Q, R, S and T peaks in the ECG waveform and 
distort their true amplitudes. The QRS amplitude, which is used throughout the 
system as a physiological constant, will jitter in the presence of power-line noise 
and so it is important that is removed. In the UK, the fundamental harmonic is 50Hz 
which lies within the useful spectrum of the foetal ECG waveform. Care has to be 
taken in designing a filter to remove unwanted 50Hz power from the signal. The 
100Hz peak shown Figure 10 in is outside the useful spectrum of the foetal ECG, 
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Figure 10 (a) ECG waveform corrupted with power-line noise and 
(b) the respective power-spectrum 
2.3 Signal Enhancement Techniques 
The objective of signal enhancement is to maximise the foetal ECG SNR whilst 
preserving the clinically useful waveform shape information. Describing the ECG 
shape is achieved by measuring key features such as the P, Q, R, S and T peak 
heights. Some of the features are more susceptible than others to the effects of 
noise. For example, the heart-rate is only dependent on the interval between 
successive R peaks (known as the RR interval) which, incidentally, are usually the 
largest features in the ECG, and are therefore the easiest features to locate. The RR 
interval is not affected by the attenuation of low-frequency information and 
therefore can tolerate more aggressive filter enhancement that other features such as 
the T/QRS ratio. The ST segment shape is the most sensitive feature because it is 
easily corrupted by low frequency noise and distortion and is a valuable measure of 
foetal condition. 
An important aspect of this work is to retain as much useful information as possible 
in the ECG. The first major task is to remove low-frequency noise and power-line 
noise from the raw ECG signal so that fixed reference timing points, namely the Q, 
Rand Speaks, can be located. This is known as QRS detection (see chapter 3). This 
uses an "aggressive" filter to simultaneously remove low-frequency and power-line 
noise. This is known as the CTG feature signal enhancement scheme and is 
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summarised in Figure 11. The details of this are discussed with QRS detection in 
chapter 3. 
Combined high-pass and 50Hz notch filter 
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Figure 11 A summary of the CTG feature signal enhancement used to help detect the QRS complex 
from the raw ECG signal 
A less aggressive signal enhancement scheme is used in this work for the analysis of 
more sensitive features, and is summarised in Figure 12. This is known as the 
sensitive feature signal enhancement scheme. After detecting the R-wave (see 
chapter 3), linear filters are used to remove some of the power-line noise and 
baseline shift from the raw data. An approximation of the remaining baseline shift is 
obtained using a curve fitting technique. This is used to assess the severity of 
baseline noise corruption and conditionally accept or reject the data. To minimise 
the effects of muscle noise, an optimal filter is used to maximise the SNR which 
helps to locate the Q and S peaks in the ECG waveform. A signal average is then 
used to further suppress random noise. The average waveform is computed from 
selected good quality raw ECG waveforms. Smooth curves are then evenly fitted to 
the ST waveform of the current raw and average ECG waveforms. These curves are 
used to reduce the effects of random noise and to simplify the location and 
measurement of important features from the ST waveform. This is discussed in 
chapter 4 (Feature Extraction). 
Powerline Low-frequency Baseline-shift Optimal 





Averaging of the ECG 
STWaveform 
Figure 12 A summary of the sensitive signal enhancement used in this work to minimise the effects 
of noise in the foetal scalp ECG and preserve the ECG signal shape 
Signal quality is assessed before the data is considered for analysis. The signal 
quality information is used to decide what information can be reliably extracted 
from the ECG waveform. In the presence of acute baseline shifts for example, only 
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the most insensitive features, such as RR intervals are considered to be reliable. 
Waveforms with large baseline shifts are not included in the signal average as 
baseline shifts tend to be correlated and are not sufficiently removed by the 
averaging process, thus producing a distorted and potentially misleading waveform 
shape. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signal average waveform is then 
estimated and this information is used to reject poor quality averaged waveforms 
distorted by higher frequency noise. 
A signal processing scheme is developed to maxumse the signal-to-noise ratio 
without introducing significant signal distortion and compromising the clinical 
information stored within the signal. The key objective is to maximise the number 
of good quality waveforms available for sensitive analysis. 
2.3.1 Filter Design for Foetal ECG Analysis 
Desirable features of noise reduction filters include a linear phase response in the 
passband to prevent distortion of signal waveshape, and low order to reduce 
computational overhead. Unfortunately, in this application the noise reduction filters 
are characterised by narrow transition bands which make them difficult to design. 
Consider the two filter prototypes shown in figures 13a and b. which are designed to 
reduce baseline shifts and power-line noise in the foetal ECG waveform 
respectively. 
Magnitude response (dB) 
0 Pass-band ri le=O.JdB 
40 2 3 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 13a Magnitude response for removing 
baseline shift energy 
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Figure 13b Magnitude response for removing 
power-line noise 
Linear-phase Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters, designed using the Remez-
Exchange algorithm (Rabiner & Gold 1975), with 951 and 953 coefficients 
respectively would be required to meet the specifications. 
Infinite impulse response (TIR) filters are attractive as they can have a very good 
amplitude response for low filter orders. An elliptic filter of 12th order can meet the 
amplitude response of the 50Hz notch filter, but a major drawback with IIR filters is 
the non-linear phase response which causes distortion of the foetal ECG shape. This 




Figure 14 The ringing effects of IJR.filters on the foetal ECG waveform 
One solution to overcome this is to use a phase-reversal technique (Proakis & 
Manolakis 1992) where the filtered data is fed back in reverse order through the 
filter. Using this technique the delaying effect of the filter at each frequency is 
theoretically cancelled out to zero. In practice the data has to be processed in blocks 
and cannot be run continuously. This is inconvenient as the blocks have to be of 
sufficient length to allow the filter to settle on each pass. This technique also 
requires high precision arithmetic to prevent the filter from becoming unstable. 
A more practical technique discussed by Jfeachor and Jervis (1993) was to design a 
multi-rate finite impulse response (FIR) filter. This has guaranteed stability, linear 
phase and does not require very high precision arithmetic. The filter design can 
often be simplified by first reducing the sampling rate. After filtering at the lower 
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sampling rate, the sampling rate is then restored. In general, multi-rate filters require 
the following stages. 
1. Decimation. Reduce the sampling rate of the data to Fs '=Fs!K, where 
Fs=original sampling rate, Fs ' is the new sampling rate, and K is the decimation 
factor. To do this without introducing aliasing, the following steps are carried 
out. 
(a) First digitally low-pass filter the data, where that the stop-band edge 
frequency is less than the new Nyquist frequency (Fs '12). 
(b) Sub-sample the data at the new sampling rate Fs ' by extracting 1 in every K 
samples. 
2. Filter. Design and implement the desired filter the data at the new lower 
sampling rate Fs ' 
3. Interpolation. Restore the sampling rate to Fs. To do this without introducing 
aliasing, the f~llowing steps are carried out. 
(a) Pad the filtered data with (K-1) zeros between each sample to restore the 
sampling rate to Fs. This will increase the effective sampling rate but will also 
create image frequency bands. 
(b) Filter this data using the filter in l(a) to remove the image frequency bands. 
Clearly this method still requires a considerable computational effort, involving 
additional decimation and interpolation filter stages. This method only works well in 
filter design problems where it is possible to reduce the sampling rate significantly, 
which is not always the case. In the case of the filter specification in Figure 13b, the 
lowest convenient sampling frequency obtainable is to reduce the sampling rate 
from 500Hz by a factor of K=4 to 125Hz. Even with this reduction., the minimum 
number of coefficients required to meet the specification is 275. 
A much simpler and efficient filter scheme has been developed for ECG analysis 
(Outram & Ifeachor 1997). 
An efficient technique for removing power-line harmonics and low-frequency noise, 
based on the well known window filter design technique has been proposed (V an 
Alste & Schi/der 1985). Its main feature is a FIR filter with a repeating frequency 
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spectrum designed such that a narrow notch occurs at harmonics of the mains 
frequency of 50Hz (see Figure 15). By allowing the magnitude response of the filter 
to repeat, the computational effort required to obtain narrow band notches is greatly 
reduced (Van Alste & Schilder 1985). This technique requires additional effort in 
the design phase to achieve the desired band edges because of the difficulties 
associated with the window method (Ifeachor and Jervis 1993). Further, the 
window design approach does not allow independent control of the pass-band and 
stop-band ripples and leads to notches that have the same width, which is 





Passband ripple= 0 .002dB 
Stopband attenuation=50dB 
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Figure 15 Specification of a repeating frequency spectrum filter. 
A novel method has been developed here for designing filters based on the principle 
of repeating frequency spectrum filters, only the new method allows precise control 
of the band edge frequencies, pass and stop band ripple and is based on filters 
designed using the Remez Exchange algorithm. It is also shown how these filters 
can be combined to obtain useful single or multiple band filters. 
2.3.2 New filter design method 
The underlying problem to be addressed in this application and many others is the 
design of an efficient FIR filter with very sharp transition bands. Designing non-
recursive digital filters with sharp transition band edges requires many filter 
coefficients which becomes computationally expensive and inefficient. For 
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Figure 16 Low-pass filter specification 
Fs'n. 
(50Hz) 
The number of coefficients N required for a FIR low-pass filter designed with the 
Remez Exchange algorithm is estimated by 
0.9 · Attenuation( dB) 
N ~ 20 · t::..F (2.1) 
where LW is the width of the transition band normalised to the sampling frequency 
Fs given by 
(2.2) 
Using the expression in (2.1), to design thls FIR filter directly using the Remez 
exchange algorithm requires at least N=675 filter coefficients. Clearly if the 
attenuation and band-edge frequencies are fixed, then the only way to reduce N is to 
reduce the sampling frequency Fs. The filter is therefore re-specified at a lower 
sampling frequency such that the number of coefficients N is acceptable. The same 
filter specification as that shown in Figure 16 is now given in Figure 17 but the 
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Figure 17 Low pass filter specification at a lower sampling frequency 
Fs/2 
(5Hz) 
The actual magnitude response of this filter and the filter coefficients h1 (n) of thls 
filter are shown in Figure 18. From (2.1), thls filter requires at least 27 coefficients, 
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although 28 have been used here to obtain a magnitude response close to the desired 
specification1. The proto-type filter given in Figure 16 was designed to filter signals 
at a sampling frequency of Fs= 1OOHz, whereas this filter is specified at a sampling 
rate of Fs '=20Hz. To correct for this, the filter coefficients hi (n) are zero-padded 
by a factor of 5. The effects of this on the magnitude response and filter coefficients 
are shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 18 Low-pass filter designed directly with the Remez Exchange algorithm 
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Figure 19 Magnitude response and filter coefficients of a repeating frequency spectrum filter 
In general, the effect of zero-padding a time-series by a factor of K is to cause its 
frequency spectrum to repeat K times, and this is observed in Figure 19. There are 
three important points to note here. The first is that the magnitude response of the 
zero-padded filter, over the frequency interval -Fs '12 .. . Fs '12, is identical to the 
desired specification in Figure 16. The second point is that although the total length 
of this filter is now N'=28*5=280, the number of non-zero coefficients required to 
implement this filter is unchanged (N=28). This filter is therefore very efficient to 
implement as there are still only N multiplication operations to execute. The output 
of the filter is given as 
N-1 
y(n) = LX(n-i ·K)·hl(i) (2.3) 
i=O 
where x(n) is the data sampled at 1OOHz, hl (i) are the filter coefficients, and y(n) is 
the filtered output. The group delay dgrp though this filter is given by 
{ 
N ·K/2 N·Kiseven 
dgrp = (N ·K-1)/2 N ·Kisodd (2.4) 
The third point is that new unwanted pass-bands have been created at 20Hz 
intervals as a result of zero-padding. The unwanted bands, or images, must be 
removed by cascading with another low-pass filter, known as the anti-image filter, 
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Figure 20 (a) Repeating frequency spectrum filter, (b) anti-image filter 
& (c) Resulting low-pass filter 
The design of this anti-image filter (illustrated in Figure 20b) is straightforward as 
the normalised transition width is large because the repeating frequency bands are 
widely separated. In this example, the transition width of the anti-image filter 
AF=(Fs '-2fp)!Fs=I6!100, where fp is the band-edge frequency (2Hz). From (2.1) 
this requires a filter with at least 20 coefficients, although 23 have been used in 
order to meet the specification. The actual magnitude response and filter 
coefficients for this filter are shown in Figure 21 . 
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Figure 21 Anti-image filter 
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Figure 22 Resulting magnitude response ofthe cascaded filters 
Cascading these two filter gives the overall magnitude response shown in Figure 22. 
Equally a band-pass filter can be designed by choosing a different anti-image filter 
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Figure 23(a) Repeating .frequency spectrum filter, (b) anti-image filter 
& (c) Resulting band-pass filter 
The anti-image filter requires 28 coefficients. The magnitude response and filter 
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Figure 25 Overall magnitude response of the band-pass filter design 
2.3.3 Theory 
This technique is closely related to comb filtering (Proakis et al. 1992). A FIR filter 
is first designed using the well known Remez Exchange algorithm (Rabiner & Gold 
1975) with coefficients h(n), n=O .. L-1, where Lis the filter length and n is discrete 
time. The transfer function of the FIR filter is given by 
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H(Z) = ho + ~ . z-1 + ~ . z-z + ... +hL-1 . z -<L-1) {2.5) 
and in the frequency domain, substituting Z= e1oif , this becomes 
where T is the sampling interval and ro is angular frequency (radians per second). 
Consider the case where the sampling frequency is now increased by a factor of K, 
such that (1)3 '=K (1)3, where (1)3 is the original sampling frequency in radians per 
second, (1)3 ' is the new sampling frequency. It follows then that the new sampling 
interval T '=TIK. The frequency response now becomes 
If it is required that the equations (2. 5) and {2. 7) are equivalent in the frequency 
interval - (J)/ 2<(1)<(1)/ 2, then it follows that (2. 7) must be modified as follows 
The equivalent transfer function then becomes 
(2.9) 
When the frequency response of (2. 9) is plotted over the interval -ro5 '/2<ro<ros '/2, 
the frequency response over the interval -roJ2<ro<roJ2 is repeated K times. This is 
the effect of aliasing and is the cause of the repeating frequency bands. Taking the 
inverse Z transform of (2.8) the new filter has a difference equation of 
h(n') = h0 • x(n') +~ · x(n'- K) +~ · x(n'- 2K)+ .. .+hr_1 ·x(n'-(L - l)K)(2.10) 
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where n '=n/K is discrete time for the new sampling interval TIK. It is important to 
notice the filter length has increased by a factor of K, but there are still only L non-
zero coefficients to be multiplied. The delay through the filter is KU2 for even KL 
and (K.L-1 )12 for odd KL. The frequency spectrum of the zero padded filter will 
contain the desired band and unwanted image bands. These image bands usually 
need to be removed by cascading other filters. Filters designed using this technique 
can be cascaded to obtain many other useful filters with very sharp transition bands. 
High-pass and band-stop filters can equally be designed by subtracting the output of 
low-pass and band-pass filters respectively from the unfiltered data samples. Two 
examples of filters applied to foetal monitoring are now discussed. 
2.4 Design of a narrow-band notch filter for removing power-line noise. 
A linear-phase notch filter with a magnitude response given in Figure 13b is 
required. The filter is split into two cascaded band-pass filter stages (see Figure 27). 
This filter can have a repeating frequency spectrum as illustrated in Figure 15 as 
power-line noise has harmonics at 50Hz and 100Hz (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 26 (a) ECG waveform corropted with power-line noise and 
(b) the respective power spectrom 
The output of the two filters is subtracted from the raw data to produce an enhanced 
signal, as depicted in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27 Design of the two stage narrow band notch filter. 
The first filter is designed by computing the coefficients h(n), n=0 .. 24, of a low-
pass filter with a pass band edge at 0.25Hz, a transition width of 0.5Hz and at a 
sampling frequency of 10Hz using the Remez-Exchange algorithm (Rabiner et al. 
1975) . The magnitude response of this filter is shown in Figure 28a. Using the 
coefficients h(n), another linear FIR low-pass filter with coefficients h '(n), 
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Figure 28Magnitude response of the first multi-band pass filter. 
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(2.11) 
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Figure 29 The magnitude response of the second multi-band pass filter. 
where jloor(x) is the integer component of x . The effect of zero padding by a factor 
of 50 can be considered as effectively increasing the sampling rate of the waveform 
h(n) to 500Hz. As no anti-aliasing is performed prior to this the frequency spectrum 
repeats every 10Hz. The resulting magnitude response is shown in Figure 28b. This 
is a multiple band-pass filter with centre frequency peaks at all the harmonics of 
10Hz, including OHz. Note the narrow transition width is preserved. To meet the 
final filter specification, only the peaks at the harmonics of 50Hz are required. The 
pmpose of the second filter is to remove all the images other than those at the 
harmonics of 50Hz. This filter is designed using the same design basic technique. 
Note a favourable transition width of this second filter is determined by the new 
sampling rate (500Hz) and the interval between the images. A low-pass filter with a 
magnitude response shown in Figure 29a is designed using the Remez Exchange 
algorithm at a sampling rate of 50Hz. The normalised transition width is 8Hz/50Hz 
which is favourably large. The coefficients are zero-padded by a factor of 10 to 
increase the sampling rate to 500Hz and the resulting magnitude response is shown 
in Figure 29b. 
The effect of cascading these two filters, viewed in the frequency domain, is shown 
in Figure 30. All the harmonics of 50Hz (including OHz) are selected by this filter. 
Note that the absolute transition width of each pass-band is the same as it was in the 
original prototype (1Hz). Implementation of these filters is very efficient. Both 
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filters have only 27 non-zero coefficients. The difference equation for the first filter 
lS 
26 
y 1(n) = L~(k) · x(n- 50k) (2.12) 
k=O 
and the difference equation of the second filter is 
26 
y2 (n) = L~(k)· y1(n-l0k) (2.13) 
k=O 
The final output (shown in ) is given by 
y(n) = x(n- Delayl- Delay2) - y2 (n) 
where Delayl=27*50/2=675 samples and Delay2=27*1012=135 samples, are the 
constant delays through filter 1 and 2 respectively, n is discrete time, x(n) are the 
raw foetal ECG samples, y J(n) are the output samples of the first filter, yl(n) is the 
output of the second filter and y(n) is the overall output. The total delay is 810 
samples which is 1.62 seconds for a sampling rate of 500Hz. This technique is 
suited to this application as the overall filter satisfies the filter specification and the 
linear-phase constraint. 
Combined magnitude response 
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Figure 30 The combined magnitude response for removing narrow band 50Hz harmonics. 
2.5 Design of a linear low-pass filter 
Baseline shift is a low-frequency noise source and is shown in Figure 8. Some of the 
baseline shifts are reduced by the filter described above in previous section but it is 
37 
desirable to obtain a wider notch about OHz as specified in Figure 13b. The same 
technique is applied to produce a multiple notch filter with the magnitude response 
shown in Figure 31, but this filter has images with a larger bandwidth of 5Hz. A 
second anti-image filter in Figure 32 is used to exclusively select the band between 
0 and 2.5Hz. When these filters are cascaded the combined response shown in 
Figure 33 is produced. This filter will only extract the low-frequency noise and 
signal components. This way, using two separate filter schemes, the width of the 
low-frequency notch can differ from that of the power-line notches. Each filter 
described here only has 27 non-zero coefficients which can easily be implemented 
on a modem personal computer in real time. Using this technique of cascading 
comb filters is vecy efficient and allows accurate narrow-band filters can be 
designed, only at the expense of delay through the filters . 
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Figure 32 Additional anti-image filter 
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Figure 33 A filter for exclusively removing the low-frequency noise from ECG signals 
The output of this filter is finally subtracted from the delayed raw ECG data. Some 
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Figure 34 (a) Raw ECG (b) Raw data .filtered to remove power-line noise and baseline shifts. 
These filters add no significant errors to the features measured from the foetal ECG 
waveform, and this is discussed in section 2. 7 
2.5.1 Optimal Filtering 
After baseline removal, the SNR may be improved further by averaging and digital 
low-pass filtering to reduce the effect of muscle and random noise. Muscle noise is 
due to maternal movement, often from the leg and abdominal muscles, and may be 
picked up from the reference pad on the maternal thigh. This interference can 
obscure the Q, R and S reference points especially during uterine contractions and 
while the mother is pushing. The aim here is to design a filter which maximises the 
SNR whilst retaining important shape information. The task of reducing the effects 
of muscle and random noise by filtering is essentially one of optimising the filter 
characteristics to match closely to the spectrum of the ECG waveform. To preserve 
wave-shape, an additional constraint on the filter design is that the phase-response is 
linear over the pass band. A difficulty with this design is that the spectrum of the 
ECG is not known a priori and will vary with time as the PR and ST waveforms 
change. A practical method is to infer the "true" spectrum from the average of 
several ECG complexes (see smooth curve in Figure 35). Using this method, the 
discrete spectrum IX(k) l is first computed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) or 
any other suitable method (see noisy curve in Figure 35), where k is discrete 
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frequency. This is then smoothed using a Chebyshev polynomial approximation 
H(k) (See section 2.6.2 for details on Chebyshev polynomials). 
I (N/2}1 
Discrete Frequency k 
Figure 35 The smooth approximation H(k) of the average signal spectrum IX(k) l 
The coefficients of the desired linear filter h(n), n=O .. 2m, that has a smooth 
frequency spectrum H (k), can be computed directly using the following expression 
h(n) = IX(O) I +~· Nf JIX(k) l· coj2nk(n-m)) (2.14) 
JV JV k=J ~~ JV 
where 2m+1 is the filter length (Jfeachor & Jervis 1993). To account for the 
possible changes in the ECG spectrum, the filter coefficients may be repeatedly 
computed on-line. To reduce computational load, the cosine functions in (2.14) can 
be pre-calculated or computed recursively using the following relationship. 
r(k,n) = cos(2nk(n-m)IN) 
s(k, n) = sin(2 nk(n-m)IN) 
r(k+ 1,n) = r(J,n).r(k,n)- s(J,n).s(k,n) 
s(k+ 1,n) = r(J,n).s(k,n) + s(J,n).r(k,n) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
For a given value of n, r(J,n) and s(J,n) are first directly evaluated from the 
definitions in (2.15). The terms r(k+ 1,n) and s(k+ 1,n) are then successively 
computed for k= 1, 2 ... (N/2 )-2, using the recursive relationship (2.16). Finally for 
k=1,2, ... ,(N/2)-1 the products IX(k) l. r(k,n) are formed and summed in the second 
term of (2.14). This process is repeated for all n = 0,1, .. 2m. This method is similar 
to the standard frequency sampling method for filter design (Ifeachor & Jervis 
1993) . The filter coefficients h(n), are symmetric about the centre which ensures a 
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linear phase response is obtained. The exact number of coefficients L=2m+ 1. An 
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The filtered signal in Figure 36b has minimal remaining noise but there is some 
visible distortion at the onset of the ST segment. The effects of this filter 
unfortunately can induce a slight ringing just after the J point which is the start of 
the ST segment. This is not a problem for T/QRS ratio measurement but is a 
problem for ST segment shape analysis. There are also some real dangers in using 
this technique in practice. It is essential that a good quality approximation of the 
signal spectrum is obtained before the filter coefficients are calculated, which is 
difficult to guarantee without visual inspection. The spectrum can also vary during 
sudden drops in heart-rate. Since this technique was developed, it was found that a 
carefully designed fixed linear low-pass filter could achieve very good results 
without adding any ringing artefact. This is now discussed. 
2.5.2 SNR enhancement using fixed linear filtering 
A close approximation to the optimal filter is a fixed linear filter with a magnitude 
response similar to that in Figure 35. The magnitude response is shown in Figure 
37a. Given that the signal is pre-filtered with an analogue low-pass filter with a 
pass-band edge frequency of 100Hz, then the signal energy above 150Hz has 
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already been attenuated2• This is exploited in order to reduce the computational 
effort of the filter. This is achieved by using the comb-filtering technique as 
discussed in section 2.3.2. A low pass filter with coefficients h(n), n=0 .. 36, is 
designed with a pass-band edge frequency of 50Hz and a stop-band edge frequency 
of 65Hz, with at least 40dB attenuation in the stop-band and 0.05dB pass-band 
ripple. The Remez-exchange algorithm is used to compute the coefficients assuming 
a sampling rate of 250Hz, the magnitude response of which is shown in Figure 37a. 
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Figure 37 Fixed low-pass filter designed to attenuate muscle noise. 
The magnitude response is shown in Figure 37b. There is a strong parallel with 
conventional multi-rate filter design here. For a multi-rate filter design, the signal 
would be first pre-filtered to limit the bandwidth to a maximum of 125Hz (which is 
already performed by an analogue filter in this case), and then every other sample 
2 This may not be the case for adult ECG or for accurate heart-rate analysis. 
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would be discarded, effectively reducing the sampling rate to 250Hz. The filter 
design shown in Figure 37a could then be applied and the data would be re-
interpolated back up to 500Hz by padding every other sample with zeros. To 
remove the image frequencies from occurring (lfeachor & Jervis 1992), another 
low-pass filter would have to be used to limit the bandwidth to 125Hz. Note that 
each additional digital filter stage will have a finite pass-band ripple, which adds to 
signal distortion. Using the method described here, only one digital filter stage is 
required. This way the pass-band ripple is minimised and the decimation and 
interpolation stages are completely avoided, thus reducing the number of filters and 
the computational effort. 
2.5.3 Signal Averaging 
The objective of signal enhancement is to maximise the foetal ECG signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) whilst preserving the useful waveform shape information. The most 
widely used technique for improving the SNR for repetitive signals, such as the 
foetal ECG, is signal averaging (Hon & Lee 1963). In general the weighted average 
signal vector, denoted here as a vector a, is computed as 
N-l 
a = "'Lx(k)-w(k) (2.17) 
k; O 
where x(k), k={O,J, ... ,N-1}, are the individual foetal ECG waveform vectors, w(k) 
are scalar weightings and N is the number of waveforms in the average. For an 
arbitrary set of weights w(k), the SNR of the average waveform is theoretically 
improved by a factor of (L:;-
0
1
w(k)2 ) over the original raw SNR (See section 
2.5.4). For an evenly weighted average, where w(k)=JIN, k={0,1, ... ,N-1}, the SNR 
is theoretically increased by a factor of JN . It is shown in section 2.5 .4 that this is 
the theoretical maximum possible improvement that can be obtained for a fixed N, 
given the assumption that the true signal component is perfectly stationary and the 
noise is purely random and un-correlated with the signal. This also means the 
average can be easily updated recursively as shown in (2.18). 
1 
a(k + 1) = a(k) + N (x(k + 1)- x(k- N + 1)) (2.18) 
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where a(k) is the J(h average waveform, x(k) is the J(h raw ECG waveform vector 
and N is the number of waveforms in the average. Unfortunately the foetal ECG 
signal shape changes over time (non-stationary) and not all the noise sources can be 
assumed to be random. In particular, the remaining low-frequency noise 
components in filtered raw signal, such as baseline shifts, tend to be correlated are 
not completely removed by averaging or filtering. To reduce this effect, one solution 
is to only include ECG complexes that have low remaining baseline shifts into the 
average. Despite these limitations, signal averaging is very effective and is very 
efficient to implement recursively. 
In a recent clinical trial (Westgate et al. 1993), signal averaging (N=30) was used 
successfully to enhance the ECG signal, it was shown that the T/QRS ratio could be 
used with the CTG to reduce intervention rates but it was reported that the useable 
data dropped down to a low 56% in second-stage labour. The current clinical 
guidelines are based on averaged ECG waveforms, although there is a possibility 
that clinically significant short term changes might occur near uterine contractions 
which will be suppressed by the averaging process. Some of the shorter term 
changes could be preserved by choosing the weighting, w(k), such that the older 
waveforms have a lesser influence than the more recent, but this in turn would 
reduce the SNR improvement. To fully understand the problems with averaging, it 
helps to examine the filtering effect it has on the data. 
2.5.4 Averaging and signal-to-noise ratio improvement 
It is assumed the corrupted signal vector y is the summation of a stationary signal 
vector s and a random noise vector n. 
y=s+n 
The signal power ci is computed as 
cr 2 = y r y = ( s + n) r ( s + n) = s r s + 2s r n + n r n 





assuming the noise has constant variance. The signal-to-noise ratio is thus computed 
as 
(2.22) 
Now, consider an averaged signal vector 
N-1 N -1 
a= L:w(k) ·y(k)= L:w(k) ·(s(k)+n(k)) (2.23) 
k=O k=O 
where w(k) are scalar weightings. Splitting this into two summations 
N-1 N - 1 
a= Lw(k)·s(k)+ Iw(k) · n(k) . (2.24) 
k=O k=O 
The total signal power cr av 2 is 
(
N -1 N-1 ~ T(N-1 N-1 ~ (2.25) 
= L:w(k)·s(k) + Iw(k)·n(k)) Iw(k) ·s(k) + Iw(k) · n(k)) 
k=O k=O k=O k=O 
The signal component is stationary therefore 
a_' = a Ta = ( • · %w(k) +% w(k)· n(k))'(s·% w(k) +% w(k) · n(k)) (2.26) 
and as the weights all sum to unity gives 
( 
N-1 IT( N -1 1 
u,r./ = aT a = s+ ~w(k)·n(k)) s + ~w(k) · n(k)) 
= ST5+2·s' (~ w(k)· n(k)) +(~ w(k)· D(k)r (%w(k)·D(k)) 
=sTs +0+ (~ w(k) · n(k)T . w(k) ·n(k)) 
=a.' • (% w(k )'n(k )' n(k)) 
N-1 N-1 
= u s 2 + I w(k)2. u, 2 = a s2 + u112. I w(k)2 
k=O k=O 
(2.27) 
Assuming the noise is random and of constant variance and the signal and noise are 









To maximise the SNR w(k)=J!Nfor all k, 
a- 2 
SNRav = 2 s / N = .JN · SNR . (Y · l n 
(2.29) 
This is easily proven by the following 
(2. 30) 
and where the constraint :LN_-1w(k) = 1. The objective is to minimise the noise 
. k-0 
power of the average, therefore minimise a-n 2 • p . Differentiating p with respect to w 
and using lagrange multipliers to constrain the solution. 
V wP =V w {wT w + 1(1T w -t)} = 2wT + A.e 
A, 
:. w = - ·1 
2 
(2.31) 
Therefore for a maximum SNR all the elements of w are equal. This means all 
waveforms in the average waveform have an equal contribution. In this application 
it would be preferable if the most recent waveforms had greater emphasis than the 
older waveforms in the average. This would help account for any shape changes in 
the ECG waveform. An alternative technique, which does not apply an even 
weighting, is examined in the next section. 
2.5.5 Time Coherent Filtering 
Averaging is in fact a linear 'time coherent filter'. For an ensemble of N ECG 
waveforms (vectors) , x(i), i={O,l .. N-1}, composed of stationary signal vector s 
added to a random noise vector n(i) then the simplest averaging procedure is to 





Figure 38 Illustration of time coherent sampling 
Considering the Jlh data point Yk of the average vector y, this can be written as a 
linear FIR time coherent filter 
N - l 
Y.t = Lh; · x(n)k (2.32) 
i=O 
where the filter coefficients h; = 1/N for a simple average where x(n)k is the Jlh 
sample of the nth waveform in the ensemble (see Figure 38). Taking the Z transform, 
this can be written in the frequency domain as 
N-l 
Y(Z) = Lh; .z-i · X(Z)k (2.33) 
i= O 
where N is the number of waveforms in the average, Z=~r, w is the angular 
frequency and T is the period between each beat, which is determined by the heart 
rate. To examine the filtering effect of the averaging process, x(n)k in (2.32) is 
assumed to be an impulse, hence X(Z)=1 in (2.33). In Figure 39, the amplitude 
response IY(w) l of the averaging process for N=10, N=20, N=30 and N=50 beats 
are compared assuming a constant heart-rate. Given the condition that s is perfectly 
stationary and the noise n(i) is purely random, h;= 1/N is the optimum choice of 
filter coefficients to maximise the expected SNR. It is observed in Figure 39, that as 
N is increased from 10 to 50 the frequency of the first zero reduces, but the stop-
band attenuation is a constant of approximately 13 .5d.B. Ifs was perfectly stationary 
48 
there would be no limit on N, and every waveform could be averaged in the labour 
as it is collected. Of course s does change through labour otherwise there would be 
no changes in the ECG to analyse. Given that it is known that s does change with 
time then the averaging process is viewed as time-coherent low-pass filtering 
process, passing the slowest changes and rejecting the more rapid changes (assumed 
to be caused by noise). Evenly weighted averaging is seemingly an inefficient low 
pass filter, with h;=l!N, the maximum stop-band attenuation was measured as 
approximately 13.5 dB for all values ofN (see Figure 39). To increase attenuation, 
N must be increased and the weights w(i) cannot be equal. 
An assumption given above was that the heart-rate was constant and therefore the 
time interval between each sample was also constant. However, a change in heart-
rate corresponds to a change in the interval between samples, so doubling the heart-
rate (sampling rate) would half the interval between the samples and this has a 
profound effect on the filtering properties of the filtering process. The time coherent 
signal x(n) k, n= {0, J..N-1}, can be considered as a sampled time series, where the 
instantaneous sampling rate is the instantaneous heart-rate. If the heart-rate was 
constant and the foetal ECG was truly periodic, then time-coherent filtering would 
be a linear filtering process, but this is certainly not the case with the foetal ECG. 
For any fixed filter, the band edges are a fixed proportion of the sampling rate. If the 
heart rate reduces then the effective sampling rate reduces, and hence the absolute 
filter band-edge frequencies reduce correspondingly. Changes in the ECG are a 
chemical process which is related to time and not the number of heart beats in time. 
It can be concluded therefore· that by using simple signal averaging, more 
"information" is removed from the ECG signal at lower heart-rates. This is because 
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Figure 39 Magnitude response of evenly weighted average (HR= 120 bp m) 
(a) N=JO, (b) N=20, (c) N=30 & (d) N=50 
Such filtering is an uncontrolled multi-rate filter, where ECG at a lower heart-rate 
implies a filter with lower band-edge frequencies. In reality the heart rate 
continuously fluctuates, so the filtering process can be considered as a filter in the Z 
domain of the form. 
(2.34) 
where T;, i={l .. N}, are the time intervals between each heart beat as shown in 
Figure 40 and hk, k=l .. m, are the filter coefficients. In the case of a sudden heart-
rate deceleration, the results would be very unpredictable. 
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Figure 40 Changing time intervals between consecutive heart beats 
To overcome this problem, a practical solution is to re-sample every data point 
evenly at the highest possible rate that would naturally occur (200 bpmi. Linear 
interpolation or cubic spline interpolation can be used for this purpose (see Figure 
41). In the circles are the m1h points of 5 waveforms. These are linearly interpolated 
and re-sampled at the 200bpm. 
y(m,t) 
t 
Figure 41 Linear interpolation and re-sampling 
Now the data is evenly sampled at the constant sampling rate of 200 bpm (200/60 
Hz) any shape changes are filtered consistently by the time-coherent filter. A 
magnitude response of an evenly weighted 30 beat average process is shown in 
Figure 42(a) and a time-coherent filter magnitude response with similar band-edge 
frequencies is shown in Figure 42(b ). 
3 Not allowing for ectopic beats which can even overlap another ECG wavefonn. 
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Figure 42 Magnitude response of (a) a 30 beat average and 
(b) a time-coherent IIRfilter 
The filter used here is a 4th order recursive elliptic filter which achieves over double 
the stop-band attenuation (40dB) of the simple average (13.5 dB). With each new 
ECG waveform vector x of length 200, each sample x(k), k=l .. 200, is passed into a 
separate filter (see Figure 43) to produce a new sample y(k). A typical result is 
shown in Figure 44c. 
Section 1 a0=0.01304901795719 a1=0.013049017957200 a2=0. 00000000000000 
bo=1 .00000000000000 b,=-0.97390196408560 ~=0. 00000000000000 
Section 2 as=0.1 0147437436674 a4=-0.20181543365985 a5=0.1 014 7437436675 
bs=1.00000000000000 b4=-1 .97541693087758 b5=0.97655024595117 
Table 1 Filter coefficients for the time-coherent filter 
Section 1 Section 2 
Figure 43 Fourth order recursive filter structure 
This structure is convenient to implement as it only requires the previous four ECG 
waveform vectors to be stored in memory. There is no visible distortion of the ECG 
waveforms using this technique provided enough numerical accuracy is available. 
The coefficients given in Table 1 are produced using the MATLAB® Signal 
Processing T oolbox. The source code is provided in Appendix A. Unlike the simple 
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averaging algorithm, this technique is not suitable for integer arithmetic and so is 
computationally more expensive. The result of time coherent filtering is very similar 
to even weighted signal averaging. An example is given in Figure 44. The non-linear 
phase response around the transition band of the recursive filter does not appear to 
induce any signal distortion, so it is assumed that the pass-band edge is beyond the 
bandwidth of the time-coherent ECG signal. This is a reasonable assumption as only 
a very small signal change is expected between each ECG waveform, whereas the 
spectrum of the noise is expected to be evenly distributed across the whole 
spectrum. This technique does not allow for jitter due to incorrect waveform 
alignment however, which induces a ringing effect over several waveforms. In 
practice this only occurs near the sharp transitions of the ECG, such as the R-S 
slope. This can make QRS amplitude measurements unreliable which in turn affects 
all the measured features. The additional attenuation in the stop-band does not seem 
to have enough benefit to warrant using recursive time-coherent filtering. 
0.8 .---~---.--~----, 0.8 r----r--,..---.------, 
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Figure 44 A comparison of the (a)raw, (b) 30-beat-average waveform and (c) time-coherent 
filtered waveform 
2.6 Quality assessment 
The signal processing techniques discussed so far are all designed such that the 
minimum information is lost from the signal. An attempt to enhance and use very 
poor quality data would require over filtering of the signal and hence produce 
unreliable measurements. The philosophy of this work has been to keep and 
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enhance what is safe for analysis, and reject all the bad quality sections of the data. 
The primary source of error is baseline shift noise. Baseline shift cannot always be 
completely removed by linear filtering when the signal quality is poor and thus it 
remains a source or error. Attempts to remove severe baseline shift will distort the 
important slow moving components of the foetal ECG waveform, such as the S T 
segment shape, so the data must be rejected. It is essential that the amount of 
remaining baseline shift energy (after signal enhancement) is quantified and is used 
as part of the data rejection criteria. 
2.6.1 Approximation and Assessment of Baseline Shift Noise 
Baseline shift, such as that shown in Figure 45, hinders accurate measurement of 
ECG features. There are some very real dangers in extracting features from data 
with high levels of baseline shift. 
Figure 45 Baseline shift in foetal ECG data 
Most of the energy in the baseline shift is low frequency, between 0 and 2Hz, and 
may be removed by linear filtering. Some baseline shift energy, such as transient 
shifts caused by the movement of the scalp electrode, extend far beyond the 0-2Hz 
band. An attempt to remove such noise would require a degree of filtering which 
would destroy the ST waveform shape. There is also no need to remove such 
artefact as these episodes are usually only short lasting with enough remaining good 
data to work with. If there is not, then it is vital that clinicians are made aware of the 
problem as the electrode is incorrectly attached. It is far more important to have a 
measure of the data quality so that bad periods of data can be rejected. 
A first attempt was made using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and a Multi-
Layered Perceptron (Ifeachor et al. 1993). A selection of data were extracted and 
graded manually. The data was normalised with respect to the average QRS 
amplitude, and the low frequency magnitude spectrum computed with the DFT. The 
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resulting vector of 18 values was reduced down to 10 using singular value 
decomposition (SVD) and passed to a multi-layered-perceptron for training and 
testing. Performance on the available data was reasonable, details of which are 
given in a work-shop paper (lfeachor et al. 1993). This technique has been 
superseded by a new method. 
The new method uses a polynomial approximation of the baseline shift noise from 
which data quality features can be measured and interpreted. This much more robust 
and predictable method uses fuzzy logic to interpret the features (the concepts of 
fuzzy logic are described in chapter 5). The approximation can be used to subtract 
remaining baseline shift noise from the signal. Approximation of the baseline shift, 
in the minimax sense, may be closely achieved by curve-fitting methods based on 
Chebyshev polynomials. 
2.6.2 Chebyshev Polynomial Approximation 
Any continuous function x(t) may be approximated by a linear combination of a set 
of polynomial functions { f/Jk(t) I k=O, 1, ... , n}. The subscript k denotes the degree of 
the polynomial function f/Jk(t) . Thus, we can approximate the baseline B(t) as 
n 
B(t) = Cor/Jo (t) + CttPt (t) + c2r/J2 (t)+. .. +CntPn (t) = ~:Ckr/Jk (t) 
k=O (2.35) 
We wish to choose the set of functions { f/Jk(t)} and the coefficients { ck} such that B (t) 
has the smallest maximum deviation from the function x(t). This is none other than 
the mini-max approximation of degree n, which is unfortunately difficult to compute 
precisely. However, by choosing the set of functions { f/Jk(t)} to be the set of 
Chebyshev Polynomials {Tk(t)} defined over the interval -1 ~~1, we can obtain an 
approximating polynomial B(t) which is almost identical to the true mini-max 
approximation and is simple to compute. The Chebyshev polynomial (Burden & 
Faires 1989) of degree k is defined as 
~ (t) =cos(k ·COS-t (t)), -1 ~ t ~ 1 
hence we can rewrite (2.37) as 
n 
(2.36) 
x(t) ~c01"o(t)+c1 J;(t)+c2J;(t)+ ... +cJ',(t)= "LckTJt)=B(t) (2.37) 
k=O 
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The problem of baseline approximation then reduces to one of finding the values of 
the coefficients {c,J and the Chebyshev polynomials {Tk(t)}. A significant property 
of the Chebyshev polynomials is that they are orthogonal with respect to the 
weighting function 
1 . 
w(t) = , I.e. ~ 
0, i ~j 
J+17;(t)- T,Jt)- hdt= tr,i = j = 0 
- 1 1- t2 
tr . . 0 
2,1=];!; 
(2.38) 
This property allows us to compute each coefficient ck simply as follows. If (2.37) is 
multiplied throughout by T k(t). w(t) and both sides are integrated over the interval -
151.51 then from property (2.38) it follows that 
( x(t)- l;(t)-w(t)dt = ( ck · l;(t)- T,Jt)-w(t)dt =C~c ·a where a= ' { tr k = 0 tr l 2,k > 0 
(2.39) 
since all the other integrals vanish identically. Hence 
1 J1 ck =-· x(t)- T,Jt)-w(t)dt 
a -1 
(2.40) 
Direct evaluation of (2.39) leads to large numerical errors since w(t) becomes 
infinite at t=-1 and t= + 1. However this problem is circumvented by the simple 
substitution of t=cos(q) into which yields the result 
1 1,. ck =-· x(cos(8))-cos(k8)d8 a o 
This may be re-written as a sum of integrals over N discrete intervals 
1 N - 1 ( m+ 1)>r 
cJc =-· L:J'",.N x(cos(8))-cos(k8)d8 
a m=o t:i 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
and when N is sufficiently large, each integrand may be linearly approximated over 
its interval of duration piN. Therefore, each term in the above sum can be 
approximated using the trapezoidal rule for integration (Kreyszig E. 1993) as 
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where y k (m)= cos(k · ; ·fl") . In practice, the function x is given by a sampled 
sequence x 0, Xj, ••. , xN-J therefore to account for this we can re-write (2.42) as 
(2.44) 
where im =round{~ ·[1 + yJmJ]} and round(x) is the nearest integer to x. 
Direct on-line evaluation of (2.44) for all k and t is computationally inefficient 
because of the need to evaluate the trigonometric functions sine and cosine. 
Whereas these values could be pre-computed off-line and stored in memory, where 
memory does not permit this the following recursive algorithm can be used. 
(2.45) 
wheresk(m)=sin(k · m ·fl") . 
N 
which is readily derived from the additive trigonometric identities as follows. 
= Yk (1) · Yk (m)- sk (1) · sk (m) 
sk(m + 1) = sin(~ . (m + 1)) =sin(~) ·co{k;) +eo{~) . sin( k;) 
= sk(l )·yk (m) + y k(l ) · sk (m) 
2.6.3 Evaluation of Chebyshev Polynomials 
(2.46) 
Direct evaluation of the Chebyshev polynomials 7;(t)=ros(k·cos-1(t)) is 
computationally inefficient since it requires the evaluation of two trigonometric 
functions. An efficient technique that does not involve direct computation of any 
trigonometric functions is derived using Clenshaw's Recurrence Formula (Press et 
al. 1992, Clenshaw 1962). This is an algorithm for evaluating a linear combination 
" 
of functions B( t) ="'f. ck~d t ), where the functions {.fk(t) I k=O, 1, ... , n} satisfy a 
k=O 
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second order recurrence relationship of the formfi+J (t) = ak (t).fk (t) + bk(t).f~c-J (t) in 
which case we can evaluate B(t) directly using the equation: 
B(t) = b1(t).fo(t).p2 + jj(t).pJ + fo(t)co. (2.47) 
Where the quantities Pk are recursively computed by 
Pk = a(k,t).pk+J + b(k+ 1,t).Pk+2 + ck (2.48) 
where k=n,n-1, ... , 1 and the initial conditions Pn+2=Pn+I=O. The Chebyshev 
polynomials satisfy the second order recursive relationship 
Tk+J(t)=2.t.Tk(t)+(-1).Tk_J(t) and therefore setting a(k,t)=2.t and b(k,t) = -1 it is seen 
that Clenshaw's algorithm is directly applicable to the approximation B(t) in (2.35). 
B(t)=- l · fo(t)- p2 + 1'/t}- p1 + 1'o(t}-c0 = -1· p2 +t · p 1 + c0 (2.49) 
where pk=2t·pk+1 +(-1)-pk+2 +ck , k=n,(n - l}, ... ,land where Pn+J=O and Pn+2=0. 
Typical results of using these techniques to estimate and remove baseline shifts are 
shown in figure 4a and figure 4b (A 6th order polynomial fit to 1024 sample data 
points was used). 
0 800 Time (ms) 1 1600 :~lOO 
Figure 46a Approximation of the baseline shift in raw foetal ECG data 
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Figure 46b Removal ofbase/ine shift from the raw foetal ECG data 
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The approximation to the baseline shift can be observed as the smooth curve in 
Figure 46a. The ECG corrected for baseline shifts is shown in Figure 46b. In this 
example the baseline shift may be too severe to measure sensitive features such as 
ST depression. 
2.6.4 Determining the degree of approximation 
The selection of the degree, n, is important to ensure that only the slow moving 
components of the data are approximated. If n is too low then the approximation 
would fail to approximate the baseline shift accurately. If n is too high this results in 
over-fitting which would tend to approximate the foetal ECG signal itself rather 
than just the baseline shift. This manifests itself as ringing. A technique is described 
here to estimate the required degree of approximation, whilst also greatly reducing 
the computational overhead. 
Removing all the energy above 6Hz preserves the baseline shifts removes the Q,R 
and S peaks which can otherwise introduce errors when approximating the baseline 
shift. The data is filtered with a low pass filter (see Figure 48) to remove all 
frequency components above 6Hz. From Shannon's sampling theorem, the sampling 
rate can therefore be reduced to a minimum of 12Hz without loss of information. 
The sampling rate is therefore reduced by a factor of 40 from 500Hz down to 
12.5Hz. This greatly reduces the number of data points N from 1000 to 25 and thus 
reduces the computational effort required to compute the approximation. The 
schematic diagram for this process is summarised in Figure 47. The filter design 








Figure 47 Enhanced baseline approximation using multi-rate filter technique 
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The filter specification is specified in Table 2. The magnitude and phase response 
are shown in Figure 48. 
(a) 
(b) 
Pass band edge=5Hz 
Stop Band Edge=6Hz 
Pass band ripple=0.5dB 
Stop Band Attenuation=40dB 
Table 2 Specification for the 
decimation filter 
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Figure 48 Magnitude and phase response of the sixth order recursive filter used 
for baseline shift approximation 
This filter ts a recurstve digital filter designed using the MA TLAB® Signal 
Processing T oolbox. This was based on an 6th order elliptic analogue filter 
prototype. It is implemented using 3 cascaded second order sections. A problem 
with this design is determining the delay through the filter, and hence the delay of 
the decimator. The delay, at a given frequency eo, is given by the derivative of the 
phase with respect to frequency, that is rg(m) =-! t/J(w) where Tg(w) is known as 
the group delay, r/(w) is the phase angle at frequency OJ (radians per second) 
(Proakis 1992). Clearly from Figure 48 the derivative is not constant, and therefore 
it follows that the delay at each frequency w is different, which illustrates the 
phenomenon known as phase distortion. 
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Figure 49 Poor quality raw ECG data and the output of the decimation filter 
The estimated delay through the filter is approximately 120 samples, and this is 
taken to be the delay through the filter. The delayed raw signal and the output of the 
filter are shown in Figure 49 _ In summary, the addition of the decimating stage 
preserves most of the baseline shift information, greatly reduces the influence of 
the Q, R and S peaks on the approximation and reduces computational overhead at 
the cost of one extra filter. 
The degree of the polynomial can now be calculated as follows. 
1. Fit a Chebyshev polynomial of degree n to the decimated data. From experience 
n=6 is adequate. 
2. Set n=O 
3. Truncate and calculate the polynomial degree to degree n, I.e. 
B(t) = L:=ock · ~(t) 
4. Measure the approximation error 
&= max(jx(m)-B(-1+2 *m/(N -l))j)/ QR.S ,m= O ... N where Nis the number of 
samples in the data (typically N=J000/40=25). 
5. If s>O. J and n<6 then increment nand goto 3 
The threshold error of 0.1 relates to an error of 0.1 *QRS amplitude. This is an 
empirical value and could be changed to adjust the sensitivity of the algorithm. 
Fuzzy logic (see chapters 5 and 6) is used to interpret the error term E. 
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2.6.5 Assessment of baseline shift using Fuzzy Logic 
Given that a curve of degree n is fitted to a window of N filtered ECG samples, a 
simple measure of remaining baseline severity may be derived from the following 
parameters. 
1. The degree of the polynomial approximation n. 
2. The normalised span e of the baseline approximation, where 
s = (lmax(B(t))- min(B(t))i/QRS),t = -1..1 
The normalised span is a measure the baseline shift peak-to-peak amplitude relative 
to the QRS amplitude. In the presence of a sharp transient shift the degree of the 
approximation will be high in order to approximate the baseline shift accurately. 
Degree n-> LOW MED HIGH 
Spans 
LOW Good lnt. lnt. 
MED lnt lnt. Poor 
HIGH Poor Poor Poor 
Table 3 Baseline quality decision matrix 
Interpretation of these features is based on a set of simple rules which are used to 
grade this data into one of three categories, {Good, Intermediate and Poor} . The 
rules used are summarised in the Table 3. 
The adjectives High, Medium and Low are modelled using "fuzzy sets", with full 
details given in chapter 6. The fuzzy system returns a single quality index between 0 
and 1, where 0 is a complete rejection and 1 is complete acceptance. A low 
threshold value of 0.3 is used to ensure no poor quality data is accepted any further 
into the system. 
2.6.6 Assessing random noise and short-term transients 
The measure of baseline shifts is not sensitive to all types of noise and artefact, such 
as movement artefact, which often induces a small transient shift in the data and 
distorts the ECG signal and random noise which adds errors to important features 
such as the QRS amplitude. Two additional techniques designed to assess these 
other forms of noise are now discussed and compared. 
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2.6.7 Estimating the Signal-To-Noise Ratio for an Ensemble of ECG 
Waveforms Using Eigenvalue Analysis. 
Given an ensemble of N ECG waveform vectors x(k) of length M, k=O .. N-1, such 
that x(k) = s + n(k) where s is the stationary signal vector component and n(k) is the 
superimposed noise vector. It is assumed that the noise is random, that is 
n(k)rn(j)=O for j ::t:k. All the vectors x(k) are zero mean and normalised to unit 
length, that is x(k)rx(k)= 1. If all the vectors x(k) are stored in columns of a M by N 
matrix X, where N<M, and where X(k) is the ktb column of the matrix X, then X is 
said to lie in a vector sub-space of N dimensions or less. That is, any of the columns 
of X need only be represented as a linear combination of no more than N 
orthonormallinearly independent vectors u(k). 
x(k) = cou(O) + c1u(1)+ ... + cN-Iu(N-1) (2.50) 
In matrix notation 
x(k)=Uc 
Essentially, the ensemble of vectors lie in a hyper-plane of N dimensions (max) 
within the M dimensional space. We usually assume in Cartesian geometry the data 
is projected on the "normal basis vectors4" which are simply the columns of the 
identity matrix, u(0)=[1 0 0 . .. 0], u(1) = [ 0 1 0 0 ... 0 ], u(N-1) = [0 0 0 .... 1], 
i.e. Ux(k)=x(k). However, there are good reasons to chose a different set of basis 
vectors. There are infinite number of possible sets of orthonormal basis vectors, but 
there is one special set, known as a "natural or principle basis set'' which uses the 
minimum number orthonormal vectors to span the N dimensional column space of X 
in a revealing way. 
The simplest case is if there was no noise in the ECG data, all columns of X would 
be equal to the signal vector s. In this trivial case, u( 0) would be equal to the signal 
vector s, the remaining basis vectors would represent the null space which make up 
an orthornomal set such that u ru =I. For all x(k), Co would equal 1 and the others 
4 A basis for a vector set is a complete set of vectors that are linearly independent and span the entire 
space 
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coefficients c would be zero. Essentially, the data in X can be represented in one 
dimension along the axis s such that x(k) = c0u(O) + O.u(1) + .. . + O.u(N-1) where 
u(O)=s and UTU=I. In this case, the signal-to-noise ratio is infinity as there is no 
noise power. In general, the signal vectors will be corrupted with noise. If the signal 
vector s was known or can be estimated, then in general 
x(k) = c 0u(O) + c1u(l)+ ... + cN_1u(N-1) 
= C0 S + C1u(l)+ ... + CN_1u(N-1) 
(2.51) 
where the basis vectors u(i), i=2 .. N-l, span the noise space. Pre-multiplying (2.51) 
by s T we get the following. 
ST x(k) = C0ST u(Q) + C1ST u(l)+ ... + CN_1ST u(N-1) 
=C0STS + c10+ ... + CN·I Q 
T 




where CJ/ is the signal power. To obtain an estimate of the signal vector s we 
consider the whole ensemble in the matrix X. The objective is to find the principle 
axis u(O) that in some way maximally represents the signal component from the 
ensemble in X. There are different criteria that could be applied. One approach is to 
assume noise is totally random and s to be the average vector of all the columns of 
X. This is not necessarily the best estimate, but is the most computationally 
convenient and is performs well. Another is to compute the estimate signal power 
cr/(k) for all x(k), such that the sum of the signal powers (squared) for all k is 
maximised. A vector pis computed, such that pk= cr/(k), as follows. 
Squaring both sides 
(XTs) \XTs) = p Tp 




Here the objective is to chose s such that E is maximised. Differentiate (2.53) with 
respect to s and with the constraint that s T s= 1 by using lagrange multipliers to 
constrain (Hay kin 199 2), and equate to zero to solve for the maximum. 
V ss= V s(sTXTXs + A.(s7 s -1)) 
= V ss TXTXs +V s.A.(s7 s- 1) 
= 2s TXTX + 2A.s T 
Equating to zero gives 
XTXs = A.s 
Therefore s is an eigenvector of X T X which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue 
Aroax ofXTX (Haykin 19~2). It follows then that the noise space u(j),j=1 .. N-1, are 
the other eigenvectors. The largest eigenvalue Aroax is the relative weight of the 
signal power. The sum of the other eigenvalues are the relative noise powers. The 





This is based on the assumption that u(O) is an accurate estimate of the signal vector 
s. A component of noise will still remain in this estimate, so this technique tends to 
over estimate the true signal-to-noise ratio. 
2.6.8 Estimating the signal-to-Noise ratio for an ensemble of ECG waveforms 
using cross-correlation. 
Given the same assumptions stated in 2.6.7, the signal to noise ratio can be 
estimated by cross correlating two ECG waveform vectors as follows. 
x(j)T x(k) = (s+n(j)f (s+n(k)) 
= S7 S +s7 n(j) + S7 n(k) + n(j) 7 o(k) 
Given the assumption that the noise is random, and that the signal does not correlate 
with the noise, then this simplifies to 
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x(j)r x(k) = { sr s j :t:. k 
sr s+n(j) r o(j) j = k (2.55) 
where s1s is the signal power crs2 and n(j)1 n(j) is the noise power cr/. Given that all 
the vectors x(j), j=O .. N-1, are normalised to unit length, then it follows that 
s1s+n(j)1n(j)=l, therefore the noise power cr/ is estimated as 1-s1s and hence the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is computed as follows. 
u,2 = 1-srs 
= 1-xUf x(k) 
,....------:::-----




This technique will work assuming the signal is not correlated with the noise and 
that the noise for x(j) does not correlate with the noise for x(k). It is recognised that 
low-frequency noise, such as baseline shifts, cannot be assumed to be random 
(Charayaphan et al. 1989; Charayaphan et al. 1992). Baseline shifts that correlate 
will be taken as signal components and therefore artificially increase the SNR 
estimation. One enhancement of this method is to work with the complete ensemble 
of ECG waveforms and estimate the root mean squared (RMS) signal power to 
noise power ratio as follows. 
SNR ~~ S 
rms I-S 
2 M-2 M-1 
where S = M(M -I) ~k~1xU)r x(k) 
(2.57) 
The parameter S is the mean estimated signal power, and where M is the number of 
waveforms in the ensemble. This can be further simplified to 
where (2.58) 




where a is the average waveform. The full proof of this is in Appendix C. 
2.6.9 Comparative results for signal-to-noise estimation accuracy 
The two techniques are compared using a known signal and a pseudo-random 
number generator for noise. The MA THCAD® sheet used to evaluate these 
techniques is given in Appendix C The signal amplitude A is increased from 0. 05 to 
5, without changing the noise component. Table 4 compares the true signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) with the estimates for the eigen-analysis technique and the cross-
correlation technique. 
Table 4 Comparison of SNR estimation using different techniques 
For high SNR, both techniques work acceptably well but with low SNR, the eigen-
analysis predictably has poor accuracy. The correlation method is superior because 
it does not rely on an finding an accurate estimation of the signal component. 
The main limitation of both these techniques is that the SNR is over estimated in the 
presence of slow moving baseline shifts. This is not a problem in practice as most of 
the baseline shift is removed by the linear filters described in section 2.5. Where 
there are remaining baseline shifts, this technique is complimented with the baseline 
assessment technique discussed in section 2.6.5. which rejects waveforms with 
remaining baselines shifts. 
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2. 7 Validation of different signal enhancement techniques 
All the techniques described here contribute to removing noise from the foetal ECG 
signal or for measuring noise in the signal. For the system to be safe, and to ensure 
the following properties are maintained. 
1. The signal-to-noise ratio is maximised 
2. The important signal shape information is not lost 
3. False waveform shapes are not created 
4. The technique can be practically and safely implemented 
Different signal enhancement schemes are employed and the effects of these on the 
measured features are quantified. Some differences are expected, especially during 
periods of poor quality data. The following additional signal enhancements are used 
throughout all the experiments. These 
1. The filter described in section 2.5.2 is used to remove high-frequency noise to 
help reduce QRS amplitude jitter. 
2. A simple 30-beat waveform averaging is used. 
3. Chebyshev polynomial curves are fitted to the ST waveform prior to feature 
extraction (see Chapter 4 for more details). 
4. The quality test algorithms are disabled to prevent data being rejected. This was 
so the effects of the signal enhancement could be compared using exactly the 
same data. 
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2.8 Assessing the effects of different comb filters on sensitive foetal ECG 
waveform shapes 
Four different filter types are validated. For each the peak and trough T/QRS ratio 
is measured and visually compared. The most important consideration is the width 
of the low-frequency notch. These are shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50 Different filter specifications for the ECG ST waveform comb filter 
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Three recordings of foetal ECG are used for this study, cases oe102, oe108 and 
oelll. 
• Case oe 102 is a good quality signal but with a very flat T segment. A small bias 
caused by noise or artefact could make this negative and give misleading results. 
Some very slightly negative T peaks are observed is the latter half of the labour, 
but are not significant. 
• Case oe 108 is of exceptional signal quality, with a few isolated cases of baseline 
shift and power-line noise. The application of any signal enhancement should not 
introduce any significant changes into the foetal ECG waveform features. Case 
oe 108 also has some T peak changes at the very end of the labour which should 
not be attenuated by any signal enhancement technique. 
• Case oelll is of lower signal quality, but demonstrates some very abnormal 
waveform shapes. Some difference is expected in the features as more noise is 
removed. The different ST waveform shapes should remain visually detectable. 
For this case, the features used for automatic classification of the foetal ECG 
waveform shape (see chapter 6) are also compared. This is to quantify the effects 
of the filters on abnormal foetal ECG waveform shapes. 
2.8.1 Validating the effects of the different comb filters on measured features in 
the foetal ECG waveform 
The three complete cases (listed above and in appendix B) are filtered and the two 
key features, the T/QRS ratio peak and trough (see chapter 4), are measured. From a 
visual inspection, there are no significant changes in the foetal ECG waveform 
shape when any of these filters are used. In comparison to the raw signal however, 
the quality of the data is significantly improved as the filter bandwidth increases. 
Plots of the T/QRS ratio peak and trough, which are two key quantifiable ST 
waveform features (see Chapter 4 ), are given in appendix A for each filter. These all 
illustrate the same trends for each filter and did not indicate any bias being 
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introduced. This is verified by computing the mean, median, standard deviation and 
range of all the filtered signals. These statistics are summarised in Table 5 and Table 
6 for the T/QRS ratio peak and trough respectively. 
Case 108 
Case 111 
Table 5 Quantifying the effects of different comb filters on the TIQRS ratio p eak 
(shown to 4 significant digits) 
Case 108 
Case 111 
Table 6 Quantifying the effects of different comb filters on the TIQRS ratio trough 
(shown to 4 significant digits) 
The smallest change in the mean that is considered clinically significant is 0. 01 . 
There was no significant difference in the mean T/QRS ratio peak or trough 
measurement for either the T/QRS ratio peak or trough for any of the cases. This 
indicates that no significant bias is being introduced. There is no obvious trend in 
the mean as the filter bandwidth increases. Appendix B shows a plot of all the 
T/QRS ratio trends for all cases and filters . Some examples are given below in 














Figure 51 Case oel 02: Plot ofTIQRS Trough ratio with no filtering and with filter type 1 
Figure 52 Case oel02: Plot ofTIQRS Trough ratio for fi lters type 2.3 & 4 
Note that ST segment changes are not reflected by the T/QRS ratio peaks. The 
features for quantifying the ST waveform shape (see Chapter 6) are also plotted and 
compared for case oelll (which demonstrates the greatest variety of waveform 
shapes) and for all filter types. Results showed no significant change in the feature 
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Figure 53 Case oelll: Plot ofTIQRS peak ratio with no filtering and with filter typel 
02 
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Figure 54 Case oelll: Plot ofTIQRSpeak ratio for filters type 2. 3 & 4 
The filter bandwidth could possibly be further widened but there was no obvious 
signal-to-noise ratio advancement. Filter type 3 was be adopted as the standard 
filter. Further widening the bandwidth also adds to the risk of removing importcmt 
information, bearing in mind that the data base available for this study is very 
limited. There was no significant change in the median, range or the standard 
deviation of the features in this study either. 
In conclusion, all these filter are suitable for T/QRS ratio assessment when used 
with the quality assessment algorithms and the ST waveform approximation. 
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2.9 Discussion and Conclusion 
The signal quality of the foetal ECG waveforms is very variable and is a major 
reason why foetal ECG analysis is not widely used. The foetal ECG waveform 
cannot be analysed unless the data is enhanced and the quality of the resulting data 
is known as poor quality data can induce artificially abnormal waveform shapes is 
misleading. The spectrum of the noise overlaps with that of the ECG waveform. By 
removing noise energy by filtering the signal, then signal components are inevitably 
removed. The objective of signal enhancement is to maximise the signal-to-noise 
ratio without compromising the clinical information contained within the signal. If 
the signal is not of sufficient quality for analysis after enhancement, then it is 
rejected. In most cases there are enough periods of good quality data to enable 
meaningful information to be extracted from the foetal ECG signal. 
Different techniques have been developed to help remove noise from the signal. 
Baseline shifts are the most problematic of all the noise sources. The first stage of 
signal enhancement is an analogue high-pass filter, with a pass-band edge frequency 
of 0.05Hz as recommended by the American Heart Association 1975. This filter 
removes just enough baseline shift energy to prevent the Analogue-to-Digital-
Converters (ADC) from saturating, without significantly distorting the ECG 
waveform itse]L and thus ensures an adequate QRS amplitude can be obtained. If 
the QRS amplitude is too low, then the resolution of the ECG waveform is too 
coarse and errors are added. Analogue filters with a higher cut-off frequency were 
shown to distort the ST waveform, so the standard was set at 0.05Hz. Analogue 
filters have a non-linear phase response, particularly around the transition band of 
the filter. It would also be desirable to . increase the cut-off frequency of the 
analogue filter, thus removing more baseline shift noise, and allowing the QRS 
portion of the ECG waveform to span more bits of the ADC. This way the 
maximum resolution ECG signal can be obtained. 
A novel technique for implementing linear digital notch filters with multiple sharp 
transition bands was proposed by VanA/ste & Schi/der (1985) . This technique, 
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which is based on the window design technique, has been modified and extended, 
and has now been validated for clinical use under the supervision of our clinical 
director. This technique exploits the effects of aliasing to achieve a repeating 
magnitude response with vecy sharp transition bands. This way the baseline shift 
and all the power-line harmonics can be simultaneously attenuated. In addition these 
filters can be cascaded to design vecy narrow individual or multiple notch and band-
pass filters, which would allow independent control over the width of each band. 
This technique does not require any complex sampling rate conversion and uses the 
well known Remez-Exchange algorithm to compute the filter coefficients rather 
than the window method. This has the advantage of providing independent and 
accurate control over the transition width, pass-band ripple and stop-band 
attenuation. The resulting filters maintain a linear phase response which is critical to 
this application. These filters have also been carefully designed and cascaded to 
derive low-pass and band-pass filters with vecy sharp transition bands, from which 
high-pass and band-stop filters can be simply derived. This technique can induce 
vecy long signal delays which is not a problem with foetal ECG monitoring but 
might become a problem if the signal was to be used in a time-critical application, 
such as de-fibrillation using adult ECG. 
Different methods have been proposed in the past to address the problems of 
baseline shifts. Analogue filters are known to be unsuitable as they have a non-
linear phase response which distorts the ST waveform. Recursive filters can be used 
if a forward/reverse filtering operation is employed to null out the phase response 
( Gradwohl et al. 1988), but this requires processing the data in large blocks which is 
inconvenient and is sensitive to numerical errors. 
Curve fitting techniques such as cubic spline and polynomial approximation 
(McManus et al. 1993; Outram et al. 1995) have been applied to adult ECG. These 
techniques attempt to approximate the baseline shift with a polynomial curve and 
subtract it, thus removing the baseline shift. For foetal monitoring the cubic spline is 
not practical as the iso-electric anchor points (PQ and TP regions) used in the adult 
ECG cannot always be located. The fixed order polynomial approximation can over 
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fit the data and ring due to the effects of the R peaks, inducing more artefact than it 
removes. The preferred baseline approximation technique described here first uses a 
low-pass filter to remove most of the Q,R and S peak components and a Chebyshev 
polynomial approximation to approximate the remaining baseline shifts (Outram et 
al. 1995). The Chebyshev polynomial obtains an approximation with an evenly 
distributed error, unlike the normal polynomial y(t)=ao+a1t+a2t+ ... +ant', which 
has a good fit in the centre of the data windows and larger errors at the ends (known 
as end effects). The difficulty with subtracting polynomial approximations is 
understanding how much information is being removed. Curve fit algorithms work 
well when the baseline is slow but not otherwise. It is important to have an 
understanding of how much of the signal is being filtered. 
Non recursive linear filters are well understood. A difficulty is that the sharp 
transition bands required to remove baseline shifts require a very large number of 
filter coefficients, typically 1000. A technique described by Sommo (1993}, uses 
sampling rate conversion to simplify the filter design. A set of linear filters with 
different band-edge frequencies are pre-designed to extract the baseline shift 
information and then subtracted from the raw (delayed) signal. An algorithm is used 
to choose the filter with lowest cut-off frequency such that the baseline is 
sufficiently removed, and thereby attempting to minimise the degree of filtering. 
The multi-notch filters described here also used linear filters but to simultaneously 
remove low frequency energy below 2.5Hz and the power-line noise. This preferred 
method does not require sampling rate conversion and does not significantly distort 
the ST segment. Current evidence does not suggest there is any benefit to reduce the 
band-edge frequencies. A 5Hz wide notch centred at 50Hz does not have any 
significant effect on the foetal ECG features or the foetal ECG waveform shape. 
This removes the need for compensation of mains frequency drift. Adaptive filter 
structures are not necessary within the United Kingdom (UK), although might be 
required in other countries where the mains frequency has significantly more drift. 
In such cases a simple adaptive filter structure would be considered as a solution. 
This would ideally require extra electronics to obtain a digitised sample of the mains 
power signal. 
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High levels of muscle noise add errors to the measurement of features. The effects 
of the muscle noise may be partly removed by averaging, which is the simplest form 
of time coherent averaging. Evenly weighted averaging of N consecutive ECG 
waveforms increases the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of .JN, assuming the 
signal is perfectly stationary and the noise is random and not correlated with the 
signal. In practice the signal is only quasi-stationary and the noise only quasi-
random. The foetal ECG shape undergoes normal changes during labour, 
particularly during heart-rate changes or uterine contractions and so signal averaging 
may suppress short term information, particularly in the ST segment, might be lost 
by the averaging process. The noise is not always random, and baseline shifts in 
different waveform can correlate. A technique to assess the degree of baseline shift 
in each waveform is therefore essential to prevent poor quality waveforms being 
included into the average and inducing false shapes. The current clinical knowledge 
is based on observations on 30 beat average waveforms. Signal averaging is an 
example of time coherent filtering. The 30 beat average provides a signal of 
sufficient quality, is very convenient to implement and has become the accepted 
standard in the commercial ST~ monitor. At this stage of development, using the 
current clinical guidelines, the normal 30 beat average is recommended. This 
provides a significant signal-to-noise ratio improvement with no evidence that 
important information is lost. It is likely that this situation will have to be reviewed 
in the light of any new clinical findings regarding the interpretation of short-term 
ECG changes. There is currently no widely accepted knowledge on the clinical 
implications of short term changes. 
In chapter 4, the Chebyshev polynomial is used to approximate the ECG ST 
segment for the purpose of feature extraction. This technique simplifies the process 
of feature extraction but also greatly enhances signal-to-noise ratio. The polynomial 
has a degree m which defines the maximum number of m-1 maxima over the 
interval of the data being approximated. The curve tends to 'fit through' the 
remaining muscle and power-line noise leaving a clean ST waveform. The 
principles for computing the polynomial coefficients are the same as described here, 
with details being given in chapter 4. 
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When the signal quality is very poor and the enhanced signal is still of insufficient 
quality for analysis, then the data is rejected. To do this a quantitative measure of 
signal quality is required. Two quantitative quality measures are used in this work. 
A estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio of the average waveform is given which 
considers all the waveforms in the average ensemble. This estimate is limited by the 
assumptions that the noise is random and that the signal is stationary. The signal is 
quasi-stationary and can be considered to be stationary over 30 beats because the 
shape changes are progressive rather than sudden. The muscle noise can reasonably 
be assumed to be random, but any remaining baseline-shifts cannot. If the baseline 
shifts correlate between ECG waveform vectors, then the signal-to-noise ratio will 
be over-estimated. Charayaphan et al. (1992), used a technique based on correlating 
the ECG vector with a shifted version of itself, which is based on the assumption 
that the ECG component will not correlate but the slower-moving baseline shifts 
will. Unfortunately this assumption only works for the very slow moving 
components of the baseline shift which have already been attenuated by the signal 
enhancement filters. An accurate signal-to-noise measure is not necessarily 
revealing enough to reject poor data. An example of this is a low-amplitude baseline 
shift which has a short and sudden shift. The noise power can be relatively low but 
the distortion to the waveform can still be acute. The preferred method used in this 
work is to assess the baseline shifts independently from the other sources of noise 
by pre-filtering the data to remove most of the ECG components and to compute an 
approximation of the baseline shift itself. From this approximation the power and 
nature of the noise can be assessed. The filtered data is fit with a high order 
Chebyshev polynomials (typically 6th order) in order to get a uniform 
approximation. The approximation degree is truncated, and the degree of fit is 
increased until a sufficient fit is obtained. The peak-to-peak amplitude and degree of 
approximation are used to determine the nature of the remaining baseline shifts. A 
high degree of approximation is indicative of poor quality data as this implies the 
baseline shift has faster moving components such as sudden jumps caused by 
movement artefact. Fuzzy logic is used to conveniently derive a measure of baseline 
quality. 
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The techniques reported here have applications in other areas of biomedicine where 
it is required to enhance the data. An example is in the assessment of neonates using 
evoked potentials where the enhancement and measurement of features are 
necessary. 
2.10 Novelty and contribution to knowledge 
The techniques for designing linear multi-band FIR filters with narrow transition 
bands described by Vat Alste et al. (1985) have been extended to allow the design of 
multi-band or single-band filters. This is based on the well known Remez Exchange 
algorithm rather than the Window method, thus allowing accurate and independent 
control over the pass-band ripple, stop-band attenuation and band-edge frequencies. 
This work has resulted in a journal paper which is currently being prepared (Outram 
et al. 1997). These filters have been implemented in the ST~ monitor and has 
resulted in a very noticeable improvement in signal quality. This has contributed to 
the overall safety and reliability of the system. On the basis of experience so far, 
when using these filters, it is now possible to demonstrate that the energy below 
2.5Hz can be safely removed from the foetal ECG with no significant effect on the 
ST waveform shape. This now means that the foetal ECG can be analysed with 
much greater accuracy and confidence. 
Two new techniques for estimating the SNR of repetitive signals have been 
developed and tested. The first is based on eigen-analysis and the second is based 
on linear correlation. The technique based on correlation has been successfully 
applied to foetal ECG to ensure unacceptably noisy signals are not presented to 
clinicians or the expert system. This technique works well but is insensitive to 
baseline shifts. The concept of curve fitting has been applied to foetal ECG analysis 
for assessing the severity of baseline shifts in foetal ECG data. Features are 
extracted from the curves and fuzzy rules are used to derive a single measure of 
baseline shift severity. The rules are designed such that the system is very sensitive. 
This work is due be implemented into the ST AN® monitor in the near future. The 
sensitivity of this system has ensured that ECG data can be used for detailed 
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3. QRS Detection 
3.1 Introduction 
A critical process in foetal cardiotocogram (CTG) and foetal electrocardiogram 
(FECG) analysis is to determine the location of each ECG waveform from the raw 
and often noisy FECG data. There are many problems with detecting the ECG 
pattern due to the effects of noise and the presence of maternal ECG waveforms. 
The QRS complex is the only component of the foetal ECG waveform that does not 
change during labour, unlike the ST and PR waveforms which can change slowly 
throughout labour. For this reason, only the QRS portion of the foetal ECG 
waveform is used for detection purposes. Detection of ECG waveforms is therefore 
commonly known as QRS detection. 
The first task is to minimise the effects of noise in the ECG signal, which is known 
as pre-processing. The QRS complex is a robust element of the ECG waveform (see 
chapter 2) which enables a relatively aggressive signal enhancement scheme to be 
employed. The second task is to employ a pattern recognition algorithm to reliably 
locate each QRS complex. 
3.2 Pre-processing: Tbe.signal enhancement scheme for QRS detection 
Power-line noise and baseline shifts are the most problematic noise sources for QRS 
detection. The signal processing constraints for QRS detection are much more 
relaxed than that for ST waveform analysis enabling a much more aggressive signal 
enhancement scheme to be used. This way, even if the quality of the data is very 
poor and many of the ECG features cannot be used, the QRS complex can often still 
be detected and the heart-rate can at least still be measured. The only constraint is 
that the general shape of the QRS complex should be preserved to the extent that it 
differs from background noise and can be located reliably. 
The primary purpose of pre-processing is to remove all the power-line noise and the 
low-frequency noise from the signal so that the QRS portion of the ECG waveform 
can be located accurately and reliably. The filter must attenuate the signal energy in 
the following frequency bands: 
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• 0Hz-5Hz. Mostly DC, baseline shifts PR and ST waveform. 
• 49-51Hz. Mains power-line noise energy. 
• 99-lOlHz. Hannonics of the power-line noise produced by neighbouring electrical equipment. 
Three different techniques are compared for pre-processing. Differentiation (Xue Q. 
et al.), linear filtering (Outram & Ifeachor 1993) and non-linear prediction filters 
(Fompkins et al. 1991) techniques have been considered for pre-processing. 
3.2.1 Differentiation 
A simple technique for removing baseline shifts from the QRS complex of the ECG 
waveform is estimate the first derivative of the FECG data by calculating the first 
difference. This way, the sharp edges of the QR and RS portions of the ECG 
complexes are revealed (see Figure 55b). The derivative information is then squared ,., 
(see Figure 55c) and smoothed using a moving average (see Figure 55d) to enhance 
the QR or RS derivative peaks. Using this method any remaining baseline shift is 
almost totally removed because, in the absence of transient shifts, baseline shift has 
a very small first derivative. The approximate first derivative, Lix(lj, of the raw data, 
x(t), is computed as 
Lix(t)=(x(t+ 1)-x(t-1))12 (3.1) 
The QRS complexes are further revealed by squaring the derivative and smoothing 
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Figure 55 Locating the candidate QRS complex by differentiation 
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This technique works very well in the absence of high-frequency noise and transient 
shifts. Differentiation worsens the effects of higher frequency noise because the 
derivative of a signal is proportional to the frequency. Consider a sinusoidal noise 
source n{t) 
n{t) = A sin { wt + B) {3.2) 
where A is the amplitude, w is the angular frequency and B is an arbitrary phase 
shift. Differentiating (3.2) gives 
dn{t) I dt =A w cos ( wt + B) {3. 3) 
Note the amplitude of the derivative data is proportional to frequency. Therefore the 
effects of high frequency noise are increased and this can obscure the important 
features. This can be observed in Figure 55. Transient shifts produce spikes in the 
derivative which are detected as candidate QRS complexes. Transient shifts are not 
a common problem, but can occur during the first 20 minutes of recording, or when 
the scalp electrode moves. Despite its simplicity, differentiation should be avoided 
with noisy data. 
3.2.2 Non-linear prediction filter 
A more complex technique described by Xue et al. {1992), acknowledges and 
circumvents the problems with differentiation. This technique uses a multi-layered 
perceptron (MLP), with sigmoid activation functions in the hidden layer and a linear 
output (Hayldn 1 994), as a non-linear prediction filter (see Figure 56). This method 
claims a better performance than a linear prediction filter, such as that described by 
Hayldn {1992). A more detailed description of the MLP and how its parameters are 




Figure 56 Non-linear prediction filter using a MLP 
The MLP parameters are adapted on-line to predict the unwanted lower-frequency 
components of the signal, such as the baseline shift and PR and ST segments of the 
ECG waveform. The error between the predicted signal and the actual signal is 
computed, revealing sharp features, such as the R peak and some of the noise. The 
outp:ut of this is then passed to a pattern recognition algorithm. 
The output of the network in Figure 56 approximates to the low-frequency 
components of the FECG signal (see Figure 57a), including the P wave and T wave. 
The output error of the filter is the remaining higher-frequency components which 
include the sharp QRS complex and high frequency noise. The output error is then 
squared (see Figure 57b) and smoothed using a moving average (see Figure 57c) 
used to locate the candidate QRS complex. For this to work it is important to use 
the correct training rates for the hidden and output layers. The method described by 
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Figure 57 Locating the candidate QRS complex by non-linear prediction 
This technique does not suffer from the effects of high frequency noise as much as 
the differentiation technique, but is difficult to obtain consistent results because the 
training algorithm for the MLP can become stuck in local minima (Haykin 1994) 
and can produce unpredictable results. The concept behind the non-linear prediction 
~ter however inspired another technique which is far simpler and achieves the same 
objectives with consistent results (Outram & Ifeachor 1993). 
3.2.3 Linear filtering design by least-squares approximation 
The technique uses least-squares curve fitting to approximate the slow moving 
components of the FEGC signal such as the baseline shift, STand PR segments (see 
Figure 58). The difference is computed which retains mostly the sharp QRS 
complex and high frequency noise. A low order curve, of the form 
f(t)=co + CJt + c2t + ... + cnf' (3.4) 
where t={-L,-L+ 1, ... ,L}, is fitted to a window of 2L+ 1 raw fetal ECG data points 
x(t) as shown in Figure 58. 
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Figure 58 Approximation f(t) of the low-frequency noise content for an individual ECG waveform 
The degree of approximation, m, and the window size, 2L + 1, are chosen such that 
only the slow moving parts of the data (such as baseline shift, PR and ST segments) 
are accurately approximated but the sharp QRS portions of the data are very poorly 
approximated. It was found by trial and error that L was typically 15 and m was 
typically 3. The coefficients c in (3 .4) are easily computed directly with no need for 
training algorithms. Equation (3.4) can be written for all tin matrix notation as 
H.c=y (3.5) 
where Ht,k=i' is a (2L+ 1) by m rectangular matrix and Yt=f(t) , k={O .. m}, 
t={0,1, ... ,2L-1}. Pre-multiplying both sides of (3 .5) by Et gives 
c=Ery ~· ~ 
where Et is the pseudo-inverse of H (m by (2L + 1) rectangular matrix) defined as 
ErH=I, and where I is the identity matrix. H is very ill-conditioned, so the most 
reliable method of computing the pseudo-inverse is by using the singular value 
decomposition algorithm, whereby His factored as H=Ul:VT where U and V are 
orthonormal matrices and l: is a diagonal (Press et al. 1992; Jennings & 
McKeown 1992). This can be computed with mathematical computer software such 
as MATLAB®. The pseudo-inverse is computed from this as 
Er=VL-1UT (3.7) 
In (3.5) His a constant matrix, therefore H+ is also a constant matrix. From (3.4), 
the mid-point of the curve f(O) is taken as the low-frequency approximation, the 
window is then advanced by one sample, and the process is repeated. From equation 
(3.4) f(O)=c0 , which is simply computed by 
(3. 8) 
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where ho + is the first row of H+ and is a constant row vector. Given that y is shifted 
by one sample, then equation (3 .8) is simply a convolution operation and can be 
written as a fixed non-causal fixed FIR filter 
2L 
f(O) = Lho+ (n)·Yn (3.9) 
n=O 
where ho + are the filter coefficients. This is sometimes referred to as a Savitzky-
Golay smoothing filter (Press et al. 1992). For L=l5 and m=3, the magnitude 
response of this filter is shown below in Figure 59 . 
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Figure 59 Magnitude response ofSavitzky-Golay filter 
An example of the low-frequency approximation and the output error is shown in 
Figure 60. The errors are squared and smoothed with a moving average. 
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Figure 60 Results of the Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter 
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From the moving average trace in Figure 60 it is clear that the candidate ECG 
waveforms can be located by using a threshold detector. 
3.2.4 Comb filtering 
Most of the foetal ECG spectrum lies approximately between 2.5Hz and 65Hz. The 
QRS portion of the ECG waveform lies mostly between 1OHz and 40Hz. The 
magnitude response of a filter, designed to maximise the QRS signal to noise power 
ratio, would be a band-pass filter with a specification shown in Figure 61. 
Magnitude 
Response (dB) 









Figure 61 Prototype filter for QRS detection pre-processing 
250 
To implement this directly with an optimal FIR filter requires at least 141 
coefficients, so it is initially designed at a lower sampling frequency as shown 
below in Figure 62. The design technique is similar to that descried in chapter 2. 
The design starts with the desired filter specification design shown in Figure 62a 
with an effective sampling frequency of 50Hz. The Remez exchange algorithm is 
used to design this filter with L=24 coefficients~. i=O .. L-1. These coefficients are 
interpolated with zeros to restore the sampling frequency to 500Hz. This produces a 
filter with a repeating frequency shown in Figure 63b. The filter can be 
implemented very efficiently with the following difference equation. 
23 
Y1(n) = Lh; · x(n -lOt) (3.10) 
i=O 





Low-pass fiher prototype (fs=50Hz) 
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Figure 62 Multiple notch filter for removing baseline shifts and power-line 
harmonics 
The delay through the filter is 24*1012 = 120 samples. To remove the unwanted 
frequency bands a second band selection filter is designed at a sampling frequency 
of 250Hz (see Figure 63a) with coefficients h j, j =O .. M, where M=23. The 
coefficients are again interpolated with zeros to restore the sampling rate to 500Hz 
which produces a filter with a repeating frequency shown in Figure 63b. The delay 
through this filter is 24 samples and is implemented using the following difference 
equation. 
23 
Y2 (n) = Lh';·y1(n-2i) (3.11) 
i=O 
where Y1 is the output of the first filter and y2 is the cascaded filter output. These 
filters are cascaded to produce a linear band-pass filter of the desired specification 
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Figure 63 (a)Band selection filter designed at Fs=250Hz and (b) magnitude response after 
restoring the sampling rate to 500Hz 
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Figure 64 Combined magnitude response for the QRS enhancement filter 
Some example results are shown in Figure 65 where baseline shifts and power-line 
noise and random noise has been added. Note the baseline shift is acute. The 
MA TLAB® source file to implement this is given in Appendix A. 
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Figure 65 Filtering raw ECG data with high energy baseline shift, power-line and random noise 
(top) to produce flat ECG data (Bottom) with minimal baseline shift and power-line noise 
remaining 
This technique is ve:ry effective and efficient to implement. The delay in the system 
is 144 samples, which for a 500Hz sampling rate, equates to 288ms, which is ve:ry 
low relative to physiological changes which typically occur over minutes. 
3.2.5 Comparison of pre-processing techniques 
Pre-processing the foetal ECG data primarily requires the removal of baseline shifts 
and power-line noise. The QRS complex is the only feature that needs to be 
preserved so the constraints on the signal enhancement algorithms are more relaxed 
than that of the signal enhancement for ST analysis. ST waveform analysis and CTG 
are both dependent on the accurate location of the R peak. Beat-by-beat heart-rate 
analysis is routinely used, so there is great impetus to measure heart-rate even if the 
ST waveform cannot be analysed. In this work a separate signal enhancement 
schemes is used for QRS detection and heart-rate analysis. For removing baseline 
shifts, differentiation is unsuitable because of the unwanted effect of amplifying 
higher frequency noise. The non-linear prediction filter is an improvement, but 
computationally expensive and not always reliable. The use of a Neural Network by 
Xue et al. (1992), although an interesting academic exercise, is also felt to be 
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unnecessarily complex. It does illustrate the use of Neural Networks and as an 
extension of linear prediction filter techniques, but is not justified here when much 
simpler and more robust technique exists. The Savitzky-Golay filter and the multi-
band filter both have similar merits in that they perform at least as well as the 
prediction filter, are both stable and have predictable performance. The multi-band 
filter does have the added advantage of inherently removing the power-line noise 
which makes it the preferable choice. 
3.3 Design of a pattern recognition technique for QRS detection 
Having removed most of the noise from the raw data, each R peak in Figure 65 can 
now be visually identified, despite the poor quality of the raw signal. Each R peak 
in the data needs to be accurately located as a reference point for ECG waveform 
analysis. From the example in Figure 65, a simple threshold detector set at 500 
would detect all of the R peaks correctly. In general this is not practical because the 
signal amplitude of each QRS pattern can vary, requiring the threshold to be adapted 
on-line. Calculating a threshold adaptively online is very susceptible to problems 
with rapidly changing amplitudes and noise. It is also difficult to know how many 
QRS patterns, if any, are expected in any fixed window of data. The simple 
threshold detector is a very poor solution and leads to many waveforms being 
missed (false negative detection) and more seriously, false detection (false 
positives). A more robust scheme is used which employs gain invariant pattern 
recognition techniques. 
The QRS complex, which is the only stationary component of the ECG waveform, 
is approximately 40ms wide (20 samples for a 500Hz sampling rate). These 20 
samples constitute a vector x of 20 elements. The generalised vector pattern 
classifier shown in Figure 66 is presented with a moving window (vector x) of ECG 
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Figure 66 Vector pattern classifier with a simple vector x as an input 
and a single scalar output y(x) 
During the course of labour the gain in the system can vary resulting in a variable 
signal amplitude. This has the effect of lengthening and shortening the input vector 
x which is undesirable and hinders reliable detection. The pattern information 
however is represented by the direction of x and not the magnitude so the vector x 





where Xnorm is the new normalised input vector. Normalisation preserves the 
direction and thus shape of the vector and forces the length to unity. To design a 
suitable detector, there are some basic properties of the foetal QRS complex that 
aid understanding of the problem 1. 
1. The ECG waveform is 'quasi-periodic'. The heart rate normally varies between 
60 and 180 beats per minute, therefore in a one minute block of data there will 
between 60 and 180 QRS complexes. 
2. The R peak or S peak are the largest features in the ECG waveform. 
3. The QRS complex will only change shape during a single labour if: 
(i) The electrode is removed and re-cited 
(ii) The foetus is "pre-terminal", that is, almost dead when there is no chance of 
recovery. 
1 These assumptions are based on a term foetus (38 weeks of gestation or more). This work does not 
account for a pre-tenn foetus as the physiological changes are not fully understood. 
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4. The QRS amplitude is a physiological constant, and varies only due to changes 
in the gain of the system. 2 The QRS amplitude is used to normalise all other 
amplitude measurements in the ECG waveform. 
5. The width of the QRS complex varies slightly between cases, but is constant 
throughout a single labour unless there is a chronic heart defect (pre-terminal). 
Some will be slightly narrower than 40ms samples. 
6. The maternal ECG, if present, is usually narrower and smaller in amplitude than 
the foetal ECG when using a scalp electrode. 
7. Random noise is un-correlated with the QRS complex by definition 
8. Some noise and artefact such as maternal QRS complexes are not random and 
partially correlate with the foetal QRS complex. Although they are smaller in 
amplitude, the normalisation unfortunately removes this discriminating 
information. 
There are two basic approaches for designing a QRS complex detector described 
here. The first is to learn the shape of the QRS pattern vector w for each individual 
case at the beginning of recording, during an on-line 'learning phase'. This vector is 
used as a template for detecting subsequent QRS patterns on-line. The second 
approach is to have the learning phase off-line and build up a representation or 
'memory' of the QRS pattern space from prior examples of QRS complexes from 
different cases. This representation is used to detect individual QRS patterns on-
line. 
3.4 Design of a QRS detector using a simple correlation technique 
The uncorrupted QRS complex shape differs between cases (Xue Q. et al.) due to 
slight changes in electrode positioning and body weight. This first approach is to 
obtain an on-line estimate of the QRS pattern vector w for an individual case, which 
is known as the template vector. This has the advantage of only requiring a simple 
classifier, such as linear correlation algorithm., to detect ECG waveforms. This is 
illustrated in the conceptual diagram in Figure 67. Consider Figure 67 as a hyper-
20ccasionally small QRS amplitude fluctuations can be obseJVed which are attributed to foetal 
breathing. The change is small (less than 5% of the QRS amplitude). 
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sphere inN dimensions, where N is the number of input parameters in the QRS 
pattern detector (N= 20 for this work). Assuming the QRS complex pattern to be 
near stationary, then the QRS complex vector w will be expected to lie within a 
single small region of space, and given that the vector is zero mean and normalised 
to a fixed length, this region is represented as the small circle on the surface of the 
hyper-sphere in Figure 67, which is a N-1 dimensional spherical plane. The detector 
has to determine if a candidate QRS pattern vector x lies within this plane. The 
radius of the spherical plane is to allow for slight variability in the QRS shape, 
errors in the estimate of the QRS complex shape and noise. 
QRS 
Pattern 
Figure 67 Conceptual diagram illustrating the simple pattern space of the QRS complex & noise 
The correlation between the candidate vector x and the template vector w is used to 
determine whether a candidate vector x lies within the QRS pattern space. The 
linear correlation r between a presented vector x and the estimate of the QRS 
pattern vector w is given by 
=cos( B) (3.13) 
where w and x have a zero mean and are normalised to unit length and (}is the angle 
between the vector x and w. In practice, to determine if xis a QRS complex, the 
correlation r has to exceed a threshold value a . This threshold has to be chosen such 
that the performance of the detector is optimum in some way. If a is too small noise 
corrupted QRS patterns will be missed, which will increase the chance of a false 
negative. If a is too large then there is an increased probability that noise will be 
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classified as a QRS pattern, known as a false positive. False positive events are very 
undesirable because false or highly corrupted ECG waveforms can result in very 
misleading information for the clinician and an intelligent system. The difficulty 
with this approach is how to estimate of the QRS pattern vector w, which is now 
discussed. 
3.4.1 Adapting the template vector online 
A proposed technique was to optimise the performance of the correlation on-line in 
order to compensate for the variation in QRS complex shape between patients 
(Outram et al. 1993). Starting with a known QRS template vector w, a simple 
technique is used for updating the weight vector w 
w(k+ 1) = (1-a). w(k) + a (x(k)-w(k)) (3.14) 
where x(k) is the presented input vector, w(k+ 1) is the next updated template vector, 
w(k) is the previous template and a is the learning rate (0. 5 <a< 1). 
0
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Figure 68 A comparison of the static and adaptive QRS complex detector 
Figure 68 illustrates how the adaptive correlation algorithm adapts to the specific 
ECG complex over a 5 minute period where a=O. 9. The mean output increased by 
approximately 10% over the first 5 minutes giving mean output of approximately 
0.95 (95% certainty of detection) for correct hits. A concern here is that this 
technique depends on good quality data and could fail with persistently noisy data 
by adapting to the wrong signal. 
3.4.2 On-line estimation of the QRS pattern 
This technique relies on assumptions 1 & 3 in section 0. A QRS template vector v of 
length L with high SNR is manually extracted from previous cases is used as an 
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initial estimate of the QRS pattern. A minute block of data x(n), n=O .. N-1, where 
N=30000, is correlated with the template vector such that 
r(n) = v1 x'(n) 
x(n)-x(n) 
x' ( n) = .,..--'--'---:::::::::::::. ~(n) -x(n)l 
(3.15) 
where r(n), n=(L-1) .. N-1, is the linear correlation between the template vector v and 
the normalised zero-mean data vector x'(n) and where x(n) is a vector of L samples 
such that x(n)k=x(n-k), k=O .. L-1 and x(n) is the mean of the vector x(n). The 60 
highest correlation coefficients r(n) greater than 0.6 are located and the 
corresponding data vectors x(n) are extracted, normalised and averaged to compute 
the estimate QRS pattern vector w1. If there is periodic noise present and no ECG 
waveforms then it is possible that the estimate could be just noise. To prevent this 
the correlation r(n) must exceed 0.6. This process is repeated for the next minute 
block of data to estimate w2• If the two vectors are highly correlated such that 
w1Tw2 ~ 0.98 then the estimate QRS template is taken as the average w=(w1 + w2)12, 
otherwise the process is repeated. This technique is summarised below. 
1. Read in and filter next 60 seconds of raw ECG data. 
2. Compute the correlation between the data vectorsx(n), n=L-1 .. N-1, with the 
estimate template vector v 
3. Locate the 60 highest correlation coefficients greater that 0.6 and extract the 
corresponding vectors. If ECG data is present and of good quality, these will 
correspond to QRS patterns. If 60 cannot be located then go at to 1 and report a 
"no signal" error. 
4. Subtract the mean from each QRS pattern vector and normalise to unit length. 
5. Average all the QRS pattern vectors together to compute estimate w1. 
6. Repeat stages 1-5 on next minute of data to compute estimate w2 
7. Compute the correlation r=w1Tw2 
8. If r<O. 98 then go to stage 1 and report "Noisy data" 
9. Compute the QRS pattern template vector w=[w1+w2]12. 
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10. Subtract the mean of and normalise 
11. Compute correlation r=W v, where v is a manually extracted average QRS 
pattern vector taken from a previous case. 
12. If r<0.6 then go to stage 1 
Note that in stage 8, the accepted correlation coefficient is very strict. This ensures 
that the estimate is of very good quality. If more than 5 attempts are made (10 
minutes of data), the operator is told to replace the electrodes. 
3.4.3 Efficient implementation of the correlation algorithm 
Given that an accurate estimate of the QRS pattern vector w has been extracted from 
the data, with each new sample candidate QRS pattern vector x(k) is updated and 
correlated with the template vector w as depicted in Figure 69, where k is discrete 







Correlation Algorithm r(k) 
Figure 69 QRS detector based on linear correlation 
The output of the correlation algorithm r(k) is given by the following expression 
(x(k)-x(k)r ·W 
r(k) = ~(k)-x(k)l (3.16) 
where x(k) = [x(k) 0 x(k)1 •.. x(k)L_1) is the Jth presented input vector, 
x(k) = t L;~1x(k); is the mean of vector x(k), L is the number of samples in w and 
x, and where k is discrete time. To implement equation (3.16) directly requires the 
mean scalar and magnitude scalar ~(k)-x(k)l to be computed for each time k. To 
reduce the computational overhead, these can be computed recursively as follows. 
Given a new sample x(k+ 1)o, the correlation r(k+ 1) is calculated as follows. 
(x<k + 1)- x(k + l)r. w 
r(k + 1) = lx<k + 1)- x(k + 1)1 (3.17) 
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where x(k + 1) = [x(k + 1)0 x(k + 1)1 ... x(k)L_.] = [x(k + 1)0 x(k)0 ... x(k) L-2 ] is 
the next input vector, ;(k + 1) is the next mean. The mean ;(k + 1) and the magnitude 
jx(k)-x(k)i can be computed recursively. The mean i(k+I)is computed 
recursively as follows. Expanding x(k) = t L~>(k); gives 
x(k) = ~ {x(k)0 +x(k)1 + ... +x(k)L_1} (3.18) 
To compute (3.18) for time k+1, we introduce a new sample x(k+1)0 and lose the 
oldest sample x(k)L-• from the mean. Therefore, it follows that 
(3.19) 
The magnitude scalarlx(k + 1)- i(k + I)l can also be computed recursively. First 
expand and simplify jx(k)-x(k)i 
2 L-1 2 
lx(k)-i(k)l = L,(x(k); -i(k)) 
j:;;:Q 
L-1 L-1 L-l 
= L,x(k)/ -2x(k)· L,x(k); + L,i(k)2 
i=O i=O 
= (~x(k)/)- 2Lx(k)2 + Li(k)2 
= (~x(k)/)- Li(k)2 
= u(k)- Li(k)2 
L-1 I L-1 
where u(k) = ~x(k)/ and x(k) = L ~x(k); . It therefore follows that 
(3.20) 
jx(k +I)- x(k + 1}12 = u(k + 1)- Lx(k + I)2 (3. 21) 
The term x(k + I)2 is simple the square of 3.19. To recursively compute the 
magnitude scalar in (3.21), it remains to compute u(k+ 1). 
u(k) = x(k)02 +x(k)12 + ... +x(k)L_12 
:. u(k+I) = u(k)+x(k+l}02 -x(k)L_12 
(3.22) 
Using the results in (3.19), (3.21) and (3.22), the expression in (3.17) can be 
recursively computed as follows. 
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At start-up k=O 
1. Compute the mean x(k) = t L~~1x(k); 
"""L-1 2 2. Compute u(k) = "'-.J;=0 x(k); 
3. Compute the magnitude scalar ~(k) - x(k )j2 = L~~1(x< k ); - x(k) y 
For each subsequent pass 
1. Fetch next sample x(k+ 1)0 
2. Compute x(k + 1) from (3 .19) 
3. Compute cr(k+ 1) from (3.22) 
4. Compute ~(k + 1)-x(k + 1)j2 from (3.21) 
5. Take the square-root of the result in 4, and compute r(k+ 1) from (3 .17) 
6. Increment k and go to 1 
3.5 Design of a QRS detector using off-line estimation 
The second approach is to compute an off-line estimate of the complete QRS pattern 
space based on all the previously classified cases. This "complex pattern space" is 
depicted by the enclosed region on the surface of a hyper-sphere in the conceptual 
diagram shown in Figure 70. 
Figure 70 Conceptual diagram of the complex pattern space of the QRS pattern 
If a candidate QRS pattern vector lies within this space, then it is assumed to be a 
valid QRS pattern. A complex pattern classifier is required to determine when this is 
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the case. 1bis approach is not dependent on an on-line estimation of the QRS 
pattern shape, but relies on previous examples to be representative of the total 
possible QRS pattern space. 1bis technique is more open to the effects of noise as 
the surface area of the QRS pattern region is inevitably wider in Figure 70 than it is 
in Figure 67. A random noise vector, normalised to a fixed radius, has a greater 
chance of "landing" within this region than for the simple correlation technique. 
Two powerful techniques for representing complex pattern spaces are Multi-
Layered Perceptrons (MLP) and Radial Basis Functions (RBF). These both fall 
under the category of Artificial Neural Networks are now discussed. 
3.5.1 Using the Multi-Layered Perceptron to represent a complex pattern space 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have become very popular because of their 
ability to approximate complex functions in multi-dimensions and produce complex 
mappings. There are many different ANN paradigms, the most popular being the 







Figure 71 Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP) 
y 
The MLP has a layer of N inputs nodes, at least one 'hidden layer' of M artificial 
neurons
3 
and an output layer of L artificial neurons. Extra inputs with constant 
values 0 and rp are added to provide extra degrees of freedom. In the MLP, each 
layer has full connection from the previous layer such that Wx=a, where Wj,i is the 
weight connecting the ith input node x; to the jth 'hidden artificial neuron'. The input 
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to each hidden neuron is a linear combination of the input variables (Figure 72). The 
artificial neurons in the hidden layer(s) apply a non-linear functionj(ai)=bi , where 









Figure 72 Artificial Neuron 
The values at each hidden artificial neuron is computed as 
N-l 
hj =WN.j ·0+ LJJjJ ·X; 
i=O 




The most popular activation function is the sigmoid (see Figure 73) but any non-
linear function can be used. 
f(x) 
Figure 73 Sigmoidal activationfimction used at the hidden layer of the MLP 
The output neurons Yk are also connected via weights to the output of each hidden 
neuron such that y=f(V a), where V kj is the weight connecting the jth hidden neuron 
to the k1h output neuron. Each output neuron is computed as 
M-1 
Yt = f(Vk.M · f/J+ .L vk.j ·h). 
j=l 
3 More than one hidden layer can be used 
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For this work an ensemble of input vectors, which are a mixture of known QRS 
pattern vectors and noise vectors, are stored in the rows of a matrix X and a 
corresponding output classification is stored in rows of a vector Y. These are 
presented to the MLP for 'training', which is the process by which the network 
learns the complex mapping from X to Y. An output of 1 is assigned to a QRS 
pattern and an output of 0 to noise. During the learning phase, the weight 
coefficients W and V are computed such that each row of X maps to each row of Y 
to within an acceptable error. There is unfortunately no known method of directly 
computing the values in Wand V for the MLP. Gradient descent methods such as 
the generalised delta rule, with back propagation and momentum, are used to 
optimise the weight coefficients over many iterations (Rumelhart & McClelland 
1992). Gradient descent techniques can get stuck in sub-optimal solutions, often 
known as local minima. Other techniques such as simulated annealing and genetic 
algorithms (Masters 1993) do not suffer as much from local minima, but do take 
considerably longer to find the desired solution. New QRS and noise vectors are 
then presented to the MLP and the output is tested against the true classification. 
3.5.2 Theoretical discussion of the Multi-Layered Perceptron 
The MLP is theoretically capable of approximating any continuous function of any 
number of variables in a compact form. The accuracy of the approximation greatly 
depends on the choice of activation function, the number of hidden nodes and the 
technique used to optimise the weight matrices W and V. The MLP is essentially an 
extension of linear algebra to include non-linear terms in the mapping from one 
vector space to another. The MLP achieves this by forming new variables at the 
output of the hidden nodes which are non-linear functions of the original variables. 
To illustrate how this works, consider a generalised function of two input variables 
f(Xo.xJ. In general, any continuous differentiable function of two variables can be 
approximated with a infinite Taylor series as 
!( ) I I 2 2 x0 ,x1 =a0 +a1x0 +a2 x1 +a3x0 +a4 x1 + ... 
I I 3 3 p q +a5x0 x1 +a6 x0 +a7 x1 + ... +amxo x1 
(3.25) 
and is represented graphically in Figure 74. Given an ensemble of input vectors 
x(k)=[x(k)o x(k)o]T, and a corresponding mapping y(x(k)), then the coefficients a can 
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be computed directly to achieve either a perfect mapping (given enough free terms) 





Figure 7 4 Generalised network structure for a non-linear mapping for two variables 
For example, N row vectors x(k)=[x0(k) x1(k)], stored in rows of a matrix X are to 
be mapped toN scalar values y(k), k=O .. N-1 . For a linear system, this would be 
solved in a least-squares sense as Xa=y where a=(XTXr1X)r. The success of this 
requires that y can be formed by a linear combination of the columns in X, that is y 
lies within the space spanned by X. Given that N> 2, this means that there are more 
equations than free variables in a=[a0 at], hence this mapping rarely possible 
without errors (unless the problem is trivial). To reduce this error additional second 
order non~linear terms Q(k)==[Xo2(k), x12(k), Xo(k)x1(k)], k=O .. N-1, are computed and 
added to form a matrix M=[XIQ] where Q is a matrix of non-linear terms. For non-
trivial problems, the region of space spanned by M is greater than that of X and 
spans some of the null-space4 of X, although it is directly derived from X by non-
linear functions. The mapping is still maintained as a linear problem, that is Ma=y 
and can be solved directly in a least square sense. This expanded for clarity below 
in (3 .26). 
4 The null-space of X contains all vectors a such that Xa""O (Strang G. , 1988) 
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a, [ x0 (0) x,(O) x, (0) . x, (0) x,'(O) x,'(O) l a, ~·) l x, (I) x,(l) x, (I) · x, (I) x,'(l) x,' (I) a, - y~l) (3.26) x1 2 (~-l) a, x,(N -1) x,(N -I) x0 (N-i)·x,(N -I) x,'(N -I) a, y(N -1) 
a, 
Note that the linear terms are still present, as would be for a linear mapping, but in 
addition non-linear terms are now included. If this does not produce an acceptable 
approximation, then higher order terms can be added until an acceptable 
approximation is obtained. 
A difficulty with implementing this directly is that the number of terms in Q and a 
soon become unmanageable as the number of input variables increases and/or as the 
degree of approximation is increased. The MLP however is a much more compact 
method of performing a non-linear mapping. The MLP structure is a much more 
efficient representation usually requiring far less free parameters (weights). To 
illustrate consider a differentiable non-linear activation function f(a) at a hidden 
node of an MLP which expands only to second order (for simplicity sake) such that 
f(a) = Po + fJ.a' + /3,_a2 (3.27) 
where a is a linear combination of two other variables a= w0x0 + w1x" and pk, 
(k=0 .. 2), are real scalar constants which can be computed using the well known 
Taylor series expansion (Burden & Faires 1989). Substituting for a gives 
(3.28) 
Expanding gives 
f(a) = Po + f3.w0x0 + f3.w1X1 + {J,_w02x02 + {J,_w0x0w1x1 + {J,_w12x12 (3.29) 
Equating coefficients in (3.29) and (3.25) gives 
Po =ao 
f3.w 0 =a1 
f3..w 1 = a2 
/3,.wo2 = a3 
P2w12 =a4 
A wow,= as 
The a and 13 values are known, with only two unknowns w0 and w1 in six equations. 
Clearly this cannot be solved precisely, but a best fit can often be found. To 
improve the accuracy more hidden nodes are introduced to add more free 
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parameters (weights) until a suitable approximation is found. The output of the 
hidden nodes H are linearly combined by the weights V to form an output y such 
that Hv=y. Hidden nodes are added until the space spanned by H contains y. 
In general the non-linear activation functions are not simply second order functions 
and produce higher order terms when expanded. This gives rise to a good 
approximation to the ideal mapping often with only a few hidden nodes. 
This illustrates that a Neural Network, given enough non-linear hidden nodes with 
an infinite degree taylor-series expansion, will have enough degrees of freedom to 
approximate any non-linear mapping. 
3.5.3 Novelty detection 
There is a real danger with using muli-layered perceptrons when presenting totally 
new data. The most that can be expected from a non-linear mapping function such 
as an MLP is that it will perform well as an interpolator. Consider Figure 75 where 
three sets of data {A, B, C} are presented to a pattern classifier. These might be, for 
example, digitised hand written characters of 'A', 'B' and 'C'. Examples of these 
are used to train the MLP and define the pattern space for each set Two outputs of 
the network might be defined as [ 0 1 ] for character 'A', [ 1 0 ] for character 'B' and 
[ 1 1] for character 'C'. If during the testing phase the MLP is given a character 'D', 
which has similar features to 'B' , it probably get classified as such. Presenting with 
MLP with a totally novel character such as a 'Z' or some random noise, which lie 
far outside all defined pattern space, might also arbitrarily produce a classification 
of A, B or C. This can be misleading so a form of novelty detection is required to 
detect when a totally novel input pattern is presented. 
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Figure 75 Conceptual diagram illustrating the need for novelty detection 
A MLP is particularly powerlul at representing and separating data into different 
complex pattern vector spaces but is poor at novelty detection. The best application 
for a MLP is where the data is always drawn from a finite set of vector spaces 
which are represented by the training data. At best the MLP is also able to 
interpolate between these spaces. In general, the term generalisation often attributed 
to the MLP refers to interpolation and not extrapolation. If extrapolation will occur, 
then extra effort is required to perform novelty detection, and unfortunately QRS 
detection falls into this category. Random noise is regularly presented to the MLP 
and this can belong to any region within a full 20 dimensional space. Unless the 
output is defined to be 1 in the small QRS space and constrained to zero at other 
regions in the 20D space then the MLP will essentially be extrapolating in the 
presence of random noise and producing erratic behaviour. The training set of 
vectors consists of QRS pattern vectors and random noise. Producing a 
representative training set of random noise that sufficiently spans the complete 
vector space is very time consuming for high dimensional problems. 
3.5.4 Supervised training of the Multi-Layered Perceptron for QRS detection 
The usual method for training a MLP is to extract a large set of examples from the 
data and randomly select a sub-set of this for training, leaving the remaining 
examples for testing. The training examples and desired outputs are presented to the 
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MLP and the generalised delta rule using back propagation is used to compute the 
weights. 
10 QRS vectors were manually extracted from each of 10 different cases in the 
database which then define the QRS pattern space and map to a single 1 in the 
output space. Examples of incorrectly aligned QRS patterns and maternal QRS 
patterns were manually extracted which map to a 0 in the output space. Random 
noise was generated using Haltons quasi-random sequences (Press et al. 1992). This 
algorithm evenly fills the vector space, unlike other random number generation 
sequences which tend to form clusters and leave gaps. To generate M quasi-random 
N length vectors vi(k), i =0 .. N, k=O .. M, where 0< vi(k) < 1, the following algorithm is 
employed. To obtain the kth vector v(k) in the Halton sequence, 
1. For each element vi(k) convert k to base b;, where b; is the ith prime in an 
increasing sequence of primes. For example, b0=3, b1=5, b2=7. Ifk=lO, then 
v2(k) = 13 (base 7). 
2. Reverse the digits of each element vi, such that the least-significant digit 
becomes the most significant digit in base b;. In the example, v2(k) = 31 
3. Place a decimal point before all the digits. In the example, v2(k) =0. 31 
4. Convert to base 10. Finally, v2(k)=3 *T1 + 1 *T2=0. 4490 ( 4-decimal place 
accuracy). 
This works because the least-significant digit, which varies the most frequently for 
each k, becomes the most significant digit. Each value of k is unique, therefore it 
follows the resulting decimal number is always unique, so ensuring the same 
number is never repeated. 
The number of examples used for training relates to the number of weights in the 
MLP structure. For a MLP with I inputs, J hidden nodes and K outputs, the number 
of weights w is: 
w=(I+ 1).J+(J+ 1).K (3.30) 
As a guideline, the number of examples used for training should be between 2w and 
lOw. The reason for this is to (hopefully) ensure the problem space is adequately 
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covered so that network can generalise and to prevent over-training. Training on too 
few examples will not cover the input space enough and when tested with new 
examples it's behaviour is not guaranteed causing erratic behaviour at the output. 
Over-training is another factor which causes erratic behaviour when testing an MLP 
with new examples. This becomes a problem if the errors at training time are 
allowed to become too small when there is noise or natural variability in the training 
data. This phenomena can be explained by considering the MLP as a multi-
dimensional curve-fitter or function approximation. To visualise this only 1 
dimension for input and output is used, but the same principal holds for higher 
dimensions. Given that the input values are scalars Xk (k=1..20) and the desired 
outputs are scalars dk, it is required to find a function that maps x to d. In the Figure 
76a the crosses are the training data and the continuous line y(x) is the computed 
approximation. (The underlying function is actually d(x)=sin(x)+error for 
illustrative purposes). In Figure 76a there is a small finite error for most training 
examples and large errors for the rogue examples. This results in a satisfactory 
approximation to the function and is the phenomena known as generalisation. In 
Figure 76b however the approximation has been allowed to fit every point with 
virtually zero error. This over-fitting or 'over-training' has the effect of losing the 
general trend in the data. Examining Figure 76a it is clear that presenting a new 
example of x=0.25 will reproduce the sensible value but in Figure 76b would 
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Figure 76 (a) Correct approximation found by fitting to the overall trend in the data and (b) 
Incorrect approximation found by fitting every point in the data 
Plotting the errors in an approximation is a good way to check generalisation but 
unfortunately for the QRS detection problem with 20 inputs, it is impossible to 
visualise. Information has to be obtained from looking at how the error decreases 
during training. In general the error used is the Root Mean Squared error (RMS 
error) given by 
1 N-1 2 
RMSerror= N t;(Yk -dk) (3.31) 
A plot of theRMS error for a 20-5-1 MLP is shown below. 
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Figure 77 RMS error of20-5-l MLP trained on ECG QRS patterns 
Training stops when the change in error flattens off and becomes asymptotic. For 
the above example the training is stopped at 20*50 iterations. The network is now 
ready for testing and implementation if successful in generalisation. 
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3.6 Comparing and optimising the performance of the QRS detection 
techniques 
In this work each QRS detector produces a scalar output when presented with a 
pattern vector. If the output exceeds a given threshold value, then the system has 
indicated a Positive result. If the output is less than or equal to the threshold value, 
then the system has indicated a Negative result. The performance of each technique 
needs to be evaluated for suitability to foetal monitoring. It is inevitable that no 
single technique is ever perfect. There is always a trade between the number of 
correctly detected waveforms (true positive events) and the number of false 
detection's (false positive events). Establishing a balance between the two requires 
the threshold to be optimised for each technique. The results of the two techniques 
then need to be compared. A method of achieving this is by Receiver Operator 
Characteristic (ROC) analysis. 
3.6.1 Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) Analysis 
A technique used to measure how well a given detector can discriminate between 
two events is known as Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) analysis. This was 
introduced to medical decision making by Lustard 1991 and has become a popular 
technique in medical research (Centor RM 1991; Hanley J.A. 1989; McNeil B.J et 
al. 1975). The four categories of detection are summarised below and in the 
contingency in Table 7 (Swets 1988). 
a) True Positive : The total number of cases where the pattern classifier correctly 
detects a real QRS pattern. 
b) False Positive : The total number of cases where noise is incorrectly classified 
as a QRS pattern. 
c) False Negative : The total number of missed QRS patterns. 
d) True Negative : The total number of cases where noise is correctly classified. 












Table 7 Two-by-two contingency table 
TP 
Hit Ratio = TP + FN 
FP 
False Alarm Ratio = FP+ TN 
where TP is the number of True Positives, FN is the number of False Negatives, FP 
is the number of false positives and TN is the number of True Negatives. TP+FN is 
the total number of QRS patterns in the experiment and FP+TN is the total number 
ofnon-QRS patterns (noise) used in the experiment. It is important to detect enough 
ECG complexes in order to extract enough meaningful clinical information, so one 
objective is to keep the Hit Ratio high. At the same time, this will often be at the 
expense of increasing number of False Alarm Ratio. For QRS detection, it is 
important to keep the False Alarm Ratio very low to avoid adding noise into the 
signal average and producing misleading waveforms. 
The objective is to find the threshold value that balances the Hit Ratio and False 
Alarm Ratio in an acceptable way. This is achieved by measuring the Hit Ratio and 
False Alarm Ratio for different threshold values with each technique. From this a 
ROC curve can be plotted. From this curve it is possible select a point along the 
curve and chose the threshold. Equally it provides a means to measure and compare 
the ability of the different detectors to discriminate between real positive events and 
false positive events. 
To construct a ROC curve for each technique a contingency table is recorded. In the 
case of the QRS detection problem, the performance characteristics of each detector 
is recorded for different output threshold values. The Hit-Ratio is plotted against the 














Figure 78 Idealised ROC curves for perfect and no discrimination 
Figure 78 shows the ROC curves for a detector with perfect discrimination and no 
discrimination. An upper-left-diagonal curve indicates perfect ability to discriminate 
between true and false events, and has an area 1.0 under the curve. A ROC curve for 
a detector with no ability to discriminate is a straight diagonal line which has an 
area of0.5 
3.6.2 Validation methodology 
Experiments were conducted to optimise the threshold value for each technique and 
compare their relative performance. Three blocks of 55000 samples, taken from 
three separate cases, were used to test each technique. These sections of data have 
variable features, such as large P complexes, muscle and power-line noise and some 
transient shifts. 
The total number of True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN) 
and False Negative (FN) events are counted for each case. Examples of each of the 
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Figure 79 Examples ofTrue Positive, True Negative, False Positive and False Negative events 
For each case, there were 55000 data samples sampled at 500Hz. The following 
procedure was conducted for both the MLP and correlation technique. 
1. Set threshold at lowest reasonable value, typically 0.9 for the correlation 
technique and 0.2 for the MLP. 
2. Apply all the M=55000*3=165000 candidate QRS data vectors to the pattern 
classifier. These vectors are a moving window of data samples. 
3. Count the number of true QRS complexes (N) 
4. Count the number of True Positive events (TP) and False Positive events (FP) 
5. Calculate the number of True Negative events TN=M-N-FP 
6. Calculate the number of False Negative events FN=N-TP 
7. Increase the threshold by small amount 
8. While threshold~ 1 Goto 2 
9. Record the results in a contingency table. 
10. Compute the Hit Ratio and False Alarm Ratio for each threshold value 
11. Plot ROC curve and estimate the area for each technique 
A larger the area implies a better ability to discriminate. The area under the ROC 
curve is estimated using the trapezoidal rule. 
3.6.3 Results for the correlation algorithm 
The results for all three cases are recorded in Table 8 and plotted as an ROC curve 
in Figure 80a & b. The area under the ROC curve is 0.99873. 
A technique for selecting a good compromise threshold value is the point nearest the 
upper-left corner of the ROC curve, and this point corresponds to a threshold value 
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between 0.97 and 0.98. For ST analysis however, it is desirable to place an 
emphasis on reducing the false alarm rate, so a threshold value of 0. 98 is chosen. 
From Table 8 , a value of 0.98 produces a false positive rate corresponding to a 
25/164178 probability of producing a false positive. This corresponds to 25 false 
positive results in approximately 5 Y2 minutes of ECG data, which is slightly less 
than 5 false positive events per minute. This is considered to be ' reasonable' given 
that the waveforms are later averaged, although was disappointing. Further 
increasing the threshold value reduces the False Positive rate but starts to rapidly 
reduce the True Positive rate. The correlation algorithm, with on-line learning and a 
high threshold value has good ability to reduce the false positive detection rate. 
Unfortunately periods of very noisy data was observed to induce too many false 
negative events. 
Threshold True Positive False Positive True Negative False Negative False Alann Hit Ratio 
Ratio 
0.00 822 164178 0 0 1.0000 1.0000 
0.90 820 688 163490 2 0.0042 0.9976 
0.95 819 217 163961 3 0.0013 0.9964 
0.97 808 76 164102 14 0.0005 0.9830 
0.98 781 25 164153 41 0.0002 0.9501 
0.99 576 2 164176 246 0.0000 0.7007 
1.00 0 0 164178 822 0.0000 0.0000 
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3.6.4 Results for the MLP 
Initial results of the MLP were very variable, depending on the case presented. The 
MLP has a very high ability to detect QRS complex waveforms, but also initially 
produced far more false positive events than was acceptable for some of the cases. 
Case number oe 102 in the database was such a case, and the contingency table is 
given below in Table 9. In this experiment, no single waveform was missed but the 
false positive rate was unacceptably high. 
Threshold True False True False False Alarm Hit 
Positive Positive Negative Negative Ratio Ratio 
0 242 14758 0 0 1.0 1.0 
0.2 242 773 13985 0 0.05238 1.0 
0.4 242 597 14161 0 0.04045 1.0 
0.6 242 484 14274 0 0.03280 1.0 
0.8 242 315 14443 0 0.02134 1.0 
0.9 242 210 14548 0 0.01423 1.0 
0.93 242 151 14607 0 0.01023 1.0 
0.95 242 106 14652 0 0.00718 1.0 
1 0 0 14758 242 0.0 0.0 
Table 9 Contingency table for case oel 02 using an WJ> 
In contrast to this, a much noisier case, oe 108, was tested and the results were 
greatly improved. From the contingency table in Table 10 a threshold value of 0.93 
produces only one false positive and 5 false negatives events out of 295 QRS 
waveforms. Upon examination of the data, the only visual difference was that the 
MLP performed far better when the data was noisy. 
Threshold True Positive False Positive True Negative False False Alarm Hit Ratio 
Negative Ratio 
0 295 14705 0 0 1.0 1.0 
0.2 295 154 14551 0 0.01047 1.0 
0.4 295 89 14616 0 0.00605 1.0 
0.6 295 54 14651 0 0.00367 1.0 
0.8 295 25 14680 0 0.00170 1.0 
0.9 295 12 14693 0 0.00082 1.0 
0.93 290 1 14704 5 0.00007 0.98305 
0.95 116 0 14705 179 0.0 0.39322 
1 0 0 14705 295 0.0 0.00000 
Table 10 Contingency table for case oel 08 using an WJ> 
To obtain such good results for such high quality data, a small amount of random 
noise has to be added to the data if the signal-to-noise ratio was very high. 
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The reasoning behind this is as follows. During the training phase, the MLP was 
trained to discriminate QRS complexes and quasi-random noise because the noise 
was meant to represent the universe of patterns outside the QRS complex pattern 
space. Clearly this model works very well when random noise is present. There are 
some cases however where the quality of the data is such that the random noise 
energy is insignificant. In these cases the true negative data (between QRS 
complexes) are smooth and slow-moving and it is this data which can induce false 
positive events. One could argue that these need to be added to the training set and 
the network should be retrained. Unfortunately it is very difficult to extract a 
characteristic training set of such data, as the permutations are vast. It is much 
simpler to ensure the random noise energy is significantly higher than the slow-
wave energy. Applying random noise to case oe102 produced the following results. 
Threshold True Positive False True False False Alann Ratio Hit Ratio 
Positive Neoative Neoative 
0 242 14758 0 0 1.0 1.0 
0.2 242 46 14712 0 0.00312 1.0 
0.4 242 29 14729 0 0.00197 1.0 
0.6 242 19 14739 0 0.00129 1.0 
0.8 241 12 14746 1 0.00081 0.99587 
0.9 240 7 14751 2 0.00047 0.99174 
0.93 240 5 14753 2 0.00034 0.99174 
0.95 240 5 14753 2 0.00034 0.99174 
1 0 0 14758 242 0.0 0.0 
Table 11 Contingency table for case oe1 02 using an lvfLP by adding random noise 
The results have much improved, for a threshold value of 0. 93, with only 5 false 
positive events and 2 false negative events. 
Applying all three cases, and where necessary adding random noise, the MLP 
produced the following overall results. The contingency table for the MLP is given 
below in Table 12 and the ROC curve is given in Figure 81a & b. The area under 
the ROC curve is 0.999957. From Table 12 a threshold value of 0.93 has a very 
good True Positive rate (799/822) and only 6 False Positive events in 5 Y2 minutes of 
data, which corresponds to just over 1 False Positive event per minute. This is very 
satisfactory and a significant improvement over the correlation algorithm. 
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Threshold True Positive False Positive True Negative False False Alann Hit Ratio 
Negative Ratio 
0 822 164178 0 0 1.0 1.0 
0.2 822 221 163957 0 0.00135 1.0 
0.4 822 122 164056 0 0.00074 1.0 
0.6 822 73 164105 0 0.00044 1.0 
0.8 821 37 164141 1 0.00023 0.99878 
0.9 820 19 164159 2 0.00012 0.99757 
0.93 799 6 164172 23 0.00004 0.97202 
0.95 485 5 164173 337 0.00003 0.59002 
1 0 0 164178 822 0.0 0.0 
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MLP 
There are two aspects to QRS detection, pre-processing and pattern recognition. For 
pre-processing, the differentiation technique was efficient at removing low-
frequency noise but worsens the effects of high frequency noise. The MLP 
prediction filter technique was an improvement as was the least-squares filter. The 
least-squares technique performed at least as well as the MLP but has the advantage 
of simplicity and less computational overhead. 
It is recognised that an amplitude invariant pattern recognition technique is required 
to locate each individual QRS complex. The simple correlation technique is 
restricted to detecting only one pattern, but as the QRS complex does not change 
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during a single labour, it would seem the theoretically optimal technique given an 
accurate estimate of the QRS complex can be obtained. The comb filter is the 
preferred technique as it performs as well as the least-squares filter and obtains a 
greater attenuation in the stop-band. 
A robust novel technique has been developed here to estimate the QRS complex for 
each particular labour, given that the QRS complex shape does vary between 
patients. By careful selection of the detection threshold, the correlation algorithm 
was an acceptable QRS detector. A threshold of 0.93 was suitable. However, this 
technique suffers from missing too many QRS complexes (False Negatives) during 
periods of excessive noise. 
The on-line estimation of the QRS complex pattern will always have some errors 
because not all the noise sources can be assumed to be random and will correlate. 
Small maternal ECG complexes, which get amplified by the normalisation process, 
remaining power-line noise, transient shifts, baseline noise and mains spikes cannot 
be assumed to be random noise. 
The MLP can represent a much more complex pattern space than simple correlation, 
and is it shown to be more resistant to the effects of noise. It was found that for this 
application the MLP only peiforms well in the presence of random noise. 
Correlation has the theoretical advantage over the MLP in that its output is 
predictably low in the presence of totally novel inputs, but has less ability to detect 
eve:ry QRS complex. The MLP outperformed the correlation algorithm if random 
noise was present or artificially added to the data. 
Another suitable method might be to use a Radial Basis Function (RBF). This has 
the advantage of the :MLP as it can represent a complex pattern space whilst also 
maintaining the same predictable performance as correlation in the presence of truly 
novel inputs. This was not done due to lack of time, however, there might become a 
need examine the benefits of a RBF. 
In conclusion, the combination of linear-filtering to remove noise and artefact and 
the MLP for pattern recognition perform well in detecting the QRS complex. The 
MLP out-performs simple linear correlation in the presence of noise as it is capable 






The interpretation of changes in the foetal ECG is a pattern recognition task. The 
task of the clinician is to recognise progressive changes in the shape of the ECG 
waveform, especially changes in the shape of the ST waveform and to assess the 
clinical significance of these changes. A trained human expert has ve:ry good pattern 
recognition capability, but their performance will reduce with fatigue and boredom, 
making this task ideally suited to a computer. However, pattern recognition is not so 
simple for a computer. The pattern re.cognition task is simplified by dividing the 
ECG waveform into different component waveforms. The idealised foetal ECG 
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Figure 82 Decomposition of the foetal ECG waveform 
Figure 82 is 'decomposed' into component waveforms, namely the P complex, PR 
segment, QRS complex, ST segment, T complex and sometimes the TU segment 
and U complex (Trahanias and Skordalakis 1989). The most important components 
of the foetal ECG waveform for this work are the ST segment and T complex. It is 
important to be able to identify the shape of these components and determine how 
they progressively change during labour. To simplify pattern recognition, visible 
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features are identified and measured in order to quantify the ST segment and T 
complex shape. For example, from Figure 82 three commonly used features in adult 
cardiology are the J point, T peak onset (Ton) and the T peak amplitude amongst 
others. These are not the only features of interest however, as alone, they do not 
describe the ST segment and T complex shape. 
To define the start and end of each waveform requires the location and extraction of 
visible features in the waveform, either by a piece-wise search (Kirk & Smith 1986) 
or by self learning techniques (Akselrod et al. 1987). Different methods of 
decomposing the ECG waveform shape such as pole-zero models (Murthy & 
Niranjan 1992), neural techniques (Suzuki & Ono 1992), knowledge based search 
(Lee & Thakor 1984) and syntactic pattern recognition (Trahanias & Skordalakis 
1989) have been reported. Sophisticated techniques such as Neural Networks 
require large representative sets of ECG data with a wide span of possible ST 
waveform shapes. A wide span of foetal data are not readily available, but 
knowledge of abnormal foetal ECG shapes does exist. This work uses simple search 
algorithms to find key features in the ST waveform using clinical knowledge. Even 
after signal enhancement, the ECG waveform is usually still contaminated by noise 
which introduces false peaks and valleys and impedes accurate feature extraction. 
Locating and measuring peaks, troughs and derivatives of waveforms is difficult in 
the presence of noise. Further enhancement and simplification of the waveform is 
clearly required if this method is to be reliable. One solution reported was to fit a 
series of straight (regression) lines to the foetal ECG complex (Kirk and Smith 
1986). This greatly simplifies the process of feature extraction and measurement but 
inevitably introduces errors when the portions of data cannot be approximated 
accurately with straight lines (such as bi-phasic waveforms). To solve this problem, 
this idea has been extended to use higher degree approximations which approximate 
the data more accurately whilst still simplifying the feature extraction process. 
Chebyshev polynomial approximations are fitted to the foetal ECG ST and PR 
waveform (see Figure 83). Chebyshev polynomials are chosen specifically here 
because the error of the approximation is evenly distributed over the whole 
approximation. The computation of the polynomial coefficients, as discussed in 
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chapter 2, is simple and evaluation of the Chebyshev polynomials is less 
numerically sensitive than ordinary polynomials of the form C0 +c1t +c2t
2
+ ... +cmtm . 
4.2 Using Chebyshev Polynomials to simplify feature extraction 
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Figure 83. Smooth Chebyshev approximation of the Foetal ECG ST waveform 
where f(t) = c0 + c1J;(t) + c2J;(t) + c3~(t)+ ... +cmTm(t) (4.1) 
and where Tk(t) is the JtD degree Chebyshev polynomial Tk(t)=cos(k.cos-1 (t)), t={-
1 .. + 1}. This technique has very good signal enhancement properties because the 
function f(t) is continuous and smooth with a fixed number of extrema (maxima and 
minima) determined by the degree of approximation m. The approximation tends to 
fit ' through' any remaining muscle or power-line noise, assuming the noise to have 
a symmetric distribution, and is a very good approximation to the true foetal ECG 
waveform itself. 
This technique has many advantages when measuring important features from the 
ST waveform. It allows for convenient and accurate amplitude, derivative and 
integral measurements to be computed from f(t) with great ease. It also inherently 
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compresses the data as the m+ 1 coefficients are all that is required to reconstruct the 
whole ST waveform approximation. Using this technique, many of the reported 
problems associated with feature extraction are greatly reduced. The feature 
extraction and pattern recognition techniques are now discussed. 
4.3 Describing the ST shape by quantitative feature extraction 
There are two main patterns that are recognised in the expert-knowledge base. 
These are T complex configuration {Negative, Normal, Elevated) and the ST 
segment configuration {Depressed, Normal, Elevated, Bi-Phasic} . The important 








Figure 84 Classification ofthe ST segment as (a) Normal elevated T, (b) Negative T, (c) Bi-Phasic 
ST with normal elevated T and (d) Depressed ST with Normal T 
Quantifying the shape of the ST waveform is simplified up by extracting features 









Figure 85 Location of the iso-electric region 
QRS 
Amplitude 
One of the most important features of the foetal ECG waveform for discriminating 
between foetuses coping with normal 
stress of labour and those in distress 
is the shape of the ST waveform (Greene 1987; Westgate et al. 1993; Greene & 
Westgate 1993). 
Significant pattern changes in shape associated with stress or distress include 
persistently rising T wave amplitude, very high T (Figure 84a), negative T waves 
(Figure 84b ), bi-phasic waveforms (Figure 84c) and depressed ST segments (Figure 
84d). In a recent clinical trial (Westgate et al. 1993) the ratio of the T wave 
amplitude to the QRS amplitude (the so-called T/QRS ratio) was successfully used, 
along with the CTG, to reduce clinical intervention rates with no change in foetal 
outcome. In general however the T/QRS ratio is not sufficient because the T/QRS 
ratio is only a crude measure of the ST waveform shape. With the T/QRS ratio 
alone, important changes in the ST segment, such as ST segment depression and bi-
phasic ST waveforms would be missed. The progressive changes in the whole ST 
waveform must be examined (Greene & Westgate 1993). It was proposed that to 
classify the ST waveform shape, the following features should be measured and 
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Figure 86 New features used to quantify the ST waveform shape 
• T peak height. T complex peak amplitude. 
• ST+. The total positive (+ve) area in the ST segment between 1 and Ton. 
• ST-. The total negative (-ve) area in the ST segment between 1 and Ton. 
• Peak 1 The highest peak amplitude in the S T segment (between the 1 point and 
lOOms after the 1 point) 
• Peak 2 The most negative trough amplitude after peak 1 (equals peak 1 if not 
trough is found) 
• APeak The peak difference where M'eak=Peak 2- Peak 1 
• .1 T. The time interval between peak 1 and peak 2 
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To account for changes in signal amplitude these are all normalised (divided) 
against the QRS amplitude which is assumed to be a physiological constant1• To 
compute the positive and negative areas ST+ and ST- the region between J and 
J+ 1 OOms is searched for zero-crossings, limits defined for each positive and 
negative section, and each area (definite integral) is simply computed using the 
integral expression l(t) given later in section 4.4.1. The ST waveform ~an now be 
described using the normalised T peak height, T+, T-, Peak 1 and Peak 2 features by 
a set of 'fuzzy rules', which are discussed in more detail in chapters 5 and 6 
4.3.1 Locating the reference points 
To decompose the waveform into the different component waveforms requires a 
rule based search to locate the P,Q,R,S,J,Ton and T time-reference features from the 
function f(lj in equation ( 4.1). Meaningful features are then extracted from these 
waveforms to build a picture of the ST waveform shape. The different shapes can be 
defined from amplitudes, first & second derivatives (gradients) and integrals (areas). 
4.3.2 Location of the Q and S peaks 
Chapter 3 discusses the location of the R wave peak. The expected relative locations 
of the P,Q,S and T peaks are summarised in 
Table 13 {Kirk & Smith 1986). These peaks are normally straightforward to locate if 
the R wave has been detected correctly. The Q and S wave peaks are taken as the 
lowest points found within their expected regions, for example, to find the S wave 
peak, the region from 6ms after the R wave peak to 26 ms after the R wave peak is 
searched for the lowest point. The offset of the lowest point from the R wave is the 
S wave peak position. 
4.3.3 Locating the J-point 
Locating the J point is straight-forward for the normal ECG shown in Figure 87. A 
short fixed length Chebyshev polynomial is fitted to the ECG waveform starting 
from the S peak. A search is made, starting from the S wave and moving toward the 
T wave for 15ms, for one of the following, listed in order of preference. 
1. A change in the sign of the gradient 
1 It actually fluctuates slightly - this is attributed to foetal breathing 
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2. A crossing of the iso-electric level 
3. A minimum gradient below 0.1 
Should all these criteria fail to be found (as in the case a extreme ST depression) 
then the S wave peak is taken as the J point. In the case of ST depression, there is no 
definable J point, but for the purpose of ST pattern recognition, the S peak is 
suitable. 
4.3.4 !so-electric level 
Amplitude and area measurements in the ST waveform are made relative to a zero 
reference, known as the iso-electric level. For the adult ECG it can usually be found 
between the end of the T wave and the start of the next P wave. Even for the adult 
this region can often be too short or not present at all at high heart-rates (Peper et 
al. 1990). For the foetus this true zero reference is extremely difficult to locate 
reliably because its heart rate is much higher than that of an adult. A much more 
convenient reference point is 50ms before the R-wave peak, shown as the vertical 
dotted line in Figure 85. This is theoretically a region of zero potential activity 
between the end of the P-wave and the QRS complex, but more importantly, it is a 
region of very low variability. This ensures that the changes in the amplitude 
features are consistent even if the absolute values become slightly biased. It is 
changes that are most important in the clinical knowledge base. 
4.3.5 Locating the T complex peak 
This is a slightly more complex task, because the T wave can vary in amplitude, 
position and polarity or can be very flat with no defined peak. The expected region 
is the T peak is 120-210ms after the R-peak. More than one peak can appear in this 
region and different approaches have been employed to manage this situation. The 
definition of the T peak location is the peak in the 120-210ms region where the ST 
waveform deviates the furthest from the iso-electric level. Unfortunately this is was 
not found to be completely sufficient in practice as important events such as small 
negative T peaks are sometimes present but are not the dominant peak. A difficulty 
here is that the T peak is simply a commonly visually identified feature, and it is not 
necessarily true that there is only one peak. The approach taken is to consider all 
peaks as candidates, the philosophy being that both positive and negative T peaks 
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can simultaneously exist. This seemingly paradoxical situation is easily handled 
though fuzzy logic, which is described in chapter 5, by taking the belief that all are 
possibly T peaks. Fuzzy logic allows the implications of the different T peak values 
to all be true, but to different degrees of truth. 
Table 13 Expected locations of peaks within the fetal ECG relative to the R wave 
The algorithm used to locate these peaks is as follows. 
o/olnitial values 
%First adjust the ST waveform search range for low heart rates 
IfHeartRate<l20 TIIEN End0ff=210ms 
ELSE EndOIT= 190ms 
StartOIT= 120ms 
MaxTPeak=STW A VEFORM[StartOfT] 
MinTTrough=MaxTPeak 
%Find the highest peak and lowest trough in the search region 
FOR t=StartOIT+ 1 TO End Off 
IF STW A VEFORM[t] is a Peak AND STW A VEFORM[t]>MaxTPeak TIIEN 
MaxTPeak=STW A VEFORM[t] 
ELSEIF STW A VEFORM[t] is a Trough AND STW A VEFORM[t]<MinTTrough TIIEN 
MinTTrough=STW A VEFORM[t] 
NEXTt 






where Max.TPeak is the maximum peak in the T complex region, MinTTrough is the 
minimum trough in the T complex region and STWA VEFORM[t] is the amplitude 
of the ST waveform as measured from the Chebyshev polynomial curve, at time t 
ms from the R peak. A peak is defined as follows. 
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{
1 (f(t - 1) 5, j(t) 1\ j(t + 1) < j(t)) V (f(t -1) < f(t) 1\ f(t + 1) 5, f(t)) 
peak(/' t) = o otherwise 
(4.2) 
wherefis a function or vector and t is time. Similarly a trough is defined as follows. 
{
1 (f(t - 1) ~ j(t) 1\ j(t + 1) > j(t)) V (J(t -1) > j(t) 1\ f(t + 1) ~ f(t)) 
trough(/ , t) = h . 0 ot erw1se 
(4.3) 
These functions detect corners of plateau's as well as actual peaks. The two features 
MaxTPeak and MinTTrough are both used to assess the shape of the T complex. 
4.3.6 Locating the T -wave onset. 
This is the most difficult and ambiguous point to define and find because no strict 
definition of this point exists, so the simple definition illustrated in Figure 87 is was 
proposed. Having located the T wave peak, a search is conducted backwards 
towards the R wave for one the following, which ever is nearer the T peak. 
1. A crossing of the iso-electric level. 
2. A peak gradient (zero second derivative). From this point, a straight-line tangent 
to the curve is computed and where this intercepts the iso-electric is used as the 
T wave onset (Ton). In practice this technique can fail when the T-peak onset 
has a very low derivative and the Ton point is too near to the J point (see Figure 
87). 







Figure 87 Defining the onset of the T Wave 
4.4 Calculating Areas and Derivatives of Chebyshev polymonials 
Given that a Chebyshev polynomial curve has been fitted to the ST waveform of the 
form 
f(t) = CoTo(t) + c1TJ(t) + c2T2(t) + ... + CnTn(tJ 
then from this it is possible to compute gradient at any point along the curve or the 
area under any portion of the curve f(t). To compute the area under the curve 
between time tl and t2 requires the definite integral r f(t)dt to be calculated. The 
'• 
definite integral J f(t)dt = g(t) can be precisely written as another Chebyshev 
polynomial of the form 
g(t) = d1T1(t) + d2T2(t) + d3T3(t) + ... + dn+JTn+l(t). 
From this the definite integral and hence the area can be computed as g(t1)-g(tJ). 
Equally any gradient at any point t along the curve is calculated from the first 
derivative of the polynomial/' (t) = df<'Xt. Clearly, as the indefinite integral can be 
written as another Chebyshev polynomial and derived from another, then the reverse 
process can be carried out, which is the process of differentiation. It follows that the 
derivativef'(t) can be written as another Chebyshev polynomial 
f'(t) = boTo(t) + b1T1(t) + b2T2(t) + ... + bnTn(t) 
The scalar coefficients b and d can all be derived from the coefficients c in the 
expression for f(t). This requires very little computational effort and is described in 
the following two sections. 
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4.4.1 Computing the indefinite integral of the Chebyshev polynomials 
Given a nth order Chebyshev polynomial series 
f(t) = coTo(t) + CJTI(t) + c2Tlt) + ... + CnTn(tJ (4.4) 
and indefinite integral is required of the form 
g(t) = d1TJ(t) + d2T2(t) + d3TJ(t) + ... + dn+JTn+J(t) (4.5) 
That is, 
g(t) =I J(t)dt 
=I C01'o(t)+c1J;(t)+. .. +cnT,(t) dt (4.6) 
= C0 I 7;, (t)dt + cJ 7; (t)dt+ ... +cJ T, (t)dt 
where Tk(t) = cos[k.cos-1(t)}, -lst51. 
First, the indefinite integral of the function Tk(t) is required. To find this, make the 
substitution t=cos(()) and :~= - sin( B) . 
let l k(t) = I ~(t)dt 
=I cos( k · cos-1 (t) }tt 
Substituting t =cos(()) and hence dt =-sin(()) gives 
Using the identity 
Ik(cos(B)) =- I co4k · cos-1[cos(B)]]. sin( B) dB 
=-I cos(k · 8) ·sin( B)· dB 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
2.sin(A).cos(B) = sin(A+B) + sin(A-B) = sin(A+B)- sin(B-A) (4.9) 
where A =9 and B=ke then re-writing ( 4. 8) using the identity ( 4. 9), 
Ik(cos(B))=- ~I {sin(B+kB)- sin(kB- B)}dB 
=-~I {sin[(l + k)B] - sin[(k -l)B]}dB (4.10) 
=- ~I sin[(k + l)BJdB +± f sin[(k - l)BJdB 
Evaluating (4.10) gives 
_ cos[( (k + 1)8 )] cos[( (k- 1)8 )] (
4
.1l) 
/ k(cos(B)) - 2(k+l) - 2(k - 1) +q 
where B is an arbitrary constant and is assumed zero. Given that t=cos(()) , reverse 
the substitution , that is substitute B = cos-1 (t) into ( 4.11) giving 
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_ co:f(Ck+ 1)cos-1(t))] cos((Ck-1)cos-1(t))] 
l~: (t)- 2(k + 1) 2(k-1) 
and from the definition ofT k(t) this simply becomes 
~+l(t) ~-l (t) l~: (t)= 2(k + 1)- 2(k - 1) 
Each term in (4.6) can now be defined by 
f cJ: { 7;;+1 (t) J;;_, (t)} C~: 7;; (t)dt= 2 · (k + 1) - (k - 1) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Now, substituting into ( 4.6) and collecting terms of the same order, dk can be 
derived 
g(t) = c0J 7'o(t) dt + c1 J I; {t) dt + c2 J I; (t) dt + c3 J I; (t) dt + c4J I; (t) dt+ . . . +c, J T, (t) dt 
= C0 { J;(t) _ T_1{t)} + 
2 0+1 0-1 
5_{7;{!)- 1'a{t)} + 
2 1+ 1 1-1 
c2 {J; (t) _ J; (t) } + 
2 2+1 2 -1 
c3 {7'-. (t) _ J; (t)}+ 
2 3+ 1 3- 1 
~{fs(t) - J;(t)} + 
2 4 + 1 4 - 1 
c1 {J;{t) T_2 (t) } 
-----
2 1+ 1 1- l 
(4.14) 
Collecting terms, and noting that T_J(t) = cos [-1 .cos-1 (t)] = cos[J.cos-1 (t)] = TJ(t) 
and that resulting constant terms in the integral expression g(t) are theoretically 
undefined and therefore neglected. Hence terms of T0(t) are neglected. 
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therefore by inspection 
I; (t) { } g(t)=-2-. Co +eo -c2 + 
I; (t) . {5.. _ C3 } + 
2 2 2 
J;(t) ·{c2 _ C4 }+ 
2 3 3 
~(t) ·{c3 _5..}+ 
2 4 4 
1',_ (t). {ck-J _ ck+J }+ 
2 k k 
T, (t) {clt-1 c,+1 } 
--.---
2 n n 
where cn+J = 0 
4.4.2 Computing the derivative of Chebyshev polynomials 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
Seeing as f(t) was integrated to get g(t), this process can be reversed by 
differentiating g(t) to get back f(t). Therefore, a solution for the values of c~c. 
k=O,l, .. ,n, is required in terms of the values of d~c. k=l,2, .. ,n+l. No direct 
relationship exists but a recursive relationship can be simply found. From (42) 
l
ck -ck+2 k ) 
- 2(k + 1) , > 0 -
dk+J - 2 _ ,k- O,l, .. ,n+ 1 Co c2 k = 0 2 , 
(4.17) 
where cll+1 = O&cll+2 = 0 
Solving for ck gives 
{
2(k+l) ·dk+I + ck+2,k > 0} 
ck = 2di +c2 k=O ,k = n,n-1, .. ,0 
2 ' (4.18) 
wherecn+l = 0 & cn+2 = 0 
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4.5 Describing the PR segment shape. 
Another feature of interest is the relationship between the PR and the RR intervals 
(Murray 1986). When there is an abnormal foetal response, the PR interval is said 
to shorten whilst the RR interval lengthens (i.e. the heart rate decreases), making it 
potentially useful in discriminating between normal and abnormal heart rate 
patterns. Recent data have shown this to be a normal response will all episodes of 
short lasting heart-rate decrease (Luzietti et al. in press). Furthermore, when there is 
a marked bradycardia2 episode the shape of the P wave changes and becomes 
negative or disappears. This clinical value of this is still unclear but provision has 
been provided to measure features from the PR segment should it ever become 
necessary. 
Location of the P wave is still susceptible to similar problems found with the T /QRS 
ratio so the same techniques as above apply. The difference is that the P complex 
peak is often notched or missing entirely. The centroid algorithm described in 4.5.1 
is used so the effects of a notch would have a minimal effect. The PR interval has 
had some attention recently (Marvel & Kirk 1980; Luzietti et al. 1995) but it is not 
currently used in the clinical knowledge-base. A facility has been included to locate 
the P peak for future research purposes only. This uses the well known centroid, or 
centre of mass. 
4.5.1 The centroid 
The centre of mass tc for the P-segment approximationf(t), t=-1 .. 1, is located using 
the well known centroid (centre of mass) formula (Durkin 1994) given by 
t = (1~(t) · tdt 
c £t<t)dt 
(4.19) 
Given f(O is the form given in equation ( 4.1 ), the analytical solution for equation 
(4.19) is computed as follows. The expression on the numerator cannot be evaluated 
directly, so integration by parts is used. 
J udv = uv - J vdu (4.20) 
Let dv=f(O and u=t. Substituting into ( 4.20), it follows that the indefinite integral is 
2 Significant drop in baseline heart-rate below 90 bpm 
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f t. f(t)dt = t f f(t)dt- f f f(t)dt ·1dt 
= t. 11 (t)- 12 (t) 
(4.21) 
Using the expressiOn m ( 4.17), calculate the indefinite integral of 
f(t),l1(t) = J f(t)dtsuch that 
11(t)=do+d1TJ(t)+d2T2(t)+ .. . +dn+J(t) 
the second indefinite integral of IJ(t), 12 (t) = J 11 (t)dt such that 
h(t)=eo+et T 1(t)+e2 T2(t)+ ... +en+2(t) 
The definite integral on the numerator of ( 4.19) is therefore 
r>. 1 (t) dt = [t . 11 (t) - 12 (t) r: 




The denominator of(4.19) is simply 11(1)-IJ(-1). Therefore the centroid of[(t) is 
(1· 11 (1)- 12 (1)) - (- 1· 11 (-1)- 12( - 1)) 
le= 11(1)-11(-1) (4.25) 
or in general the centroid of a Chebyshev polynomial over the region a~sb is 
(b · 11 (b)- 12 (b))-(a · 11 (a)- 12 (a)) 
tc(a,b) = 11 (b)- 11 (a) 
A hypothesis is that the center of mass is the position that the eye would select as 
the center of the dominant P peak. With a notched, bi-modal or bi-phasic shaped P 




Figure 88 Using the centroid to locate the P wave 
The changes in the centroid position may help reveal changes in the PR waveform 
shape and help understand the changes of heart-rate, but this remains to be 
investigated fully. 
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4.6 Extraction of trends in features 
Features such as the T/QRS ratio can be very variable and the underlying trends are 
often visibly obscured. They are also measured from the raw waveforms at uneven 
sampling times. Linear interpolation is used to evenly (over) sample these features 
in a similar way to that described in chapter 2. The features can be re-sampled down 
to a useful rate using multi-rate techniques. A difficulty is knowing the minimum 
useful sampling rate. The smallest time referenced in the clinical guidelines is "the 
appearance of negative T waves for less than 5 minutes", which is very vague. After 
discussions with clinicians it was agreed one measurement every 15 seconds is more 
than enough required from the guidelines, but also manageable. 
Figure 89 shows 20 minutes of raw features, measured on a beat-by-beat basis. To 
see the trends of the features and for the purpose of illustration, a simple low-pass 
filter, y(t)=a..y(t-1) + (1-a.).x(t), has been used to smooth the results where O<a.<l , 
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Figure 89 TIQRS ratio measured on a beat-by-beat basis and smoothed. 
The problem of analysing the trends in the features still remains. From the expert 
knowledge, most of the important trends can be categorised as either average values 
or rates of change over different time periods. Linear regression is used to extract 
the rate of change of each feature over a given interval. From the gradient of the 
regression the rate of increase/decrease in a feature can be assessed. A more 
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complex trend I pattern is the appearance of brief changes in the T/QRS ratio or ST 
area. 
4. 7 Decimation techniques to enhance trends in the foetal ECG features 
The features, such as those plotted in Figure 89, are unsuitable for direct analysis 
for the following reasons: 
• There is too much sort term variability in the features. This cannot be accounted 
for in the clinical guidelines, and adds to uncertainty. 
• The data is being sampled far more often than is necessary, with only the 
underlying trends in the data are of clinical interest. 
• The data is unevenly sampled, and some cases it is not present because of poor 
data quality. Regularly sampled data is required for further analysis. 
A solution to these problems is to reduce the sampling rate of the data to one which 
is more manageable and which emphasises the trends in the data more clearly. A 
common mistake is to just discard data points and only measure the features at 
'convenient' times. 
To avoid aliasing a sampling rate reduction technique, known as decimation 
(Ifeachor & Jervis. 1994), is employed. This process involves both filtering and data 
reduction to pull out the trends and reduce the amount of data to be processed. To 
simplify this task requires evenly sampled features in time. This is achieved by 
linear interpolation using straight lines, as illustrated in Figure 90 . 
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Figure 90 Interpolation of ECG features 
The minimum interval between feature data measured from the ECG waveforms is 
assumed to be 1 h s, which corresponds to a maximum instantaneous heart-rate of 
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180bpm (3 Hz). The interpolated data is therefore evenly re-sampled at 3Hz as 
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Figure 91 Over-sampling the features at 3Hz 
This data can be used for future short-term analysis but is at a higher sampling rate 
than is actually necessary for practical use with the current guidelines. The current 
guidelines only account for changes which occur over minutes, and not seconds. 
With a sampling rate of 3Hz, there are clearly more data samples available than is 
required. The short term variability also distracts from the more useful longer term 
trends. To enhance the trends in the data and to reduce the number of samples to a 
more practical sampling rate requires a sampling rate conversion known as 
decimation. Reducing the sampling rate too far however will possibly lose important 
events. An agreed and practical sampling rate was to sample one ST waveform 
feature on every 15 second time period e/IsHz). Reducing the sampling rate of the 
ST waveform features from 3Hz down to 1115Hz is not simply a matter of rejecting 
data points. Discarding data points without prior filtering introduces a aliasing, 
which is manifests itself as noise. Sampling a real valued signal in time at a 
frequency Fs, will have a mirrored spectrum about Fs/2. According to Nyquists 
theorem, to faithfully represent a signal, it must have a bandwidth below Fs/2, 
where Fs is the sampling frequency. This is the case with all sampled systems, and 
has to be carefully considered when converting sampling frequency. To avoid 
aliasing, frequency components above 1 / 30Hz must be removed by initial filtering. 
To attempt this directly requires a filter with a very sharp transition band. To design 
a linear low-pass FIR filter, with a pass-band edge of frequency 1/ 60 Hz and a stop-
band edge frequency of 1130Hz (see Figure 92), O.ldB pass-pand ripple and 40dB 
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stop-band attenuation, would reqwre at least 346 coefficients for a sampling 
frequency of 3Hz. 






Figure 92 Prototype filter for sampling rate conversion 
It is not practical to use a filter with so many coefficients. A more efficient 
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The frequency response of each filter stage is given in Figure 94. Each is 25 
coefficients long, making the total filter length 75, which is far more favourable 
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Figure 94 Three filter stages used to decimate the feature sampling rate from 3Hz to 1115Hz 
An example result is shown in Figure 95. Figure 95a is a plot of the T/QRS ratio 
which has been interpolated, Figure 95b shows the data after being filtered Figure 
95c shows the data after being filtered and decimated to 1115Hz. This data is more 
manageable and retains the useful trends in the data. 
Unfortunately this technique has the disadvantage that any transient changes in a 
features that are relevant will be smoothed. Relevant transient information might 
occur in the event of a very sudden insult to the foetus. Such changes have been 
observed in animal data where the umbilical cord is chronically occluded. 
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(a) Interpolated T/QRS ratio 
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Figure 95 Evenly sampling and decimating the TIQRS ratio 
features using multi-rate techniques 
The second artefact introduced by this technique is to delay the features. The delay 
in the current system is computed as follows. The delay in each filter stage D = 
Y2LT, where Lis the length of the filter and T is the sampling interval. 
Filter 1: Delay = Y2 24 1/3. = 4s 
Filter 2: Delay = Y2 24 1/ 1. = 12s 
Filter 3: Delay= Y2 24 5/ 1. =60s 
The total delay in the system is 78s (lmin 18s) which is significant in relation to 
physiological time constants. The decimated data is adequate within the scope of the 
current clinical guidelines however as changes over 5 minute periods are 
considered. Recursive llR filters could be used instead of FIR filters. These have a 
much shorter delay but suffer from problems of phase-distortion which adds 
uncertainty. It is also more difficult to compute the delay through llR filters as the 
delay is a non-linear function of frequency. A possible solution might be to cascade 
an additional recursive all-pass filter of the form 
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(4.26) 
which can be designed to reduce the phase distortion in the pass-band of the filter. 
Another technique might be one which can suppress the short-term random 
variability in the features but preserve the slow trends and sharp defined transient 
shifts. Such a technique might be one as proposed by Lu et al. 199 2 which uses a 
filtering technique based on the wavelet-transform. 
4.8 Discussion and Conclusion 
Feature extraction is a technique used here for quantifying the shape of the foetal 
ECG waveform. The key to unambiguous feature extraction is to totally remove 
small peaks and troughs caused by noise. This was achieved using a novel 
application of Chebyshev polynomial approximation. These polynomials were 
chosen because they provide a curve with a very uniform approximation across the 
whole data segment, they are numerically stable and are convenient to manipulate 
mathematically. This method avoids the need for complex pattern recognition 
techniques, such as Neural Networks (Suzuki & Ono 1992) and Syntactic pattern 
recognition (Trahanias & Skordalakis 1989). These methods have proven to be 
robust with the data available, but a more exhaustive validation is required to reveal 
any weakness in these algorithms should they exist. New key features that can be 
used to quantify the ST waveform shape have been proposed. Algorithms for 
extracting these features from the polynomial curves have also been successfully 
developed. These features are extracted from every available waveform, which 
provides a large quantity of short-term information. However, at present, the clinical 
guidelines do not use the short-term variability within foetal ECG parameters. 
Reducing the quantity of data to reveal the underlying trends is a problem in many 
biomedical applications. Consider a medical device, such as a digital blood-pressure 
monitor, often only has a single instantaneous display. Blood-pressure is very 
dynamic function of time, so the measurement very much varies with each instant it 
is sampled. In practice many readings are taken to allow the clinician to derive a 
meaningful result. This latter process is a form of conscious or even sub-conscious 
filtering on behalf of the clinician. Considering the high variability of blood-
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pressure, and considering blood pressure as a function of time, then it follows that 
there are relatively high frequency components in the function. Measuring a few 
samples of this function at a relatively low frequencies, for example, once every 
40s, therefore introduces the effect of aliasing. The data is then being filtering after 
aliasing has occurred. This is far from ideal but is a process enforced by such 
electronic devices. Had the pressure been regularly plotted over time at a suitable 
sampling rate, the clinician would be have a chance to filter the data by eye using all 
the samples and extract meaningful trends. An experienced human eye can naturally 
perform complex filtering and visualise the trends through the data. To draw an 
analogy, as with all discrete sampled systems, the correct technique is to first over-
sample the data (plot on paper-trace), filter the data to limit the bandwidth (filter by 
eye) and re-sample (extract trends). To help the clinician, some electronic filtering 
is often performed. This principal equally applies to any sampled system, including 
ST waveform analysis. The use of decimation is used to reduce the quantity of data 
and further enhances the trends within the features. This also contributes towards 
reducing noise and therefore uncertainty. FIR filters were used for decimation 
system to avoid any distortion, but these do add a delay in real time. This is 
adequate for the purpose of the current clinical guidelines, but should the delay in 
the system become too long, then it will be necessary to validate the use of TIR 
filters instead. This is more difficult to design as the non-linear phase response of 
such filters introduces different delays for different frequency components, and this 
also adds distortion to the data. A limitation of this decimation technique is that any 
rapid change in the features would be smoothed and delayed. For cases in the 
current cllinical guidelines there are no rapid physiological changes that would 
cause such an event. There are investigations into the shorter-term changes on the 
foetal ECG waveform being carried out (un-published) which might require a 
different technique to extract the trends. An example might be the use of the wavelet 
transform. The wavelet transform has the same property of the Fourier transform in 
that is it a linear transformation on an orthonormal basis. Unlike the Fourier 
transform it can help to localise signals in both frequency and time. Filtering 
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5. Fuzzy Logic Concepts 
5.1 Introduction 
Uncertainty and difficulty in interpreting ECG and CTG patterns during labour are 
the major cause of unnecessary medical intervention (e.g. caesarean section or 
forceps deliveries), foetal injury or a failure to intervene when needed (Maeda 
1990; Krause et al. 1991). The analysis and interpretation of changes in the ECG in 
association with the CTG are carried out by visual inspection (Rosen 1994) which is 
very subjective. 
One aim of this work is to interpret changes in the foetal ECG features, taking into 
account the uncertainty and imprecision in obstetric data and knowledge, and 
present the results in a way that will practically aid the busy clinician. The fuzzy 
logic concepts used in this work are also described elsewhere (lfeachor & Outram 
1994). Fuzzy logic is used here to model a human expert and to take account of 
uncertainty in the clinical knowledge and in the data. 
5.2 Uncertainty and imprecision in management of labour 
The qualitative nature of current obstetric knowledge gives rise to a great deal of 
uncertainty. Figure 96 summarises how the CTG is categorised based on features 
observed visually in the CTG trace and their perceived significance. Given that 
features are measured by eye and the normal physiological variations between 
foetuses, subjective phrases such as normal, intermediate, mild-variable and 
abnormal arise and illustrates the difficulties of interpreting the CTG. 
Changes in the ST waveform are assessed qualitatively by analysing its shape (e.g. 
elevated, negative, depressed, rapidly rising, normal) and quantitatively by the 
T/QRS ratio or the ST area. The interpretation of these features, as with the CTG, 
also suffers from threshold problems. A study of the guidelines for analysing the ST 
waveform plus the CTG (Rosen 1994; Rosen et al. 1992) reveals that the knowledge 
is highly qualitative. This is due, in part, to the difficulty of drawing valid 
conclusions based on what is essentially partial information derived from the baby, 
the dynamic nature of labour, and the normal physiological variations in the 
measured values between foetuses. 
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Imprecision in the measured parameters due to the poor quality of data and errors in 
the feature extraction algorithms are a further source of uncertainty. Artefact from 
signal enhancement, such as pass-band ripple in digital filters, can contribute to 
uncertainty. Errors is measurement (e.g. false or missed R-waves, false changes in 
the features of the CTG, inconsistent T/QRS values) due to poor signal quality are 
not uncommon (Westgate et al. 1993). 
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Figure 96 A simplified classification of the CTG into its subtypes 
Different techniques for managing uncertainty in the decision making process are 
ayailable. Fuzzy logic is suited to the problems of imprecision and uncertainty in 
obstetrics and allows the knowledge to be formalised in a more humanistic rule 
based form. For example, the terms used to describe changes in the CTG and the 
ECG features can be represented as linguistic variables. Further, fuzzy logic 
allowed us to implement a system from the bottom up based on theoretical 
knowledge and experience. This can later be fine-tuned to get optimum performance 
as more data and knowledge is collected. 
5.3 Development cycle of a fuzzy expert system 
The development of a fuzzy expert system is generally less complex than a 
conventional crisp rule based expert system, usually requiring less rules. A brief 
summary of the design process is given below in Figure 97. 
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Tune system 
Figure 97 Development of the .fozzy expert system 
Each stage is described in more detail. 
5.4 Definition of the problem 
Test& 
Validate 
An understanding of the problem has been build up over several years by talking to 
the clinicians and by studying the literature. Formal knowledge elicitation sessions 
were recently carried out by reviewing the literature and conducting interviews with 
medical experts. The full transcripts of these are too lengthy to include in this 
report but a tabulated summary of the expert knowledge is given in Appendix D. 
5.5 Definition of linguistic and fuzzy variables 
The input variables to an intelligent fuzzy system need to be defined and used 
consistently. When dealing with a medical knowledge base, it is important to 
understand and use consistent terminology. Some of the variables in this system are 
the T/QRS ratio, ST waveform shape, CTG and ST segment shape. From the 
knowledge elicitation, adjectives and adverbs can also be identified which describe 
these variables. It is important as the knowledge engineer to keep the knowledge 
base as close to the language of the expert as possible. Examples in foetal 
monitoring are increasing TIQRS ratio, elevated ST waveform, depressed ST 
waveform and reduced heart-rate variability, where the adjectives are underlined. 
These linguistic terms will need to be modelled by the fuzzy system. 
5.6 Modelling linguistic terms with fuzzy sets 
Conventional expert systems use Boolean logic, where a given fact is either true or 
false. For example, an expert system that estimates car insurance premiums might 
have a set of rules such as 
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IF engine_sizes:l599cc AND drivers_age<25 THEN risk= LOW 
IF engine_sizes:l599cc AND (25 ~ drivers_age < 35) THEN risk=MEDIUM 
IF engine_sizes:l599cc AND drivers_age>35 THEN risk=LOW 
IF engine_size>l599cc AND engine_sizes:l999cc AND drivers_age~5 THEN risk=MEDIUM 
With human reasoning, it seems unreasonable for a person to suddenly become a 
safer driver on his or her 25th birthday and for a 1600cc car to be a higher risk than a 
1599cc car. Human reasoning would say that risk reduces with increasing drivers 
age and increases with increasing engine size. The failing of Boolean systems is that 
they are a poor model of human reasoning. This same problem exists with 
interpreting foetal ECG features. For example, in Figure 98 the TIQRS ratio 'set' is 
divided into the 'subsets' {Negative; Normal; Increased; High} which are separated 
by crisp (discontinuous) boundaries. Given a scalar measurement of tlqrs, the fact 
that this 'object' belongs to the a sub-set A of the set T/QRS can only be TRUE or 
FALSE. Written formally 
ft A(tlqrs) e [FALSE, TRUE] 
where Jt A(tlqrs) is known as the membership function which specifies whether the 
'object' tlqrs belongs to the subset A {Negative; Normal; Increased; High}. 
::~~r------N-e-gm-.-ve--------~~-N-o-~--~-T~-rnc--~--oo~~-------lli-.~----~ 
FALSE~------------------~------~----~~----------~ 
-I 0 t/qrs 0.24 0.5 +l 
Figure 98 Crisp sub-sets of the TIQRS set 
Using the sets in Figure 98 and given the following rules 
IF 1-l(t/qrs) = normal AND BaselineHeartRate =Normal THEN fetalcondition=Good 
IF ~ (t/qrs) =Increased AND BaselineHeartRate =Normal THEN fetalcondition =Intermediate 
It is quite possible that the effects of noise and natural variability would cause the 
T/QRS ratio to fluctuate about the 0.24 boundary level, causing the outcome 
(consequence) of these rules to 'jitter' between Good and Intermediate, which 
would add uncertainty to diagnosis. When a very small change, which is considered 
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to tend towards zero, occurs in one or more of the facts in the knowledge and a 
stepped change in the output results, then this effect is said to be caused by a 
discontinuity in the knowledge space. The problem of jitter can be reduced by 




Figure 99 Crisp membership jUnctions for the TIQRS sub-sets with added hysteresis 
+I 
In this example, for a change in t/qrs membership from a lower sub-set (e.g. 
Normal) to a higher sub-set (e.g. Increased), the upper threshold is used (denoted by 
an upwards arrow). For a change in membership from a higher sub-set to a lower 
sub-set, the lower threshold is used (denoted by an downwards arrow). This helps to 
reduce jitter caused by noise or natural variability, but has still not solved the 
fundamental problem of discontinuous jumps at the boundaries of the subsets and 
may not be satisfactory to human experts. The underlying problem is that a fact 
(measurement) can only belong to a single set at any one time, and must fully 
belong to that set i.e. th.e memberships of each subset of T/QRS in Figure 99 must 
obey the following conditions 
{ JlNegative(tlqrs), JlNormaJ(t/qrs), Jlincreased(t/qrs), JlHigh(t/qrs) } e [1,0) (5.1) 
JlNegative(tlqrs) + JlNormal(t/qrs) + Jlincreased(t/qrs) + JlHigb(t/qrs) = 1 (5.2) 
Fuzzy sets are mathematical models of linguistic terms used by experts. Statements 
such as "the t/qrs ratio is normal" involves two features, the variable tlqrs and the 
adjective normal. The t/qrs variable can take any value between -1.0 and +2.0, 
which is known as its Universe of Discourse. The next question is how do we define 
the range that the adjective normal applies? Fuzzy logic provides a means of 
modelling adjectives. Consider a measured value of the t/qrs ratio which can 
simultaneously be a member of all of the fuzzy sub-sets {Negative; Normal; 
Increased; High} but with independent degrees of membership for each sub-set. The 
fuzzy membership functions for some of the foetal ECG features are shown in 
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Figure 100. Fuzzy sets resolve the problem of defining boundaries because their 
boundaries are continuous, can also over-lap and do not have to obey the constraints 
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The degree of membership of a set is the belief that a given value belongs to that 
set, and can range anywhere between 0 for least true and 1 to most true. For 
example, from the fuzzy set T/QRS in Figure 100, a T/QRS ratio measurement of 
0.245 would imply the degree of membership in the sub-sets {Negative; Normal; 
Increased; High) are {0.0; 0.45; 0.55; 0.0} . This could be interpreted as "the TIQRS 
is slightly more Increased than Normaf' . 
Formally, the definition of a fuzzy set is as follows 
Let X be the universe of discourse, with elements of X denoted as x. A fuzzy set A of 
X is characterised by a membership function JI.A(x) that associates each element x 
with a degree of membership values in A (Cox 1994). 
The fuzzy membership function is formally written as 
J.!A(x)=Degree(xeA) , 0 ::::; J.!A(x) ::::; 1 
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which is the membership that x belongs to sub-set A. Here the universe of discourse 
X is the range of all possible values { -1 .. 2} of the T /QRS ratio, the element x of X 
is the specific 'T/QRS' measurement, the fuzzy subset A of X could be any one of 
{Negative; Normal; Increased; High). A fuzzy set A (which is a subset of X) is 
formally defined as 
A = (J.ll /x1. J.12/x2, ... , J..lJxo) 
where J.lkl'xt is membership value J.lA(x,J of the sub-set A at x=xk. For example, the 
notation used to represent the fuzzy sub-set Normal of the set T/QRS is 
Normal= (0.0 1-1.0, 0.0 1-0.05, 0.51 0.0, 1.0 I 0.05, 1.0 I 0.12, 0.51 0.24, 0.0 I 0.36, 0.0 11.0) 
5. 7 Fuzzy set operators 
In Boolean logic, rules are constructed using the fundamental logical operators are 
AND, OR and NOT. For fuzzy logic, there are many proposed equivalents to these 
operations. The models of the AND, OR and NOT functions are summarised in 
(Klir & Folger 1988). The most commonly used are the Max-Min operators as they 
have the most comprehensive theoretical background and are intuitive to 
understand, although the Product is often used for mathematical simplicity. The 
Y ager class of operators are more general, and introduce an extra scalar constant k 
which controls how hard or soft the logical decision should be. 
Operator Intersection Union Complement 
type AANDB AORB NOTA 
AAB AvB -A 
Zadeh min(A,B) max(A,B) 1-A 
Mean ( A;B) [(2 · min(A,B) :4 ·max(A,B))] 1-A 
Product A·B (A+B)-(A·B) 1-A 
Yager 1-min(I,((I-A)' +(I-B)')~) 1- min(I,(Ak + Bk )t) (1-Ak)t 
Table 14 Logical Operators 
It is important to observe some of the fundamental differences between fuzzy 
operators and Boolean logical operators, and in particular the negation operator. The 
first is the law of Non-Contradiction which states that 
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"the intersection of a set with its compliment results in an empty or 
null set" 
(Cox 1994). 
written formally as An-A=0. This assumes sets are exclusive and non-overlapping, 
This law is frequently broken in fuzzy logic. The second is the law of the Excluded 
Middle which states that 
"the union of a set with its compliment results in the universal set of 
underlying domain" 
(Cox 1994). 
written formally as Au-A=X. Once again this law can be broken in fuzzy logic. 
Some fuzzy operators obey the Associative law, (A•B) •C=A•(B•C) and the 
Commutative law A•B=B•A. This is important if there is a need to analysis the 
functional mapping of the system. An example is logical simplification of an expert 
system to try and minimise the number of rules by analytical means. Not all 
operators obey these rules. The properties of different fuzzy operators are compared 
below. 
5.7.1 Zadeh 
The Zadeh operators are popular but are not suited to every problem. A good 
application might be in a safety critical environment where it is important to limit of 
a consequent by the minimum truth in the antecedent. The min function used for 
intersection obeys the Associative law min[A, min[B,C]) = min[min[A,B],C] and 
the Commutative law min[A,B] = min[B,A]. A plot of the max and min operators is 
given below in Figure 101. 
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MAX-MIN Intersection Operator (AND) MAX-MIN Union Operator (OR) 
00 
maxminAND maxminOR 
Figure 101 Zaheh's Intersection and .fuzzy Union operators 
5. 7.2 Product 
The product operators are a popular choice because of their relative simplicity. The 
intersection operator, AnB=AB obeys both the associative law, (AB)C=A(BC) and 
the commutative law AB=BA. The union operator, Au B=(A+B)-AB, also obeys 
and associative law 
(A u B)uC=(A +B- A·B)+C - (A+ B -A · B)·C 
= A+B+C-A·B - A·C-B·C+ A·B·C 
Au(BuC) =A. +(B +C-B· C)- A · (B+ C- B ·C) (5.3) 
= A +B+C- A · B- A·C- B·C+ A·B·C 
.·.(AuB)uC= Au (BuC) 
and clearly it obeys the commutative law. 
AuB=A+B-A·B 
BuA=B+A-B · A 
=A+B -A · B 
:. AuB=B u A 
(5.4) 
The product operator is a 'softer' decision operator. This is a popular choice 
because of the mathematical simplicity. Unfortunately the produce rule will always 
produce a truth in the consequent which is lower than the lowest fact in the 
antecedent of a rule. The truth in the consequent becomes depressed by use of the 
product operator. It is argued that it is not usually suited to this application or other 
safety critical expert systems. It can be argued that the same functional mapping 
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could be created with the product operator, but the adjustments to the rules (to 
compensate for the truth depressing effect) would render the final rules and sets less 
meaningful. 
MEAN Intersection Operator (AND) Product Union Operator (OR) 
productAND productOR 
Figure 102 Product Intersection and fuzzy Union operators 
5.7.3 Mean 
The mean operator is a soft decision operator and has the useful properties that 
An 0 ::~; 0, A v 0 ::~; A , where 0 is the null set. This would seem to be an unusual 
property for logical operators but there are occasions where this property is suited to 




but not the associative law 
(A; B)+ C A+ ( B; C) 
-----*-------2 2 
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MEAN Intersection Operator (AND) MEAN Union Operator (OR) 
00 00 
meanAND mean OR 
Figure 103 Mean Intersection and .fuzzy Union operators 
5.7.4 Yager 
The fuzzy logic operators developed by Y ager (Yager 1984) have an extra free 
parameter k. This parameter defines how strict the rule is. 




AvB= mm((A1 +B1)t ,1) 
= max(A.B) 
.... 
The Y ager intersection operator tends to equal the Zadeh min intersection operator 
ask tends towards infinity (see Figure 105). When k=l, it imposes a much harder 
intersection (see Figure 104). The Yager union operator tends to equal the Zadeh 
max union operator ask tends to infinity (see Figure 105). When k=l, this operator 
imposes soft union. 
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Yager Intersection (AND) (k=l) Yager Union (OR) (k=l) 
Yagerlntersection YagerUnion 
Figure 104 Yager's Intersection and Union fuzzy operators (k=1) 
Y ager Intersection (AND) (k=60) Y ager Union (OR) (k=60) 
Yagerlntersection YagerUnion 
Figure 105 Yager's Intersection and Union fuzzy operators (k=60) 
5.7.5 Comparison of different operators 
Consider the following safety critical rule used in a nulear power generation plant. 
IF (core_temperature is Normal) AND (water _pressure is Normal) AND (Background-radiation is 
LOW) TIIEN ReactorState is Normal. 
Clearly, if the truth in any one of the facts in the antecedent is low then this must be 
reflected in the consequent (output fact). This rule is modelled well using the Zadeh 
operator min as follows 
_ . [1-lNormal (core_ temperature), 1-lNormal (water_ pressure), .. ·] 
1-lNormaJ (ReactorState) - mm (b k und ad. . 
... , J.lLow ac gro _r zation 
Another rules might equally state: 
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IF (core_temperature is High) OR (water _pressure is Low) OR (Background radiation is High) 
THEN 
ReactorState is Dangerous 
If the truth in any one of the facts in the antecedent is high then this must be 
strongly reflected in the consequent. The max function used for union also obey the 
Associative law max[A, min[B,C]] = max[max[A,B],C] and the Commutative law 
max[A,B] = max[B,A]. This rule is also modelled well using the Zadeh max 
operator as follows 
_ ~IJH;gh(core_temperature),JJ~.ow(water _pressure), ... ] 
PDons•rous(ReactorState)- m (b £..... nd .-.h · 
... , IJH;gh ac"'li' ou _ ruwatwn 
Here the maximum truth in the antecedent totally dominates the consequent which 
is important for this application. In a safety critical system, soft intersection 
operators such as the mean are unsuitable as the consequent of a rule is not usually 
sensitive enough to any one fact. For the mean operator, as there are three facts in 
the antecedent, a single critical event could only induce a maximum change of 1/ 3 in 
the output truth. 
Consider the another example of assessing the grade of final year degree students. A 
rule might read: 
IF (Paper I is FIRSTCLASS) AND (paper2 is FIRSTCLASS) AND (Paper3 is FIRSTCLASS) AND 
(Paper4 is FIRSTCLASS) AND (PaperS is FIRSTCLASS) THEN Fi.nalMarlt is FIRSTCLASS 
PFim = [PFrm (Paper I) 1\ PFim (Paper2) 1\ JJF;m (Paper3) 1\ PFint (Paper4) 1\ JJF;m (PaperS)) 
If a student performs exceptionally well on Papers 1-4 but does not perform quite as 
well on Paper 5, e.g. 
/Jp; .. ,(Paperl) = l.O;pp; .. ,(Paper2) = 0.99;pF;,.,(Paper3) = 0.95; 
#First (Paper4) = l.O;pFim (PaperS) = 0.6 
1. Using the Zadeh min operator for AND, the final mark JlFirst=O. 6 
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2. Using the Mean min operator the final mark ~i1st=0.908 
3. Using the Product operator the consequent truth is ~Fi1st=0.5643 
4. Using the Yager operator (k=1) the consequent truth= 0.54 (k=1), 0.6 (k=JO) 
The product and Y ager (k= 1) operators used in this way are totally unsuitable as the 
consequent truth is even lower than the lowest truth in the antecedent. The Zadeh 
and Y ager (k= 1 0) operators might still seem a bit harsh by effectively limiting the 
final mark to the lowest of all the papers. Only the mean seems reasonable, but 
might be considered to be too lenient. A new operator might be required, such as the 
mean-squared operator where AAB=[(A+B)/2f Using the mean-squared operator, 
the consequent truth = 0.824464 which might seem more reasonable. It might be 
possible to add more rules to overcome some of these problems with different 
operators. This is topic is covered in fuzzy inference and is discussed later. 
5. 7.6 Compliment operators 
There are potentially as many proposed operators for compliment of a set A. The 
most fundamental one proposed by Zadeh (1975) is simply -A= 1-A. 
f.LA(x) = 1.0-~A(x) 
Y ager proposed another compliment function in line with the union and intersection 
operators 
and Sugeno proposes another 
( ) 1- .UA(x) - ,U A X = ---'--"'-'-...:.-
l+k·,UA(X) 
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Figure 106 Yager Compliment Operator 
Sugeno Compliment Operator 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 107 Sugeno Compliment operator 
Hedges are the equivalent to adverbs in spoken language, i.e. a word that modifies a 
verb, an adjective, another adverb or a complete sentence. Words such as very, 
somewhat, slightly, definitely are all hedges. Hedges can be used to modify fuzzy 





Figure 1 08a Fuzzy sets Jor TIQRS modified by the 
'very' hedge 
Figure 1 08b Fuzzy sets for TIQRS modified by 












Figure 1 08c Fuzzy sets for High (solid line), 
Not High (dashed line) and Not Very High( dotted line) 
The solid lines are the original membership functions, and the dashed lines are the 
modified membership functions . Figure 108a & b illustrate the effect of the hedge 
very, and is defined as 
J.lvery(A;(x) = (P,A(x)/ 
and the hedge for somewhat is defined as 
1-lsomewhat(A;(x) = (P,A(x)/12 
Hedges can be combined with operators. An example is shown in Figure 1 08c 
where the member ship function for High, Not High and Not Very High have been 
plotted. 
5.9 Inference 
In a conventional rules based system, propositions are constructed in the form 
IF A THEN Y 
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"A" is sometimes referred to as the antecedent or conditio~ and "Y'' is referred to 
as the consequent. More complex rules can be constructed using logical operators in 
the antecedent. 
IF (A OR B) THEN Y 
Some experts systems use implication such as 
IF A THEN X 
IF X THEN Y 
which implies IF A THEN Y. In practice, if A was asserted as true and the order of 
these rules were reversed 
IFXTHENY 
IF A THEN X 
then this would require two sequential passes through the rules to first establish the 
consequent X from the second rule, and then the consequent Y from the first. More 
complex systems with many rules test every rule in the knowledge base repeatedly 
until no more rules fire. This process is often referred to as forward chaining. 
Medical systems often require the reverse process, where a consequent Y is stated 
as true, and the clinician is interested in possible causes. If Y is asserted as true, and 
given the rules above, a search is made for rules which could infer Y, the first of 
which is "Y is caused by X''. The user may wish to search deeper, so the cause of X 
is searched, with the result "X is caused by A" and therefore by implicatio~ Y is 
caused by A. This is known as backward chaining. For this work it is required that 
the system interprets facts (foetal ECG features) and produces a conclusion 
(forward chaining) , whilst also providing the reasoning (backward chaining) behind 
it's deduction. Forward chaining with fuzzy logic is a natural extension of the 
techniques used in conventional Boolean systems. Backward chaining is less 
straightforward, and an equivalent for fuzzy logic has yet to be defined. 
Propositional logic and forward chaining in fuzzy expert systems differ slightly 
from conventional expert systems. In conventional expert systems, some rules are 
considered to ' fire ', that is, their antecedents are true. In fuzzy expert systems, all 
rules are said to fire because their antecedents are all true, but to different degrees. 
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5.10 Fuzzy compositional rules of inference. 
Fuzzy inference differs from conventional propositional logic in that all rules are 
said to fire, but with different degrees of truth. Consider the following fuzzy rule. 
IF (f/QRS=NEGATIVE) TIIEN ST_WAVEFORM=ABNORMAL [Rule 1] 
The fuzzy sets are defined as follows 
T/QRS is Negative= {1.0/-1.0, 1.0/-0.05, 0.5/0.0, 0.0/0.05, 0.0/0.1, 0.0/0.25, 0.0/0.5, 0.0/1.0} 
T/QRS is Normal = {0.0/-1.0, 0.0/-0.05, 0.5/0.0, 1.0/0.05, l.0/0.1, 0.0/0.25, 0.0/0.5, 0.0/1.0} 
T/QRS is Increased= {0.0/-1.0, 0.0/-0.05, 0.0/0.0, 0.0/0.05, 0.0/0.1, 1.0/0.25, 0.0/0.5, 0.0/l.O} 
T/QRS is High = {0.0/-1.0, 0.0/-0.05, 0.0/0.0, 0.0/0.05, 0.0/0.1, 0.0/0.25, l.0/0.5, 1.0/1.0} 
STW A VEFORM is Abnormal = { 1.0/0.0, 1.0/0.2, 0.0/0.4, 0.0/0.6, 0.0/0.8, 0.0/1.0} 
STW A VEFORM is Intermediate = {0.0/0.0, 0/0.2, 1.0/0.4, 1.0/0.6, 0.0/0.8, 0.0/l.O} 
STWA VEFORM is Normal = {0.0/0.0, 0.0/0.2, 0.0/0.4, 0.0/0.6, l.0/0.8, 1.0/1.0} 
These sets are interpolated and plotted in Figure 109a and Figure 109b. Given that 
the t/qrs ratio measurement is -0.02 then from Figure 109a the fuzzy membership 
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T/QRS STWAVEFORM 
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t/qrs 
(a) (b) 
Figure 109(a) TIQRS set and (b) consequent SF Waveform set 
The consequent of Rule 1 tlqrs EA.bnormal can only partially true because 
/JAbnormai(tlqrs) can be no greater than 0. 7, so the fuzzy set Abnormal is truncated, as 
shown in Figure 109(b). To compute the consequent of Rule 1 numerically, the 
following rule of inference is used. 
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J.i.Ablt017114l (i) = min[J.i.Abno17114l (i), J.i.Neg(tqrs)] ,i={ 0 .. 1} (5 .5) 
This uses Zadeh's Max/Min operators and inference (known as Max=Min) The new 
fact derived from this inference can be chained using other rules. For example, 
using a second rule 
IF (ST_ Wavefonn=Abnormal) AND (CTG=Abnormal) TIIEN Fetal_Condirion=ABNORMAL [Rule 
2] 
Fetal_ Condition is Abnormal 
Fetal_ Condition is Intermediate 
Fetal_ Condition is Normal 
= { 1.0/0.0, 1.0/0.2, 0.0/0.4, 0.0/0.6, 0.0/0.8, 0.0/ 1.0} 
= {0.0/0.0, 0/0.2, 1.0/0.4, 1.0/0.6, 0.0/0.8, 0.0/1.0} 
= {0.0/0.0, 0.0/0.2, 0.0/0.4, 0.0/0.6, 1.0/0.8, 1.0/ 1.0} 
For this example. Let the CTG be classified as Abnormal with membership 0.9 (see 
Figure llO). Two fuzzy facts are combined by the AND operator. Using Zadeh's 
min operator, it follows 
J..I.ABNoRMAL(FetalCondition) = J..I.ABNORMAI.(Ctg) 1\ J..I.ABNORMAL(st_waveform) 
min (J..LABNORMAL(ctg) , J..I.ABNORMAL(st_wavefonn)) 
min (0.9, 0.7) 
0.7 
The output set Abnormal for the Foetal Condition is truncated to 0.7 as shown 
graphically in Figure 110. 
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CTG STWAVEFORM 




0 fetal_ cond,ition 1 
Figure 110 Fuzzy inference using the AND operator 
Fuzzy inference also has to manage the situation where two rules map to the same 
set. For example, given a second rule. 
IF (T/QRS=VERY(Negative)) THEN FetalCondition=Abnormal 
The membership of tlqrs in the set Negative was given previously as 0.7. The hedge 
modifier Very is defined as Very(x)=x2. The membership of tlqrs in the set 
VeryNegative is therefore 0.72=0.49. There is now a dilema in that two rules map to 
the same fuzzy set, but with different truth values of 0.7 and 0.49. This Max-Min 
inference philosophy is to take the highest truth of all the consequent sets p(xJ, 
i={O .. N}, where N is the number of rules implicating the same consequent set and 
x EX is an element along the universe of discourse X. 
J.i' (xi ) = max[,u' (xi), J.J(Xi )] (5.6) 
where J..l'Normai( Xi), is known as the solution set. In general this can be ambiguous so 
in practice the rules should be combined explicitly as follows. 
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IF (T/QRS=VERY(Negative) OR ((ST_ Waveform= Abnormal) AND (CTG=Abnormal))) 
THEN Fetal Condition= Abnormal 
In this case the OR is modelled my Zadeh's Max function. From Figure 110 it is 
observed that each fuzzy set is truncated by a single truth value provided by the 
antecedent of its respective rule. This is not the only inference mechanism however. 
An alternative is the additive rule of inference (Cox 1994) which uses a bounded 
sum as follows. 
p' (x;) = min[ 1, p ' (x;) + p (x; )] (5.7) 
With this model, the truth accumulates for every implication on the same 
consequent set. 
5.11 Interpretation of fuzzy set outputs 
Fuzzy inference results in new fuzzy sets or facts, which can be chained using other 
rules. If the end of the chain is reached, then some meaning has to be derived from 
its shape and communicated with the user. Consider the consequent set in Figure 
110. It would be of little benefit to present an output set to a clinician or midwife in 
this form unless they have an intimate understanding of the fuzzy system behind it. 
Interpretation of these sets is a major problem in fuzzy expert systems, and is 
addressed in the following section. 
5.11.1 Interpreting fuzzy sets by de-fuzzification 
De-fuzzification attempts to derive a single point x ' along the universe of discourse 
which somehow reflects the information represented in the consequent sets as a 
single non fuzzy scalar. A commonly used method is the centroid algorithm 
J max((,u' 1 (x),,u'2 (x), .. . ,,u'm (x ))) ·xdx 
x'= xeX (5.8) J max((,u'1 (x),,u'2 (x ), . . . ,,u'm (x))) dx 
xeX 
where J1- 'k(x) is the Jlh (k= 1 .. m) consequent solution set. For example, consider the 
three consequent sets in Figure 110, Abnormal, Intermediate and Normal. The 
consequent solution sets for J1- 'AbnormaJ(x), Ji- InJermediatlx) and Ji-Nonnalx) are 
interpolated and (5.8) is evaluated. The maximum of all the overlapping sets 
J1- 1Abnonnalx), Ji- 1Intermediatlx) and Jl-1Nonnalx) is outlined in Figure Ill a. The value of X' 
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is computed as 0.532. Had the membership of abnormal been lower, e.g. 0.1 the 
centroid position would increase to the new centre of mass as x '=0.627 as shown in 
Figure 111b. As the consequent setfoetal_condition implies more abnormality, then 
the centroid position decreases. Conversly, as set foetal_ condition implies more 
normality, then the centroid position increases. Unfortunately, this technique fails if 
a paradoxical situation occurs such as that illustrated in Figure 111c. Here the 
Abnormal and Norma/linguistic sets have high truth, but the Intermediate linguistic 
set has a low truth. The centroid point x '=0.5 which could equally be derived by 
having a high truth associated with the Intermediate set and a low truth associated 
with the Normal and Abnormal sets. 
To use the centroid de-fuzzification algorithm, care has to be taken when designing 
the rule-base to ensure paradoxical situations cannot occur. When used carefully 
however, it can provide a useful single index for the human operator or outside 
world. A de-fuzzified output could provide a single index to indicate foetal 
abnormality if the rule-base is designed sufficiently well. The centroid algorithm is 
especially useful in control system applications where the centroid position is used 
to control a device, such as an actuator, a pump or a heater. 
0. 
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Figure ill b Output set is strongly skewed 
o.s I \ I \ 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 x' 0.6 0.8 
Figure 111 c De-fuzzification of two different consequent sets 
with the same result in centroid position 
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5.11.2 Interpretation of fuzzy set outputs by linguistic approximation 
An alternative to de-fuzzification that is more applicable to expert systems is 
linguistic approximation. Consider the fuzzy sets Normal, Intermediate and 
Abnormal in Figure 112a as output fuzzy sets for an expert system. 
Normal= {0.0/1, 0.1/1, 0.2/1, 0.3/0.5, 0.4/0, 0.5/0, 0.6/0, 0.7/0, 0.8/0, 0.9/0, 1.0/0} 
Intermediate= {0.0/0, 0.1/0, 0.2/0.3333, 0.3/0.6667, 0.4/1, 0.5/1, 0.6/1, 0.7/0.5, 0.8/0, 0.9/0, 1.0/0} 
Abnormal= {0.0/0, 0.1/0, 0.2/0, 0.3/0, 0.4/0, 0.5/0, 0.6/0, 0.7/0.5, 0.8/1, 0.9/1, 1.0/l} 
Upon chaining some new facts through the system, the consequent set Y becomes 
Y= {0.0/0.25, O.l/0.25, 0.2/0.25, 0.3/0.4, 0.4/0.6, 0.5/0.6, 0.6/0.6, 0.7/0.45, 0.8/0.9, 0.9/0.9, 1.0/0.9} 
and is shown in Figure 112b. 
Figure 11 2a Fuzzy output sets Normal, 
Intermediate & Abnormal 
f 
~ ~ ... 
! 
X 
Figure I 1 2b Consequent fuzzy set Y 
From the shape of the set Y the implication might read : 
Y is slightly Normal, possibly Intermediate and most likely Abnormal. 
10 
This linguistic explanation is more meaningful to the clinician and more reliable 
than simply producing a de-fuzzi:fied number. Given the consequent set Y, one 
approach is to approximate the output as Y=A 'vB'vC', where A, Band C represent 
the sets Normal, Intermediate and Abnormal, A ', B' and C' are hedges of the sets 
Normal, Intermediate and Abnormal and v represents the fuzzy union operator. 
A simple technique is resolve the sets A ', B ' and C' from the output set Y, such that 
A '=(A A f.LAr), B '=(B A f.LBr) and C '=(C A f.Jcr) where f.LAB=S(A,B) is a scalar 




S(A,B)= !!A uBI! 
- fx.uA(x)/\1-lB(x)lh (5.9) 
- fx.uA(x)v.14(x)th 
The similarity measures J.IAr , /4Jr and J.Jcr might relate to adjective or hedges as 
shown in Figure 113. 
Not Slightly Possibly Likely 
I I I I I I I I I I I Similarity 1.1. 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Figure 113 Relating similarity measures to fozzy hedges 
In this example, using the Y ager union and intersection operators, the similarity 
measures J.1Ay=(J.144, J.IBy=(J.41 and J.Jcr =0.871 which correspond to Slightly, 
Possibly and Likely respectively. 
This is only one crude method of linguistic approximation. A more satisfactory 
technique finds the best combination of meaningful fuzzy sets that best fit the 
output set Y. The first task is to pre-determine all the possible and meaningful 
combinations of fuzzy output sets, and thus attempting to span the whole fuzzy 
output space for the problem. Some typical examples are given in Figure 114a-o. 
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Figure 114a Most likely Normal 
Mom'btnhip 
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Figure 115d Slightly Normal 
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Figure 114m Normal or 
Intermediate 
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Figure 114b Most likely Abnormal Figure 114c Most likely 
Intermediate 
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Figure 116e Slightly Abnormal 
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Figure 114n Intermediate or 
Normal 
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Figure 1141 Paradox 
Membenhip 
Figure 114o Abnormal and Normal 
Paradox 
To add meaning to the output, extra 'meaningful' fuzzy sets such as Paradox and 
unknown are defined. All the hedge sets (not shown) can also be defmed, such as 
not Normal, very possibly Normal, not Normal, more-or-less Normal. The objective 
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is to find the valid combinations of these fuzzy sets that best fit the output set Y 
whilst min-imising the number of terms in the output rule. Given that there are N 
possible output sets which could be combined in any way, then an exhaustive search 
would require testing t'-1 possible combinations. Clearly this soon becomes 
unrealistic as N increases. In reality all combinations are not valid or meaningful so 
the number of terms in the output is restricted to a maximum of M terms. Given 
that, in general, all possible outputs can be written in the form (all terms connected 
with AND) 
Y is term], term2, ... , and term M 
this would reqwre searching :L:, N Ct possible combinations where 
.c, = n!j(n- r)!r! A difficulty with such search techniques is ensuring the result is 
meaningful and grammatically correct. 
An alternative is to extend the number of possible output sets in Figure 114 to 
define all possible and meaningfUl outputs, that is, complete meaningful sentences. 
These should be defined by the expert and the knowledge engineer. The task of the 
system is simply to find the single defined output set which has the greatest 
similarity to the consequent set Y. In addition, the maximum similarity measure will 
also indicate the confidence in the output. If no pre-defined interpretation exists for 
a given consequent set Y, then a low maximum similarity will occur. Conversely, if 
a high maximum similarity is found then a high confidence is attached to the output. 
This technique is most suited to this application. It is critical that whatever output 
the system produces, it is clear, unambiguous and meaningful to the clinician. 
Attempting to best fit the output consequent set with primitive sets could lead to 
nonsense or misleading sentences. 
Alternative techniques exist which attempt to select the best sets and connectives to 
approximate the output consequent fuzzy set, whilst keeping the output meaningful. 
Examples of such techniques are discussed in detail by Wenstep F, 1980 and 
Eshragh F & Mamdani H. 
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5.12 Discussion and Conclusion 
Fuzzy logic uses models of vague linguistic terms, vague rules and human inference 
to model the complex mapping of raw feature data to linguistic terms performed by 
the human expert. Constructing this mapping could be attempted using other 
technologies, such as Neural Networks, but has the advantage over in that the 
system can be examined and validated by a human expert. Neural Networks on the 
contrary do not reveal their internal representations and the problem is kept in the 
domain of the engineer. It is very important to keep the clinicians involved as much 
as possible. Introducing ''black box technology" can distance the clinicians from the 
knowledge held represented within the system and is potentially dangerous. When 
new unaccounted scenarios appear, which were not accounted for in the 
development phase of the intelligent system, the system is essentially being asked to 
extrapolate. Fuzzy logic defines its behaviour when extrapolating and can be 
designed to give "all zeros" in such cases. Neural Networks, such as the Multi-
Layered-Perceptron often produce an undefined response when asked to extrapolate. 
A Radial basis function can be used which allows all the outputs to fall to zero 
when the input vector is outside the span of the training data, but these can be 
shown to be equivalent to a fuzzy inference mechanism (Outram & Jfeachor 1995). 
A limitation with the Mamdani logic adopted here is that it fails to deal with the 
"unknown" consequent. Other inference schemes might be preferable and might 
need to be investigated. Although Mamdani in not theoretically rigorous it has been 
used very successfully in practice. In this application, the limitations of Mamdani 
can be circumvented by careful design of the rules and fuzzy sets. If this becomes a 
limitation, then other schemes will be considered. 
De-fuzzification is a powerful technique for obtaining a single continuous index that 
could easily be interpreted by a clinician. Great care has to be exercised to avoid 
paradoxical situations the consequent output fuzzy sets. Linguistic approximation, 
which is a technique of mapping a consequent fuzzy set to a meaningful linguistic 
sentence, is a more suitable technique for expert systems as it provides a direct 
linguistic interface between the computer and the human operator. Different 
linguistic methods exist and is an exciting and active research area in Fuzzy logic. 
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For medical systems such as this one, a pre-de:fined ensemble of meaningful fuzzy 
sets are provided and the most similar match to the consequent set is selected. If no 
suitable match is found, then the output is "don't know". This is safer than trying to 
produce a good match from more primitive sets which could lead to misleading or 
nonsense output. The defined output sets can be though of as pre-de:fined cluster 




Design: of,the Fuzzy Expert Model 
6. Design of the fuzzy expert model 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with the development of a fuzzy logic expert model to 
help clinicians interpret the changes in the foetal ECG features. The model is 
intended to present objective and clear information in a simple manner that can be 
managed in the busy labour-ward environment. The full development process of the 
fuzzy model is discussed in this chapter. 
New features and techniques have been developed for automatically classifying the 
shape of the foetal ECG ST waveform. This has resolved a major limitation of all 
previous studies where only a single feature, the T/QRS ratio, was used to crudely 
quantify the ST waveform shape (Greene & Westgate 1993; Westgate et al. 1993). 
This technique has allowed, for the first time, the automatic detection of all the ST 
waveform shapes specified in the clinical guidelines. Furthermore, a new technique 
based on finite state machines has been proposed to address the problems of 
modelling the human clinical experts ability to recognise and manage patterns of 
uncertain events in time. This has addressed the previously unsolved problem of 
managing uncertain terms in the guidelines which imply time, such as "persistent" 
and "repeated". To do this, the concept of a fiilite state machines is extended here to 
allow for a "soft decision sequential machine" to be designed, known as a "fuzzy 
state machine". Some of this work is also reported elsewhere in a conference paper 
(Outram & Ifeachor 1996). 
6.2 Development cycle of a fuzzy expert system 
The development of a fuzzy expert system is generally less complex than a 
conventional crisp rule based expert system, usually requiring less rules. A brief 
summary of the design process is given below. This model was developed with the 
clinical guidance of Professor Karl Rosen. The development cycle for the expert 
model is summarised in Figure 118. 
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~----- -----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
Figure 118 Development cycle of the fuzzy expert model 
6.3 Knowledge elicitation 
The purpose of Knowledge elicitation is to collate and formalise enough of the 
expert knowledge to develop a model of the experts approach to foetal ECG 
monitoring. Knowledge elicitation was continually conducted and reviewed over 
the duration of this work. Knowledge was collected from different sources and a 
model for interpreting the foetal ECG waveform was developed. Different 
elicitation techniques were employed to obtain sufficient knowledge to build the 











Figure 119 Knowledge e/icitation sources 
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• Literature Survey. The initial investigation into electronic foetal monitoring was 
to conduct a literature survey. All the key publications were collected and 
examined. Without medical training, reading clinical journals alone with no 
clinical support would be a very difficult task and project would have been 
severely compromised without clinical support. Clinical Journals are a very 
valuable resource however when complimented with clinical support. 
• Formal Interviews. Formal interviews were conducted to elicit information from 
Professor Rosen, who is regarded a clinical authority in foetal ECG monitoring. 
Structured questions were prepared and delivered to Professor Rosen. These 
interviews were recorded and transcribed. Formal interviews have the advantage 
that they are structured and disciplined. Their disadvantage is that without prior 
knowledge it is difficult to design the questions. A major difficulty is that much 
of the medical knowledge required to interpret foetal ECG is not usually strictly 
defined, with much of it being 'case based'. An important overview was obtained 
from the formal interviews, but it was felt at the time that alone they were still 
restrictive and did not allow for a detailed and relevant discussion. The full 
transcripts of these are too lengthy to include here but a tabulated summary of the 
expert knowledge is given in Appendix D. 
• Informal Interviews. Most of the clinical understanding came from many hours 
of informal interviews and discussions which were conducted throughout the 
period of the project over three years. Several major benefits arose from the 
informal interview approach. The knowledge engineer gains a valuable insight 
into the clinical details, such as the underlying physiology of the foetal ECG 
changes & practical design constraints. Equally importantly, this is a way of 
keeping busy clinicians closely involved in the development of the system. 
Clinicians do not have the time or the necessary technical expertise to overview 
the research and development process in detail, but it is important they keep a 
strong hold on the knowledge itself. This acts as a motivating factor which 
ensures the development process is continuously improved. Many new ideas 
evolved and clarified as a result of these discussions. 
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• Correspondence. Increasingly it has become necessary to use electronic 
correspondence with clinical experts to refine the knowledge in the system. 
Expert clinicians are rarely easily accessible, but with the easy and low-cost 
access to electronic mail, fax and peer-to-peer communication, access to clinical 
expertise has become easier. Fax and electronic mail has become a very useful 
tool, as has been used extensively to communicate ideas, questions and problems. 
• Other. Information has been collected from other sources such as engineers, 
clinicians and conference delegates. During the course of this project seven 
conferences were attended (one clinical, six engineering), all of which have 
stimulated new ideas. During the data collection process in the labour wards, 
there were occasions to discuss the project with clinical personnel, such as mid-
wives, obstetricians and hospital physicists. 
In conclusion, formal interviews are effective at obtaining overview information 
such as global aims and objectives, but it is unreasonable to elicit specific details 
without prior knowledge. Eliciting clinical knowledge was a cumulative process. To 
design important questions, and appreciate clinical journals, requires a degree of 
knowledge which is best found through discussions with human clinicians. 
Attempting a project such as this without clinical support would be very difficult 
and I believe would severely compromise progress. 
6.4 Designing the fuzzy sets and variables. 
The input variables to an intelligent fuzzy system need to be defined and used 
consistently. When dealing with a medical knowledge base, it is important to 
understand and use consistent terminology. Some variables in this system are the 
T/QRS ratio, ST waveform shape, CTG and ST segment shape. From the knowledge 
elicitation, adjectives and adverbs can also be identified which describe these 
variables. It is important as the knowledge engineer to keep the knowledge base as 
close to the language of the expert as possible. Some of the important terms used in 
the clinical guidelines (Rosen 1994) are given below. The words in brackets are the 
different categories. 
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T/QRS Ratio: {Constant , Increasing, Rising, Rapidly Increasing, Negative, Positive, High, Normal} 
ST Waveform : {Normal, Depressed, Negative, Elevated, Raised, Bi-Phasic, Changing, Acute change) 
CTG Pattern: {Normal reactive, Intermediate, Abnormal, Normal, Pre-terminal} 
Heart Rate Declarations: {Persistent, Late, Variable, Present, Not Present} 
Baseline Heart Rate: {Increased, bradycardia, Low, tachycardia, High, Normal, Rapid return} 
Heart-rate Variability: {Increased, Decreased, Normal, Undulating} 
Some of these terms imply instantaneous events, such as a High TIQRS ratio where 
others imply time, such as a Rapidly Increasing TIQRS ratio or constantly elevated 
ST waveform. Others terms, such as Negative ST waveform shape are vague and do 
not refer to any one feature of the foetal ECG, but a visual shape. To manage these 
problems, new fuZzy variables have been created . 
.1TIQRS(20): 
.1TIQRS(J 5): 




{Low, Medium High} 
{Low, Medium High} 
{Low, Medium High) 
{Low, Medium High} 
//Change in T/QRS over 20 minutes 
//Change in T/QRS over 15 minutes 
//Change in T/QRS over 10 minutes 
//Change in T/QRS over 5 minutes 
{Normal, Biphasic, Depressed, Elevated} 
{Negative, Normal, Elevated, Highly Elevated} 
From these terms it was possible to derive the fuzzy variables similar to the 
linguistic terms used in the rule base. 
6.5 Designing the fuzzy sets 
Table 15 summarises some of the key fuzzy sets and variables. 
Table 15 Table of key fuzzy sets. 
Note that the measurements to determine the truth values of fuzzy subsets 
sometimes need to consider time intervals given in the guidelines (see appendix D) 
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(Rosen 1986). The full plots of these fuzzy sets are given in appendix E. The fuzzy 
sets are derived partly from the clinical guidelines, but mostly through discussions 
with a clinical expert. The triangular fuzzy sets are used at this stage of 
development. Linear interpolation is used to generate a continuous function over the 
full universe of discourse. 
6.5.1 Managing unknown scenarios 
An important property of fuzzy logic is that it is possible for all the output 
consequent sets to have a low truth value when presented with data which is not 
considered by the rule-base. This implies a "don't know" as an output rather than an 
attempt to resolve any meaning. This seemingly 'honest' property is a major 
strength in the favour of fuzzy logic against other technologies. Other scenarios 
might arise, such as noisy data resulting in unrealistically high input values. It is 
useful to be able to detect these situations as this provides feedback on data quality. 
To do this, the universe of discourse for the raw input features are extended to 
infinity and additional fuzzy sets are added to cater for suspiciously high or low 
features which extend beyond their expected limits. For example, consider Figure 
120. At the extremes of the variable x, outside the expected region of that variable 










Figure 120 Extending the fozzy universe of discourse as error checking 
Using this approach, additional information on data quality can be inferred. All 
other intermediate and output sets only span their expected universe of discourse 
and have a finite area of truth, such as the sets {Neg, Low, Pos} in Figure 120. This 
is a more faithful model of the linguistic terms. Other set functions can be used, but 
linear interpolation is simple, flexible and easy to modify. 
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6.6 Designing the fuzzy rules 
The rules are derived from the clinical guidelines and through consultation with 
expert clinicians. They are carefully structured to avoid paradoxical situations and 
the need for multiple iterations through the rule-base. The full set of rules are given 





















Figure 121 Structure of the fuzzy expert model 
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The key aspects of this model are 
(a) CTG 
The interpretation of the CTG is to be provided by the INFANT system (Ifeachor 
et al., 1991). 
(b) Static Pattern Recognition 
The system can classify any given ECG waveform from the extracted features. 
This breaks into T complex shape and ST segment shape. 
(c) Dynamic Pattern Recognition 
The system manages the progressive change in ECG waveform shape by 
analysing trends and keeping track of previous events in the labour. 
(d) User Interface 
A means of communicating the output of the intelligent system to the user in a 
way that is simple and intuitive. 
6. 7 Rules and fuzzy sets for assessing the quality of ECG data 
A simple example of fuzzy logic concepts is demonstrated with the rules for 
assessing the severity of baseline shifts in the data. The features used for this are 
discussed in chapter 2. The process of obtaining a single quality measure is as 
follows. 
1. Elicit the rules in normal written language. 
2. Define the variables, relevant adjectives and adverbs (hedges) that describe 
these sets. 
3. Define the fuzzy sets to model these adjectives. 
4. Define the rules. 
5. Measure the features and convert to fuzzy sets (fuzzi.fi.cation process). 
6. Apply the rules to determine the shape of the consequent set. 
7. De-fuzzify I linguistically approximate the consequent set to produce a 
meaningful output. 
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6. 7.1 Elicitation of the rules 
The initial rules operate on features from the polynomial approximation of the 
baseline shift. The rules are summarised as follows. 
If the baseline order is very low, 
then the quality or "usability" of the data is good (irrespective of the peak-to-peak amplitude) 
If the baseline order is low, and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the baseline shift is much less than the 
QRS amplitude, 
then the quality of the data is good (can be removed by the curve fit, see Chapter 2) 
If the peak-to-peak amplitude of the baseline shift is very much less then the QRS amplitude, 
then the data quality is good (irrespective of the order) 
If the peak-to-peak amplitude of the baseline shift is high and the order is not low, 
then the data quality is poor 
Otherwise it is intermediate 
6.7.2 Define the linguistic terms, fuzzy variables and relevant adjectives 
To recall, there are two features, the span of the baseline shift E (peak-to-peak 
amplitude of the baseline shift) and order of the approximation n. The adjectives 
used to describe these are given in Table 16. 
Table 16 Variables and 
adjectives for baseline quality 
assessment 
The only adverb or "hedge" is very, which is assumed to modify a fuzzy set with the 
function very(p,)=;} 
6.7.3 Define the fuzzy sets 
The fuzzy sets used for baseline quality assessment are shown in Figure 122a-c. The 
fuzzy sets were initially designed empirically and later tuned to ensure that the 
system was highly sensitive. Figure 122a defines the sets for the normalised 
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Figure 122a Fuzzy sets for baseline shift span 
Figure 122c Fuzzy output sets for baseline shift 
severity 
Figure 124 Fuzzy output set for overall quality 
Index of the data 
6. 7.4 Define the rules 
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Figure 122b Fuzzy sets for baseline shift 
degree 
OdB 3dB 6dB 
Figure 123 Fuzzy sets for signal-to-noise 
ratio (dB) 
The following rules are used to assess the severity of the baseline shift. 
IF (s is High) AND ( (n is High) or (n is Medium)) 
TIIEN Baseline is High 
IF ((s is High) AND (n is Low)) OR ((s is Medium) AND (n is High)) OR ((s is Medium) AND (n is 
Medium)) 
TIIEN baseline is Medium 
IF (s is Low) OR ((s is Medium) AND (n is Low)) OR ((s is High) AND (n is Very Low)) 
TIIEN Baseline is Low 
The following rules combines the quality measures 
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IF (Baseline is High) OR (snr is Luw) TIIEN 
Quality is Poor 
IF (snr is High) AND (Baseline is Low) 
TIIEN Quality is Good 
IF ((snr is Medium) AND (Baseline is Low)) OR ((snr is High) AND (Baseline is Medium)) 
TIIEN Quality is Medium 
Baseline Low Medium High 
SNR 
Low Poor Poor Poor 
Medium Medium "Interpolated" Poor 
High Good Medium Poor 
Table 17 Matrix for assessing signal quality 
The data is only accepted for ST waveform analysis if the quality is Good or 
Medium. Note the "interpolated" value is resolved by the fuzzy logic. A rule is not 
necessary for every explicit case. The fuzzy sets overlap and therefore the quality 
for Medium SNR and Medium Baseline will be interpolated somewhere between 
Medium and Poor quality. 
6.8 Static pattern recognition of the ST segment shape 
A important aspect part of the expert model is to determine the shape of the foetal 
ECG ST waveform. When considering the shape of the ST waveform from any 
.. 
given ECG waveform, there are two levels of detail which are required. The most 
important question to answer is whether the ST -waveform shape belongs to 
category Normal, Intermediate or Abnormal. Figure 126(b)-(f) are all classified as 
abnormal ST waveform shapes (to different degrees). The system can detect most 
abnormal shapes by looking for any continuously negative area in the ST -waveform. 
This information might be enough to alert a clinician to take action and potentially 
prevent some foetal distress. From Figure 121, the ST waveform shape is broken 
into two sub-classes, ST Segment Shape and the T-Complex Shape. The simplest 
rule is as follows 
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IF (Greatest Negative ST Area is Negative) THEN ST-Waveform is Abnormal 
where "Greatest Negative ST Area" is the largest single negative area in the ST 




Greatest Negative ST Area 
Figure 125 Fuzzy set for ST waveform is Abnormal 
From Figure 126, categories (b), (c) and (d) are very abnormal, and usually have 
negative area. Categories (e) and (f) do not have any negative ST area, but are 
suspicious waveform shapes which may develop into a more abnormal 
configuration. It is not satisfactory to solely report an abnormal ST waveform 
without giving any explanation. There is clearly a need for assessing the 
instantaneous ST waveform shape as an explanation facility for the clinician and to 
grade the abnormality of the waveform. The T complex shape is quantified by the 
T/QRS ratio and has been used successfully in a recent clinical trial (Westgate et al. 
1993) to reduce unnecessary clinical intervention. It is recognised that the ST 
segment shape should also be quantified (Greene K.R & Westgate J. 1993; Luzietti 




Figure 126 (a) Normal, (b) Abnormal (Negative T), (c) Abnormal (Bi-phasic ST, Positive T), (d) 
Abnormal (Depressed ST, Normal T), (e) Suspicious (Negative ST slope, Normal T, Positive ST), 
(f) Suspicious (Negative ST slope, Normal T, Positive ST) 
A difficulty in this work is that the majority of the collected data has a normal 
outcome and only demonstrates normal ST waveform shapes. A single case has 
been collected however which demonstrates a wide range· of ST segment shapes. 
Using this single case some preliminary fuzzy rules to quantify the ST segment 
shape have been developed. It must be understood however that this case is a 
premature foetus (34 weeks gestation) and would not normally be considered 
applicable for ST waveform monitoring as it is believed that the abnormal ST 
waveform shapes are often normal for the pre-term foetus. It is assumed for the 
purpose of this study that these are representative of abnormal ST waveforms in the 
term foetus. 
6.8.1 Technique 1: Linear regression 
The technique proposed for use in the ST ~ monitor to detect bi-phasic 
waveforms is to fit a linear regression line to a fixed window of data in the ST 
waveform. The gradient and position of this line is used to assess whether the ST 
waveform is 
(a) Negative sloping and positive (Bi-phasic I) 
(b) Negative sloping crossing the iso-electric level (Bi-phasic 2) 
(c) Negative sloping and negative (Bi-phasic 3) 
(d) Positive sloping (normal) 
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A mark ofbpl, bp2 or bp3 is placed in the paper trace where each event is deemed 
to have occurred. A difficulty with this technique is finding where to start and end 
the linear regression line. This method assumes the negative sloping region of the 
ST segment can be approximated well by a straight line. This assumption was found 
to unsatisfactory as the sloping region is of varying length and position, and is not 
generally well approximated by a straight line. This technique is validated and 
discussed in section 6.9.2. 
6.8.2 Technique 2: Minimum gradient 
A similar technique to that described in section 6.8.1 is the minimum gradient 
technique which tries to overcome the limitations of linear regression by examining 
the derivative information from the ST waveform polynomial approximation. The 
minimum derivative in the ST segment is measured and used to detect a negative 
sloping ST segment in a similar way to section 6.8.1. This technique is particularly 
prone to false alarms because it is sensitive to short (insignificant) negative sloping 
regions in the ST segment. Validation of this technique is discussed in section 6.8.3. 
6.8.3 Technique 3: New Fuzzy Logic Method. 
The third technique for ST segment classification was to use visual features and 
fuzzy rules to assess the ST segment shape. Consider the case in Figure 127 of a 
positive ST segment with a significantly sloping ST gradient. Two features, peak 1 
and peak 2 are selected from the ST waveform curve fit. Peak 1 is the first peak 
after the J point and peak 2 is the lowest trough between peak 1 and 1 OOms after the 
J point. The features from all good examples of abnormal waveforms were recorded 
& scatter plots of peak 1 and peak 2 are shown in Figure 128a-d. Considering each 
graph in turn. 
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(a) For a significantly sloping ST 
Segment which is all above the iso-
electric level (known as bi-phasic 1 ), 
both peak 1 and peak 2 are positive 
(the upper-right quadrant). 
(b) For a significantly sloping ST 
Segment which crosses the !SO-
electric level (known as bi-phasic 2), 
peak 1 is positive and peak 2 is 
negative (lower-right quadrant). 
(c) For an ST. Segment which is mostly 
below iso-electric level (known as bi-
phasic 3 or depressed ST segment), 
peak 1 is a low positive or negative 
value and peak 2 is always negative 
(mostly lower-left quadrant 
overlapping into the lower right). 
(d) For normal ST waveforms, both peak 
TPeak 
I 
J Point Peak 1 \ 
~--~~-~~ ~~ P~k2 --~\~ Ul~ 
\ 
ST slope area 
·0.3 +----------11--- ---------------l 
·0.4 .L,_ _______________ ____J 
Figure 127 Determining the ST slope 
1 and peak 2 should be positive (upper right quadrant) and roughly equal, i.e. 
peak1 ~ peak2. 
Figure 128a-d are visibly clustered. Figure 128a and Figure 128d show a large 
degree of overlap. For positive ST segments, the relative heights of peak 1 and peak 
2 are not always enough to distinguish between a significant negative slope and an 
insignificant slope (Normal ST segment). A short ST segment slope is relevant if a 
portion of it is negative, but for the positive ST segment, there is less significance 
placed upon this shape unless it is of sufficient depth and length. The length and 
depth of the slope are additional features which need to be considered. A proposed 
rule to determine if the positive ST segment with a negative slope is significant is 
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IF peak 2 is lower than peak 1 AND peaks 1 and 2 are a significant distance apart THEN 
The slope is deep and long enough to be significant 
A scatter plots of the peak difference Apeak=(peak2-peakl) and the distance 
between the peaks is given in Figure 129a and Figure 129b for both a normal 
positive ST segment and one with a negative slope. There is an overlap between the 
two classes, which is to be expected as there is not distinct guideline for the human 
eye when visually classifying the two classes. It is also important to consider the 
meaning of the empty regions in the pattern space. 
1. There are no waveforms with a high peak differences and a small distance 
(bottom left quadrant). From general observations, such waveforms are be 
considered to be artefact rather than genuine and should be left blank or assigned 
to a "un-recognised waveform" class. 
2. There are no waveforms with a low or zero peak difference and a high distance 
(top right quadrant). These correspond to a normal waveform, although they are 
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Figure 128a Scatter plot of SI' peak 1 and SI' 
peak 2 for a positive ST with a negative ST 
segment slope 
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Figure 128c Scatter plot of SI' peak 1 and SI' 












Figure 128b Scatter plot of SI' peak 1 and SI' 
peak 2 for a bi-phasic ST_ segment with a 
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Figure 128d Scatter plot of SI' peak 1 and SI' 
peak 2 for a normal SI' segment 
This illustrates an important advantage of using rule-based systems to construct a 
pattern space as opposed to other approaches such as neural networks which learn 
the pattern space. Using a rule based system, such as a fuzzy expert system, each 
rule is intellectually validated before it is accepted and tested. Rules can also be 
added or modified to span known areas of space which are not observed in the data 
base. 
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Figure 130b Positive ST with no significant ST 
slope (Normal ST waveforms) 
6.8.4 Designing the rules to classify the ST segment shape 
The following rules describe the scatter diagrams and hence the problem space, 
given that 
llpeak=(peak2-peakl) and peakdistance is the distance between peak2 and peakl in 
samples (at 500Hz sampling rate). 
IF (peakl is positive OR peakl is zero) AND (peak2 is positive OR peak2 is zero) AND 
(llpeak is zero OR (llpeak is small AND peakdistance is quite near)) THEN stsegment is Normal 
IF peakl is positive AND (peak2 is positive OR peak2 is negative) AND 
llpeak is negative AND peakdistance is significant 
THEN stsegment is biphasicl 
IF peakl is positive AND peak2 is Negative AND peakdistance is significant AND l:lpeak is 
negative 
THEN stsegment is biphasic2 
IF (peakl is negative OR peakl is zero) AND peak2 is negative 
THEN stsegment is biphasic3 
The following rules manage the unaccountable situations. 
IF llpeak is very high AND pealcdistance is close THEN stsegment is unknown 
IF peakl is negative AND peak2 is positive THEN stsegment is unknown 
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6.8.5 Derivation of the fuzzy sets using frequency distribution data 
The frequency distribution of each of the features is shown in Appendix G for each 
class. This is a useful guideline for designing the fuzzy sets which model the fuzzy 
terms. From the frequency distributions the fuzzy sets shown in Figure 130 were 
derived. 
6.9 Validating the detection rate of Bi-Phasic waveforms 
It is imperative that bi-phasic ST segments are not missed as they are rare, often 
short-lived and could be highly significant. All bi-phasic ST segments are 
characterised by a negative slope in the ST segment starting from around the J point 
and ending 80-lOOms afterwards. Shorter regions with negative slope can appear 
instantaneously in the ST segment, but these are due to noise and artefact. 
The output of each technique is computed (using filter type 4) and compared at the 
end of the experiment. For different values of a the threshold value Th, the number 
of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) 
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Figure 131 Fuzzy sets used for interpreting the ST segment slulpe. (a) peak 1, (b) peak 2, (c) Peak 
difference llpeak and (d) Distance between the peaks 
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6.9.1 The minimum gradient technique 
Average waveforms are recorded every 15s, stored, plotted and classified as 1 for 
bi-phasic and 0 for other. For a given threshold, if the minimum gradient in the ST 
segment (as measured by the system) falls below the threshold, then the system 
grades the waveform as bi-phasic. The number of true positive (TP), true negative 
(TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (NF) hits are recorded for different 
values of the threshold. From these values the hit ratio and false alarm ratio values 
are computed. A table of results is given in Table 18 and the ROC curve is shown in 
Figure 131. The area under the ROC curve for this method was 0.7719 which is 
poor (probability of a correct decision=0.7719). 
Threshold TP . TN FP FN FA HR 
0.1 33 0 119 0 1 1 
0 33 1 118 0 0.991597 1 
-0.02 33 9 110 0 0.92437 1 
-0.04 33 27 92 0 0.773109 1 
-0.06 29.5 56.5 62.5 3.5 0.52521 0.893939 
-0.08 25 78 41 8 0.344538 0.757576 
-0.1 18 95 24 15 0.201681 0.545455 
-0.12 12.5 107.5 11 .5 20.5 0.096639 0.378788 
-0.14 6 115 4 27 0.033613 0.181818 
-0.16 1 117 2 32 0.016807 0.030303 
-0.18 0 117 2 33 0.016807 0 
-0.22 0 119 0 33 0 0 
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Figure 132 ROC Curve for Bi-Piuzsic ST detection using the minimum gradient method 
Given that it is vital that bi-phasic wavefonns are not missed, a threshold value of 
approximately -0.04 would be required. Clearly this method is unsuitable as the 
false alarm ratio for this threshold (0.773) is too high. This method has very poor 
specificity because it is sensitive to small regions of the ST waveform 
approximation with a significant negative gradient. These regions are caused by 
noise and artefact which disturbs the curve fit to the extent that an instantaneous 
gradient is produced which causes a false positive. Too many false positive results 
in sequence could lead to a miss-interpretation of the ST waveform shape and could 
result in unnecessary intervention or lack of trust in the system. 
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6.9.2 The linear-regression technique. 
Average waveforms are recorded every 15s, stored, plotted and classified as 1 for 
bi-phasic and 0 for other. A straight line of 40 samples (80ms) is fitted to the ST 
waveform curve starting from the J point. For a given threshold, if the gradient of 
this line falls below a given threshold, then the system grades the waveform as bi-
phasic. A table of results is given in Table 19 and the ROC curve is shown in Figure 
132. The area under the ROC curve for this method was 0.9615 which is a 
significant improvement. With a threshold of 0.00033 there is a false alarm ratio of 
0.130252 and a hit ratio of 0.984848 which is considered to be acceptable, given 
that the expert classification is itself ambiguous. 
Threshold TP TN FP FN FA HR 
-0.25 0 119 0 33 
1.50E-03 33 0 119 0 1 1 
0.0005 33 21 98 0 0.823529 1 
0 33 74 45 0 0.378151 1 
1.00E-04 33 59 60 0 0.504202 1 
1.50E-04 33 55 64 0 0.537815 1 
-2.00E-04 33 93 26 0 0.218487 1 
-0.0003 32.5 103.5 15.5 0.5 0.130252 0.984848 
-0.00033 30 106 13 3 0.109244 0.909091 
-0.00035 28 107 12 5 0.10084 0.848485 
-0.0004 26 111 8 7 0.067227 0.787879 
-0.00045 22 113 6 11 0.05042 0.666667 
-0.0006 15 117 2 18 0.016807 0.454545 
-0.0008 11 119 0 22 0 0.333333 
-0.001 8 119 0 25 0 0.242424 
-0.0014 3 119 0 30 0 0.090909 
-2.50E-03 0 119 0 33 0 0 
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Figure 133 ROC Curve for Bi-Phasic ST detection using the linear regression method 
6.9.3 The fuzzy logic technique. 
The fuzzy system provides more complex information on the type of bi-phasic 
waveform. It classifies the data into types normal, bi-phasic type 1,2 and 3. Type 1 
is thought of as suspicious rather than normal or abnormal. For the fuzzy system, 
the contingency tables and ROC curves for each class are given below. All the 
waveforms on 15s intervals were classified and compared with the expert. 
Th TP TN FP FN FA HR 
0 64 0 89 0 1 1 
0.05 62 65 24 2 0.269663 0.96875 
0.1 62 66 23 2 0.258427 0.96875 
0.2 60 67 22 4 0.247191 0.9375 
0.3 58 70 19 6 0.213483 0.90625 
0.4 57 71 18 7 0.202247 0.890625 
0.5 55 74 15 9 0.168539 0.859375 
0.6 54 76 13 10 0.146067 0.84375 
0.7 50 78 11 14 0.123596 0.78125 
0.8 41 81 8 23 0.089888 0.640625 
0.9 31 84 5 33 0.05618 0.484375 
1 0 89 0 64 0 0 
Table 20 Contingency table for a Normal ST 
segment 
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Th TP TN FP FN FA HR 
0 22 0 131 0 1 1 
0.05 21 117 14 1 0.10687 0.954545 
0.1 21 123 8 1 0.061069 0.954545 
0.2 21 128 3 1 0.022901 0.954545 
0.3 20 129 2 2 0.015267 0.909091 
0.4 20 130 1 2 0.007634 0.909091 
0.5 16 130 1 6 0.007634 0.727273 
0.6 13 130 1 9 0.007634 0.590909 
0.7 10 131 0 12 0 0.454545 
0.8 8 131 0 14 0 0.363636 
0.9 7 131 0 15 0 0.318182 
1 0 131 0 22 0 0 
Table 22 Contingency table for a bi-phasic 2 
ST segment 
Th TP TN FP FN FA HR 
0 42 0 111 0 1 1 
0.05 40 84 27 2 0.243243 0.952381 
0.1 40 88 23 2 0.207207 0.952381 
0.2 39 90 21 3 0.189189 0.928571 
0.3 38 93 18 4 0.162162 0.904762 
0.4 36 96 15 6 0.135135 0.857143 
0.5 34 99 12 8 0.108108 0.809524 
0.6 33 101 10 9 0.09009 0.785714 
0.7 29 102 9 13 0.081081 0.690476 
0.8 21 105 6 21 0.054054 0.5 
0.9 15 106 5 27 0.045045 0.357143 
1 0 111 0 42 0 0 
Table 21 Contingency table for a bi-phasic 1 
STsegment 
201 
Th TP TN FP FN FA HR 
0 28 0 126 0 1 1 
0.05 28 110 16 0 0.126984 1 
0.1 28 114 12 0 0.095238 1 
0.2 27 116 10 1 0.079365 0.964286 
0.3 26 116 10 2 0.079365 0.928571 
0.4 26 120 6 2 0.047619 0.928571 
0.5 26 121 5 2 0.039683 0.928571 
0.6 22 122 4 6 0.031746 0.785714 
0.7 20 124 2 8 0.015873 0.714286 
0.8 17 125 1 11 0.007937 0.607143 
0.9 13 125 1 15 0.007937 0.464286 
1 0 126 0 28 0 0 
Table 23 Contingency table for a bi-phasic 3 
STsegment 
Table 20 applies to the rule "STsegment is Normal", Table 21 applies to the rule 
"STsegment is bi-phasic 1" (positive ST with negative slope), Table 22 applies to 
the rule "STsegment is bi-phiasic 2" (Negative slope which crosses the iso-electric 
level) and Table 23 applies to the rule "STsegment is depressed 3" (Negative ST 
segment). The hit ratio (HR) and false-alarm ratio (FA) is computed for each 
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Figure 133 ROC curve for normal 
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Figure 136 ROC curve for bi-phasic 3 
The area under the curve is useful as a comparative performance metric (Sweats 
1988). The best performance is with the rule to detect bi-phasic 3 (negative) ST 
waveforms, followed closely by the bi-phasic-2 rule. This is an important 
achievement as these must not be missed. Differentiating between normal and bi-
phasic-1 waveforms is ambiguous and it is no surprise that these are more difficult 
to separate. The visual classification of bi-phasic-1 waveforms by the expert is 
sometimes quite uncertain to which some of the errors can be attributed. This is not 
a critical decision unless the condition is very marked. 
The ROC curves are useful, but more important are the contingency tables from 
which the decision thresholds are determined. A threshold value is required for each 
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rule. For bi-phasic-2 and 3, this will trigger an alarm and draw the clinicians 
attention to the patient. Choosing the optimal threshold point depends on the 
individual problem. Detecting a bi-phasic-3 is of paramount importance, so there 
should be an emphasis on the hit-ratio being high, even at the expense of the false-
alarm ratio. Clinicians are accustomed to some false alarms, although too many 
would disincline them from using the system. A similar criteria applies to bi-phasic-
2, although the emphasis on the hit ratio should be less then bi-phasic-3. 
6.10 Summary of results 
A summary of the results is given in Table 24. The results are stored as Area Under 
Curve; Sensitivity (Hit Ratio) I Specificity (False Alarm Rate). 
Technique Minimum Gradient Linear Regression Fuzzy Logic 
Bi-phasic Type 
Bi-phasic-1 0.91; 0.928/0.189 
Bi-phasic-2 0.7719; 1.0 I 0.77 0.9615; 0.9851 0.13 0.971 ; 0.954/0.06 
Bi-phasic-3 0.983; 1.010.095 
Table 24 Summary of performance metrics for each bi-phasic waveform classificiation technique. 
As a comparative measure for the fuzzy system, the classification of a waveform as 
abnormal bi-phasic would be bi-phasic-2 OR bi-phasic-3, which is the max(bi-
phasic-2, bi-phasic-2). This would result in a sensitivity of 1.0 and a specificity of 
0.095. The fuzzy technique is the most successful. 
6.11 Pattern recognition of ST waveform shape changes over time. 
The instantaneous ST waveform shape alone does not have much meaning. The 
current clinical guidelines make quite specific references to rates of change in the 
TIQRS ratio (see Table 26), i.e. 
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1. T/QRS less than -0.05 for more than 20 minutes. 
2. Rising- T/QRS rises more than 0.15 from the baseline level over 15 minutes 
3. Rising- T/QRS rises more than 0.4 over 15 minutes 
4. Any negative or bi-pbasic ST change as well as any T/QRS increase over 5-10 
minutes 
New fuzzy sets are defined to describe each of these events. The first three 
categories refer to the dynamics of the T/QRS ratio. The T/QRS ratio dynamics can 
be considered to be stable (category 1), rising (category 2) or rapidly rising 
(category 3). Others might be fall into the categories of falling, rapidly falling, or 
just not stable. The changes are considered over 20, 15,10 and 5 minute intervals, so 
time has to be considered. To manage this situation, the trends in features and fuzzy 
output variables (such as Abnormal ST waveform) have to be measured and 
linguistically approximated. Linear regression is used over 5, 10, 15 and 20 minute 
segments of the T/QRS ratio, and is updated every 15s with all the other features. 
The gradients of the regressions lines are represented by four new fuzzy variables 
.1TQRS(5), -1TQRS(JO), -1TQRS(l5) and LIT'QRS(20). Not all changes in the ST 
waveform can be classified this way however. More complex patterns in time such 
as "briefly appearing" negative waveforms, "persistently'' abnormal waveforms and 
"re-occurring" abnormal patterns cannot be detected by simple trends in the 
features. In practice the interpretation of trends and shape changes often depends on 
previous events in the labour. Some concept of memory is required in the fuzzy 
system for it to model the human expert and this is now discussed. 
6.12 Adding memory 
It is important to be able to represent and recognise particular sequences of events 
in labour, and not just instantaneous events such as an individual abnormal 
waveform. For example, in the guidelines given in appendix D, with a normal CTG 
it defines a rising T/QRS if it rises more than 0.4 from the baseline level over 15 
minutes. In practice, uncertainty may arise because the guidelines cannot span every 
situation. It is the intermediate cases which a more likely to cause the most 
uncertainty for the clinician. For example, a rise in TIQRS of 0.2 over 15 minutes 
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is a suspicious change but might not be enough to warrant action. An experienced 
expert would probably make a note of this event as suspicious, and will act 
depending on the context of the event. Time and the context in which an event took 
place is very important when there is a high degree of uncertainty. 
There are many factors which could influence the decision of a clinician with the 
appearance of suspicious and uncertain changes. If the baby is near to the point of 
delivery, then labour may be allowed to progress naturally. If this was the first 
abnormal event, and it was short-lasting (<5 mins), then this might be viewed as an 
anomaly and is not enough evidence to warrant intervention. If other suspicious 
events had been observed earlier in the labour however, then there would come a 
point where the evidence has accumulated enough to suggest real abnormality has 
occurred. The purpose of this work is to expand the fuzzy logic concepts to allow 
the expert model to 'remember' previous events and manage the accumulation of 
evidence for foetal distress. 
A documented, albeit rare example of this, is the brief appearance of negative or bi-
phasic ST waveforms. Each appearance can be considered to be a period where the 
foetus is unable to compensate for stress in labour, such as a uterine contraction. 
Repeated exposure to this will lead to damage and possibly death. With a normal 
CTG, the clinician may not act on the first appearance, but may act on subsequent 
appearances. The expert model must include the concept of memory and have the 
ability to include prior events in the reasoning mechanism. Examples of the 
situations where the expert-model can use memory to reduce uncertainty are 
summarised as follows. 
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1. An individual abnormal event is only short lasting, so its validity is in question. 
2. An event is only partially true - i.e. suspicious but not marked enough to warrant 
action 
3. An event has occurred before, therefore adding to the belief that it is genuine and 
not noise. 
4. A different but possibly abnormal event had previously occurred. 
5. A similar pattern occurred in a previous labour. 
The human expert can manage these situations though intelligent reasoning and 
inference, drawing on experience and knowledge of previous events in the labour, 
but this is very difficult for a computer. A technique is discussed here to manage 
these situations using a novel extension to fuzzy logic. 
6.13 Using State Machines to add memory to intelligent systems 
It is necessary to 'remember' when events have occurred at any time in the past. A 
technique is needed to recognise sequences in time. In the strictly Boolean domain, 
this is known as sequential logic design. Digital logic uses a finite state machine, 
which is made up of some combinational logic, state variables, and feedback logic, 
as depicted in Figure 137. 
ariables Input V Output Variables 
Combinational 
Logic 





j..JL I Clock 
Figure 137 Finite State Machine 
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The output is dependent on the input variables and the current state variables. The 
input variables in this context are fuzzified ECG features or fuzzy consequent facts 
and the current state is an internal fuzzy fact which has some meaning. A state 
diagram is given below in Figure 138. When the system changes state, the output is 
determined either by the state transition and/or the state itself For example, the 
output for a transition from state A to C is independent and possibly different to that 
of a transition from B to C. Assume the systems starts with state A having been true 
for at least 20 minutes, which corresponds to a normal T/QRS ratio. The following 
rules might apply to detect a significant rise and fall in the T/QRS ratio. 
Figure 138 Conceptual state machine 
If state A is true and the T/QRS remains at a normal level for 5 minutes, then the 
state does not change. 
IF (State = A) AND TQRS is Normal for 5 minutes THEN State = A 
If state A is true, and the T/QRS rises to an intermediate level (approx 0.25) and 
stays there for at least 5 minutes then this is reflected in a change of state to state B 
by the following rule. 
IF (State = A) AND TQRS is Increased for 5 minutes THEN State = B 
If State A is true and the T/QRS rises to an elevated level (>0.4 approx) and stays 
there for more than 5 minutes then this is reflected in a change of state to state C by 
the following rule. 
IF (State = A) AND (TQRS is Elevated for 5 minutes) THEN State = C 
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For these two cases, different outputs (consequent facts) can be inferred. Equally 
important is that the state transition is not reversible. Once state C has been 
reached, this is a significant event and can never return to state A. This is because 
the state of the foetus has permanently been affected. From state C, further rules can 
be chained. If the state remains high for more than 20 minutes then the foetus is 
thought to be compensating for stress. An example rule might be. 
IF (State = C for 20 minutes) THEN Foetal Condition = Compensating 
Alternatively, if the T/QRS drops then the state changes again, for example. 
IF (State = C) and (TQRS is Normal for 5 minutes) THEN State = E 
IF (State = C) and (TQRS is Increased for 5 minutes) THEN State = D 
IF (State = D) and (TQRS is Normal for 5 minutes) THEN State = E 
The important issue here is that the state is a record of the history of the labour. To 
get to state E for example, it implies that the T/QRS must have risen for a 
significant period of time and fallen again for a significant period of time. This 
model can be extended to manage complex events and modify the output of the 
fuzzy expert model according to state and state-transition. This model appealed to 
the expert clinician it provides the freedom to describe significant events in labour 
in terms of sequences of events or case studies. These case studies can then be 
modelled. A difficulty with this model is the inference mechanism for state changes. 
All the rules listed above included time. In the presence of noisy and uncertain data, 
it is possible to design a filter structure to reduce uncertainty, insisting the event 
occurred for a significant period of time. The approach here is based on the premise 
that the belief that an event is true depends on a function of the time it was 
observed The additive fuzzy inference (Cox 1994), as discussed in chapter 5, uses 
the expression .u'(x;)+--min(I,p'(x;)+,u(x;)) to accumulate truth over time where 
.u '(xJ is the solution consequent set. This technique suffers from problems with 
noise or offset as it is essentially an integrator. The slightest mean offset in the data 
will cause the consequent truth to grow and eventually saturate. 
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6.14 Fuzzy State Model for managing complex patterns in time. 
A technique is described here for modelling the experts management of complex 
sequences of events in time, such as those discussed above. This technique is based 
on the concepts of :finite state machines (Biswas 1993), but in this case the states are 
fuzzy and not discrete. An example of a fuzzy state representation of events in 
labour is depicted in Figure 139. Namalcro 
~ / lnlamteilt< 
.......... 
.. ~ ............................ ~ The states are fuzzy variables 
that represent the truth that a key 
event has occurred. The 
inference mechanism for the 
fuzzy variables differs from 
conventional fuzzy systems in 
that the implied truth value is 
also dependent on time as well 
as rules and other fuzzy 
variables/facts. Consider the 
Figure 139 Fuzzy-state machine used to represent and 
recall events during labour 
example given in Figure 139. Three states are defined. 
A. Entry state 
B. State of Reduced Reactivity. 
C. Action State. 
At the entry of monitoring (state A) it is assumed that no prior information is known 
about the foetal ECG and therefore the foetal state A is TRUE. If during labour there 
are negative or bi-phasic ST waveforms, coupled with an abnormal CTG, then using 
the following fuzzy rules, the foetal state C is TRUE. · 
IF (STATE=A) and (T/QRS=Negative OR STsegment is Biphasic OR STsegmeot is Negative) 
TIIEN STW A VEFORM=Abnonnal 
IF (ST A TE=A) and (STW A VEFORM=Abnormal) and (CTG=Abnormal) TIIEN STATE=C 
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These acute changes would normally be routinely detected from the acute CTG 
changes. A problem arises when the changes are not so acute and the ECG and CTG 
do not provide such definitive changes. If the negative/bi-phasic ST waveforms only 
appear briefly (<1min), and are repetitive and synchronised with contractions, then 
the situation is more uncertain. It would be accurate to say that state B is possibly 
true. It is valid to say that if negative/bi-phasic ST waveforms re-appear within the 
same 15 minute period, then the belief that state B is true should increase. It is also 
valid to say that if no more negative/ bi-phasic ST waveforms are observed within 
the next hour then the belief that state B is TRUE should reduce or maintain its 
current level. To manage these uncertain situations, an accumulative model is used 
to infer each state. 
6.15 State transition using an accumulated truth model 
As with normal fuzzy variables, all the fuzzy states are true, but to different degrees, 
and can take on any value between 0 and 1. Any given state is dependent on the 
other fuzzy states and other fuzzy variables. All the fuzzy states are updated on each 
time epoch, which, for this work, is a 15s interval. A state is limited by how much it 
can increase or decrease in each time epoch. In general, the next state is determined 
by the following expression. 
NexlStaJe(t) = max{min{PreviousState(t- I)+ GrowthRole · p,(t)- DecayRate · P/1) -leakage,) }.o} 
(6.1) 
where !J;(t} (0::::; !J;(t}51) is a fuzzy variable that implies that NextState is true, 
1Ji(t), (O:::;;PJ(t}51), is a fuzzy variable that infers that NextState is not true and 
leakage is a constant that reduces the state truth as time progresses. Each state 
transition has an associated growth rate, decay rate and leakage. This way there is 
flexibility for the NextState truth membership to grow and diminish at different 
rates. This is the accumulated truth model, which is essentially a leaky integrator of 
fuzzy truth membership. 
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6.15.1 Fuzzy filter structures 
Consider Figure 140 which shows the truth output of a fuzzy rule for "ST waveform 
is abnormal" from part of a recently recorded case. From the clinical guidelines 
(Luzietti & Rosen 1994), assuming a normal CTG, there must be a consistently 
abnormal ST waveform for at least 20 minutes for any change to be consider 
clinically significant. It is also true that the brief appearance of abnormal S T 
waveforms is significant if they reoccur. From Figure 140 it is observed that there 
are some briefly abnormal waveforms and some periods of persistently abnormal 
waveforms. 
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Figure 140 The output truth for "Abnormal ST waveform" 
All these events contribute to the evidence that there is some abnormality with this 
labour, but it is the continuously abnormal waveforms that are of most concern and 
should contribute the most to the evidence. It is assumed here that the CTG is 
normal and STATE A has been true for 20 minutes. The following rule could be 
used. 
IF (STATE A is consistently true) AND (ST waveform is consistently Abnormal) TIIEN STATE B 






f-lSTATEB ( 'f + 1) = f-lSTATEB ( -r) + Y. (.u' abncT'IIlDIST ( -r) 1\ f-l1STATEA ( 'f)) 
where p ' abncrmalST ( -r) = f-labncrmaJST ( -r) 1\ f-labncrmaJST ( 'f - 1) 1\ f-labnorma/ST ( 'f - 2)1\ . .. 1\ f-labncmoaJST ( 'f - 79) 
and fJ' STATEA ( -r) = f-lsrATEA ( -r) 1\ f-lsrATEA ( 'r -1) 1\ f-lSTATEA ( 'f- 2)1\. . . 1\fJSTATEA ( 'f - 79) 
(6.2) 
where r represents a 15s epoch of time, y is the growth rate and 1\ is the fuzzy 
intersection (AND) operator. f.iabnorma/Sr(r) and f..ISTATEA(rJ are the truth membership 
values for "the ST waveform is negative" and "STATE A is true" respectively. 
f.i 1abnorma/Sr( r)and p.'srATEA( r) are the truth membership values for "the ST waveform 
has been consistently abnormal" and "STATE A has been consistently true" 
(respectively) for the 20 minutes previous to time t.15s. This is represented in the 
structure shown in Figure 141, where D denotes a delay of one epoch (15s). 
1\ 
Figure 141 Schematic structure of the fozzy filter 
6.15.2 Fuzzy intersection operator 
The fuzzy intersection operator 1\ IS chosen carefully when computing the 
accumulated truth. The fuzzy intersection operator used here is defined in equation 
(6.3) where the variable q is used to modify the characteristics of the fuzzy operator. 
For q= 1, this equates to the truncated mean which is a very soft operator. As q 
increases, the fuzzy rule tends to become increasingly strict, promoting the 





The growth rate in equation 
(6.2) is estimated as follows. Given that the previous state STATE A is 
completely true, and assuming an abnormal waveform to be continuously present 
for 20 minutes (20x4 epochs), then the growth rate y for equation 
(6.2) is estimated as y= Yzo.4 = 0.0125. The leakage rate is small, set at 
0.00125, and as there is no rule to reduce the truth of state B, the decay rate is zero. 
Returning to the case in Figure 139, the membership for state B is computed as 
follows. 
f.JmtzB( r) = max(min(p....,.8 (r- 1) + 0.0125 · f.J'.-m (r),1)- 0.00125,0) (6.5) 
The membership truth J..l'abnormalsr('t) ("ST waveform is consistently abnormal") from 
equation 
(6.4) is shown in Figure 140 for 
different values of q. The accumulated truth is computed using equation (6.5) for 
different values of q and is shown in Figme 143. When q=1 or 2, the state 
accumulates too rapidly as a result of the intermittently abnormal waveforms. When 
q=10 or 100, there is a steady build up of evidence during the intermittent period 
and a more rapid increase when the waveforms are continuously abnormal. For the 
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Figure 143 Accumulated truth for "State B" 
6.16 Chaining state transitions 
From the example described above, state B becomes increasingly true as more 
evidence accumulates. From Figure 139, for a state transition to occur from state B 
to state C, both state B must be true and abnormal waveforms must continue (or 
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reoccur) for more than 10 contractions. For illustrative purposes, 10 contractions 
equates to 30 minutes, which is 120 epochs. The new state C will be determined 
using the following rule. 
IF (STATE B has been true for 30 minutes) AND (ST Waveform is Abnormal) THEN STATE C 
To model this rule, a new fact "STATE B has been true for 30 minutes", with 
membership p'srATEB(T), is derived as 
P'-.s ('r) = max(l- minc~o%(1- .U-.s(r- k));,I).o) (6.6) 
The membership truth for state C is accumulated as follows. 
P31auc( r) = max(min(p,,.,1.c( r -I)+ 1 ~0 • (p',~a~e8 ( r) A p'abnormaiST ( r)),I)- 0.005,0) 
(6.7) 
A plot of the state C membership is given in Figure 144. State C is observed to grow 
in truth once state B is fully saturated and because the foetal ECG ST waveform 
remains consistently abnormal. This is a simple illustrative example that has been 
simplified to demonstrate the concepts of this technique. More complex 
intermediate state transitions could be added to provide more information to the 
clinician, such as the repetition of short 5-m.inute bursts of negatively sloped 
positive ST waveforms. These are not individually abnormal, but with repeated 
appearance, then evidence of some abnormality accumulates. 
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Figure 144 Accumulated truth f or state C 
6.17 Prototype state model for ST waveform analysis 
The first prototype state model for ST waveform analysis is shown in Figure 145. 
This model does not include CTG parameters and so is not a complete solution. 
Each state transition has a given growth and leakage rate implied by adjectives such 
as briefly and persistently. The actual values are not shown in the diagram for 
clarity and are subject to change as the system is further developed. 
T/QRS is Persistently 
Normal 
T/QRS is briefly 
Negative or Bi-phasic 
Figure 145 State model f or ST waveform analysis 
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6.18 Foetal Condition Matrix (FCM) 
The result of the ECG and CTG analysis and the recommended action are 
summarised as a foetal condition matrix (see table 2) in line with the clinical 
guidelines (Rosen 1986). Each element of the matrix (see Table 25) reflects the 
condition {A,B .. !}of the foetus. Using a set of fuzzy rules, the output of the fuzzy 
expert system produces a truth value for each of these conditions. 
Table 25 Foetal condition matrix used to guide the clinician. 
A fuzzy truth value is computed for each category (A-I) using fuzzy rules, which 
can be de-fuzzified to a single point on a fuzzy condition map (see Table 25) 
(Jfeachor & Outram 1995). The following summary of the clinical guidelines 
accompany this matrix. 
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ST~ clinical guidelines for action with a mature fetus. (~36 weeks) 
1. Negative/Bi-phasic ST - T/QRS less than -0.05 for more than 20 minutes. Rising -
T/QRS rises more than 0.4 over 15 minutes, expediate delivery without FBS 
2. Negative/Bi-phasic ST - T/QRS less than -0.05 for more than 20 minutes. Rising -
T/QRS rises more than 0.15 from the baseline level over 15 minutes, expediate delivery 
without FBS. 
3. Any negative or bi-phasic ST change as well as any T/QRS increase over 5-10 minutes. 
4. FBS should be repeated every hour or earlier. If an FBS is not available, intervention 
can be delayed until the CTG shows evidence of deterioration. 
- Loss of short term variability 
- Progressive tachycardia or bradycardia 
- Decelerations become wider and deeper 
- Overshoot accelerations following decelerations 
If the CTG remains unchanged but the ST waveform shows an acute change, as 
identified in p.3, delivery should also be expediated. Note: In second stage we 
recommend these foetuses be delivered within 90 minutes as rapid deterioration can 
occur after this time. 
Note: A "pre-terminal" CTG should always cause immediate delivery. No need for 
additional ST analysis. 
Table 26 Summary of the clinical guidelines given to clinicians 
Having obtained the truth values for all possible foetal conditions {A,B, .. ,/}, the 
problem of interpreting the results still remains. The truth values for the foetal 
condition matrix are easy to interpret in cases where one truth value is clearly higher 
than the others. In such cases the foetal condition can be inferred from the 
maximum truth value, but this can be unsatisfactory in borderline cases because of 
jitter. For example, table 3 shows A and D to have very similar truth values. A series 




Table 27 Fuzzy truth values 
To avoid this, consider the foetal condition matrix as a 3D solid object. From Table 
27, the centre of mass of the solid (centroid) is computed to 'de-fuzzify' the mass 
and obtain a single point on the foetal condition matrix. In general, for a two 
dimensional function f(x,y), x={a .. b}, y={c .. d}, the centre if mass (cx,cy) is 
computed as 
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t tr(x,y) · xdxdy 
ex = .:..:a~c ,..---- --r rf(x,y) ·dxdy 
t t f(x,y) · ydxdy 
ey = .:..:•:....:..::....c -----r r f(x,y) ·dxdy 
(6.8) 
and the discrete approximation of this is given by 
b d 
LLf(x,y) · x 
x=a y=c 






ey = b d 
LLf(x,y) 
x=ay=c 
These techniques avoid the problem of a jittering output on the foetal condition 
matrix, as there are no discontinuities in the knowledge. For the clinician, it is often 
the change of position (foetal state) that is of more importance than the absolute 
position itself. For example, a labour where the foetal state is B throughout the 
duration of labour has a different interpretation to a progression from A to B. The 
path or locus of the foetal condition is plotted at 5 minute intervals to display any 
changes, this gives a simple objective visual display of the history of foetal 
condition over time. 
6.19 Examples 
Some example results are given below in Figure 146(a) and (b). Figure 146(a) is a 
typically normal case where the T/QRS ratio is constantly below 0.24 and the CTG 
is perfectly normal. Figure 146(b) was a perfectly normal case until the baseline 
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(b) Normal ECG and Normal erG with a 
sudden progression to Abnormal erG 
Figure 146 Examples of the foetal condition matrix 
The condition of the foetus is shown as a 'moving point' on the foetal condition 
matrix. The nearer to the bottom right (I) , then the worse the condition of the 
foetus . The output could have been de-fuzzified onto a single variable of foetal 
condition but this way the reasoning behind the foetal condition output is lost The 
foetal condition can be monitored visually without losing the reasoning behind it 
6.19.1 Current limitations 
For testing purposes, the CTG classification is currently provided by the human 
expert as the automatic interpretation of the CTG is outside the scope of this 
project The next phase of this work will combine the rules for CTG interpretation 
together with the rules for interpreting ST waveform. Currently the system is limited 
in practice to providing a linguistic description of the ST waveform shape based on 
current and previous ST waveform shapes. The FCM can only be used once the 
rules for interpreting the CTG have been converted to a fuzzy system. 
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6.20 Linguistic approximation 
A linguistic description of the fuzzy state and the current ST waveform shape is 
currently provided. This acts as a guide for clinicians and as an alarm. The current 
system is limited to simply describing the ST waveform shape and warning the 
clinician if an abnormal waveform appears. 
The output set STsegment is spanned by five fuzzy subsets {Elevated, Normal, 
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Figure 147 Fuzzy sets describing the ST segment 
Given the consequent set STsegment ', the similarity measures 
S(bipphasic3,STsegment), S( bipphasic2, STsegment), S( bipphasic 1, STsegment), 
S(Normal,STsegment), S(Elevated,STsegment) are calculated. The largest similarity 
is reported to the clinician alongside the FCM as a simple explanation facility. The 
similarity measure is discussed in chapter 5, section 2.26.2. 
The next stage in the development of this system is to provide a linguistic output 
describing the changes in the ST waveform and the CTG throughout labour. A more 
comprehensive explanation facility will be developed as a explanation facility for 
theFCM. 
6.21 Discussion and Conclusion 
A key achievement of this work is classifying the S T waveform shape using new 
features and fuzzy rules. It has to be accepted however that any system will produce 
incorrect classifications, particularly in the presence of noise, but by reporting the 
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ST waveform shape to the clinician. the clinician can add his or her opinion. The 
key issue is that no abnormal waveforms are missed. False alarms do not directly 
create a threat to the patient, and clinicians are used-to a certain level of false alarms 
in medical devices. Only a very few false negative events can be tolerated however 
as abnormal patterns are rare and can appear only for a short duration. If there is to 
be any bias in the system, then it should in favour of sensitivity over specificity to 
ensure no abnormal waveforms are missed. The use of ROC analysis enables the 
balance between the hit ratio and the false alarm ratio to be obtained. It also 
provides a comparative measure for different techniques. 
During labour different sequences of events occur which the expert can recognise. 
Recognising the sequence of events can modify the way the expert interprets the 
instantaneous data. To enable an expert system to recognise such sequences of 
events in the same way as human expert, a rule structure based on the principles of 
finite state machines has been proposed (Outram et al. 1996). 
The fuzzy state model is a novel technique for representing and modelling 
sequences of events during the course of labour, and adds memory to the system. 
This technique is based on finite state machines which are used to design 
synchronous logic. The finite state machine idea has been modified to make the 
states fuzzy. This introduced the problem that states can only grow in their truth 
assertion, so a totally new state is required for each transition, with return to old 
states currently not being allowed for the model to work. Cyclic relationships 
cannot easily be modelled and this remains a problem. A full fuzzy-state model is 
currently being developed. The concepts of the fuzzy state model are being 
developed and tested, the results of which will be submitted for publication in a 
suitable Journal in the near future. Further work will be needed in order to 
generalise the model and make it more compact and applicable to other problems. 
The Foetal Condition Matrix (FCM) is used to summarise the current foetal state at 
a glance. This is a copy of the matrix provided in the clinical guidelines and is one 
which the midwifes are familiar. This is an effective and simple analogue display 
device. The output of the expert model is continuous and allows the clinician use it 
in the way that suits them. A useful facility might be to set thresholds and trigger 
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alarms when the foetal condition moves into a dangerous region in the foetal 
condition matrix. 
Simple linguistic approximation used in addition to the FCM to provide some 
simple explanation. The most important information, that of the ST waveform 
shape, is described linguistically as a simple statement. 
The fuzzy expert system concepts will be continuously re-examined, refined and 
developed further to include knowledge on the CTG and a full linguistic explanation 
facility. Further work is required to interpret changes heart-rate variability, which 
are critical for useful CTG interpretation. The 'complexity' of the heart-rate is an 
indication of whether a foetus is reactive. This work, coupled with the ST waveform 
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7. Discussion, conclusion and future work 
7.1 Introduction 
The long term aim of the initiative, of which this research is a part, is to develop a 
user friendly, intelligent decision support tool that combines the expertise for CTG 
based assessment and ECG waveform analysis to assist busy clinicians in making 
more accurate and timely decisions, thus reduce unnecessary clinical intervention 
and any permanent damage to a foetus. 
The specific aims of this project are to develop techniques to overcome the 
problems that have hindered the widespread use of foetal ECG pattern analysis and 
to use these techniques to develop an intelligent decision support tool that models 
human expert thinking. This will provide non-expert clinicians access to expertise 
on ECG analysis, which can be combined with routine CTG analysis, to help them 
make more accurate, objective and timely decisions. 
This section discusses the main contributions of this work and highlights novelty, 
scope and future work. 
This work has made contributions in three key areas of electronic foetal ECG 
analysis, namely signal enhancement of the foetal ECG signal, signal quality 
assessment and intelligent analysis and interpretation of changes in the foetal ECG 
waveform. 
7.2 Signal enhancement and quality assessment 
A major factor that has limited widespread foetal ECG waveform monitoring is the 
problem of poor signal quality. In many previous studies (Westgate et al. 1993), the 
enhancement of the foetal ECG waveform has been limited to simple waveform 
averaging and the use of simple filters as recommended by the American Heart 
Association (AHA 1975). This often leads to distortion of the ECG waveform 
making it very difficult to accurately interpret the important ECG shape 
information, such as the changes in ST waveform shape. A major contribution of 
this work is to find a solution to this problem by developing and testing new 
techniques for foetal ECG signal processing which greatly enhance the signal 
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quality, without introducing significant distortion and compromising the important 
information. 
The specific achievements and contributions to knowledge are : 
(i) New design technique for sharp transition band digital filters for biomedical 
signal enhancement with minimal distortion. 
This new technique enables the efficient removal of power-line noise and 
baseline shifts which are a significant problem in foetal ECG analysis using 
linear FIR filters. These have been shown not to adversely affect the important 
features of the ECG and have therefore overcome the constraints laid down by 
the AHA recommendations (AHA 1975). Filters for foetal ECG analysis, 
designed in this project, are currently being used in a commercially available 
ECG monitor ST ~ (Cinventa AB). The design technique is described in 
chapter 2 and is the basis for a journal paper currently in preparation (Outram & 
lfeachor et al. 1997). 
(ii) Techniques for reliable QRS detection and pre-processing. 
Accurate and reliable detection of the QRS complex is critical for ECG pattern 
analysis. A high specificity if required in order to prevent misleading artefacts 
such as artificial ST waveform shapes. An investigation into the problems of 
QRS detection is described in chapter 3 and has led to the development of a new 
technique for adaptive automatic template extraction. This provides an accurate 
estimation of the QRS complex shape at the beginning of monitoring, thus 
optimising the QRS detection algorithm for each patient. Some of the work 
related to this is reported in two conference papers (Outram et al. 1993). 
(iii) Novel techniques for reliable foetal ECG enhancement and feature 
extraction. 
The quantification of the ST waveform shape has hitherto been based on the 
simple ratio of the T peak and the QRS amplitude, .the so called T/QRS ratio 
(Greene & Westgate 1993; Westgate 1993; Luzietti & Rosen 1994). This is 
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because of the difficulty in reliably locating and measuring other visually 
identifiable features which quantify the ST waveform shape. Signal enhancement 
and the use of novel curve fitting for ST waveform approximation enhances the 
signal quality and greatly simplifies the problem of feature extraction. New 
algorithms have been developed to locate key features in the ST and PR 
waveforms which fully quantify the ST waveform shapes recognised in the 
clinical guidelines for the first time. This work is discussed in chapter 4 and has 
been published in an lEE journal paper (Outram et al. 1995). 
(iv) New techniques for quality assessment of the ECG waveform. 
A key issue which is often neglected is the assessment of the quality of the ECG 
so that subsequent analysis and interpretation of changes in the ECG takes place 
in the proper context and is not based on false information produced by noisy or 
corrupted waveforms. This is important as noise and artefact can induce false 
changes in the ECG waveform which, if unchecked, lead to a false diagnosis. 
An improved algorithm has been developed to provide a useful estimate of the 
signal-to-noise ratio for the average ECG waveform. A limitation of this 
approach is that it is not sensitive to low-frequency noise. Thus, a 
complimentary technique was developed to independently assess the degree of 
baseline shift using multi-rate processing and a curve fitting approximation. The 
two techniques are then combined using fuzzy rules to derive a sensitive 
technique for assessing signal quality. Thus, if the signal is not of sufficient 
quality then it is not used for fwth.er analysis. This is very important as it 
provides feedback on the quality of the signal and ensures that no decisions are 
made based on corrupted waveforms. 
These developments remove a major obstacle in electronic foetal monitoring for the 
first time and make it possible to undertake a reliable detailed waveform analysis. 
Some of this work has been published in a journal paper (Outram & Ifeachor 1995), 
a conference paper (Ifeachor & Outram 1993) and a second paper in preparation for 
submission to a reputable journal (Outram & Ifeachor 1997). 
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7.3 Intelligent foetal ECG interpretation and assessment 
A key achievement of this work is the development of a prototype intelligent system 
to automate the analysis of the progressive changes in the foetal ECG shape. 
Specific achievements are: 
(i) Development of Fuzzy Logic models of medical expertise for foetal ECG 
analysis and interpretation. 
A novel technique for fully describing the ST waveform shape, as specified in the 
clinical guidelines (Rosen 1994}, is developed for the first time. This addresses a 
major limitation of previous studies where only the T/QRS ratio is used to 
quantify the ST waveform shape (Greene & Westgate 1993). In addition, a new 
technique is proposed for modelling the expert reasoning over time to mimic the 
behaviour of an experienced obstetrician. 
(ii) Development of a fuzzy expert system. 
New techniques to capture, for the first time in machine form, the clinical 
expertise I guidelines for electronic foetal monitoring have been developed. A 
prototype expert system that embodies the clinical expertise has been developed 
and tested. 
The expert system will form the basis for an advanced system for on-line 
monitoring. This work represents a significant contribution to foetal monitoring for 
a number of reasons. 
Firstly, the system will facilitate the application of the clinical guidelines to real 
ECG interpretation. It is not realistic to expect junior doctors and midwifes to know 
how to accurately interpret all the changes in the ECG waveform as they are not 
trained in this and only provided with set of guidelines. To become experts, they 
would need to be motivated and trained, and this will not occur until the ECG 
waveform has widespread acceptance. The system will facilitate clinicians in 
learning how to apply the clinical guidelines. This is achieved through experience of 
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observing and identifying abnormal patterns in the foetal ECG data that are 
highlighted by the system and described in the guidelines. 
7.3.1 Automatic monitoring of the ECG waveform. 
Monitoring the ECG waveform requires constant supervision, as the important 
changes can occur over a spell as short as 5 minutes, and might be missed. Given 
that only 1% of all child births in the UK have indications of asphyxia at birth, and 
that monitoring can last up to 5 hours, ECG changes are relatively rare and it would 
be very difficult, tedious and unreliable to constantly monitor the ECG waveform by 
constant supervision. Using an intelligent system to supervise and alert clinicians to 
relevant abnormalities will free the clinician to attend other duties and direct them 
towards the data when there are unusual patterns. The responsibility for managing 
labour still lies with the clinician. 
7.4 Limitations of the current work 
Clearly, much of this work is new and it has not matured to a state where it could be 
implemented into a real-world product. Some of the work however, such as the 
signal enhancement filters described in chapter 2, has been implemented in the 
ST ~ monitor as it was thoroughly tested in this project and independently by 
others. The software developed through the course of this project is currently being 
used as an off-line research tool to post-process data. It is intended that this work 
will provide a basis from which to develop a commercial foetal ECG monitor that 
will demonstrate the full potential of combined foetal ECG waveform and CTG 
monitoring. To do this however, a number of limitations exist which will have to be 
addressed and overcome. These are now discussed. 
• Incomplete validation. A limiting factor in this work is the lack of availability 
of abnormal case data which prevents full validation. A much larger database of 
foetal ECG is required which includes examples of foetal distress demonstrating 
all modes of ECG changes used in the guidelines, i.e. rapidly rising T/QRS, brief 
and repeated appearance of bi-phasic waveforms, persistently negative T waves, 
persistently negative I bi-phasic ST waveform and highly elevated T/QRS. An 
industrial partner in Sweden is currently setting up further data collection of over 
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1000 cases as part of a clinical trial of the new generation ST~ (Cinventa 
AB). 
• Measure and optimise performance. Although individual elements of this work 
have been validated where possible, it is difficult to define how well the entire 
fuzzy expert system performs as there are no objective outcome measures for 
each case. A method is required for objectively determining the outcome of each 
labour with respect to foetal distress and to use this as feedback to optimise the 
fuzzy rules in the ECG expert system. There have been some significant 
developments using blood-gas measures to quantify foetal outcome, and is the 
subject of another research project (Garibaldi et al. 1997). 
• ECG must be combined with CTG. The scope of this project is limited to ECG 
waveform analysis independently from CTG as a fuzzy CTG system has not yet 
been developed. It is stated in the literature (Greene & Westgate 1993; Rosen et 
al. 1992; Westgate et al. 1993) that it is the combination of ECG and CTG which 
has the greatest diagnostic potential, and that individually ECG or CTG is not 
always sufficient. Two independent systems have been produced, the INFANT 
(Keith et al. 1 994) and the fuzzy ECG analysis system developed in this project, 
but they have yet to be combined into one tool. The aim of the initiative of this 
work is to complete this. 
• User interface. An effective user interface is important to the success of any 
interactive software system. Any system with a poor interface is likely to never 
be used, despite any technical merit. The current user interface is only sufficient 
for research purposes. 
7.5 Future work 
This project is part of a larger global project, which aims to combine intelligent 
ECG, CTG and blood-gas analysis to develop a complete foetal monitoring solution. 
To achieve this aim, there are many objectives which constitute future work. These 
are now discussed. 
7.5.1 Data collection and archiving 
A key problem that limits research into foetal ECG waveform monitoring is the lack 
of abnormal case data. A new multi-centre clinical ECG trial will establish the 
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infrastructure of 3-4 centres in Europe to be set up to collect raw data. All centres 
will collect 12 bit raw ECG data, clinical notes and CTG information. A schematic 
of the proposed data acquisition system is given in Figure 148. The gain of the ECG 
instrumentation amplifier is set to stop the baseline shift from saturating the 
analogue to digital converters (ADC), so at least 12 bit resolution is required in 



























The data will be collected on hard disk and backed up onto a portable media such as 
tape or disk. This data will be used to advance the development of an on-line 
combined CTG and ECG fuzzy expert system. 
7.5.1.1 New analogue signal processing proposal 
A common problem with measuring and digitising physiological signals is 
preventing the signal from saturating the AID converter. This problem is mostly 
caused by low-frequency signals, such as baseline shift, which are particularly 
prevalent in the ECG. To manage this situation, the gain of the signal has to be 
reduced to prevent saturation, resulting in a relatively low-amplitude ECG signal 
which only spans a fraction of the potential AID dynamic range. A solution to this is 
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to add an analogue high-pass filter prior to the AID converter stages to remove the 
baseline shift. Unfortunately, this results in severe distortion in the ECG signal 
shape due to the non-linear phase characteristics of analogue filters . Two solutions 
for this are to either (a) design a digital phase compensation filter or (b) produce an 
accurate inverse digital model of the analogue filter, thus cancelling all the effects 
of the analogue filter. 
ls~~~~H !:'; All-Pass Phase Analogue AID Compensation ---+ HP Filt. f-+ Converter Filter I Model 
l 
Inverse Filter f--t 
Linear-Phase 
Model Digital HP Filter 
Figure 149 Outline solution for simplifying ECG data aquisition 
Task 1. Modify the existing instrumentation amplifier design and add an analogue 
high pass filter (Stop band 0-2.5Hz). 
Task 2. Compare the following two digital techniques for correcting the effects of 
the filter 
1. Design an inverse model of the analogue filter and validate the accuracy. 
Adaptive filters and/or artificial neural network models will be considered 
2. Design an all-pass phase compensation filter to correct phase distortion over 
the pass-band. 
3. Compare results. 
A preliminruy investigation has been carried out by a final year student at the 
University of Plymouth. 
7.5.2 Develop a medical data database 
It is proposed that a central database is created which will hold all the raw ECG 
data, relevant medical information, the generated features, expert interpretation of 
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This database will also hold and document data for other projects, such as blood gas 
measurements and EEG. 
7.5.2.1 Back-end of the database 
The back end of the data base will be a database file stored on the file server or an 
SQL database server such as Oracle or Microsoft SQL server. The different fields of 
this file will have the required security to prevent un-authorised modification of the 
records. 
7.5.2.2 Front End 
Three options are available. 
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1. SQL Client Software 
This will provide access to the full search facilities of SQL server. This is 
available through SQL server and Oracle. 
2. Microsoft Access I Other Database Software 
This is a simple user friendly technique to access the data base, with limited 
search capability. 
3. MS Visual Basic I Visual C++ I Borland Delphi 
Custom stand-alone code can be developed for faster and specific access to the 
data-base. Software with access to the database, such as an ECG data browser is 
required. 
4. HTML Internet Browsers 
The database can create dynamic intemet pages HTML (Hyper-Text Markup 
Language) which allow the database to be browsed. 
7.5.3 Foetal ECG Simulator 
It is very unlikely that examples of all the required abnormal waveforms will be 
encountered and recorded in the near future. A shorter term solution to this problem 
is to investigate and develop a technique to electronically model the foetal cardiac 
cycle. This will enable the engineer and clinician to simulate the abnormal 
waveform changes which are recognised in the knowledge (see chapter 4). This will 
then provide a very useful tool for testing and validating future systems. 
7.5.4 Further investigation into Fuzzy State Machines 
The concept of the fuzzy state machine will be refined and testing in both ECG and 
CTG fuzzy systems. This will enable the management of complex problems that 
require the use of cumulative evidence and time information. 
7.5.5 Graphical User Interface 
A good user interface is essential for the system to be of any benefit to clinicians. 
Medical devices with a poor interface between the machine and the user will tend to 
be unused. The interface must be designed carefully, in consultation with end users, 
such that operation is clear, unambiguous and simple. 
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7.5.5.1 Archiving 
All the raw ECG and CTG data will be collected on the hard disks, compressed & 
copied to a portable media such as a disk or tape. This will be sent to the research 
co-ordinator in Plymouth who will document and archive the data. Digital tape 
storage has been recommended for backup and off-line storage. 
CoUection 
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Figure 151 Recommended Mulri Centre Data co/lecrion 
7.5.5.2 Data compression 
It is estimated that each centre could probably collect up to one case per day. If the 
data is sampled at 500Hz using 12 bit accuracy, each hour of data will result in 
2. 7Mbytes of raw ECG data. Some labours will be recorded for 3-4 homs, often 
resulting in files over 1 OMbytes long. Clearly data compression would be useful, 
but no data loss must occur as a result of this process. One simple solution is to 
store the first difference of the data such that it can be recovered perfectly 
afterwards. Storing the first difference of the data will reduce the number of bits 
required because the baseline shift, which has a maximum span of 12 bits, has a 
very low first derivative whereas the foetal ECG has a much smaller span, typically 
only 6 bits. It is estimated that 50% data compression could be achieved using this 
technique. A more efficient technique may be used if necessary. 
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7.5.6 Integrating into the ST~ (Cinventa AB) system 
This work is targeted to be integrated within the ST Analyser (STAN), Cinventa AB 
(Sweden), which is a medical device currently commercially available in the 
European Community (EC). This device and the operation guidelines underwent a 
clinical trial in Plymouth (Westgate et al. 1993). 
The results of this trial was presented as part of an application to a notified body 
within the EC, as a class 2B medical device, and has successfully obtained a CE 
certificate as detailed in the European medical device directive MDD93/42/EEC. 
7.5.6.1 The clinical role ofthe system 
The realistic aim of an intelligent ECG monitoring system will be to stimulate the 
development of clinical expertise in foetal ECG analysis. This is achieved by 
providing an advisory function. The role of the system is to map complex raw 
information, such as raw ECG, to a humanly manageable form such as text based 
advisory information. The system has no authority to diagnose, or to even suggest a 
diagnosis. The system, like many intelligent systems, can be viewed as a filter 
which extracts the useful trends and patterns from other unwanted information or 
background noise. 
7.5.6.2 Safety and quality standards. 
All software should undergo a risk assessment which is documented according to 
the international standard IEC6601 or European standard EN60601-l-4. The design 
of a medical device to be used in healthcare must consider the legal implications of 
a patient becoming injured whilst it is being used as part of the clinical 
management. To advance this work to a commercial product, design constraints 
need to be applied to ensure that it is safe and so that it would be accepted by the 
main regulatory bodies in the European Community and/or the FDA (USA and 
others). 
(i) The European medical device directive MDD93/42/EEC would not allow a 
technology that is totally automatic. There must always be a clinician present to 
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make all clinical decisions and intervention. There should always be a active 
human interface between the system and the patient. 
(ii) The system must not provide directly leading information to a clinician. The 
system must be purely advisory. 
The system can only provide the end user with an improved, albeit derived by 
artificial intelligence, representation of the raw information. The role of the system 
is not to replace human intelligence but to complement it. It must be possible for the 
clinician to validate all the information derived and displayed by the system by 
examining the system output and the raw data. 
In clinical practice decisions to intervene, such as perform a caesarean section or a 
foetal blood sample, are crisp and can only be made by the human monitor, i.e. a 
clinician either does intervene or does not intervene. The role of the computer is to 
interpret all the information available and present an output which alerts/demands 
the right level of human expertise into the decision making process. The computer is 
the most basic level of expertise in the chain (see Figure 152) and has no authority 
in the decision making process. For most labours the mid-wife has the ideal level of 
authority if she can be alerted to a problem. The more unusual cases should be 
passed on via the midwife to a more specialist clinician - right up to the Chief 
consultant. A conceptual diagram is given below . 
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Figure 152 Chain of expertise 
A clinician would base the decision on a personalised and highly complex scheme, 
using the information supplied (CTG+ECG), experience, intuition, patient history 
and patient handling guidelines. Even if all the useful information could be recorded 
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and stored, this reasoning could not realistically be done by a computer. It is 
unreasonable, however, to expect a clinician to perform well with so much extra 
information, especially within the dynamic labour ward environment. Thus, the role 
of the system is not to replace the clinician, but to assist them with the task of the 
analysis of the combined CTG and ECG. This is achieved by presenting 
information in an objective and certain form and thus help the clinician to apply the 
guidelines more effectively. The clinician can obtain information on important 
events, and thus make more informed and timely judgements. 
For this to be effective, it is necessary to cater for the underlying fuzziness in 
obstetric data and knowledge. For the cases considered so far, the performance has 
been predictable and accurate. 
7.5. 7 Integrating CTG, ECG and Blood-Gas 
The INFANT system (Keith et al. 1994; Jfeachor et al. 1991) has been designed 
exclusively to interpret the CTG and provide advice to clinicians. Some of the 
concepts in INFANT need to be combined with this work to produce a complete 
foetal monitoring tool. The INFANT system employs a crisp expert system whereas 
this work uses a fuzzy expert system. Another system being produced in Plymouth, 
with an industrial collaborator, is a fuzzy expert system to interpret and validate 
umbilical chord blood gasses (Garibaldi et al. 1997). This provides an objective 
measure of foetal outcome with respect to foetal distress. A major task will be to 
produce a combined ECG, CTG and blood-gas fuzzy expert system, with a suitable 
user interface, which is tested and validated. A plan of how these projects are to be 
combined is in preparation, and will be reported in a forthcoming paper on fuzzy 
expert systems in medicine. 
7.5.7.1 Heart-rate variability analysis 
An element ofCTG analysis is the interpretation of the heart-rate variability (HRV). 
In some centres in the world, a great deal of emphasis is placed on HR V as it is 
indicative of the reactivity of the foetus. The HR.V can be viewed as a deterministic 
signal plus a chaotic or random process. It is hypothesised that the seemingly 
chaotic nature of the heart-rate is considered to be a good sign of a reactive foetus 
and a lack of this pattern is indicative of foetal stress. There has been a large amount 
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of work on HR. V, in particularly the spectral analysis of HRV and the relationship 
to foetal physiology (Ferrazzi et al. 1988). A literature survey and critical 
examination of the previous work is required, followed by further investigation into 
term foetal HRV. 
7.6 Publications 
Much of the content of this thesis has been published or is being prepared for 
publication in journals and conference proceedings. 
Ifeachor E. C. , Outram N.J. & Greene K.R. Fetal ECG Quality Assessment using 
Neural Networks., Workshop on Neural Networks: Techniques and Application 
ofNeural Networks., University of LiverpooL, 1993 
Outram N.J. & Ifeachor E.C., Techniques for detection and classification of the fetal 
QRS complex., lEE Coli. Application of neural networks to signal processing., 
iee Digest No. 1994/248, pp 10/1-3, Dec 1993 
Ifeachor E.C. & Outram N.J., Fuzzy Logic concepts for pattern analysis and 
interpretation of changes in the fetal electrocardiogram., Proc. Int. Conf on 
Neural Networks and Expert Systems in Medicine and Healthcare., 353-362, 
University of Plymouth., U.K. 1994 
Outram N.J., Ifeachor E. C. & Van Eetvelt P.W.J., Optimal enhancement of the 
fetal electrocardiogram during labour., lEE Coll. Signal processing in 
cardiography., lEE Digest No. 1995/043, 5/1--5/6, 1994 
Ifeachor E. C. & Outram N.J. A fuzzy expert system to assist in the management of 
labour., Proceedings of the International ICSC Symposium on FUZZY LOGIC., 
ICSC, C97-C102, Zurich, 1995 
Outram N.J. & Ifeachor E. C., Neural network and fuzzy logic techniques for 
classifying patterns in the fetal ECG waveform", Proceedings of the 
International Workshop on Medical and Biological Signal Processing", 
University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK, 91-99, 1995a 
Outram N.J., lfeachor E.C., Van Eetvelt P.J.W. & Curnow J.S.H., Techniques for 
optimal enhancement and feature extraction of the fetal electrocardiogram, lEE 
Proc-Sci. Meas. Technol., 142, 6, Nov. 1995b 
Outram N.J. & Ifeachor E.C., Pattern Analysis of Uncertain Changes in the Fetal 
Electrocardiogram Features during Labour., Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. Neural 
Networks and Expert Systems in Medicine and Healthcare., ppl12-122., 1996 
Outram N.J. & Ifeachor E. C., Narrow-Band Digital Filters for Biomedical Signal 
Enhancement with Application to Fetal ECG., (In preparation.) 
Outram N.J. & Ifeachor E. C., A Novel Fuzzy State Machine Concept for Modelling 




An important contribution of this work has been to provide a platform for 
investigating and demonstrating the validity of the current clinical guidelines for 
interpreting foetal ECG, which will motivate clinicians to use these guidelines 
consistently. This has been made possible by the development of signal-processing 
techniques to enhance the foetal ECG and a fuzzy expert system that can manage 
the uncertain and qualitative nature of obstetric knowledge. The novelty in this work 
is in the signal enhancement scheme, the modelling of expert reasoning process in a 
computer, and in providing a measure of foetal condition in a clear and objective 
form. 
Much of the work and effort over the course of this programme of work has gone 
into understanding the problems in foetal monitoring, developing the signal-
enhancement techniques and in developing a real-time fuzzy expert system. A 
working prototype has been developed which has a basic set of rules. The system 
needs to be further validated before it is made available for foetal ECG monitoring. 
This will require a large database to be collected and documented over many years. 
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MATLAB scripts for signal enhancement 
A. Appendices 
A.l The comb filter: main code 
%Design of multiple linear notch filters 




%This code is developmental and is to be used for testing 
purposes only 
%Please note the the usuall disclaimer applies. We give Karl 
Rosen 
%permission to use this code for research purposes only. 
%Neither I or the University of Plymouth accept any 
responsibility for 








%This designs the first prototype filter 
%Skip every 50 samples 
h1=remez(26 1 [O 0.3 0.5 1] 1 [1 1 0 0] 1 [1 1]); 
%This writes the coefficients to disk 
%You will need to read these numbers into your code 
op=fopen('filter1.fir' 1 'wt'); 
fprintf(op,'%3.10f\n',h1); 
fclose (op); 
%This is the second stage 
%Skip every 10 samples 
h2=remez(26, [0 0.04 0.35 1] 1 [1 1 0 0] 1 [1 1]); 
%This writes the filter to disk 
%Again, you will need these 
op=fopen('filter2.fir' 1 'wt'); 
fprintf(op 1 '%3.10f\n' ,h2); 
fclose(op); 
%This is the low-pass filter for removing all noise above 
62.5Hz 
%Skip every other sample 
h3=remez(40 1 [O 0.4 0.5 1.0] 1 _[1 1 0 O] 1 [1 1]); 
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%This writes the filter to disk 





%Place RAW ECG in a file called test.raw in the current 
directory to see it happen!!!! 
%Note - I mean RAW text (not binary) 
%i.e. text files you could import into Excel and plot 
%Open the file 






























plot (y4) ; 
%Display filter characteristics 
for i=l:size(hl,2) 
hll(i*SO) = hl(i); 
end 
for i=l:size(hl,2) 
hl2(i*l0) = h2(i); 
end 
for i=l:size(h3,2) 
hl3 ( i * 2) = h3 ( i) i 
end 
cl=evfilt{hll,SOO, 'Filter 1',0,250); 
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c2=evfilt(h12,500, 'Filter 2',0,250); 
figure(f3); 
plotmag(c1+c2,500, 'Magnitude response of the LF I PLN 
filter',0,250); 
figure (f4); 
evalfilt(h13,500, 'HF noise filter',0,250); 
A.2 Time coherent filtering and averaging 
%Evaluating the effects of time coherent filtering 
%The file f6.prn has 291 raw aligned and interpolated (in 
time) ECG vectors of 200 elements long 
ip=fopen('f6.prn', 'rt'); 




%Data is stored in columns 








%Time coherent filtering 
clear A; 
clear B; 









































A.3 Pre-processing for QRS detection 
%CTG signal enhancement scheme 
%This is the multi-notch filter 
%used to remove baseline and power-line nose 
%This filter is unsuitable for ST waveform analysis 
h1 = remez ( 2 0, [ 0 0 . 2 0 . 4 1. 0] , [ 0 0 1 1] , [ 1 1] ) ; 
h2=zeros(1,10*size(h1,2)); 
for i=1:size(h1,2) 
h2(i*10) = h1(i); 
end 
%This is the lowpass filter for removing HF noise 









subplot(2,1,1), evalfilt(h1,50, 'Low-pass filter prototype 
(fs=50Hz) ',0,50); grid on; 
subplot(2,1,2), c1=evalfilt(h2,500, 'Comb filter 
(fs=500Hz) ',0,250); grid on; 
figure(c2); 
subplot(2,1,1); evalfilt(hlp,250, 'Low-pass filter',0,250); 
grid on; 
subplot(2,1,2); evalfilt(hlp2,500,' (b) Low-pass filter 
(fs=500Hz) ',0,500); grid on; 
strm = fopen('d:\ECGdata\poor.raw', •rt'); 
strm2=fopen('ecg111.flt', •wt'); 
ecg=fscanf(strm, '%f'); 
last = size(ecg,1); 
%Add artificial noise 






%last = 3000; 
y=zeros(last,l); 
yl=zeros(last,l); 
figure ( c3) ; 








%Second filter (low-pass) 






subplot(2,1,2), plot(yl(20l:last)); grid on; 
fprintf(strm2, '%3.8f\n' ,y); 
fclose ( strm2) ; 
A.4 Auxiliary files 
PLOTMAG.M 
function plotmag(magresp, Fsamp, tit, from, to) 
%plot mag <mag resp> <fsamp> <title> <from> <to> 
%This plots a magnitude response 
s=size(magresp,2); 














function HH=evfilt(coeffs, Fsamp, tit, from, to) 






hh = zeros{l,s); 




hh{ l:size{coeffs,2) )=coeffs; 
HH=fft{hh); 












function H=evalfilt{coeffs, Fsamp, tit, from, to) 






hh = zeros(l,s); 




hh( l:size(coeffs,2) )=coeffs; 
H=fft(hh); 












function H=efilt(coeffs, Fsamp, tit, from, to) 





hh = zeros(l,s); 








hh ( 1,: size ("coeffs 1 2')' ·) ::coeffs i 
H=fft (hh'): ; .. . 
H=cilis•{H): ,; . 
li:=2 Q,~.il:ogt 0 (H) ; 
:hol!di :On' 
XLABEL <'' Frequency' ) ; 
YLABEL ('.Attenuation (dB) ') ; 
'TITLE.( tit); . 
. a=:l...+.f~om*slFsamp; 
b=to*s/Fsamp; 





Validation of the signal enhancement 
techniques 
B. Validation of the signal enhancement techniques 
B.l Assessing the effects of different foetal ECG ST waveform comb-
filters 
Three cases were used for this study. 
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2.2 Case oel 02 
From a close visual inspection, there is nothing in this case that is very abnormal. 
The T /QRS peak value is almost zero throughout the labour, with the appearance of 
(very slightly) negative T peaks. 
2.2.1 Effects on the T/QRS peak ratio 
From Figure 153, with no filtering, there are marked episodes of negative T/QRS 
peaks which are caused by baseline shifts. These are not valid as the peak value of 
the T/QRS ratio should be zero or more. Filter type 1 visibly improves the feature 
extraction but negative episodes are still observed. 
0.12 .--------------------------, 
0.1 +----n-- ----------------------1 
0.08 t--H-----------------------1 
0.06 +----1-t-t- ----------------------1 
0.04 t--f--ll------tl~------1\----~~.-------------l 
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j~~~~~~ 
-0.02 +----------\-=1-- -------'-----\-1-- JJ-- ---l 
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Figure 153Case oe102: Plot ofTIQRS Peak ratio with no filtering and with filter type 1 
From Figure 154, filters of type 2,3 and 4 have removed the negative T/QRS peak 
episodes entirely. There is no visibly significant difference in the trends of these 
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Figure 154 Case oel 02: Plot ofT/QRS Peak ratio for fi lters type 2, 3 & 4 
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The correlation matrix for all these cases is given below in Table 29. With no filter, 
there is a low correlation with any of the filtered features . There is a high degree of 
correlation between adjacent pairs of filters. 
No Filter Type 1 Type2 Type 3 Type 4 
No Filter 1 
Type 1 0.675121 1 
Type2 0.613773 0.923306 1 
Type3 0.518845 0.822822 0.887473 1 
Type 4 0.522609 0.801827 0.82105 0.90474 1 
Table 29 Correlation matrix for different filters using case oe102 
From Table 30 there is a very slight increase in mean and median as the filters 
become more aggressive, but is of no clinical significance. 
Table 30 Descriptive statistics of the TIQRS ratio p eak 
using different filters (case oel 02) 
B.2.2 Effects on the T/QRS ratio trough 
From Figure 155, with no filtering, there are marked episodes of negative T/QRS 
troughs which are caused by baseline shifts. With no filtering, this trace would be 
misleading and could indicate an abnormality this was not there. This case highlights 
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the problems when there is very little T peak or trough. Even with such good quality, 
the remaining noise is enough to induce false changes, which when accumulated, is 
misleading. 




Figure 156 Case oe 102: Plot ofTIQRS Trough ratio for filters type 2, 3 & 4 
The coiTelation matrix in Table 31 illustrates similar relationships to those in Table 
29, with a low correlation between the unfiltered and filtered features . 
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0.53088 0.88767 1 
0.355506 0.721187 0.849335 1 
0.465966 0.747707 0.798027 0.903293 
Table 31 Correlation matrix for filter negative 
T!QRS trough: case oel02 
1 
Again, there is no clinically significant change in any of the feature statistics, which 
are given in Table 32. 
B.3 Case oel 08 
Table 32 Descriptive statistics of the TIQRS ratio trough 
using different filters (case oel 02) 
Case 108 is a normal labour, but which demonstrates a rapid change in the T/QRS 
ratio at the very end of the recording. The quality of the data is very high and the 
foetal ECG waveform shape is normal throughout the duration of the labour. 
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2.3.1 Effects on the T/QRS ratio peak 
A plot of the T/QRS ratio peak for no filter and type 1 filter is shown in Figure 157 
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Figure 158 Case oe1 08: Plot ofTIQRS peak ratio f or filters type 2, 3 & 4 
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No Filter Type 1 Type2 Type 3 Type4 
No Filter 1 
Type 1 0.398663 1 
Type 2 0.325802 0.672317 1 
Type 3 0.342347 0.546639 0.952927 1 
Type4 0.334454 0.503622 0.912917 0.986956 1 
Table 33 Correlation matrix for filtered T!QRS peak : case oel08 
Table 34 Descriptive statistics of the TIQRS ratio peak 
using different filters (case oel08) 
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No Filter Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 
1 
0.573051 1 
0.510451 0.523387 1 
0.505498 0.41671 0.898088 1 
0.447697 0.351757 0.811824 0.973498 
Table 35 Correlation matrix for TIQRS trough 









B.4 Case oelll 
Table 36 Descriptive statistics of the TIQRS ratio trough 
using different filters (case oel 08) 
OElll is an important case as it demonstrates short and long periods of abnormal 
ST waveforms. 
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Figure 161 Case oe111: Plot ofTIQRS peak ratio with no filtering and with filter type 1 
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No Filter Type 1 Type2 Type 3 
1 
0.516495 1 
0.328681 0.400913 1 
0.445739 0.405298 0.443924 1 
0.399778 0.429416 0.489854 0.647735 
Table 37 Correlation matrix for TIQRS peak 




- Type 2 
- Type3 
- Type4 
Table 38 OeOJJJ: Descriptive statistics of the T!QRS ratio peak using different filters 
(case oelll) 




Figure 163 Case oe1 11: Plot ofTIQRS trough ratio with no filtering and with filter type 1 
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No Filter Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 
1 
0.203923 1 
0.250903 0.244768 1 
0.26196 0.319688 0.334783 1 
0.250567 0.292167 0.353329 0.55487 
Table 39 Correlation matrix forTIQRS trough 




- Type 2 
- Type3 
- Type4 
Table 40 Descriptive statistics of the TIQRS ratio trough 
using different filters (case oelll) 
B.4.3 Effects on the ST segment peaks 
The ST segment peaks are critical for quantifying the ST segment shape. Some 
variability is expected as the baseline noise is removed. With different filters, it is 
inevitable that the peak location algorithms select different points in the ST segment. 
A plot of these peak values for filters type 1-4 are shown below in Figure 165-Figure 
168. This is for the whole of case oe00111 . The trends in the data are very similar 
for all the different filters, although there are instantaneous differences. In Figure 
167 and Figure 168, at times 59 and 65, and 68 minutes filter type 1 would imply 
there are negative components in peak 2. These are all induced by baseline noise and 
are removed with the more aggressive filtering. Figure 169 shows the average 
waveforms at 59 minutes. For filter type 1, the ST segment has dropped completely 
below the iso-electric level, which is enough to imply a negative ST segment (bi-
phasic 3). At 80 minutes, all the waveforms demonstrate a negative peak 1 and 
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Figure 166 oe00111: ST segment peak 1 (filter type 3 & 4) 
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Figure 167 oe001 11: STsegmenl peak 2 (Filter type 1 & 2) 
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figure 168 oeOO 1 11: SF segment peak 2 (Filter type 3 & 4) 
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(d) Filter type 1 
Table 41 and Table 42 show no significant bias being introduced into the features as 
the filters are made for aggressive. A change of 0.1 would in the mean and median 
would be considered significant, but is not observed. For these filters to suppress ST 
segment changes, a significant reduction in the standard deviation and range would 
be expected, which is not the case here. There is no clear trend in any of the 
statistics as the filters become more aggressive. 
Table 41 Statistics for ST peak 1 with .filter type 1-4 
Table 42 Statistics for ST peak 2 with filter type 1-4 
From a visual inspection of the filtered data, there is benefit in using the most 
aggressive possible. 
There is no evidence to suggest that these filters suppress any ST waveform changes. 
It is important to note that this is based on the only currently available recorded case 
with depressed ST waveforms, and so should not be regarded as conclusive 
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evidence. More data with abnormal ST waveform changes will be required to 
suggest these filters are totally safe. 
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Appendix C 
Comparison of techniques for assessing the 
signal-to-noise ratio 
C. Signal to noise estimation 
C.l Computing and updating the average waveform 
The individual ECG waveforms x(k) are detected by the QRS detection algorithm 
and extracted from the filtered data, where k is the number of waveforms detected. 
These waveforms are usually corrupted with noise cannot be used for detailed 
analysis. The standard used in the STAN® system to minimise the effects of random 
noise is to use a 30 beat average a(k), such that 
a(k) = [ x(k) + x(k-I) + ... + x(k-29) ]/30 (C. I) 
This algorithm is does not need to be re-computed each time a new ECG vector 
waveform is presented. Upon detecting the next R-peak, a signal vector x(k+ I) is 
extracted from the filtered data and the average waveform is updated as follows. 
a(k+ I)= a(k) + [ x(k+ I)-x(O)] /30 (C.2) 
where x(k+ I) is the next raw ECG waveform vector, a(k) is the current average ECG 
vector and a(k+I) is the next updated average ECG waveform vector. For the 
purpose of this work, each raw ECG waveform vector must have a zero mean and 




C.2 Estimating the Signal-to-Noise Ratio of the ECG waveform 
Given two sequential noise conupted ECG waveform vectors x(k) and x(k+ 1), then 
it follows that 
x(k) = s + n(k) 
x(k+1) = s + n(k+l) 
where s is the pure signal vector, n(k) and n(k+ 1) are two noise signals. The 
following assumptions are made. 
1. The signal is stationary 
The signal vector does not change with time, such that s(k) = s(k+ 1) = s 
2. The noise is random 
The noise is zero mean and uncorrelated in time, such that n(k)Tn(k+1)=0, which 
based on the assumption that the noise is random. 
3. The noise is uncorrelated with the signal. 
sTn(k)=O. This assumes that the noise is random. This assumption would not 
necessarily hold for very low-frequency noise. 
Given these assumptions above it follows that the inner product of each ECG 
waveform vector equals the signal power plus the noise power, that is 
x(k)Tx(k) = ( s + n(k) )T( s + n(k)) 
= sTs + 2sTn(k) + n(k?n(k) 
(C.3) 
where u/ is the signal power and u/ is the noise power. Similarly·, x(k+ 1? x(k+ 1) = 
u/ + CJn2(k+1). Given that each ECG signal vector x is normalised to unit length, 
then it follows that 
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and 
It also follows that the inner-product of x(k) and x(k+ 1) equals the signal power, that 
lS 
x(k)Tx(k+l) = ( s + n(k) )\ s + n(k+1)) 
= sTs + sTn(k) + sTn(k+l) + n(k)Tn(k+1) 
= rJ8
2 + 0 + 0 + 0 (C.4) 
From (C.C.3) and (C.C.4) it follows that 
therefore 
cr0
2 (k) = x(k)Tx(k)- x(k)Tx(k+l) 
= 1- x(k)Tx(k+1) 
SNR = cr/ I cr0 2(k) 
= x(k)Tx(k+1) I [ 1- x(k)Tx(k+1)] (C.5) 
For this work, it is the signal-to-noise ratio of the average waveform a(k) that is most 
important and not any constituent pair of waveforms. For an ensemble of waveforms 
x(k), k=0 .. 29, that constitute the average waveform in (C.C.1), all combinations of 
the inner-product pairs can be computed as follows to give the average signal-to-
noise ratio (SNRav) as follows. 
SNRav = r I ( 1-r/M) (C.6) 
N-1 
where r = :Ei=I..29 :Ej=O .. i-1 x(i)TxU) and M=~:>. whereN = 30 
i=O 
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To compute (C.C.6) directly is time consuming, but can easily be derived from the 
average waveform a(k) itself as follows. Taking the inner product of the average 
waveform a(k)Ta(k) 
a(k)ra(k) = (l/30) • (1130) • [x(O)+x(l)+ ... +x(29)] • [x(O)+x(l)+ ... +x(29))r 
= (1130) • (1130) • ~i=0 .. 29 ~j=0 .. 29 x(i)rxG) 
= (1130) • (1130) • [ 2r + ~i=0 .. 29 x(i)rx(i)] 
= (1130) • (1130) • [ 2r + 30) 
Solving for r gives 
r = [ [ a(k)Ta(k) • 302 ]-30] I 2 
Therefore SNRav = r I (1-r/M) (C.7) 
N-1 
M=~:>. where N = 30 
i=O 
The following is a MathCad Script used to demonstrate and test the two different 
signal-to-noise ratio estimation techniques. 
C.3 MAmCAD SCRIPTS 
Estimation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
Number of vectors in the Ensemble N :=so 
Length of the vectors M = 1 oo 
j:=O .. N-1 i:=O .. M-1 
Signal Amplitude A:=__!_ 
20 
The Signal si :=mocl(i,20)-A 
The noise D .. =md(2)- I sbar :=mean(s) 
1.) 
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T The true signal power cr s := (s- sbar) ·<s- sbar) 
M 
cr s =0.083 
The true noise power "n '= NlM. (tQP Tn<j>) "n =0.338 
The true signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB 
!Olog(td) =-6.094 
icr nl 
Superposition of the noise and signal x<i> : = s + n <;> 
Subtract the mean from each vector x<i> :=X<j> - mean(x<i>) 
<j> 












A :=reverse (sort (eigenvals (x T_ x))) 
A.o A.o 
2:A. =50 - =0.217 1-- =0.783 
2\ 2:A. 
!Olog (l ) = - 5.586 dB 
N - /, 
0 
40 60 80 100 
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Estimate signal-to-noise ratio ~ "o.s26 
Actual signal-to-noise ratio ?. "0.496 
Estimate of signal 











Sall := L 
r=O 
'\'R. =50 L._. J,J 
N-I ) I R - N · L r, c NN-N 
c=O 
40 
Sall = 0.197 
Estimated signal-to-noise ratio j sa11 = o.495 
1- Sall 
C.3.1 Results 
60 80 100 
10log(~) =-6.111 dB 
1- Sall 
The signal amplitude A, as shown above, is increased from 0.05 to 5, without 
changing the noise component. Table 43 compares the true signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) with the estimates for the eigen-analysis technique and the cross-correlation 
technique. 
Table 43 Comparison ofSNR estimation using different techniques 
For high SNR both techniques work acceptably well but with low SNR the eigen-




D. Clinical guidelines 
ST pattern verified from Physiological background Clinical Implication 
ECG complexes. 
T/QRS 0-0.24 Unstressed heart- no need for additional energy from The fetus is capable of handling the 
stored glycogen. strain of labour. 
T/QRS > 0.24 Constant The fetal heart is stimulated by adrenaline released due to Normal when combined with a 
level the general arousal caused by labour or by hypoxia. reactive CTG non reactive CTG - a 
sign of fetal distress. 
Increasing T/QRS >0.24 Hypoxic episode where the degree of change in T/QRS An episode of compensated fetal 
for < 5 min. and duration inform about severity. Note that glycogen stress. 
has been utilized and the ability to handle another episode 
of hypoxemia may be less. 
Increasing T/QRS >0.24 Acute hypoxia where the fetus uses its defence systems A sign of compensated fetal distress. 
and maintain e.g. myocardial glycogenolysis. Intervention will depend on FHR 
I'Cittem 
Increasing T/QRS >0.5. Acute severe hypoxia where the fetus Is compensating Immediate action is needed 
maximally regardless of FHR. 
bi-phasic or negative The fetal heart Is unable to fully respond hypoxia. Risk for These are term fetuses that may very 
waves. Constant pattern > myocardial depression decreased pumping capacity. easily become asphyxiated if the 
20min. Note this pattern may be seem more frequently in the strain of labour persists. 
immature fetus which does not react as vigorously with 
high T waves. 
Appearance of negative This could be an acute hypoxia where the fetus is unable If appearing during a bradycardia - a 
T/QRS. to activate its defence systems. The fetus does not react sign of threatening cardiovascular 
with arousal in response to hypo1<emia. collapse . 
Table 44 Summary of guidelines for ST waveform analysis in the term fetus 
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CTG pattern Physlolc:»glcal background Clinical Implication 
Normal reactive Optimal reflex control of the cardiovascular system. The Impression of a normal FHR Is reinforced by a normal ST 
waveform. 
Intermediate Unclean pattern where different reflex svstems starts to be activated. If normal ST waveform - no Intrapartum asphyxia 
Abnormal This group contains FHR patterns which originate from the activation of The FHR pattern as such does not allow quantification of degree 
different reflex pathways. These situations are exemplified below. of hypoxemia. Additional information from ST analysis or fetal 
blood samples Is needed. If both FHR and ST changes - more 
substantial hypoxia with development of metabolic acidosis. 
Persistent Persistent declarations are problematic as they usually are harmless but If normal ST - no myocardial hypoxia and clinical action should be 
declarations occasionally appear pre-terminal. If a bradycardia persists there will also directed towards eliminating posture related decrease In maternal 
be a secondary hypoxemla due to decreased cardiac output and placental placental blood flow. If ST changes develop the type of change 
blood flow. A physiologlc bradycardia may thus develop Into a pathologlc. will guide clinical management. 
Late Late declarations are a sign of contraction-Induced hypoxemla and If normal ST - the degree of hypoxia Is not affecting the high 
declarations chemoreceptor activation. An Increase In fetal blood pressure may also priority organs. Acidosis may develop If an abnormal CTG pattern 
play an Important part. Usually the hypoxemic phase is short lasting and of like this persists over hours. If ST changes - more substantial 
a magnitude which does not affect the fetal heart or the brain. hypoxia with development of met. acidosis. 
Variable A sign of cardiovascular adaptation to cord compression. Any such reflex Provided cord blood flow Is restored as Identified by a rapid return 
declarations bradycardia will also have a decrease In cardiac output and reduced of FHR these episodes should be of little significance. The 
peripheral blood-flow. This will lead to the accumulation of C02 but also to additive effect of repeated declarations during 2nd stage will 
some lactic acid generation by the peripheral tissues. The rate of change cause a mixed acidosis. If declarations with ST changes - more 
in FHR may indicate the capacity of the cardiovascular system to adjust. significant hypoxia. 
Increased An increased variability should be a sign of a general activation of different May not be that significant on its own. 
baseline fetal reflexes. This can be seen during the initial phase of hypoxaemia. 
heart rate 
variability 
Decreased A reduced variability may appear normally due to sedation or low activity Persistently reduced variability should mean asphyxia unless 
baseline fetal sleep state. If persistent loss of variability especially with ST waveform otherwise proven. Chronic hypoxemia may cause a very shallow 
heart rate changes hypoxemia is affecting the ability of the fetus to modulate the reaction not only from FHR but also from ST. Look for trends of 
variability or an cardiovascular system. A silent pattern may be the only sign of chronic Increasing T/QRS over hours. Use scalp acid base sampling. 
undulating hypoxia. An undulating (saltatory) pattern may occur in a situation where Watch for ST depression 
(saltatory) the cardiovascular control is markedly reduced. 
pattern 
Table 45 Summary of guidelines for CTG 
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STwaveform Changing ST T/QRS > 0.24, Changing ST Changing ST Changing ST Neg. T/QRS with ST Acute change with 
/CTG Waveform constant waveform T/QRS waveform T/QRS waveform T/QRS depression and/or neg. T/QRS, ST 
T/QRS > 0.24, pattern. > 0.24 and >0.24 for limited >0.6 and neg. T. Constant depression and/or 
constant maintained period increasing. Pattern. neg. T 
pattern wHh no 
ST Depression. 
Normal No hypoxia. Coni Fetal arousal. Compensated Compensated Marked acute Hypoxia with Risk for hypoxia with 
vag delivery Cont. vag moderate hypoxia. moderate hypoxia. hypoxia. Inadequate response. Inadequate fetal 
delivery Cont. vag delivery Cont. vag delivery immediate delivery FBS or delivery response. 
Intermediate No hypoxia. Cont. Compensated Compensated Compensated Marked acute Hypoxia with Hypoxia wHh Inadequate 
vag delivery moderate mode rate hypoxia. moderate hypoxia. hypoxia. Inadequate response. response. FBS or 
hypoxia. FBS FBS or op delivery Cont. vag delivery immediate delivery FBS or delivery delivery 
or op delivery. 
Abnormal If> 60 min. - Compensated Compensated If both ST and Marked acute Hypoxia wHh Hypoxia with Inadequate 
FBS. moderate moderate hypoxia. FHR improve- hypoxia. inadequate response. response. Immediate 
hypoxia. FBS FBS or op cont. vag delivery Immediate delivery Immediate delivery delivery 
or op delivery. delivery. 
Persistent No Initial hypoxia. Decompensate Compensated If both ST and Marked acute Decompensated Decompensated 
decel. Watch closely d hypoxia. moderate hypoxia. FHR Improve - hypoxia. hypoxia. Immediate hypoxia. Immediate 
Immediate FBS orop cont. vag delivery Immediate delivery delivery delivery 
delivery delivery. 
Late decel. If> 60 min. - Compensated Compensated If both ST and Marked acute Hypoxia with Hypoxia with Inadequate 
FBS. moderate moderate hypoxia. FHR Improve - hypoxia. Inadequate response. response. Immediate 
hypoxia. FBS FBS or, delivery cont. vag delivery Immediate delivery Immediate delivery delivery 
or deliver else FBS. 
Variable If> 60 min. - Compensated Compensated If both ST and Marked acute Hypoxia with Risk for hypoxia wHh 
decel. FBS. moderate moderate hypoxia. FHR improve - hypoxia. Inadequate response. inadequate fetal 
hypoxia. FBS FBS orop cont. vag delivery Immediate delivery Immediate delivery response. 
or op delivery. delivery. else FBS. 
Increased No hypoxia. Cont. Fetal arousal. Compensated Compensated Marked acute Hypoxia with Risk for hypoxia with 
variability vag delivery Cont. vag moderate hypoxia. moderate hypoxia. hypoxia. Inadequate response. Inadequate fetal 
delivery Cont. vag delivery Cont. vag delivery Immediate delivery FBS or delivery response. 
Deer. Watch for chron Decompensate Decompensated Risk for chron Marked acute Decompensated Decompensated 
Variability or hypoxia -FBS d hypoxia. hypoxia. I mediate hypoxia. FBS. hypoxia. hypoxia. Immediate hypoxia. Immediate 
undulating Immediate delivery Immediate delivery delivery delivery 
(saltatory) delivery 
FHR 




E. Fuzzy Sets 
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AppendixF 
Fuzzy rules 
F. Fuzzy rules 
An example of the fuzzy rules are given below. These rules for are for assessing the 
ST waveform shape (as described in chapter 6) and are implemented in c++. The full 
source code is published in a separate complimentary volume. 
void fes: :rules() 
{ 
//Apply rules to get truth values for (A .. I} 
I /Assess CTG 
CTG.Nor.mal<=(BLHR.Normal && HRVAR.Nor.mal); 
CTG.Inter.mediate<= 
(BLHR.Inter.mediate && (HRVAR.Nor.mal I I HRVAR.High)); 
CTG.Abnor.mal<=(BLHR.Abnormal 1·1 HRVAR.High.verytrue() 11 
HRVAR. Low); 
//This line is used because ECG complexes merge at very high Heart 
Rate (normally applies to sheep data only} 
if (blhr4 > 200) return; 
//Assess instantaneous ST Segment shape 
STSHAPE.Normal<= 
((STPEAKl.Positive I I STPEAKl.Zero) && 
(STPEAKl.Positive I I STPEAKl.Zero) && 
(STPEAKDIFF.Zero I I (STPEAKDIFF.Small && 
STPEAKDIST.Quite_Near})); 
STSHAPE.Elevated<=(STPEAKl.Elevated && STPEAK2.Elevated ); 
STSHAPE.Bipl<= 
(STPEAKl.Positive &&(STPEAK2.Positive I I STPEAK2.Zero) && 
STPEAKDIFF.Negative && STPEAKDIST.Significant ); 
STSHAPE.Bip2<= 
(STPEAKl.Positive && STPEAK2.Negative && 
STPEAKDIST.Significant && STPEAKDIFF.Negative ); 
STSHAPE.Bip3<= 
((STPEAKl.Negative I I STPEAKl.Zero) && 
STPEAK2.Negative ); 
//Construct continuous set of stsegment shape 





//Assess ST waveform trends 
STWAVEFORM.Normal<= 
( D_TQRS15.Stable && 
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} ; 






( (TQRS.High I I TQRSS.High I I TQRSlO.High 
11 TQRS.Increased I I TQRSS.Increased I I TQRSlO.Increased) && 
D TQRSS.Stable && D TQRSlO.Stable && 
(STSHAPE.Normal I I STSHAPE.Elevated I I STSHAPE.Bipl} 
) ; 
STWAVEFORM.Changing<= 
(!D TQRS15.Stable I I !D TQRS20.Stable I I 
!D_TQRSlO.Stable I I !D_TQRSS.Stable}; 
STWAVEFORM.Abnormal<= 
(TQRS20.Negative I I TQRSlS.Negative I I TQRSlO.Negative I I 
TQRSS.Negative I I TQRS.Negative I I STSHAPE.Bip3 I I 
STSHAPE.Bip2 I I STWAVEFORM.Changing ); 





//Truth values for A-I 
FETALCOND.A<=(CTG.Normal && STWAVEFORM.Normal); 
FETALCOND.B<=(CTG.Normal && STWAVEFORM.Intermediate); 
FETALCOND.C<=(CTG.Normal && STWAVEFORM.Abnormal}; 
FETALCOND.D<=(CTG.Intermediate && STWAVEFORM.Normal); 
FETALCOND.E<=(CTG.Intermediate && STWAVEFORM.Intermediate}; 
FETALCOND.F<=(CTG.Intermediate && STWAVEFORM.Abnormal); 
FETALCOND. G<= ( CTG. Abnormal & & STWAVEFORM. Normal) ; 
FETALCOND.H<=(CTG.Abnormal && STWAVEFORM.Intermediate); 
FETALCOND.I<=(CTG.Abnormal && STWAVEFORM.Abnormal); 











//If no rules fire, the total truth is zero 









summary+=" ST Segment is "; 
STdescript.reset(); 
STdescript << 0; 
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STdescript << STSHAPE.Bip3.truth; 
STdescript << 1; 
STdescript << STSHAPE.Bip2.truth; 
STdescript << 2; 
STdescript << STSHAPE.Bip1.truth; 
STdescript << 3; 
STdescript << STSHAPE.Norrnal.truth; 
STdescript << 4; 
STdescript << STSHAPE.Elevated.truth; 
switch (STdescript.overall_max_pos) 
I 
case 0: summary+="Biphasic 311; 
break; 
case 1: summary+="Biphasic 211; 
break; 
case 2: summary+="Biphasic 1"; 
break; 
case 3: summary+="Normal"; 
break; 





Histogram plots of ST waveform features 
G. Histogram plots 
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FETAL ECG QUALI'IY ASSESSMENT USING NEURAL NE'IWORKS 
E.C. Ifeachor, NJ. Outram and K.R. Greene 
University of Plymouth and 
Plymouth Postgraduate Medical School. 
Introduction 
The need for computer-assistance in the management of labour to reduce incidents of 
unnecessary medical intervention and fetal injury at birth is widely recognised [t-3). We 
have recently developed an expert system, the INFANT (3), to analyse and interpret 
changes in fetal heart rate (FHR) patterns and to provide advice to clinicians during 
labour. The significance of the INFANT has been demonstrated in a number of studies 
(3], but the FHR does not provide the information needed, in all cases, for accurate 
assessment of the condition of the fetus. Additional information may be obtained by 
proper analysis of progressive changes in the fetal ECG (electrocardiogram)[4], but the 
quality of the fetal ECG is extremely variable, making it difficult to distinguish between 
genuine changes and changes induced by noise or the measurement system. 
In this paper, we present preliminary results of a novel approach, based on multi-layer 
neural networks and conventional signal processing, that automatically assesses and grades 
the ECGs so that subsequent interpretation in the INFANT takes place in the proper 
context. 
The ECG data used in the work were taken from our perinatal research data base. Each 
ECG record was obtained from a scalp electrode attached to the fetus during labour and 
digitised to 12-bits at a sampling frequency of 500 Hz. 
Artefacts and Noise in the fetal ECG 
The fetal ECG is prone to degradation by noise and artefacts of which the most 
prominent are baseline shifts, noise spikes and high frequency noise. Baseline shifts are 
low frequency activity superimposed on the fetal ECG and depend, among other factors, 
on the connection made by the scalp clip. For accurate analysis of the ECG waveform, 
it is essential to remove the base line shift if it is pr~nt, typically by filtering, or at least 
take it into accounl However, over filtering may obscure or destroy important shape 
information in the ECG waveform. Knowledge of the severity of baseline shift is 
important for 'optimum' filtering of the ECG. 
The fetal heart rate (FHR) pattern is perhaps the most important feature obtained from 
the ECG at the present. Typically, the FHR is obtained by detecting successive QRS 
complexes (or R-waves) in the ECG and computing the reciprocals of the R-R intervals. 
Noise spikes can lead to false or missed QRS complexes, leading to artificial changes in 
the FHR patterns. 
High frequency noise (-50 Hz) tends to obscure the components of the ECG waveform 
and is often dealt with by filtering, although some care should be exercised as filtering may 
cause the noise spikes to look even more like genuine QRS complexes making QRS 
detection more difficult. There are other noise or artefact problems in ECG analysis, e.g 
ADC (analogue-to-<ligital converter) saturation, dropout, and filtering effects, but these 
may be dealt by a proper choice of system parameters (e.g ADC resolution, anti-aliasing 
filters, programmable gain control, and sampling frequency). \ 
Previously, the quality of the ECG was assessed visually, although a limited quantitative 
assessment has been attempted before using conventional algorithms. For the information 
to be useful in the INFANT quality assessment must be automated. We are primarily · 
concerned here with the assessment of the effects of noise spikes and baseline shifts. The 
effects of high frequency noise was carried out using numerical methods and will be 
reported elsewhere. 
In our study, the quality of the ECG with respect to each of the major noise or artefact 
was assessed seperately. Eventually, the various quality indices would be combined to give 
an overall quality index. 
Quality assessment or noise spikes 
Quality assessment with respect to noise spikes involve two considerations: (i) 
discriminating between noise spikes and genuine QRS complexes, and (ii) assessing the 
significance of the noise spikes in terms of their densities and positions relative to 
important ECG features. The first requires a form of pattern recognition and was thought 
to be more suited to neural network approach. The second aspect was tackled using 
conventional methods and will be reported elsewhere. 
The raw ECG data is pre-processed to extract meaningful information prior to using the 
neural network. First, the data is differenced to minimise the effects of the baseline on 
the analysis and to help identify the locations of the spikes or QRS complexes. A possible 
noise spike or QRS complex exists where the differenced data exceeds a prescribed 
threshold (currently 1024). For each possible spike or QRS complex, 44 data points (21 
before the peak + the peak + 22 after the peak) are extracted, normalized to a unit 
length vector and presented to a 44-3-2 neural network for classification as either a noise 
spike or a QRS complex. For computational speed and reliability, another threshold is set 
at 2048. Peaks exceeding the second threshold is normally a spike. The network used is 
a fully connected, feed forward multi-layer perceptron, with the learning algorithm and the 
output threshold function modified slightly to yield a near linear function between 0 and 
1. 
Difficulties in the network size, training and generalisation led us to investigate other 
methods of pre-processing. In particular, the singular value decomposition (S.V.D.) 
method was used to reduce the newtwork size to 5-3-2. 
Quality assessment or baseline shirts 
The assessment of the baseline shift is a subjective problem. The task here is to classify 
the raw ECGs into three categories: grades 1, 2 and 3, where in grade 1, the baseline shift 
is hardly evident and in grade 3 the baseline shift is severe. Grade 2 is any ECG data that 
does not fit either grade 1 or 3. Features which discriminate the grades are not 
immediately obvious and so the grading is subjective. In the training set a '0' output was 
assigned to grade 1, a '1' output to grade 3 and '0.5' to grade 2. With this assignement, 
it was intended that the network would map all the cases onto a continuous output 
reflecting the severity of baseline shift. · 
The data was pre-processed before being applied to the neural network by removing the 
mean (allowing for the spikes), and computing the low frequency components (6 values) 
and the amplitude distribution (11 values) of the ECG data. The two resulting vectors 
were each normalised to give a unit length vector, and passed to a 17x5x1 neural network 
for classification. The output threshold function was modified from the usual S-shaped 
sigmoid to a 'lazy-S' giving a continuous near linear output in the range 0 to 1. A training 
set of 60 examples, containing equal number of grades 1, 2 and 3 was created. A test set 
of 328 (including the 60) was also created - 136 for grades 1, 103 grade 2, and 89 grade 
3. 
To deal with the problem of long training times, the SVD was applied to the training and 
test data leading to a reduction in the network input size from 17 to 10. 
Results und discussions 
For the noise spikes, 215 test cases were presented to the trained networks, 117 QRS 
complexes and 98 Spikes. An RMS Error greater than 0.5 was considered a miss. The 
network with the simple data pre-processing outperformed that using the SVD, 98.6% 
compared to 93.5%. However, an analysis of the results for the SVD suggested that the 
noise spike problem may be linearly separable with the exception of three cases. This may 
explain why the SVD results are inferior. For the baseline grading, the use of the SVD 
led to improved training times and slightly better performance than without SVD (96.1% 
versus 95.2% ). 
Work is in progress to optimise the pre-processing operations to improve accuracy and 
the training speed, and to integrate the various quality assessment and optimal filtering 
schemes already developed. We see the use of the SVD as of potential value in pre-
processing the data, especially in reducing the dimension of the network and training 
times. An attempt to reduce the training times by using GA to train the network was 
successful for the QRS/spike discrimination. In the case of the baseline, the network failed 
to converge. 
The results reported here are preliminary findings of our attempt to automate the quality 
assessment of fetal ECG which is important for computer-assisted interpretation of the 
fetal ECG during labour. Knowledge of the signal quality would allow us to enhance the 
fetal ECG signal when necessary using the most appropriate technique to achieve minimal 
distortion of information of clinical interest and to ensure that the parameters extracted 
from the ECG are of adequate quality for subsequent interpretation by the INFANT. It 
would also enable us to determine when it is best to reject the data or to decide what 
features of the ECG waveform that can be reliably extracted at any given stage during 
labour. 
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OPTIMAL ENHANCEMENT OF THE FETAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAM DURING 
LABOUR. 
Outram N J, Heachor E C and Van Eetvelt P W J 
Introduction 
The assessment of the condition of the fetus during labour is based on visual analysis and interpretation of the 
fetal heart rate pattern, together with the uterine contractions (known as the cardiotocogram or CTG), but this 
requires a great deal of experience which is not always available to all labour wards day and night. Difficulty in 
interpreting CTG patterns during labour leads to unnecessary medical intervention, fetal injury or a failure to 
intervene when needed [1]. The impetus for investigating the value of the fetal electrocardiogram (ECG) 
waveform comes from extensive experimental research, clinical observations and studies which suggest that the 
assessment of fetal condition based on the combination of one or more ECG variables plus the CTG can 
improve the quality of care [2-3]. The availability of good quality fetal ECG signals, or the ability to enhance 
the data with minimal distortion, is a essential for ECG waveform analysis. There are many potential sources of 
signal contamination, notably mains noise, baseline shifts, muscle noise and random noise which may induce 
false changes in the ECG waveform. Many of the clinical observations are difficult to reproduce or fuUy exploit 
because of the immense difficulty of processing and analysing the fetal ECG waveform. This paper presents 
novel techniques for processing the fetal ECG to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and for assessing 
signal quality. This ensures the subsequent feature extraction, analysis and interpretation of the fetal ECG 
features is reliable. The fetal ECG is normally obtained from a fetal scalp electrode and is band-limited to 0.05-
100Hz before it is digitised [4]. An important aspect of our work is the need to retain as much useful 
information from the ECG as possible. Thus our methods allow measurements to be made on every raw ECG 
complex where possible, allowing analysis of short term as weU as long term variations in the fetal ECG shape. 
Figure I. The fetal ECG features showing R-to-R and P-to-R intervals and the T and QRS amplitudes. 
Fetal ECG signal enhancement 
The most widely used technique for improving the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio for repetitive signals, such as the 
fetal ECG, is averaging [5-6]. In general the weighted average signal vector a is computed as 
N-1 
a = L x(k) · w(k), where x(k) are the individual fetal ECG waveforms (vectors), w(k) are scalar weightings 
k=O 
and N is the number of waveforms in the average. For an evenly weighted average, w(k)=l/N, k={O,l, ... ,N-1}, 
the SNR is increased by a factor of up to .JN . This assumes that the true signal component is perfectly 
stationary and the noise is purely random and un-correlated with the signal. Unfortunately this is not always the 
case with the fetal ECG as the signal shape changes over time and not all the noise sources can be assumed to 
be random or un-correlated. In particular the low-frequency noise components in the raw signal, such as 
baseline shifts, tend to be correlated and are therefore not removed by averaging. To reduce this effect, one 
solution is to only include ECG complexes that have low baseline shifts into the average. A major drawback of 
School of Electronic, Communication and Electrical Engineering, University of Plymouth. 
signal averaging is that it suppresses the short tenn changes in the ECG wavefonn which may be 
of clinical interest. This can be improved by choosing the weighting, w(k), such that the older 
wavefonns have a lesser influence than the more recent, but this in turn reduces the SNR 
improvement. The optimum solution to the problem of fetal ECG enhancement would require the 
complete removal of the baseline shifts and other noise using digital filters. A summary of our fetal 






Figure 2. Summary of the fetal ECG signal processing scheme for enhancement and feature 
extraction 
The 50Hz power line interference is removed by a linear band-stop filter centred at 50Hz using 
multi-rate techniques to simplify the design. Low frequency noise such as baseline shifts are 
approximated and removed by curve fitting techniques. To maximise the SNR the remaining noise, 
such as muscle noise, random noise and 1OOHz power line interference, is removed with a matched 
filter. The R wave detection identifies the location of the next ECG complex and then smooth 
curves are fitted to the ST and PR segments. From these curves the important features can be 
exttacted. Signal quality information is measured from the baseline, ST segment and PR segment 
curves. This is used to detennine which features can then be reliably interpreted by the expert 
system. 
This paper is primarily concerned with the techniques for enhancing the SNR of the raw ECG 
data and assessing the quality of the signal (shaded boxes in figure 2).Techniques for R wave 
detection [7-8], feature extraction [9] and interpretation [10] are discussed elsewhere. 
Baseline approximation, assessment and removal 
Baseline shift is due to excessive movement artefact in labour and greatly hinders accurate 
measurement of ECG features. Over filtering the information in the low frequency spectrum of the 
ECG distorts useful infonnation in the ST segment[4]. For the adult ECG, it been shown that the 
low frequency energy below lHz can be removed using linear filters [ll-13] with minimal 
distortion to the ST segment. Unfortunately the spectrum of the fetal and adult ECG differ so it is 
uncertain how much can be filtered from the fetal ECG without compromising important 
information in the ST segment. 
To avoid these problems we use a curve fitting technique to obtain an accurate approximation 
b(t) of the baseline shift as shown in figure 3a. This approximation is then subtracted from the raw 
signal to remove the baseline shift as shown in figure 3b. The advantage of this technique over 
conventional filtering is that it only removes what is actually required to cancel out the baseline 
shift. For example, when there is no baseline shift present nothing other than DC is (theoretically) 
removed from the signal. In such cases, sensitive features such as the ST segment shape can be 
analysed with confidence. Thus it is very important to measure the severity of the baseline shift to 
identify when features can be reliably extracted and interpreted. This is derived from the 
approximation b(t) using the foUowing 
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{lbltJ - xltJI} {lbltJ- bl} v 1 =mu QRS , v 2 =mu QRS 
where QRS is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fetal ECG complex, x[t], t={O,l, ... ,N-1}, are the 
raw data samples, b[t] is the approximation and b is the mean. v1 is the maximum deviation 
between the baseline approximation and the raw ECG data and is a measure of goodness of fit. 
'This is used to detect occasions where the baseline approximation cannot fit to the raw ECG data 
(e.g. transient shifts). v2 is the maximum deviation between the baseline approximation and its 
mean (DC) which is used to detect large baseline shift swings. These measures are interpreted by 
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Figure 3 Approximation and removal of baseline shift from the raw fetal ECG data 
To obtain the approximation b(t) we use a Chebyshev polynomial approximation of the form 
where Tk(t)=cos( k.cos-1(t)) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree k and eo, c~, ... ,Cm are scalar 
coefficients. Chebyshev polynomial approximations have the advantage over other polynomial 
approximations such as cubic spline and least-squares [14] that they give an evenly distributed 
error over the whole approximation. 'This is important so a bias is not introduced into the equations 
for v1 and v2. Chebyshev approximations also have the advantage of being numerically stable to 
compute and they can be truncated [15]. This is useful as approximations of different degrees are 
required for quality assessment (high degree) and baseline removal (low degree). Computing the 
coefficients Ck for the Chebyshev polynomials and evaluating the curves of different degree is 
discussed in more detail elsewhere (9]. 
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One problem is the 
undesirable effect of the R-
wave peaks on the 
approximation. To obtain 
greater accuracy, a refinement 
of this method is to decimate 
the sampling rate from 500Hz 
down to a much lower rate, 
Figure 4. Enhanced baseline approximation using multi-rate technique 
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e.g. 6.25Hz (see figure 4). This preserves all the baseline shift infonnation, greatly reduces the 
influence of the R wave peaks on the approximation and reduces computational overhead. 
Interpolation is very simple as b(t) is continuous and can be re-sampled at 500Hz. 
Optimal matched filterin& 
After baseline removal the SNR is further improved by matched filtering to reduce the effect of 
unwanted higher frequency noise such as muscle and random noise. lbis uses a filter with 
characteristics matched to the spectrum of the ECG waveform. The difficulty is that the spectrum 
of the ECG is not known appriori and is not fixed. A practical method is to infer the "true" 
spectrum from the average of several ECG complexes. In this method, the spectrum ofthe average 
ECG waveform IX(w)l is first computed using the fast Fourier transform (FFf) or any other 
suitable method (ARMA). A smooth ECG spectrum is obtained by fitting a cosine series through 
the coarse magnitude spectrum (see figure 5). 
IX(27d)l tr?k- [ I I J BO 260 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 5 The smooth approximation H((i)) of the average signal magnitude spectrum jX((J))I 
From the smooth cosine series the coefficients of a FIR filter with the same impulse response can 
easily be computed[9]. Because the coefficients are guaranteed to be synunetric, the difference 
equation of the filter is 
y(t) = h(L- 3 + 1) · x(t- (L- 3 + 1)) + <LI 1h(n) · {x(t- n) + x(t- L -1 + n)} where x(t) is 
2 2 n=O 
the raw fetal ECG signal, y(t) is the output signal, L is the filter length (odd integer) and h(n) are 
the filter coefficients. It can be shown that the coefficients h(n) of a linear phase FIR filter with an 
equivalent frequency response H((i)) ts given by 
2 Nt2 {2·1t·k·n) h(n) =A · IIX(k)l· co wherep = {~~~: .. o where N is the total number of frequency 
P ~<=o N 
samples (e.g. N=500 in figure 6). 
PR and ST sqment enhancement and approximation 
The presence of false peaks and valleys in the ECG waveform, even after signal enhancement, 
greatly impedes accurate measurement and location of features such as the T peak[l6]. A possible 
solution is to locate features by fitting a series of regression lines to portions the fetal ECG 
complex[6]. A more accurate alternative is to fit smooth continuous curves to the ST and PR 
segments (see figure 6). Fitting these smooth curves greatly enhances the signal and clearly defines 
the features without ambiguity. 
These curves also provide an 
analytical expression of the 
ECG waveform, making it 
possible to compute amplitudes 
and derivatives at any point 
and integrals over any interval. ':!:0-------jf=-----.bv.~---:J..300,.,.----~.-------J!!'l! 
Extracting features such as the Time (ms) 
Figure 6 Approximation ofthe Fetal ECG ST segment using Chebyshev 
polynomials 
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T/QRS ratio, ST area (for assessing ST depression) and gradient infonnation is made very simple. 
Chebyshev polynomials are used for the reasons stated earlier. 
Spurious low frequency noise, which is too short to be removed by the baseline shift algorithm, can 
sometimes corrupt small segments of an individual ECG waveform. To verify that an individual 
waveform is not corrupted we can correlate it with the average waveform. This assumes that the 
average waveform is a good estimate of the expected fetal ECG shape and any raw complex that 
greatly differs from it is of poor quality. As the Chebyshev polynomial approximations of the ST 
and PR segments are of most interest then they are computed for both the individual and the 
average waveforms. The linear correlation r is conveniently computed as r = - 1- · f ck · ak 
C·A k=I 
where A= ~~ak 2 and C = ~~ck 2 , where at and et are the scalar coefficients for the average 
and individual waveform approximations. By computing r for both the ST and PR approximations 
separately we gain the advantage of not rejecting the ST segment if only the PR is corrupted and 
vice-versa. 
Measuring high frequency noise. 
Sometimes it is useful to measure the high frequency (HF) noise power content of the signal (e.g. 
remaining mains and muscle noise). The Chebyshev curves are a good approximation of the signal 
minus the noise, assuming the noise to be of zero mean. The levels of high frequency noise power 
for both the PR and ST segments are obtained as 
Average Noise Power (dB) = 10 ·log10 { 
1 
· I(x[t]- f[t]) 
2
} where fit], t={O,l, ... ,N-
(N -1) m=o QRS 
1}, is the discrete Chebyshev approximation of the ST or PR segment, x[t] is the raw data of the 
ST or PR segment, QRS is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fetal ECG complex and N is the 
number of samples. 
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Example results 
Some features extracted from the fetal ECG 
measured on a beat-by-beat are illustrated in 
figure 7 . This data was obtained from a patient 
during the second stage of labour with a normal 
outcome. Some of these features have been 




30~ Discussion and Conclusion 25 ~ 
An important objective of this work is to make it 20 
IS 
possible to measure features from the fetal ECG 10 
on a beat-by-beat basis and so retain as much s 
clinical information as possible. This has not 0 
previously been possible because quality of the o.J ,~~~~ 
raw fetal ECG data is often very poor. Baseline o.l8 ti 
shift is the major cause of poor quality data but o.26 ~~~~~ 
because it is usually caused by maternal o.24 
movement, it is also only short lasting. 0.22 
Important features such as the ST segment 1-0-·2 ________________ --1 
shape can only be measured from good quality 0·12 ~~~~~ 
data and with minimal signal processing as 0·' ' 
attempts to enhance poor data can distort the ST o.r 




0.08 ·~ intervals are more robust and can tolerate higher r: ±;~El!~~~ 0.07 ..... 
degrees of signal processing. !-------------------
0.29 
We feel it is very important that the quality of 
the raw data, as well as the features themselves, o.24 
are measured on a beat-by-beat basis. This is 0·19 
made possible by use of curve fitting techniques o.r4 
which provide specific signal quality measures, o.09 -"='=="-""'-"== 
Time(min) as well as enhance the signal with minimal 
distortion. We are developing as part of a fuzzy 
expert system [10] rules to decide what features 
are reliable based on these signal quality 
measures. Using this approach we believe our 
Figure 7. Key features measured from the ECG on 
a beat-by-beat basis 
system can be robust enough to cope with the dynamic nature of labour and prevent the clinician 
from being mislead with false measurements. 
The techniques reported here also have applications in other areas of biomedicine where it is 
required to enhance and assess the quality of the data. An example is in the assessment of neonates 
using evoked potentials where the enhancement and measurement of features are necessary. 
Further work 
The next stage of our work is to carry out a thorough analysis of the change in the ECG features , 
investigate their relationships to other events in labour and evaluate their clinical value in fetal 
monitoring. At the present, work is in progress at our units and other centres, as part of the 
European Community concerted action on new methods of fetal monitoring to collect data from 
various categories of patients. This will provide data for the next stage of the research which will 
be published in due course. 
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Techniques for optimal enhancement and feature 
extraction of fetal-electrocardiogram 
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Indexing terms: ECG distortions. Digital filtering, Cun'e jirring. Feral monitoring 
Abstract: Detailed analysis of the fetal 
electrocardiogram (ECG) during labour could 
provide valuable additional information to assist 
clinicians in reducing incidents of unnecessary 
medical intervention without altering current 
patient handling routines, but poor signal quality 
and difficulty of processing the ECG without 
significant distortion have impeded such analysis. 
The paper presents novel optimum curve fitting 
and digital filtering techniques that make it 
possible to enhance the quality of the ECG with 
minimal distortion and to measure, on a beat-by-
beat basis. almost any feature (e.g. time 
constants. amplitudes, areas, maxima and 
minima) from the fetal ECG waveform 
accurately. This development removes a major 
obstacle in the use of fetal ECG and creates a 
basis for a thorough analysis of the changes in 
the key fetal ECG features and for evaluating 
their clinical value in fetal monitoring. 
1 Introduction 
The fetal electrocardiogram (ECG) contains potentially 
valuable information that could assist clinicians in 
making more appropriate and timely decisions during 
labour. but the signal is susceptible to noise and diffi-
culty of processing it without significant distortion has 
impeded its use [1-4). This paper presents novel tech-
niques for processing the fetal ECG to improve the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR), accurate feature extraction, 
and for assessing signal quality to ensure that the anal-
ysis and interpretation of the ECG features take place 
in the proper context. The assessment of the condition 
of the fetus during labour is based on visual analysis 
and interpretation of the fetal heart rate (FHR) pattern 
and uterine contractions, known as the cardiotocograrn 
(CTG), but this requires a great deal of experience 
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which is not always available to all labour wards day 
and night. Difficulty in interpreting CTG patterns dur-
ing labour leads to unnecessary medical intervention 
(e.g. Caesarean section or forceps deliveries), fetal 
injury or a failure to intervene when needed [5, 6). 
However, the CTG alone does not provide all the 
information needed in all cases for accurate assessment 
of fetal condition. Additional information may be 
obtained by a proper analysis of progressive changes in 
the fetal ECG without altering current patient handling 
routines as the ECG is the source of the FHR [1, 4]. 
1. 1 Key features of ECG waveform 
One of the potentially important features of the fetal 
ECG waveform for discriminating between fetuses cop-
ing with normal stress of labour and those in distress is 
the shape of the ST segment (Fig. I) [7). Significant 
pattern changes in shape associated with stress or dis-
tress include persistently rising T-wave amplitude, neg-
ative T-waves and depressed ST segments. Changes in 
the ST waveform may be quantified as a ratio of the 
amplitude of the T-wave to that of the QRS (the so-
called T/QRS ratio); see Fig. I. 
PR RR interval interval'", -.:.:;.;..;;.;.;.:.;..;.;~-. 
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Fig. 1 Feral ECG features sholl'ing R-r~R and P-r~R inrmuls and T 
aniJ QRS amplitudes 
The T/QRS ratio is a crude measure of the ST wave-
form shape. With the T/QRS ratio, some important 
changes in the ST segment, such as ST segment depres-
sion, may be missed unless the progressive changes in 
the whole waveform is examined [7). The need remains 
for a detailed study of the ECG waveform to make the 
most of the information contained therein. Other fea-
tures of the ECG of potential interest, such as the ST 
area, the variability in the RR intervals, the correlation 
between the PR and RR intervals [2) and other time 
constants, such as the duration of the P-wave and the 
width of the QRS complex. 
The impetus for investigating the value of the ECG 
waveform comes from extensive experimental research, 
clinical observations and studies which suggest that the 
assessment of fetal condition based on the combination 
lEE PrO<.-&o: Meas. Ttchnol .. Vol. 142. No. 6, Novembtr /99J 
of one or more ECG variables plus the CTG can 
improve the quality of care (I, 2, 4, 7]. However, much 
of the clinical observations are difficult to reproduce or 
fully exploit because of the immense difficulty of 
processing and analysing the fetal ECG waveform. The 
availability of good quality ECG signals or the ability 
to enhance the data, when necessary, with minimal dis-
tortion is a prerequisite for waveform analysis [1, 3, 8-
1 0]. Poor quality signals lead to erroneous ECG fea-
tures, such as spurious values of the T/QRS ratio. 
There are many potential sources of signal contamina-
tion, notably mains noise, baseline shifts, muscle arte-
facts and random noise which may induce false changes 
in the ECG waveform, especially in the low-frequency 
components such as the ST waveform. Others include 
the maternal ECG and the fetal electroencephalogram 
(EEG), although in most cases these have negligible 
effects in the fetal scalp ECG. The measurement of the 
ECG features with minimal distortion remains a major 
challenge. 
In practice, the fetal ECG is obtained from a fetal 
scalp electrode. not the maternal abdomen. to achieve a 
better signal-to-noise ratio and from this the FHR is 
derived. The fetal ECG is normally bandlimited to 0.05 
- I 00 Hz before it is digitised to 12 bits accuracy at a 
n!le of 500Hz in line with the recommendations of the 
American Heart Foundation [11). 
2 Fetal ECG signal enhancement 
The most widely used technique for improving the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio for repetitive signals. such as the fetal 
ECG. is averaging [8. 9). A major naw in signal averag-
ing is that it tends to remove short term changes in the 
ECG waveform. Further. a single ECG complex of 
poor quality may have an undue innuence or indeed 
distort the resulting ECG average. To avoid this. only 
ECG complexes that satisfy a suitable quality criterion 
ure included in the averaging process. However. this 
muy distort the 'time of occurrence· infom1ation and 
makes it difficult to correlate changes in the ECG 
waveform to those in the CTG or other events in 
labour which is important for a proper assessment of 
the fetul condition. Further. the existence of signifi-
cantly large low-frequency noise components which are 
correlated. such as baseline shifts. serve to reduce the 
effectiveness of averaging. 
The optimum solution to the problem of fetal ECG 
enhancement for feature e.\traction would require the 
removal of the baseline shifts as well as matching the 
digital filter spectrum to that of the fetal ECG. This 
way the distortion of the features of the ECG is kept to 
a minimum by the signal processing. 
2. 1 The new approach 
An important aspect of our work is the need to retain 
as much useful information as possible in the ECG. 
Thus our method allows measurements to be made on 
every raw ECG complex where possible allowing analy-
sis of short term variations in the fetal ECG shape to 
be made. A summary of our fetal ECG signal process-
ing scheme is depicted in Fig. 2. The .first major task is 
to accurately locate a fixed reference timing point. nor-
mally the R-wave. within the often noisy fetal ECG sig-
nal. The problem of reliable R-wave detection using 
various methods. including the multilayer perceptron. 
cross correlation and matched filtering. is reported else-
where [12). 
After detecting the R-wave, an estimate of the base-
line shift is obtained using a curve fitting technique and 
is then subtracted from the raw ECG signal. Signal 
quality is assessed to decide what information can be 
reliably extracted from the waveform. In the presence 
of severe baseline shift for example. only the most 
insensitive features, such as RR intervals, are meas-
ured. 
2.2 Baseline shift 
Baseline shift. Fig. 3, hinders accurate measurement of 
ECG features. Most of the energy in the baseline shift 
is low frequency, between 0 and 3Hz, and may be 
removed by high-pass filtering. However, overfiltering 
will distort the low-frequency components such as the 
ST-segment shape [11). To preserve waveshape, we 
have developed a method that allows us to compute an 
approximation to the baseline shift. assess its severity, 
and then subtract it from the signal. The main advan-
tage of this method is that when there is little or no 
baseline shift present. then nothing is removed from the 
ECG signal and in these cases sensitive morphological 
features such as ST segment depression can be meas-
ured. 
~
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Optimal approximation of the baseline shift may be 
achieved by curve-fitting methods based on Chebyshev 
polynomials. These allow us to estimate. remove and 
assess the severity of baseline shift with minimal distor-
tion of the signal component. 
2.3 Chebyshev polynomial approximation 
Any continuous function .\it) may be approximated by 
a linear combination of a set of polynomial functions 
:•h<l)l k = 0. I. .... n:. The subscript k denotes the 
degree of the polynomial function !Ilk( I). Thus. one can 
approximate the baseline 8(1) as 





We wish to choose the set of functions {illk(t)} and 
the coefficients { ck} such that B(t) has the smallest 
maximum deviation from the function x(t). This is 
none other than the minimax approximation of degree 
11, which is unfortunately difficult to compute. How-
ever. by choosing the set of functions {!Ilk(/)} to be the 
set of Chebyshev polynomials { Tk(l)} defined over the 
interval -1 ~ 1 :S I. one can obtain an approximating 
polynomial 8(1) which is almost identical to the true 
minimax approximation and is simple to compute. The 
Chebyshev polynomial [13. 14] of degree k is defined as 
Tk(t) = cos(kcos- 1(t)), -1 ~ t $ 1 (2) 
hence we rewrite eqn. I as 
.r(l):::: coTo(f) + c1T1(t) + c2T2(t) + ... + c,Tn(t) 
" 
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The problem of baseline approximation then reduces 
to one of fmding the optimal values of the coefficients 
{c,~:} and the Chebyshev polynomials {T,t{l)}. A signifi-
cant property of the Chebyshev polynomials is that 
they are orthogonal with respect to the weighting func-
tion w(1) = 1NJ-t2, i.e. 
11 T;(t)T.~:(t) ~dt = 1r, i =j = 0 (4) { 
0, i :f:j 
-1 1- t 7T 2' i=j:/:0 
This property allows us to compute each coefficient 
c,~: simply as follows. If eqn. 3 is multiplied throughout 
by Tt{l) w(l) and both sides are integrated over the 





C.t(t}T.t(t}T.t(t)w(t)dt = c.ta 
{
7T, k=O 
where a = ~ k 0 2' > 
since all the other integrals vanish identically. Hence 
1 11 ck = - x(t)T.~: (t)w(t)dt 
Q -1 
(5) 
Direct evaluation of eqn. 5 leads to large numerical 
errors since 11~1) becomes infinite at 1 = -I and t = +I. 
However this problem is circumvented by the simple 
substitution of 1 = cos 9 into eqn. 5 which yields the 
result 
1 1" Ck =- xcos(9) cos(k9)d9 Q 0 (6) 
This may be rewritten as a sum of integrals over N 
discrete intervals 
N-1 <"•t•)• 
ck = ~ L J. x cos(8) cos(k9)dfJ (7) 
m=O 1!Jf 
and when N is sufficiently large, each integrand may be 
linearly approximated over its interval of duration n!N. 
Therefore, each term in the sum can be approximated 
using the trapezoidal rule for integration [14) 
Ck ~~{El xy,(m)yk(m)}, f3 = { ~· k > 0 (8} 
m=O N, k = 0 
where J'k(m) = cos(kmn!N). In practice, the function x 
is given by a sampled sequence x0, x~o ... , xN-I therefore 
to account for this we rewrite eqn. 8 as 
Ck ~ ~ {% x[im]Y.t(m)} (9) 
where im = round{[! +y1(m)N/2)} and round(x) is the 
nearest integer to x. Direct online evaluation of eqn. 9 
for all k and t is computationally inefficient because of 
the need to evaluate the trigonometric functions sine 
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and cosine. Whereas these values could be precom-
puted offiine and stored in memory, where memory 
does not permit this the following recursive algorithm 
can be used: 
[ Y.t(m + 1)] _ [Y.t(1) -s.~:(1)] [ Y.t(m) ] (lO) s.~:(m + 1) - s,~:(1) Y.t(1) s,~:(k, m) 
which is readily derived from the additive trigonometric 
identities as follows: 
Y.t(m+ 1) =cos(~ (m+ 1)) 
= cos(~)cose;) -sin(~)sin(~m) 
= Yk(1)y.t(m)- s.~:(1)sk(m) 
S.t(m+ 1) =sin(~ (m+ 1)) 
= sin(~)cos(~m)+cos(~)sin(~m) 
= Sk(1}yk(m) + Y.t(1)sk(m) 
2.3. 1 Evaluation of Chebyshev polynomials: 
Direct evaluation of the Chebyshev polynomials T le( I) 
= cos(kcos-1/(1)) is computationally inefficient since it 
requires the evaluation of two trigonometric functions. 
An efficient techniC!ue that does not involve direct com-
putation of any trigonometric functions is derived 
using Clenshaw's recurrence formula [14, 15]. This is an 
algorithm for evaluating a linear combination of func-
tions B(l) = I~=O c~k(l), where the functions {ljllc(t)l k 
= 0, I, ... , n} satisfy a second-order recurrence relation-
ship of the form 4'k+t(1) = alc(1)4Jk(1) + ~k(t>41k-J(I), in 
which case we evaluate B(l) directly using the equation 
B(t) = .81(t)tfio(t)P2 + 1/11(t)p1 + tfio(t)eo (11) 
where the quantities Pk are recursively computed by Pk 
= a(k,I)Pk+l + p(k+1,1)Pk+2 + ck where k = n,n-1, ... , I 
and the initial conditions Pn+2 = Pn+ 1 = 0. The Cheby-
shev polynomials satisfy the second-order recursive 
relationship Tk+t(l) = 21Tk(l) + (-l)Tk-t(l) and there-
fore setting a(k,l) = 21 and p(k,l) = -1 it is seen that 
Clenshaw's algorithm is directly applicable to the 
approximation B(l) in eqn. l. 
B(t) = -1To(t)P2 + T1 (t)p1 + To(t)eo 
= -1P2 +tPJ. +eo 
(12) 
where Pk = 2tPk+t + (-I)Pk+2 + ck, k = n, (n-1), ... , 1 
given Pn+l = 0 and Pn+2 = 0. The selection of the order 
n is important to ensure that only the slow moving 
parts of the waveform are approximated. Using an 
order that is too high would result in overfitting which 
would tend to approximate the fetal ECG signal itself 
rather than just the baseline shift. Using an order that 
is too low would fail to remove the baseline shift 
enough for feature extraction. 
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2.4 Typical results 
Typical results of using these techniques to estimate 
and remove baseline shifts are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 
(a sixth order polynomial fit to 1024 sample data 
points was used). The approximation to the baseline 
shift can be observed as the smooth curve in Fig. 4. 
The ECG corrected for baseline shifts is shown in 
Fig. 5. In this example the baseline shift may be too 
severe to measure sensitive features such as ST depres-
sion as detailed in Section 4.1. 
time.ms 
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2.5 Muscle noise 
After baseline removal, the SNR may be improved fur-
ther by averaging and digital low-pass filtering to 
reduce the effect of muscle and random noise. Muscle 
noise is due to maternal movement, often from the leg 
and abdominal muscles, and may be picked up from 
the reference pad on the maternal thigh. This interfer-
ence can obscure the Q, R and S reference points espe-
cially during uterine contractions and while the mother 
is pushing. The task of reducing the effects of muscle 
and random noise by filtering is essentially one of opti-
mising the filter characteristics to match closely to the 
spectrum of the ECG waveform. The aim is to filter the 
data to obtain the maximum SNR while retaining 
important shape information. The difficulty is that the 
spectrum of the ECG is not known a priori and may 
not be fLXed. An approach is to employ an adaptive 
noise cancelling technique, but this would require an 
additional reference pad which would alter current 
patient handling routines. 
A practical method is to infer the 'true' spectrum 
from the average of several ECG complexes (see 
smooth curve in Fig. 6). In this method, the discrete 
spectrum IX(k)l. k = 0, I, ... , N-l, of the average ECG 
waveform is first computed using the fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) or any other suitable method (see 
noisy curve in Fig. 6), where k is discrete frequency 
and N is the number of samples in the average wave-
form. The coefficients h(n), n = 0 ... 2m, of the desired 
linear filter that has a smooth frequency spectrum H(k) 
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can be computed directly using the following expres-
sion: 
N/2-1 ( 
h(n) = IX{O)I +_! L IX(k)lcos 27Tk{n-m)) {13) 
N N A:=l N 
where 2m+l is the chosen fllter length [16]. To account 
for the possible changes in the ECG spectrum, the fllter 
coefficients may be repeatedly computed online. To 
reduce computational load, the cosine functions in 
eqn. 13 can be computed recursively using the follow-
ing relationship: 
r(k,n) = cos(21rk(n- m)/N) 
s(k,n) = sin(27rk(n- m)/N) (14) 
r(k + l, n) = r(l, n)r(k, n)- s(l, n)s(k, n) 
s(k + l, n) = r(l, n)s(k, n) + s(l, n)r(k, n) (15) 
For a given value of n, r(l,n) and s(/,n) are first evalu-
ated directly from the definitions in eqn. 14. The terms 
r(k+l,n) and s(k+l,n) are then successively computed for 
k = 1, 2 ... (N/2)-2, using the recursive relationship of 
eqn. 15. Finally for k = 1, 2, ... , N/2-1 the products 
iX(k)lr(k,n) are formed and summed in the second term 
of eqn. 13. This process is repeated for all n = 0, I, ... 
2m. This method is similar to the standard frequency 
sampling method for filter design (16]. The filter coeffi-
cients h(n), are symmetric about the centre which 
implies a linear phase response. The exact number of 
coefficients L = 2m+ I. An example result is shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8. The filtered signal in Fig. 8 has minimal 
remaining noise and no visible distortion to the under-
lying waveshape. 
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3 Feature extraction 
The presence of false peaks and valleys in the ECG 
waveform, even after signal enhancement, impedes 
accurate feature extraction. One solution to the prob-
lem is to fit a series of straight (regression) lines to the 
fetal ECG complex [3). Using modem signal processing 
techniques this idea can be taken a stage funher by fit-
ting smooth continuous curves to the data. 
An elegant technique is to fit Chebyshev curves to 
portions of the raw or average fetal ECG, such as the 
ST and PR segments in a similar manner to the base-
line approximation. A smooth curve fitted to the ST 
segment is shown in Fig. 9. Such curves make feature 
extraction much easier and less ambiguous, as the 
measurements can be made on the smooth curves. 
Amplitude measurements in the fetal ECG are made 
relative to a reference. The true zero reference of the 
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fetal electrocardiogram, known as the isoelectric level, 
is extremely difficult to locate reliably. A convenient 
reference point is 50ms before the R-wave peak. This is 
theoretically a region of zero potential activity between 
the P-wave and the QRS complex. This reference is 
illustrated in Fig. 9 by the dotted line. 
0 100 300 500 
time,ms 
Fig.9 Locarion of isoelectric le•·el and smooth appro.,inration offera 
ECG ST segment 
3. 1 Measurement of the T/QRS ratio 
The T/QRS ratio is a feature of special interest [7] and 
is given by the T-wave amplitude normalised against 
the QRS amplitude. The QRS amplitude is taken to be 
a physiological constant. in theory not changing with 
time or fetal condition. To preserve short-term changes 
in the waveform, measurements of the TIQRS ratios 
should be made on a beat-by-beat basis from the raw 
rather than average data. There can be major difficul-
ties in doing this as the location of the T -wave can 
become difficult. When a T-wave is present (Fig. 10) 
locating the T-peak is a simple exercise of peak detec-
tion, but unfortunately this is not always the case 
(Fig. 11 ). Further, when there is severe baseline shift a 
false ST segment depression may be introduced 
Fig. 12. 
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Fig.11 Raw fetal ECG ~>·itll flat or absent T-~>·a,.,. 
400 500 
time,ms 
Fig.12 Ru.r feral ECG with false ST depression caused by remaining 
baSeline shift 
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To minimise these problems, the average ECG wave-
form may be used to locate the expected time region of 
the T-wave peak. Using this additional information, 
the nearest peak to this in the filtered ST segment is 
taken to be the T-wave. This allows direct beat-by-beat 
measurement of the T/QRS ratio from the filtered data 
to preserve short-term changes in the waveform. For 
reliable measurement of the T/QRS ratio it is impor-
tant for the data to be of good quality. A way of infer-
ring the quality of data is discussed in Section 4.2. 
3.2 PR!RR ratio 
The ratio PRIRR = (time interval between the P-wave 
peak to the R-wave peak)/(time interval between the 
previous R-wave and the current R-wave) has been 
found to be of clinical interest [2]. Location of the P-
wave is still susceptible to similar problems found with 
the T/QRS ratio so the same techniques apply. Again, 
knowledge of signal quality is essential. 
3.3 Measurement of STand PR area and 
gradient 
Accurate measurement of ECG features such as the ST 
area (for assessing ST depression) and gradient infor-
mation (e.g. for location of extrema and defining the 
starting point of features) require the computation of 
the definite integrals and derivatives of the Chebyshev 
curves fitted to the ST and the PR segments. Given the 
equation of the Chebyshev curve for the ST or PR seg-
mentj{t), 
/(t) = eoTo(t) + ciTt(t) + c2T2(t) + ... + cnTn(t) (16) 
its indefinite integral g(r) may be expressed as another 
Chebyshev polynomial series of degree n+ I: 
g(t) =eo f To(t)dt + Ct fr. (t)dt + C2 f Tt(t)dt+ 
CJ f T. (t)dt + C4 fr. (t)dt + ... +c., f Tn(t)dt 
= c0 {T.(t) _ L.(t)} + c1 {T2(t.) -o}+ 
2 0+1 0-1 2 1+1 
C2 {Ta(t) _ Tt(!)}+ ... + Cn {Tn+l(t) Tn-t(t)} 
2 2+1 2-1 2 n+1 n-1 
Noting that T_1(1) = cos [-1 cos·1r] = cos[l cos·1r] = . 
T1(t), collect for functions of the same degree we now 
write this as 
( ) Tt (t) [ } T2(t) {Cl C3} g t = 2 eo+cl+Co +-2- 2-2 + 
T3(t) {c2 _ C4} + ... + Tn(t) {Cn-1 _ Cn+t} 
2 3 3 2 n n 
where cn+l = 0. We can therefore see by inspection that 
{ 
Ck-1 - Ck+J k 1 2k ' > 
dk = (17) 
2Co-C2 k= 1 
2 ' 
Using this we can compute the area (definite integral) 
for any section of the curve. For example, to compute 
the area between the ST segment curve j{r) and the iso-
electric level in the time interval 0.1 :;; t :;; 0.5 we first 
subtract the DC isoelectric reference level, I, and then 
compute the indefinite integral g(r) as above. The 
desired area is simply computed as {g(0.5) - g(O.I)}. 
The derivative of the Chebyshev curve for the ST or 
PR segment can be readily obtained by exploiting the 
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relationship between ck and dk. Thus, given g(t) in 
eqn. 17, we fmdj{t) in eqn. 16 by computing the coef-
ficients ck from dk: 
d k -1 d 
dtTk-l(t) = k + 1 Tt.+l(t)-(k-1) dtT"(t), k > 0 (18) 
which is a two-term recurrence relationship for evalua-
tion of the derivatives, where from eqn. 17 it is clear 
that 
{ 
Ck- Ck+2 k O 
dk+l = 2(k + 1) ' > 
2C()-C2' k=O 
2 
and solving for ck we get the recursive relationship 
{ 
2(k + l)dk+l + Ck+2 1 k > 0 
Ck = 2dt + C2 
2 ' k = 0 
(19} 
fork = n, n-1, ... , 0. By definition, c,..1 = 0 and c,..2 = 
0. We are effectively remapping an integral expression 
back to the original, where the coefficients dk are the 
coefficients of the (n+ l)th-order approximation and ck 
are the coefficients of the derivative. Eqns. 17 and 19 
are very useful for reliable feature extraction and for 
evaluating new features from the fetal ECG, such as ST 
area and shape, which have hither to not been possible. 
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Fig. 14 Fetal utl'rine contractions nll'OSUT'l'd on bear-by-beat basis 01oer 









Fig.15 Fl'tal ECG TIQRS ratio n!l'asurl'd on beat-by-beat basis 01oer 
period of JOmin 
3.4 Example results 
Some of the important features which are continuously 
measured from the fetus and mother are shown in figs. 
13-17. The fetal heart-rate and uterine contraction 
plots, which together are known as the CTG, are usu-
ally the only information continuously available to the 
clinician. The T/QRS ratio, PR interval and RT inter-
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val (see Fig. 1) are all extracted and plotted here on a 
beat-by-beat basis and this enables the short-term 
trends in the fetal ECG to be analysed. For example, 
the sharp fall in heart rate shown in Fig. 13 is known 
as a bradycardia and is an abnormal CTG pattern. 
Using the techniques described it is possible to display 
and investigate the simultaneous changes in the ECG 
features, which has not previously been possible. The 
features in Figs. 13-17 have all been smoothed to clar-
ify their short-term trends. These data were obtained 
from a patient during the second stage of labour. The 
baby was delivered with a normal outcome. Only 0.5% 
of these data were rejected, with over 800/o being of 








Fig. 16 Fl'tal ECG PR intl'n'OI n!l'asured on beat-hy-beut basis o~oer 





Fig. 17 Fetal ECG RT intm'Ol measured on beat-by-beat basis over 
period of 10 min 
4 Quality assessment 
There are some very real dangers in extracting features 
from poor quality data. The signal processing tech-
niques discussed so far are all designed such that the 
minimum information is lost from the signal, but this is 
obviously dependent on the quality of the data. An 
attempt to enhance very poor quality data may result 
in over filtering of the signal and hence unreliable 
measurements. Many of the techniques described in 
this paper inherently provide quality measures which 
may be used to determine which features can be relia-
bly measured. Due to the complexity of this problem, a 
full treatment of the subject cannot be given here but 
will be published separately. A brief summary is 
described here. 
4. 1 Baseline shift quality index 
For a given ECG, a simple measure of baseline severity 
may be derived from 
= _1_ ~ (B[m]- x[m)) 2 
Vl N - 2 L...t QRS 
m=O 
- 1 N-1 (B[m)- [3) 2 
112 
- N - 2 L QRS 
m=O 
(20} 
where QRS is the peak amplitude of the fetal ECG 
complex. v1 is the mean square deviation between the 
baseline approximation and the raw ECG data and is a 
measure of goodness of fit. This is used to detect occa-
sions where the baseline approximation cannot fit to 
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the raw ECG data. This is caused by events such as 
~ansient shifts in baseline. v2 is the mdm square devia-
tion between the baseline approximation and its mean 
(or DC). This is a measure of the energy in the base-
line. All of these measures are normalised against the 
QRS amplitude to compensate for any change in signal 
amplification. 
Interpretation of these measures is based on a set of 
simple rules which are used to grade this data into one 
of three categories. These are excessive baseline (reject 
the data), minimal baseline (restricted use) and little or 
no baseline (unrestricted use). The full details of this 
will be published separately. 
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4.2 PR and ST segment quality 
Assessment of the ST and PR segment quality is based 
on the correlation r of the average ECG complex and 
each individual raw ECG complex. Assuming that the 
average waveform is a good estimate of the expected 
fetal ECG shape, then any raw complex that differs 
greatly from this indicates that its quality is suspicious. 
As polynomial approximations are computed for the 
ST and P~ segments for both raw and average data, 
then the hnear correlation coefficient r is computed 
using the coefficients of the raw and the average poly-
nomial approximations. The correlation r is computed 
as follows: 
1 m 
r =CA LCkak (21) 
k=l 
where A = [:EZ'= 1ak2]112 and C = fLZ'=Ick2]1 12• An exam-
ple is sh0wn in Fig. 18, where 30 complexes are corre-
lated to their average waveform. Vectors 11 and 12 in 
this example have a correlation coefficient r of only 0.5 
and -().4. respectively. This implies their shape differs 
significantly from that of the average waveform and so 
these are assumed to be corrupted by noise and would 
be rejected. On inspection of the data, these examples 
were distorted owing to remaining baseline shift. This 
method works well with detecting distortions due to 
baseline shift. However, this method is insensitive to 
high frequency noise such as muscle and mains noise. 
This is because the curves tend to fit through the noise, 
eff~ctively filtering it out. The levels of high-frequency 
n01se for both the PR and ST segments are obtained as 
follows. 
average noise power (dB) = 
10logto { 1 ~ (x[m]- /[m])2} 
(N- 1) m=O QRS 
(22) 
wherej[m]. m = 0, 1, ... , N- I , is the discrete Chebyshev 
approximation of the ST or PR segment, x[m] is the 
raw data of the ST or PR segment, and QRS is the 
peak-to-peak amplitude of the fetal ECG complex. 
Interpretation of these measures is again performed by 
a set of simple rules and will be published separately. 
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5 Discussion and conclusion 
An important objective of this work is to make it possi-
ble to measure features from the fetal ECG on a beat-
by-beat basis to retain as much clinical information as 
possible. Measurement of features on a beat-by-beat 
basis has not previously been possible because of the 
poor quality of the raw data. To ensure that the fea-
tures are measured accurately it is necessary to enhance 
the SNR of the ECG, e.g. by ftltering. However, over 
~lltering ~e data also removes potentially useful clinical 
information from the signal, although it is unclear how 
much filtering can be tolerated before a significant 
amount of useful information is lost. Thus, our 
approach is to keep filtering to a minimum. For some 
of .the more sensitive features such as ST depression 
which may not change very rapidly, unlike RR values 
for example, it may be sufficient to take measurements 
intermittently only when good quality data is available. 
Thus it is important that the quality of the raw data is 
measured on a beat-by-beat basis so that the good data 
can be identified. An advantage of our approach is that 
it provides quality information automatically. 
The baseline shift is a major cause of poor quality 
data. For adult ECG, different fixed filtering tech-
niques have been applied to remove baseline shift 
caused by breathing artefact. It has been shown that 
low-frequency energy can be removed using either fixed 
filter [ 18, 19] or a time-varying [20] filter with minimal 
distortion to the ST segment. In all these cases provi-
sion was made to avoid phase distortion avoid distor-
tion of the ST segment. Curve-fitting techniques such 
as cubic spline and polynomial approximation have 
also been successfully applied to adult ECG without 
introducing significant distortion to any one complex 
[21). However, due to movement atrefact in labour the 
baseline shift found in the fetal ECG signal has a wider 
spectrum ~o the adult and can typically range up to 
and somettmes beyond 2hz. We can only justify using 
minimal linear filtering (- 3dB < I Hz) as it is not clear 
at this stage how much of the low-frequency energy can 
be filtered from the fetal ECG before sensitive shape 
changes in the ST segment are suppressed. For fetal 
monitoring the cubic spline is also not practical as the 
isoelectric anchor points [21] (PQ and TP regions) used 
in the adult ECG cannot always be located. 
. Our p~eferred method was polynomial approxima-
tiOn. This way we minimise the information being 
removed while also minimising distortion to any one 
~omplex [21]. Using this approach, the effects of base-
lme shift on the signal quality can be assessed and if it 
is too severe, measurement of sensitive features such as 
ST segment shape may be avoided. Where there is min-
imal baseline shift, this technique takes very little away 
from the signal enabling ST segment shape to be ana-
lysed with more confidence. McManus found a sixth-
order polynomial approximation sufficient for adult 
ECG. We modified the technique to use higher order 
Chebyshev polynomials (typically lOth order) to get a 
more uniform approximation and better computational 
stability. Where the quality of the data is deemed good, 
the Cbebyshev approximation can then easily be trun-
cated to a much lower order (typically sixth) and the 
baseline shift removed. 
High levels of muscle noise add uncertainty to the 
measurement of features. Measurement and assessment 
of mains and muscle noise is again important and 
lEE Proc.·Sci. Mtas. Ttchnol., Vol. /4}, No. 6, Novtmber /995 
allows feature extraction to be selective or interpreted 
in the correct context. The effects of the muscle noise 
may be removed by averaging, but the optimum 
number of ECG complexes to average without the loss 
of important clinical information may change between 
patients. Further, the fetal ECG shape undergoes nor-
mal changes during labour, particularly during heart-
rate changes or uterine contractions and so signal aver-
aging may suppress short term information, particu-
larly in the ST segment. Measurement on a beat-by-
beat basis remains the attractive approach. 
Fitting smooth curves to ECG segments greatly 
enhances the signal and defmes clearly the features in 
the waveform without ambiguity. The smooth curve 
provides an analytical expression of the ECG wave-
form, making it possible to compute time, amplitude, 
integrals and gradients, etc. Thus, we can potentially 
measure any features (time constants, amplitude, area, 
zero crossings, maxima and minima) from the wave-
form very accurately. 
Different curve-fitting techniques have been tried 
using normal polynomials, cubic splines and rational 
functions for adult ECG [21] to provide a least-squares 
fit to data. We have found Chebyshev polynomials to 
be superior giving a more satisfactory representation 
for both baseline approximation and feature extraction. 
This is because Chebyshev polynomials can produce a 
curve where the maximum error of the approximation 
is kept to a minimum. As a result, the error of the 
approximation is evenly distributed over the whole 
waveform. This is not the case for least-squares tech-
niques where the errors are usually large at the ends of 
the data and very small at the centre. Chebyshev poly-
nomials are numerically stable even when the order is 
high. Curve fitting also provides inherent data com-
pression as the approximation coefficients represent the 
useful data. This may be exploited for :!fficient data 
storage and subsequent analysis. 
The techniques reported here have applications in 
other areas of biomedicine where it is required to 
enhance the data. An example is in the assessment of 
neonates using evoked potentials where the enhance-
ment and measurement of features are necessary. 
5. 1 Further work 
The next stage of our work is to carry out a thorough 
analysis of the change in the ECG features, investigate 
their relationships to other events in labour and evalu-
ate their clinical value in fetal monitoring. This would 
include spectrum analysis of heart rate variability and 
the ECG complex itself. At present, work is in progress 
at our units and other centres, as part of the European 
Community concerted action on new methods of fetal 
monitoring to collect data from various categories of 
patients. This will provide data for the next stage of the 
research, which will be published in due course. 
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TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE FETAL QRS 
COMPLEX. 
Outram N.J. 1 and Ifeachor E. C. 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A critical process in both the fetal cardiotocogram (CTG) and fetal electrocardiogram 
(FECG) analysis is to determine the location of the QRS complex from the raw FECG 
data. Difficulties arise because the FECG signal is degraded and sometimes totally 
obscured by noise. Thus, to determine the location of the QRS complexes is a two stage 
process: pre-processing of the noisy FECG to detect candidate QRS complexes, and 
pattern recognition to classifY these as genuine QRS complexes or noise. In this paper, we 
have compared an ANN technique with conventional techniques for both pre-processing 
and pattern recognition of the FECG. 
PRE-PROCESSING 
Initially an optimal filter[ I] and a 50Hz notch filter is used to improve the signal-to-noise 
ratio, but low frequency baseline shifts and mains noise often still remain. Three different 
techniques for baseline shift removal are compared. In the first technique we detect the 
sharp gradients of the QR and RS portions of a candidate QRS complex by differentiating 
the FECG data. The candidate ECG complexes are then located by a simple threshold 
detector. The baseline shift is almost totally removed because it has a very small first 
derivative[2]. The approximate first derivative, Llx(t), of the raw data, x(t), is computed 
as 
&c(t)=(x(t+ 1 )-x(t-1 ))/2. The threshold detector is aided further by squaring the derivative 
and smoothing the result with a simple band-pass filter. Unfortunately differentiation 
worsens the effects of higher frequency noise and this can be very problematic. 
Error 
x(t) 
Figure 1 Non-linear prediction filter using a MLP 
The second technique avoids differentiation and some of its problems. This technique uses 
a multi-layered perceptron, with sigmoid activation functions in the hidden layer and a 
linear output, as a non-linear prediction filter[2] (see figure 1). The network is trained on-
line to predict the unwanted low-frequency components of the corrupted FECG signal. 
The output error is mostly high-frequency noise and the QRS complex. It is important to 
obtain the correct training rates for the hidden and output layers. The method described in 
[2] computes these rates automatically but it is quite complex and computationally 
expensive. 
The third technique uses least-squares fitting to approximate the unwanted low-frequency 
components of the corrupted FEGC signal. A low order curve, of the form ftt)=eo + c1t + 
~t2 + ... + c,t"; t={-L,-L+l, ... ,L}, is fitted to a window of2L+1 rawFECGdata points 
x(t). The degree of approximation, n, and the window size, 2L+l, are chosen such that 
only the slow moving parts of the data (such as baseline shift) are accurately approximated 
but the sharp QRS portions of the data are very poorly approximated. L was typically 
between 10 and 15 and n typically 2 or 3. The mid-point of the curve, fl:O)=eo, is then 
taken as the low-frequency approximation. The window is then advanced by one sample 
and the process is repeated. Note we only need to compute the coefficient C() and 
examining the expression for computing C() it can be shown that this is simply a fixed non-
causal fixed FIR filter. This is sometimes referred to as a Savitzky-Golay smoothing 
filter[3]. 
Some example results are of the three techniques are shown in figures 2,3 and 4. 
1School ofElectronic, Communication and Electrical Engineering, University of Plymouth, 
Devon, UK. 
PATIERN RECOGNITION 
Having located the candidate QRS complexes a pattern recognition technique is used to 
discriminate the QRS complex pattern from all other possible patterns such as noise. The 
results ofPrincipal Component Analysis (PCA) suggest that 25 samples of the FECG are 
sufficient for the pattern classifier input vector x 10 samples before and including the R 
wave peak and 14 after the R wave were used as the input vector L This is normalized 
,i.e. Xoo.m =xI xTx, before being presented to the classifier. Two techniques are compared. 
The first is a correlation algorithm r=xTw, where r is the correlation coefficient and w is 
the template vector. The second is a Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP). 250 actual QRS 
examples and 250 false examples (noise) were extracted from the data. The MLP was 
trained on a subset of 50 correct (QRS) and 50 false cases using the generalized delta rule 
with back-propagation. For the correlation technique, the template w was computed from 
the 50 examples ofQRS complexes as follows. Each example QRS complex is stored in a 
column of a matrix X • The correlation matrix R = X.XT is calculated, and it can easily be 
shown that the optimum solution for w is an eigen-vector of R, such that R. w = A.,..,.. w, 
where A.,..,. is the largest eigen-value of R. Both these techniques were then tested on the 
full set of examples. 
A summary of the results are given below. The accuracy of the two methods are measured 
according to %accuracy=l00%.(N-Fp-Fn)IN, where N is the total number of examples in 
the test F is the number of false positives and Fn is the number of false negatives. For this 
' p 
experiment N was 500. 
25-2-1 3 0 
25-3-1 4 0 
25-4-1 3 0 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
For baseline removal the differentiation teclmique was prone to the effects of high 
frequency noise. The MLP teclmique was an improvement but the preferred method was 
the least-squares technique. The least-squares tedmique performed at least as well as the 
MLP but has the advantage of simplicity and less computational overhead. 
Correlation was the most reliable pattern recognition teclmique. Although the MLP can 
represent a much more complex pattern space, it fails because its behavior can never be 
guaranteed when presented with random noise. The result of the correlation algorithm 
however is a predictable linear function of the angle e between the 'weight vector w' and 
the presented vector x. i.e. r = lxllwl cos 9. The output of a MLP is a non-linear function 
of9 and is therefore not predictable in the presence of noise. Unlike the MLP, the 
correlation technique is limited when dealing with more than one pattern. Since the QRS 
complex can change shape between patients and even during a single labour[4], the 
performance of the correlation technique can diminish. To overcome this we update the 
template vector on-line. If a positive detection is made (r>0.9) and the features (such as 
QRS width and QR,RR,RS intervals) are within acceptable limits then the template is 




FECG and certainty of detection is maintained or improved. The improvement in 
performance at the start of a previously unseen patient data is illustrated in figure 5. 
These findings have suggested another suitable method might be to use a Radial Basis 
Function. This has the advantage of the :MLP as it can represent a complex pattern space 
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Figure 2. Results of Differentiation 
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Figure 5. Comparison of static and adaptive correlation algorithm. 
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FUZZY LOGIC CONCEPTS FOR PATTERN ANALYSIS 
AND INTERPRETATION OF CHANGES 
IN THE FETAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAM 
Outram N J , lfeachor E C 
School of Electronic, Communication and Electrical Engineering, University of 
Plymouth, PLYMOUTH, Devon, UK, PL4 8AA 
Abstract 
The need for computer-assistance in the management of labour to improve the 
quality of obstetric care is widely recognised. Uncertainty and difficulty in visually 
interpreting cardiotocogram (CTG) patterns can lead to unnecessary medical 
intervention or fetal injury. The CTG does not provide all the information needed in all 
cases, but the fetal electrocardiogram (ECG) could contain the extra information 
required by clinicians. Because interpretation of the ECG requires a great deal of 
experience, which is not always available, we are working to extend the capability of 
the INFANT expert system to include the fetal ECG features. In this paper we examine 
the process of representing imprecise and uncertain expert knowledge such that it can 
be built into a fuzzy expert system. To achieve this, the sources of uncertainty and 
imprecision in both knowledge and data are identified and the concepts of linguistic 
variables and fuzzy membership functions are defined. Finally we consider a rule 
structure based on finite state machines that can model the experts ability to recognise 
pattern changes in time from the CTG and ECG features. 
1. Introduction 
The fetal electrocardiogram (FECG) waveform represents the electrical activity 
of the baby's heart as measured from the body surface, see figure 1. Like the adult 
ECG, the normal fetal ECG is characterised by five peaks and valleys labelled P, Q, R, 
S, and T. From the fetal ECG the instantaneous fetal heart rate (FHR) can be derived 
in beats per minute (bpm). A plot of successive instantaneous heart rates gives the 
FHR pattern. A continuous display of the FHR pattern together with the contraction of 
the womb (uterine activity) is known as the cardiotocogram (CTG). The fetal ECG 
contains potentially valuable information that could assist clinicians in making more 
appropriate and timely decisions during labour[ 1]. This has not been widely put into 
practice because the current knowledge and expertise required to interpret the changes 
the fetal ECG is rare and has been restricted to a few centres in the world. The many 
years of research has never been collated and implemented such that clinicians can 
make full use of it. This has also been hindered by the difficulty of processing the often 
noisy fetal ECG without significant distortion[10]. 
R R R 
Figure 1 The fetal ECG waveform 
Currently, the assessment of the condition of the fetus during labour is based 
on visual analysis and interpretation of the CTG, but this requires a great deal of 
experience which is not always available to all labour wards day and night. Uncertainty 
and difficulty in interpreting CTG patterns during labour leads to unnecessary medical 
intervention (e.g. caesarean section or forceps deliveries), fetal injury or a failure to 
intervene when needed [2-3]. In the UK alone, over £350M is spent each year in birth 
related medical negligence claims. The need for computer-assistance in the 
management of labour to improve the quality of obstetric care is widely recognised 
[2-7] . 
The INFANT expert system[ 6] has been sucessfully developed to analyse and 
interpret changes in the CTG, taking into account important events in labour, and to 
provide advice to clinicians during labour. However, the CTG alone does not provide 
all the information needed, in all cases, for accurate assessment of fetal condition. 
Additional information may be obtained by a proper analysis of progressive changes in 
the fetal ECG without having to alter current patient handling routines. The impetus 
for investigating the value of the ECG waveform comes from extensive experimental 
research, clinical observations and studies which suggest that the assessment of fetal 
condition based on the ECG pattern changes plus the CTG can improve the quality of 
care [1],[7-9]. In a recent clinical study, the use of the combination of the ST 
waveform plus CTG analysis led to a significant reduction in caesarean section and 
forceps delivery for fetal distress with no adverse effect on neonatal outcome[?]. 
1.1 Key features of the ECG waveform 
One of the potentially important features of the fetal ECG waveform for 
discriminating between a fetus coping with normal stress oflabour and those in distress 
is the shape of the ST segment (see figure 1) [1][7]. Significant pattern changes in 
shape associated with stress or distress include persistently rising T wave amplitude, 
negative T waves and depressed ST · segments. Some of the changes in the ST 
waveform may be quantified as a ratio of the amplitude of the T wave to that of the 
QRS , known as the T/QRS see Figure 2. 
However, the T/QRS ratio alone is a crude measure of the ST wavefonn shape[7-8). 
There are other features in the ECG of potential interest including the ST area , the 
variability of the RR intervals, and other time constants, such as the duration of the P-
wave and the width of the QRS complex (see 
Figure 2) [10). 
RR 
QRS 
Figure 2 The fetal ECG features showing R-to-R and P-to-R intervals and the T and QRS amplitudes 
These can all be used to build up a picture of the important changes in the fetal ECG 
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Figure 3. Fetal ECG features measured on a beat-by-beat basis 
It has been shown in the past that it is hard enough for a clinician to interpret 
the changes in the CTG as it requires a great deal of expert knowledge and experience. 
Supplying further information, such as the features shown in Figure 3, would further 
increase the demands on expertise and possibly create more problems for the clinician. 
The additional problems of uncertainty and imprecision in both the obstetric data and 
knowledge further complicates the situation. An important the aim of our current work 
is to extend the capability of the INFANT expert system to include analysis and 
interpretation of changes in the fetal ECG features. This will provide the clinician with 
clear additional information that will improve the management of labour. 
In this paper we discuss the problems of uncertainty and imprecision in the 
obstetric data and knowledge, and develop fuzzy logic concepts that best handle them. 
The sources of uncertainty in both the knowledge and the data are identified and 
discussed in section 2. The concepts that allow fuzzy logic to handle the uncertainty 
are discussed in section 2.2. Finally in section 3 we need to consider the process of 
formalising the obstetric knowledge such that it follows the experts thinking. 
2. Fuzzy Logic concepts for Decision Making 
We need to examine the concepts involved in developing a fuzzy expert. This 
will include identifying the sources of uncertainty and imprecision, defining the 
linguistic variables and fuzzy membership curves. 
2.1 Sources of uncertainty and imprecision 
The noise in the raw fetal ECG signal is a notorious source of imprecision and 
a major contributor to uncertainty. The fetal ECG features can become corrupted and 
give misleading information due to the presence of maternal ECG complexes, baseline 
shift , muscle noise and mains noise. Some ECG features are more sensitive than 
others to the effects of noise. For example, the RR interval is a very robust feature 
which can tolerate a great deal of signal enhancement without loss of information, and 
hence is very reliable. However, the shape of the ST waveform is very sensitive to 
signal enhancement and therefore far less can be done to remove the noise [10][17]. 
We have developed a signal enhancement scheme for the fetal ECG [10] which greatly 
improves the signal quality, and is capable of extracting fuzzy quality information from 
the data. From this, an assessment can be made to detennine which features can be 
measured reliably. This is a source to uncertainty, particularly with borderline cases. 
The feature extraction process can introduce imprecision and levels of 
uncertainty. Location of the P,Q,R,S and T peaks in the fetal ECG can be difficult in 
the presence of noise and certain ECG configurations. Problems such as notched P ,R 
or T waves make it difficult to define the peak of the wave. Imprecision in the zero 
reference in the fetal ECG (known as the iso-electric line) will adversly effect other 
features such as the T/QRS ratio. 
Even when the quality of the data seems acceptable, the natural variability of 
some of the features can be misinterpreted and lead to imprecision. For example, if the 
change in the RR interval is greater than 28bpm then this is regarded as an error (a 
false QRS detection), whether it is a genuine change or not. This is beause the 
knowledge does not account for such large changes and assuming such changes to be 
errors. The amplitude of the QRS complex is assumed to be a physiological constant 
and is used as a reference to normalise other features against changes in amplifier gain. 
In reality, there is some natural variability in the QRS amplitude which causes the 
features such as the T /QRS ratio to fluctuate. This might explain the variability in the 
T/QRS and ST area features shown in Figure 3. Another problem is the variability in 
the shape of the fetal ECG. On rare occasions, the fetal ECG QRS complex can 
noticibly change shape, with a tendency for small R-waves and very deep S-waves. 
These can vary between patients or even within a signle labour. The means of 
identifying such cases is uncertain as there is a continuum of possible shapes. Fetal 
ectopic beats, although rare, can also add uncertainty, giving misleading RR intervals 
and very unusuall ST segment shapes. 
Other sources of uncertainty and imprecision derive from the knowledge itself 
Some of the existing knowledge is purely qualitative, based on observations, 
experience or theory which cannot easily be reproduced experimentally for often 
practical reasons. Sometimes the expert is not aware of all the rules he or she uses. 
When the knowledge is elicited and formalised, there might appear to be omissions, 
contradictions and imprecision within the knowledge. A significant problem is the 
process of converting what is often imprecise knowledge and data into a precise form 
that can be interpreted by a computerised expert system. 
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Figure 4 Classifying the features using a crisp decision boundary 
A typical example shown in Figure 4, which is intended to classify fetal ECG 
features into meaningful categories. If 100 bpm was chosen as the ' crisp cut-off point' 
between Normal and Abnormal for the baseline heart rate (See Figure 4), then is it 
reasonable that 99.9 is Abnormal and 100.0 is Normal? This dilemma cannot be 
resolved because crisp decision boundaries such as this are abstract to human 
reasoning. Since human reasoning works with imprecision, dilemmas such as this are 
common and are illustrated below in a simplified knowledge-base, based on guidelines 
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BL= measured baseline heart-rate ; VAR =measured heart-rate variability ; ACC = existence of heart-rate accelerations ; DEC = 
existence of heart-rate deceletation's (This is already classified for us); FBS=Fetal Blood Sample ; SED=presence of sedation ; 
t.TQRS=trend in TQRS ratio, POSitive, negative or zero. 
The crisp rules in this rule-base are undesirable because scenarios will arise 
when a very small change in one fact/rule can drastically affect many others. For 
example, when the baseline is about 100 bpm small changes due to noise or variability 
will cause very large changes in CTG classification. 
Fuzzy logic [12-13] is a technique of defining rules that have no sudden 
decision thresholds, thus avoiding the dilemma of the crisp boundaries in Figure 4 and 
enabling the expert to formalise the knowledge in a more humanistic form. This is 
achieved by using the actual imprecise linguistic reasoning used by the expert, rather 
than the more abstract (computer orientated) concept of crisp rules. Fuzzy logic makes 
the system less sensitive to noise, errors and natural variability in the data and can 
often reduce the size of the rule-base. To implement this we need to extract linguistic 
concepts from the knowledge that will become the basis for thye fuzzy logic expert 
system. 
2.2 Managing uncertainty with fuzzy logic 
There are two primary fuzzy logic concepts to be addressed. The first is to 
describe all the features and facts using linguistic variables. This has already been done 
to a certain extent in the example above. e.g. The T/QRS is classified by one of the set 
of the following set of linguistic labels: 
TQRS e {NEGATIVE, NORMAL, STEADY _HIGH, RJSING_HIGH, VERY _HIGH} 
Similarly the heart-rate baseline can be one of the following. 
BASLINE e { NORMAL, INTERMEDIATE, ABNORMAL} 
However, with crisp rules each feature/fact can only have a single classification at any 
one time. The second concept is to fuzzify the classification or membership of each 
feature such that there are no crisp boundaries and also to make it possible for a 
feature to be classified by more than one linguistic variable at a time. The crisp sets 
then become overlapping fuzzy sets. This is achieved by creating membership curves 
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Figure 5a Fuzzy membership curves for baseline heart rate 
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Figure 5c Fuzzy membership curves for the TIQRS ratio. 
Take the example of Figure 5a. Note the different categories overlap, therefore given a 
measure of baseline heart-rate in bpm, the baseline could simultaneously be classified 
as a member of the Normal, Abnormal and Intermediate categories, but to different 
degrees of certainty/membership. This is more like the behaviour of an expert or a 
consensus of experts. 
For example, given these rules: 
IF (BASELINE=ABNORMAL OR V ARIABILITY=ABNORMAL OR DEC=LA TE OR DEC=SEVERE VARIABLE) 
THEN CTG=ABNORMAL 
IF ((BASELINE= INTERMEDIATE & V ARIABILITY=INTERMEDIATE & DEC=NONE 
THEN CTG=INTERMEDIATE 
If baseline heart rate is 150 bpm, heart rate variability is 24 bpm and there are no 
deceleration's, we then have the case where both these rules would be activated and 
the CTG would be classed as both Intermediate and Abnormal. We say that both are 




Figure 6 CTG fuzzy classification curves 
This is not as paradoxical as it might first seem. Using the AND operator we have 
created is a 'new fuzzy fact about the CTG' which will have a new membership curve 
(the thick line in Figure 6). In this case the CTG will be part Intermediate and part 
AbnormcP. This is used as a fact to other rules and so the procedure continues until end 
rule is reached. This might be a rule that advises to just keep watching the data, or to 

state depends on its previous state. This example is fonnalised in Figure 7. Each state 
is represented by a circle and has a full set of rules associated with it. Using this 
approach the knowledge can be formalized in a way that decisions are be based on 
previously recognized events during labour. 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 
In our research, the role of the computer in fetal monitoring is to maximise the 
knowledge of an expert in the labour ward. By supplying a busy clinician with expert 
knowledge will help to make confident and accurate decisions and without upsetting 
normal patient handling routines. Expert systems are suited to this where the rules and 
knowledge governing the data can be elicited and defined explicitly. The fuzzy expert 
systems can also manage uncertainty in the knowledge or the data (noise). This 
technology is becoming mature and well tested. Fuzzy logic has the advantage that its 
behaviour is well understood by humans, who after all are being asked to use the 
system and to trust in it's advice. This is important as instigating change into medical 
practice by introducing technology is a very subject. 
Our approach is not to relieve responsibility on human decision making (which 
would be unrealistic and rightly rejected), but to motivate and enhance it. Knowledge 
and information that is sometimes overlooked by even the most expert clinician, 
particularly when under stress in a busy labour ward, can hopefully be brought to his or 
her attention via the human-computer interface. The computer needs only to be 
artificially intelligent so that it can alert a clinician, who is truly intelligent, to 
information within the data. 
4.1 Further work 
The next stage of our work is to continue with a thorough knowledge 
elicitation programme to identify the changes in the ECG features and their 
relationships to other events in labour. At the present, work is in progress at our units 
and other centres, as part of the European Community concerted action on new 
methods of fetal monitoring to collect data from various categories of patients. This 
will provide data for the next stage of the research which will be published in due 
course. 
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Abstract - This paper presents the development of a natural rule set for an obstetric expert system using fuzzy 
logic. During labour, uncertainty and difficulty in assesing the condition of the fetus, based on visual analysis of the 
fetal heart rate and uterine contractions known as the cardiotocogram (CTG), can lead to unnecessary medical 
intervention or failure to intervene when needed Computer-assisted interpretation of the CTG can improve the quality 
of obstetric care, but the CTG alone does not provide all the information needed in all cases. The fetal 
electrocardiogram (ECG) provides extra information that could aid clinicians in decision making. In our new system, 
fuzzy logic is used to assist in the analysis and interpretation of changes in the fetal ECG, in association with the 
CTG, taking into account uncertainty and imprecision which are pervasive in both the obstetric data and knowledge. 
The output of the fuzzy expert system is displayed as a map of the fetal condition and this serves as an objective visual 
aid to decision making by the clinician. The implementation and retrospective application of the fuzzy expert system 
on real cases are discussed. 
Keywords - Labour, Fetal heart rate, Cardiotocogram, Electrocardiogram, Expert system, Fuzzy Logic, Fetal 
Condition Matrix. 
Introduction 
The fetal electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform 
represents the electrical activity of the baby's heart as 
measured from the body surface. Figure I illustrates 
some of its important features. The fetal heart rate 
(FHR) is derived from the R-to-R intervals. A visual 
analysis of the continuous display of the FHR together 
with the uterine activity, known as the cardiotocogram 
(CTG), is normally used to assess the condition of the 
fetus, but this requires a great deal of experience 
which is not always available. Uncertainty and 
difficulty in interpreting CTG patterns during labour 
can lead to unnecessary medical intervention (e.g. 
caesarean section or forceps deliveries), fetal injury or 
a failure to intervene when needed (1,2]. Computer 
assisted interpretation of the CTG can improve the 
quality of obstectric care and a system for doing this, 
the INFANT, has been successfully developed[3,4). 
However, the CTG alone does not provide all the 
information needed, in all cases, for accurate 
assessment of fetal condition. The fetal ECG contains 
potentially valuable information that could assist 
clinicians in making more appropriate and timely 
decisions during labour without having to alter current 
patient handling routines [5-8). 
A potentially important feature of the fetal ECG 
waveform is the shape of the ST segment (5-8). 
Significant pattern changes in shape associated with 
stress or distress include persistently rising T wave 
amplitude, negative T waves and depressed ST 
segments. Some of the changes in the ST waveform 
may be quantified as a ratio of the amplitude of the T 
wave to that of the QRS, known as the T/QRS ratio, 






Figure 1 The fetal ECG waveform showing some of the important features: 
R-to-R and P-to-R intervals and the T, and QRS amplitudes 
Other features of potential interest include the ST area, 
the variability of the R-to-R intervals, the duration of 
the P-wave and the width of the QRS complex (see 
figure 1)[9]_ 
As yet, the fetal ECG is not in widespread clinical use. 
The expertise required to interpret changes in the fetal 
ECG is not widely available and is yet to be 
implemented in a form that can be fully utilised by 
clinicians without constant expert supervision. The 
analysis and interpretation of changes in the ECG in 
association with the CTG are carried out by visual 
inspection[lO] which is very subjective. 
An aim of our work is to extend the capability of the 
INFANT to include the analysis and interpretation of 
changes in the fetal ECG features, taking into account 
the uncertainty and imprecision in obstetric data and 
knowledge, and present the result in a way that will 
practically aid the busy clinician. The fuzzy logic 
concepts used in the system presented in this paper are 
described in more detail elsewhere[ 11]. 
Uncertainty and imprecision in managing 
labour 
The qualitative nature of cunent obstetric knowledge 
gives rise to a great deal of uncertainty. Figure 2 
summarises how the CTG is categorised based on 
features observed visually in the CTG and their 
perceived significance[lO]. Given that features are 
measured by eye and the normal physiological 
variations between fetuses, phrases such as normal, 
intermediate and abnormal in figure 2 are subjective, 
and illustrates the difficulties of interpreting the CTG. 
An experienced clinician would take adequate care in 
interpreting CTGs that are near the boundaries. 
Changes in the ST waveform are assessed qualitatively 
by analysing its ·shape (described as e.g elevated, 
negative, depressed, rapidly nsmg, normal) and 
quantitatively by the ratio of the T/QRS or the area 
The interpretation of the T/QRS ratio, as with the 
CTG, also suffers from threshold problems. A study of 
the guidelines for analysing the ST waveform plus the 
CTG [6, 7, 10] reveals that the knowledge is highly 
qualitative and full of hedges. This is due, in part, to 
the difficulty of drawing valid conclusions based on 
what is essentially partial information derived from 
the baby, the dynamic nature oflabour, and the normal 
physiological variations in the measured values 
between fetuses. Imprecision in the measured 
parameters due to the poor quality of data and errors 
in the feature extraction algorithms are a further 
source of uncertainty[9,ll]. Errors in measurements 
(e.g false or missed R-waves, false changes in the 
features of the CTG, inconsistent T/QRS values) due 
to poor signal quality are not uncommon[7,9]. 
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Figure 2 A simplified classification of the CTG into 
its subtypes 
Different techniques for managing uncertainty in the 
decision making process are available. We have used 
fuzzy logic because it is well suited to the problems of 
imprecision and uncertainty in obstetrics and allows 
the knowledge to be formalised in a more humanistic 
form. For example, the terms used to describe changes 
in the CTG and the ECG features can be viewed as 
linguistic variables. Further, fuzzy logic allowed us to 
implement a system from the bottom up based on 
theoretical knowledge and experience. This can later 
be fine-tuned to get optimum performance as more 
data is collected. 
Fuzzy expert system design 
The development of a fuzzy expert system is generally 
less complex than a conventional crisp rule based 
expert system. but it is important to keep all fuzzy 
variables and rules consistent Some of the important 
terms used in the clinical guidelines[IO] are given 
below. The words in brackets are the different 
categories. 
T/QRS Ratio: {Constant , Increasing, Rising, Rapidly 
Increasing, Negative, Positive, High. Normal} 
ST Waveform : {Normal, Depressed, Negative, 
Elevated, Raised, Bi-Phasic, Changing, Acute change} 
CTG Pattern: {Normal reactive, Intermediate, 
Abnormal, Normal, Pre-terminal} 
Heart Rate Decelerations: {Persistent, Late, 
Variable, Present, Not Present} 
Baseline Heart Rate: {Increased, bradycardia, Low, 
tachycardia, High. Normal, Rapid return} 
Heartrate Variability: {Increased, Decreased, 
Normal, Undulating} 
From these terms we were able to derive the fuzzy sets 
used in the rule base after several sessions of 
knowledge elicitation. It is important to choose 
meaningful linguistic variables which are close to the 
real language of the clinical expert and keep them 
consistent. Table 1 summarises the key fuzzy sets and 
their subsets. The fuzzy membership functions are 
shown in figure 3. These membership functions are 
derived from the way the clinical guidelines are used, 
although they may require slight modification at a 
later date when the system is optimized. 
At the present, the fuzzy rule base contains about 20 
rules for interpreting changes in the ECG. The result 
of the ECG and CTG analysis and the recommended 
action are summarised as a fetal condition matrix (see 
table 2) in line with the clinical guidelines[lO]. The 
analysis is carried out over a sufficient time interval 
before the recommendations are made. Each element 
of the matrix (see table 2) reflects the condition {A,B .. 
J}of the fetus. The output of the fuzzy expert system 
produces a truth value for each of these conditions. 
Table 1 Table of key fuzzy sets and subsets. 
N.B . The measurements to determine the truth values of fuzzy subsets are made 
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Figure 3. Examples of fuzzy membership functions 
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Table 2 Fetal condition matrix used to guide the clinician. 
1. Fetal Blood Sample 
These truth values are derived from a set of fuzzy rules, such as 
0.4 
0.1 
IF (TQRS(20)=NEGATJVE) OR (ST AREA(20)=NEGA TIVE) THEN ST _ W A VEFORM=NEGA TIVE 
IF (CfG=NORMAL) AND (ST_WAVEFORM=NORMAL)THEN A 
0.5 
0.5 
IF (CfG=ABNORMAL) AND ((ST _ W A VEFORM=CHANGJNG) OR (ST _ W A VEFORM=NEGA TJVE)) THEN I 
The numbers in brackets indicate the time these measurements are measured over. 
Interpretation of the output matrix 
Having obtained the truth values for all possible fetal 
conditions {A,B, .. ,l} , we are faced with the problem of 
interpreting the results. The truth values for the fetal 
condition matrix are easy to interpret in cases where 
the outcome is unambigious. In such cases the fetal 
condition can be inferred from the maximum truth 
value, but this can be unsatisfactory in borderline cases 
because of jitter. For example, table 3 shows A and D 
to have very similar truth values. A series of small 
changes in the features could cause the output to jitter 
between A and D. 
To avoid this , we consider the fetal condition matrix 
as a 3D solid object From this, we compute the 
centroid of the solid to 'de-fuzzify' and obtain a single 
point on the fetal condition matrix. This avoids the 
problem of a jittering output on the fetal condition 
matrix. For the clinician, it is often the change of 
position (fetal state) that is of more importance than 
the absolute position itself. For example, a labour 
where the fetal state is B throughout the duration of 
labour has a different interpretation to a progression 
from A to B. We display the path or locus of the fetal 
condition at 5 minute intervals to display any changes, 
this gives a simple objective visual display of the 
history of fetal condition over time. 
Results 
Some example results are given below in figures 5(a) 
and (b). Figure 5(a) is a typically normal case where 
the T/QRS ratio is constantly below 0.24 and the CTG 
is perfectly normal. Figure 5(b) was a perfectly normal 
case until the baseline heart-rate dropped and stayed at 
60bpm (abnormal CTG). 
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(b) Normal ECG and Normal CTG with a 
sudden progression to Abnormal CTG 
The condition of the fetus is shown as a ·moving 
point' on the fetal condition matrix. The nearer to the 
bottom right (I) , then the worse the condition of the 
fetus. We could have linearised the output onto a 
single line but this way the reason for the fetal 
condition output is lost. The fetal condition can be 
monitored visually without losing the reasoning 
behind it. 
Conclusions 
Clinical decisions are ultimately crisp, i.e. a clinicial 
either does intervene or does not intervene. A 
clinician would base the decision on a personalised 
and highly complex scheme, using the information 
supplied (CTG+ECG) , experience, intuition, patient 
history and patient handling guidelines. Even if all the 
useful information could be recorded and stored, this 
reasoning could not realistically be done by a 
computer. It is unreasonable, however, to expect a 
clinician to perform well with so much extra 
information, especially within the labour ward 
environment. Thus, the role of the system is not to 
replace the clinician, but to assist them with the task of 
the analysis of the combined CTG and ECG. By 
presenting the information in a more meaningful and 
humanistic form, it can draw the clinician's attention 
to important events, and help them to make more 
informed judgments. 
For this to be effective, it is necessary to cater for the 
underlying fuzziness in obstetric data and knowledge. 
For the cases we have considered, the performance has 
been predicatable and accurate. A more 
comprehensive rule base will be required for the rarer 
cases of genuine fetal distress. 
Figure 6 Example state diagram 
During labour different sequences of events occur 
which the expert can recognize. Recognising the 
sequence of events can modify the way the expert 
interprets the instantaneous data To enable an expert 
SYstem to recognise such sequences of events in the 
same way as human expert, a rule structure based on 
the principles of finite state machines has been 
proposed[ 11]. Each state has a full set of rules 
associated with itln this approach, the recognised 
changes in the fetal condition can be represented as 
'states'. In figure 6 each state is represented by a circle. 
For example, during the first stages of monitoring (the 
Entty State) a labour may be regarded as normal 
unless there is a prior knowledge to suggest otherwise. 
When a new piece of information becomes available, 
such as brief negative T-waves (condition C), a change 
of state will occur (see figure 6.) and the rules change. 
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Abstract 
There is a need to provide clinicians with computer assistance for making a more 
objective and accurate assessment the condition of the fetus during labour. It is impor-
tant to exploit all the useful information contained within the fetal electrocardiogram 
(ECG) to help reduce uncertainty, unnecessary clinical intervention [1] and clinical 
errors during labour. This can be achieved by automatically assessing the changes in 
the fetal ECG waveform shape during labour using a fuzzy expert system [2]. The 
expert knowledge required to correctly interpret the ECG exists as a set of written 
guidelines, some of which are quantitative and explicit while others are still qualitative 
and rely on subjective visual interpretation [3]. We have investigated methods combin-
ing the strengths of Radial Basis Functions (RBF) and Fuzzy Logic to automatically 
classify the different shapes of ECG waveforms where explicit rules do not exist. In 
this paper we demonstrate the relative merits of these techniques by classifying the 
fetal ECG ST-waveform shape. We discuss the problems of computing the accuracy 
of the pattern classifier and some preliminary results are given in the paper. 
1 Introduction 
The fetal electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform represents the electrical activity of the baby's 
heart as measured from the body surface (see figure-1). The fetal heart rate (FHR) is 
derived from the R-to-R intervals. A visual analysis of the continuous display of the 
FHR together with the uterine activity, known as the cardiotocogram (CTG), is normally 
used to assess the condition of the fetus, but this requires a great deal of experience 
which is not always available. Uncertainty and difficulty in interpreting CTG patterns 
during labour can lead to fetal injury, unnecessary medical intervention such as caesarean 
section or forceps deliveries or a failure to intervene when needed [1). Computer assisted 
interpretation of the CTG can improve the quality of obstetric care and a system for 
doing this, the INFANT, has been successfully developed [4). However, the CTG alone 
does not provide all the information needed, in all cases, for accurate assessment of fetal 
condition. The fetal ECG contains potentially valuable information that could assist 
clinicians in making more appropriate and timely decisions during labour without having 
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Figure 1: Decomposition of the the fetal ECG waveform into its different wave components 
to alter current patient handling routines [5]. The impetus for using the fetal ECG comes 
from many years of research, observation and physiological reasoning. Furthermore ST 
analysis has been successfully used in a recent randomised trial (5] to reduce the need for 
clinical intervention without any change in outcome. Unfortunately the use of the ECG 
is limited to a few centres in the world because it has not been widely accepted or proven 
to be of clinical value. The proper use of the fetal ECG by clinicians requires training, 
but even with training, it is still difficult not to miss important and rare ECG patterns 
without constant supervision. Our aim is develop a bed-side intelligent system which will 
automate the continuous monitoring of the fetal ECG and alert clinicians towards any 
abnormalities that may develop. 
Physiology of the ST waveform 
The shape of the fetal ECG reflects the super-position of the electrical signals within the 
heart as seen from the body surface (6]. The ST waveform (see figure 1) of the ECG is 
routinely used in adult cardiology during stress tests to detect heart damage. The ST 
waveform, which represents the re-polarization of the heart muscle cells, is very sensitive 
to coronary insufficiency such as ischemia in the adult ECG (6]. A hypothesis which 
has been undergoing investigation for more than 20 years is that the fetal heart should 
also show changes in the ST waveform as a response to stresses in labour, such as the 
natural squeezing effect of uterine contractions, temporary occlusions of the umbilical cord, 
maternal hypotension or placental haemorrhaging. These stresses can be intermittent, 
resulting in slow and subtle changes in the fetal CTG and ECG. In extreme cases, these 
stresses can also be chronic and potentially fatal for the fetus, and show up as rapid changes 
in the CTG and ECG. The fully developed term fetus however is equipped to cope with 
the normal stresses of labour. Stresses such as uterine contractions can reduce blood-
flow from the placenta and restrict oxygen supply. If there is is an imbalance between 
oxygen consumption and supply, the fetus is normally able to compensate by diverting 
blood flow away from non-vital to the vital organs. It also has rich glycogen supplies 




Figure 2: Different configurations of the ST waveform. (a.) Normal with elevated T com-
plex, (b) Abnormal with Negative T complex, (c) Abnormal bi-Phasic ST waveform & (d) 
Abnormal depressed ST segment . 
known as anaerobic metabolism, produces lactic acid and potassium ions (K+). The 
extra potassium ions are responsible for a change in heart muscle cell potentials, which in 
turn results in a change in ST waveform shape [3]. This can can be continuously monitored 
by examining the ECG and has been observed to show up abnormalities before any tissue 
damage has occurred [6] . A compensating fetus will typically show a.n ST waveform with 
a permanently elevated T complex and an elevated ST segment (See figure 2(a)). A fetus 
which is not fully compensating will show a. changing T complex, negative T complex, 
bi-phasic ST waveform or depressed ST segment (see figures 2(b),(c) and (d)). 
2 Feature extraction 
The T complex height, normalised against the QRS amplitude (see figure 1) is known as 
the T /QRS ratio. This is a robust feature of the ST waveform and is simple to quantify. 
We elicited the knowledge required to interpret the changes in the T /QRS ratio from 
interviews with experts and from printed guidelines. We have developed a system to 
enhance the fetal ECG signal quality with minimal information loss [7] and to interpret 
the changes in the T /QRS ratio using a fuzzy expert system [2]. Fuzzy logic was used 
to model expert thinking and to reduce the effects of uncertainty, details of which are 
given elsewhere [2, 8]. It is accepted however that too much emphasis has been put on the 
T /QRS in the past because it cannot be used alone to detect significant waveforms such 
as bi-phasic and depressed ST waveforms [6]. Detection of other waveforms such as those 
shown in figures 2(c) and (d) has never been automated because the expert knowledge 
required is still subjective and has yet to be quantified. 




Figure 3: The important features required for pattern recognition 
the known classes of ST waveform shape by extracting new fuzzy-rules from data which 
has been classified by experts. For the new rules to be robust and meaningful we have 
identified a set of visually identifiable key features in the ST waveform which can be used 
to represent the ST waveform shape. The key features are : 
ST Area+ Total area above the iso-electric level in the ST segment 
ST Area- Total area below the iso-electric level in the ST segment 
ST Grad Maximum negative slope between 40ms and 90ms after the R-wave peak 
T/QRS The T wave peak amplitude. 
All t hese features (see figure 3) are normalised against the QRS amplitude to correct 
for changes in signal gain. We digitised a set of examples of normal and abnormal fe-
tal ECG waveforms and had them re-classified by an expert to check their validity. The 
ST waveform of each fetal ECG waveform was approximated and smoothed by fitting a 
Chebyshev polynomial curve of the form 
to the raw data, where Tk(t) = cos(k.arccos(t)) and m is the degree of approximation 
[7). An example is shown in figure 4. Using the polynomial approximation f(t) rather 
than the raw data to extract the features greatly enhances the waveform and reduces 
ambiguity when locating and measuring the features. This is because the approximation 
is defined to have a maximum of rn-1 extrema. Computing the areas, derivatives and 
amplitudes can all be performed analytically from f(t). 
3 Fuzzy rule induction 
Artificial Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic are both powerful techniques in pattern recog-
nition. Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP) neural networks have the useful property of 
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Figure 4: Approximation of the fetal ECG ST waveform using Chebyshev polynomials 
learning new knowledge by utilising a supervised learning algorithm, but difficulties arise 
in analysing and predicting the behavior of the trained network. Fuzzy inference systems 
are easy to analyse once the knowledge is acquired, but with incomplete knowledge, a large 
number of input parameters and possible permutations of input parameters, this becomes 
a very difficult and time-consuming task. Other research has now demonstrated that neu-
ral networks and fuzzy inference systems can be made to be interchangeable [9, 10, 11] 
such that fuzzy inference systems can be trained like a MLP to extract rules from data 








as this simplifies the training algorithm. However, we prefer the max-min fuzzy logic [12] 







as this has a better theoretical foundation but unfortunately makes the training algo-
rithm more complex. We are currently investigating techniques for extracting new fuzzy 
rules from the data using the max-min fuzzy logic scheme. We aim to extract a set of 
rules from the data that will classify the ST waveform as {Normal, Normal with elevated 
ST, Abnormal with depressed ST, Abnormal with bi-phasic ST} in accordance with human 
experts . 
3.1 Representing fuzzy rules in a radial basis function neural network 
A radial basis function , as shown in figure 6, can be considered to be functionally equivalent 
to a fuzzy inference system [9] . The input nodes are fully connected (via unit weights) to 
all the hidden nodes which in turn fuzzify each input variable [8] and combine them all 
with an and function . The expression for the jth hidden node rj (x) is 
5 
g(x) 
+ 1 -----. .... 
Figure 5: Each fuzzy set is a gaussian function g(x) with centre c and width w 
Figure 6: Fuzzy Radial Basis Function 
rj(x) min {g(xo), g(x1) , . . . , g(xn), Vj} 
where 




g(xi) is a gaussian function which fuzzifies an input variable Xi. Ci is the centre of the 
fuzzy set and Wi controls the set width (see figure 5). Each hidden node is considered 
to be a single rule, with the output of each rule being truncated by a value Vj which is 
considered as the confidence in the rule. These rules are all combined at the output y with 
an or function as follows. 
y = max {rj(x),j = 0 .. . m} {8) 
where m+l is t he number of rules. To train the network, the centres c, width parame-
ters w and confidence values v have to be computed. To initially find the centres a number 
of techniques such as cluster analysis and random selection can be used [13]. We used the 
K-means clustering algorithm, although better techinques such as fuzzy-clustering [11] will 
be investigated later. The parameters w and the confidence values v are initially set to 1. 
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3.2 Tuning the centres, widths and confidence 
Our initial investigation was to extract a set of rules to classify the ST waveform as either 
Normal or Abnormal using the features listed in section 2. Given a complete set offeatures 
stored in the colombs of matrix x and their respective classification stored in the vector 
Y , the centres, width parameters and confidence values in the network are optimised to 
obtain the 'best' desired mapping from the inputs to the output. In this investigation we 
firsrt define the error € as 
N 2: {Yp- Yp}2.a 
p=l 
where 




where a is a positive integer. To minimise the error, equation 9 is differentiated with 
respect to each of the parameters Wj,i, Cj,i and Vj . Each parameter is repeatedly updated 
using the following equations until the error € is falls below a pre-defined level. 
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a , beta and r are small constants ( < 1) which determine the training rates and N 
is the number of examples in the training data. The parameter a is used to control 
the distribution of the errors in t he final solution. Setting a=1 will guide the training 
algorithm towards the least-squares solution. A high value for a will guide the training 
algorithm towards the optimal or ' minimax' solution. 
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4 Results 
At the time of writing a very limited set of abnormal waveforms was available because 
abnormal waveform are very rare. In an initial study using 30 abnormal example wave-
forms and 30 normals, we were able to train a small network to correctly distinguish all 
the abnormal waveforms from the normals with no wrong classifications error. We are 
currently working to produce a more comprehensive set of test cases from new data and 
hope to extract rules to classify the ST waveform. The results will be published elsewhere 
in the near future. 
5 Discussion and Conclusion 
The fetal ECG ST waveform can be used to automatically assess if the fetus is coping with 
stresses in labour. Assessing the shape of the ST waveform is simplified by approximating 
the ST waveform with a Chebyshev polynomial and extracting robust features. Not all 
the rules required to interpret t hese features have been quantified. We have started to 
address t his by combining the advantages of supervised neural networks and fuzzy inference 
systems to derive new rules for interpreting these features from the features and a human 
experts qualitative classification. The training algorithm, which is based on gradient 
descent, allows a max-min fuzzy inference system to trained. A limitation of this system 
are that the rules produced are not guaranteed to be intuitive to a clinician. One possible 
modification to this technique could be to optimise currently known rules as well as attempt 
to create new rules. Currently the system does not exploit known knowledge, although 
this important feature should not be overlooked will be added in future . The work so far 
shows promise and some useful results should be available in the near future. 
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PATTERN ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAIN CHANGES IN THE FETAL 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM FEATURES DURING LABOUR. 
Outram N.J. and Ifeachor E. C. 
School of Electronic, Communication and Electrical Engineering, University of 
Plymouth, 
ABSTRACT Plymouth, UK, PL4 8AA. 
A fuzzy system has been developed to recognise abnormal S T waveforms shapes during 
labour [Ifeachor & Outram, 1995]. It is shown that both intermittent and persistently 
abnormal ST waveforms are observed during labour. The events are regarded as 
cumulative evidence for fetal distress, although more weight should be placed on 
persistently abnormal waveforms. The fuzzy system has been extended to model the 
clinician's management strategy in the face of fetal ST waveform changes using a 
technique based on finite state machines. In the new system "fuzzy states" rather than 
"finite states" are used. The truth of a state depends on previous states and fuzzy facts. A 
specific filter-type structure is used in the fuzzy inference mechanism to determine if 
events are continuous or if previous fuzzy states have settled. This process is illustrated 
with a real case measured from a foetus taken from our data-base. 
Introduction 
The fetal electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform represents the electrical activity of the 
baby's heart as measured from the body surface, which for this work, is measured from 
the fetal scalp (see Figure 1). Like the adult 
ECG, the normal fetal ECG is characterised 
by five peaks and valleys labelled P, Q, R, 
S, and T (see Figure 2). From the fetal ECG 
the instantaneous fetal heart rate (FHR) can 
be derived in beats per minute (bpm). A plot 
of successive instantaneous heart rates gives 
the FHR pattern. A continuous display of Figure 1 Internal fetal ECG monitoring 
the FHR pattern together with the 
contraction of the womb (uterine activity) 
is known as the cardiotocogram (CTG), 
and is illustrated in Figure 3. The fetal 
ECG contains potentially valuable 
information that could assist clinicians in 
making more appropriate and timely 
decisions during labour [Luzietti & Rosen, 
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Figure 3 The cardiotocogram (CTG) 
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practice because the current knowledge and expertise required to interpret the changes the 
fetal ECG is rare and has been restricted to a few centres in the world. This has also been 
hindered by problems with noise and the difficulty of processing noisy fetal ECG without 
introducing significant distortion [Kirk and Smith, 1986; Outram et. al., 1995]. 
Currently, the assessment of the condition of the foetus during labour is based on visual 
analysis and interpretation of the CTG. Unfortunately this requires a great deal of 
experience which is not always available to all labour wards day and night [Ifeachor et. 
al., 1991]. Uncertainty and difficulty in interpreting CTG patterns during labour lead to 
unnecessary medical intervention (e.g. caesarean section or forceps deliveries), fetal 
injury or a failure to intervene when needed. In the UK alone, over £1 OOM is spent each 
year in birth related medical negligence claims. The need for computer-assistance in the 
management of labour to improve the quality of obstetric care is widely recognised 
[Keith et. al. 1994, Ifeachor et. al. 1991]. 
The INFANT expert system [lfeachor et. al., 1991] has been successfully developed to 
analyse and interpret changes in the CTG, taking into account important events in labour, 
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Figure 2 The fetal ECG waveform 
TPea k QRS 
Ampitude Amplitude 
and to provide advice to clinicians 
during labour. However, the CTG 
alone is difficult to interpret and does 
not provide all the information needed, 
in all cases, for accurate assessment of 
fetal condition. Additional information 
may be obtained by a proper analysis 
of progressive changes in the fetal 
ECG without having to alter current 
patient handling routines. The impetus 
(a) (b) 
(d) 
fi · u· tm. th al f th ECG Figure 4 A summary of all the important ST or mves ga g e v ue o e ,.r, ha 
wave1 orm s rpes 
waveform comes from extensive 
(a) Normal, (b) Abnormal (Negative T), (c) Abnormal (Bi-
experimental research, clinical phasic ST, Positive T), (d) Abnormal (Depressed ST, Normal 
T), (e) Suspicious (Negative ST slope, Normal T), (f) 
observations and studies which suggest Suspicious (Negative ST slope, Normal T) 
that the assessment of fetal condition based on the ECG ST waveform pattern changes 
(see Figure 2) plus the CTG can improve the quality of care [Luzietti and Rosen. , 1994; 
Rosen et. al., 1992.; Murray, 1986]. In a recent clinical study, the use of the combination 
of the ST waveform plus CTG analysis led to a significant reduction in caesarean section 
and forceps delivery for fetal distress with no adverse effect on neonatal outcome 
[Westgate et. al., 1993]. In this study, the ratio of the T peak amplitude to the QRS 
amplitude (see Figure 2), known as the T/QRS ratio, was used to quantify ST waveform 
shape. It is recognised that there has been too much emphasis on the T /QRS ratio as it is 
only a crude quantification of the ST -waveform shape [Rosen & Luzietti 1994; Greene & 
Westgate, 1993]. The T/QRS ratio does not help to identify all of the important ST 
waveform shapes illustrated in Figure 4. Bi-phasic and negative ST waveforms are 
abnormal patterns but would be missed if only the T/QRS ratio is considered. 
An intelligent fuzzy system has been developed to classify the ST waveform shape and 
interpret the shape changes [Jfeachor & Outram, 1995]. A simplified block diagram of 
the system is illustrated in Figure 5. The raw ECG signal is enhanced and if the quality of 
the data is sufficient, then key features such as the T/QRS ratio and ST -segment slope are 
measured from a moving average of ECG waveform. Key quantitative features are 
measured from the fetal ECG waveform, decimated to a lower sampling rate using multi-
rate signal processing techniques, and passed to the fuzzy expert model for interpretation. 
ST~ Clinical guidelines for action with a mature fetus. (~36 weeks) 
1. Negative/Biphasic ST- T/QRS less than -0.05 for more than 20 minutes. Rising - T/QRS 
rises more than 0.4 over 15 minutes, expediate delivery without FBS 
2 . Negative/Biphasic ST - T/QRS less than -0.05 for more than 20 minutes. Rising- T/QRS 
rises more than 0.15 from the baseline level over 15 minutes, expediate delivery without FBS. 
3. Any negative or biphasic ST change as well as any T/QRS increase over 5-10 minutes. 
4. FBS should be repeated every hour or earlier. If an FBS is not available, intervention can be 
delayed until the CTG shows evidence of deterioration. 
- Loss of short term variability 
- Progressive tachycardia or bradycardia 
- Decelerations become wider and deeper 
- Overshoot accelerations following decelerations 
If the CTG remains unchanged but the ST waveform shows an acute change, as identified in 
p.3, delivery should also be expediated. Note: In second stage we recommend these foetuses be 
delivered within 90 minutes as rapid deterioration can occur after this time. 
Note: A "pre-terminal" CTG should always cause immediate delivery. No need for additional 
ST analysis. 
Table 1 A summary of the clinical guidelines used to accompany the Fetal 
condition matrix 
Figure 5 Simplified block diagram of the fetal ECG fuzzy intelligent system 
Modelling the human expert strategy using fuzzy logic 
The knowledge concerning how to interpret the changes in the fetal ECG during labour 
has been acquired from experimental findings and clinical observations over many years. 
From this knowledge a set of clinical guidelines has evolved for fetal ECG monitoring. 
The guidelines are summarised in Table 1 and the recommended clinical action is 
summarised in Table 2. The guidelines form the basis for the fuzzy expert model which 
provides a linguistic description of the instantaneous ECG waveform shape and the 
sequence o~ changes in the shape during labour. The shape information is then mapped 





Table 2 Fetal condition matrix(see Table 1 for notes) 
onto a "fetal condition matrix" (see Table 2) and is displayed to the clinician (Jfeachor 
E. C. & Outram NJ, 1995). 
A fuzzy truth value is computed for each category (A-I) using fuzzy rules, which can be 
de-fuzzified to a single point on a fuzzy condition map (see Figure 6) (Jfeachor E. C. & 
Outram NJ, 1995). The clinical guidelines that accompany this matrix are given in Table 
1. The basic concepts of fuzzy logic in this application are discussed by Jfeachor & 
Outram, (1994). 
Managing complex patterns in time 
This paper is concerned with the techniques required to represent and interpret the ECG 
feature changes throughout labour. For proper management of labour it is important to be 
able to represent and recognise particular sequences of events in labour, and not just 
instantaneous events such as isolated abnormal waveforms. For example, in the 
guidelines given above, with a normal CTG, a T/QRS ratio is said to be rising if it rises 
more than 0. 4 from the baseline level over 15 minutes. In practice, uncertainty may arise 
because the guidelines cannot span every situation. 
It is the intermediate cases which a more likely to cause the most uncertainty for the 
clinician. For example, a rise in TIQRS of 0. 2 5 over 15 minutes is a suspicious change 
but might not be enough to warrant action. An experienced clinician would probably 
make a note of this event as suspicious, and will act depending on the context of the 
event. Time and the context in which an event took place are very important when there 
is a high degree of uncertainty. 
There are many factors that could influence the decision of a clinician with the 
appearance ·of suspicious and uncertain changes. If the baby is near to the point of 
delivery, then labour may be allowed to progress naturally. If this was the first abnormal 
event, and it was short-lasting (<5 mins), then this might be viewed as an anomaly and 
not enough evidence to warrant intervention. If other suspicious events had been observed 
earlier in the labour however, then there would come a point where the evidence has 
accumulated enough to suggest intervention is required. The purpose of this work is to 
expand the fuzzy logic concepts to allow the expert model to 'remember' previous events 
and manage the accumulation of evidence for fetal distress. 
A documented example of this is the brief appearance of negative or bi-phasic ST 
waveforms (see Figure 4). Each appearance can be considered to be a period where the 
foetus is unable to compensate for a stress in labour, such as a uterine contraction. 
Repeated exposure to stress may lead to distress, damage and possibly death. With a 
normal CTG, the clinician may not act on the first appearance of abnormal waveforms, 
but may act on subsequent appearances. The expert model must include the concept of 
memory and have the ability to include prior events in the reasoning mechanism. 
Examples of the situations where the expert-model can use memory to reduce uncertainty 
are summarised as follows. 
1. An individual abnormal event is only short lasting, so its validity is in question. 
2. An event is only partially true - i.e. suspicious but not marked enough to warrant 
action 
3. An event has occurred before, therefore adding to the belief that it is genuine and not 
nmse. 
4. A different but possibly abnormal event had previously occurred. 
5. A similar pattern occurred in a previous labour. 
The human expert can manage these situations though intelligent reasoning and inference, 
drawing on experience and knowledge of previous 
STWaveform 
events in the labour, but this is very difficult for a 
c A; B; 
computer. We propose a technique to manage these • : 
situations using a novel extension to fuzzy logic. C -· · · · · · · · . .. · · · ·- --- -... -------- ·-
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patterns in time. G : I 
Figure 6 Fetal condition map 
Fuzzy logic is used to model an expert 
clinician, the concepts of which are 
published elsewhere [Jfeachor & 
Outram, 1994]. We have extended 
these concepts and developed a 
technique for modelling the expert's 
management of complex sequences of 
events in time, such as those discussed 
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concepts of finite state machines Figure 7 Fuzzy-state machine used to represent 
and recall events during labour 
[Biswas, 1993], but in our case the 
states are fuzzy and not discrete. An example of a fuzzy state representation of events in 
labour is depicted in Figure 7. The states are fuzzy variables that represent the truth that 
an event has occurred. The inference mechanism for the fuzzy variables differs from 
conventional fuzzy systems in that the implied truth value is also dependent on time as 
well as rules and other fuzzy variables/facts. Consider the example given in Figure 7. 
Three states are defined. 
A. Entry state 
B. State of Reduced Reactivity. 
c. Action State. 
At the entry of monitoring (state A) it is assumed that no prior information is known 
about the fetal ECG. We say that the fetal state A is TRUE. If during labour there are 
negative or bi-phasic ST waveforms, coupled with an abnormal CTG, then using the 
following fuzzy rules, the fetal state C is TRUE. 
IF (STATE=A) and (T/QRS=Negative OR STsegment is Biphasic OR STsegment is Negative) THEN 
STW A VEFORM=Abnormal 
IF (STATE=A) and (STWAVEFORM=Abnormal) and (CTG=Abnormal) TIIEN STATE=C 
These acute changes would normally be routinely detected from the acute CTG changes. 
A problem arises when the changes are not so acute and the ECG and CTG do not 
provide such definitive changes. If the negativelbi-phasic ST waveforms only appear 
briefly ( <lmin), and are repetitive and synchronised with contractions, then the situation 
is more um~ertain. It would be accurate to say that state B is possibly true. It is valid to 
say that if negativelbi-phasic ST waveforms re-appear within the same 15 minute period, 
then the belief that state B is true should increase. It is also valid to say that if no more 
negative/ bi-phasic ST waveforms are observed within the next hour then the belief that 
state B is TRUE should reduce or maintain it's current level. To manage these uncertain 
situations, an accumulative model is used infer each state. 
State transition using an accumulated truth model 
As with normal fuzzy variables, all the fuzzy states are true, but to different degrees, and 
can take on any value between 0 and 1. Any given state is dependent on the other fuzzy 
states and other fuzzy variables. All the fuzzy states are updated on each time epoch, 
which, for this work, is a 15s interval. A state is limited by how much it can increase or 
decrease in each time epoch. In general, the next state is determined by the following. 
NextState(t) = max{min{PreviousState(t - 1) + GrowthRate · p 1(t)- DecayRate · p1 (t) -/eakage, I},o} (1) 
where J.l;(t) (O::s; J.l;(t)~l) is a fuzzy variable that implies that NextState is true, J.l:j(t), (0:::; 
J.l:i(t)~l), is a fuzzy variable that infers that NextState is not true and leakage is a constant 
that reduces the state truth as time progresses. Each state transition has an associated 
growth rate, decay rate and leakage. This way there is flexibility for the NextState truth 
membership to grow and diminish at different rates. This is the accumulated truth model, 
which is essentially a leaky integrator of fuzzy truth membership. 
Fuzzy filter structures 
Consider Figure 8 which shows the truth output of a fuzzy rule for "ST waveform is 
abnormal" from part of a recently recorded case. From the clinical guidelines [Luzietti & 
Rosen 1994], assuming a normal CTG, there must be a consistently abnormal ST 
waveform for at least 20 minutes for any change to be consider clinically significant. It is 
~ 1 .2,-----------------------------------------------~ 
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Figure 8 The output truth for ''Abnormal ST waveform" 
also true that the brief appearance of abnormal ST waveforms is significant if they 
reoccur. From Figure 8 it is observed that there are some briefly abnormal waveforms and 
some periods of persistently abnormal waveforms. 
All these events contribute to the evidence that there is some abnormality with this 
labour, but it is the continuously abnormal waveforms that are of most concern and 
should contribute the most to the evidence. It is assumed here that the CTG is normal and 
STATE A has been true for 20 minutes. The following rule could be used. 
IF (STA1E A is consistently true) AND (ST wavefonn is consistently Abnormal) TIIEN STATE B 
Written formally, using the accumulated truth model, the next state B is calculated as 
follows. 
J..l.srATEB( -r +I) = J..I.STATEB( -r) + r . (J..I.'GbnomtaJST ( -r) 1\ J..I.1STATEA ( -r)) 
where J..I.'GbnormaJST ( -r) = J.lGbnol"f''IIJIST ( 'r) 1\ J..I.Gbnol"f''IIJIST ( 'r- I) 1\ J..I.Gbnol"f''IIJIST ( 'r- 2)1\. · ·"f.J.·A9,1°...m{aJr$11 
and J..I.1STATEA (-r) = J..l.srATEA(-r) 1\ J..lsrArE.A-r - I) 1\ J..l.srATEA(-r - 2)1\ ... 1\j.J.STATE.A(-r - 7 
(2) 
where r represents a 15s epoch of time, y is the growth 
rate and 1\ is the fuzzy intersection (AND) operator. 
J.labnomwJST(r) and f./.STATEA(r) are the truth membership 
values for "the ST waveform is negative" and "STATE A 
is true" respectively. J.l'abnomwJSrt r)and /J-1STATEA( r) are the 
truth membership values for " the ST waveform has been 
consistently abnormal" and "STATE A has been Figure 9 Schematic structure of 
consistently true" (respectively) for the 20 minutes the fuzzy filter 
previous to time 't.l5s. This is represented in the structure shown in Figure 9, where D 
denotes a delay of one epoch (15s). 
Fuzzy intersection operator 
The fuzzy intersection operator 1\ is chosen carefully when computing the accumulated truth. The 
fuzzy intersection operator used here is defined in equation (3) where the variable q is 
used to modify the characteristics of the fuzzy operator. For q= 1, this equates to the 
truncated mean which is a very soft operator. As q increases, the fuzzy rule tends to 
become increasingly strict, promoting the continuous events and diminishing the 
intermittent events. This is illustrated in Figure 10. 
ao A a1A .. . Aa N_1 = max( 1- min( t ~(1-ak); ,1),0) (J) 
and hence, p'..,._.,. ( <) ~ max( 1-min( t ~( 1-~~~-,-( <-k)); ,1),o l 
The growth rate in equation (2) is estimated as follows. Given that the previous state 
STATE A is completely true, and assuming an abnormal waveform to be continuously 
present for 20 minutes (20x4 epochs), then the growth rate y for equation (2) is estimated 
as y= ~ox4 = 0.0125 . The leakage rate is small, set at 0.00125, and as there is no rule to 
reduce the truth of state B, the decay rate is zero. Returning to the case in Figure 7, the 
membership for state B is computed as follows. 
Jista~zB ('r) = max( min(pstate8 ( r- 1) + 0.0125 · p'abnormaiST ( r),I) - 0.00 125,0) ( 4) 
~~ . ···········-·----- ------- ----------------------------------
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Figure 10 Output truth of the rule "ST waveform is abnormal for 20 minutes or more" 
The membership truth J..1' abnonnaJsT( 't) ("S T waveform is consistently abnormal") from 
equation 3 is shown in Figure 8 for different values of q. The accumulated truth is 
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Figure 11 Accumulated truth for "State B" 
When q= 1 or 2, the state accumulates too rapidly as a result of the intermittently 
abnormal waveforms. When q=10 or 100, there is a steady build up of evidence during 
the intermittent period and a more rapid increase when the waveforms are continuously 
abnormal. For the remainder of this paper, it is assumed q=10. 
Chaining state transitions 
From the example described above, state B becomes increasingly true as more 
evidence accumulates. From Figure 7, for a state transition to occur from state B to state 
C, both state B must be true and abnormal waveforms must continue (or reoccur) for 
more than 10 contractions. For illustrative purposes, 10 contractions equates to 30 
minutes, which is 120 epochs. The new state C will be determined using the following 
rule. 
IF (STATE B has been true for 30 minutes) AND (ST Waveform is Abnormal) THEN STATE C 
To model this rule, a new fact "STATE B has been true for 30 minutes " , with 
membership J..L' STATEa(t), is derived as 
p'- ( r) ~ max( 1- min( .~, ~ ( 1-p,..,.. ( r- k)); ,1),0) . The membership truth for state 
C is accumulated as follows_ 
.Ustazee ( r) = max( min(,ustateC ( r- 1) + 1~0 • (,u' stateB ( r) A ,u'abnorma/ST ( r) ),1) - 0.005,0) (5) 
A plot of the state C membership is given in Figure 12. 
State C is observed to grow in truth 
once state B is fully saturated and 
because the fetal ECG ST waveform 
remains consistently abnormal. This 
is a simple illustrative example that 
has been simplified to demonstrate 
the concepts of this technique. More 
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Figure 12 Accumulated truth for state C 
complex intermediate state transitions could be added to provide more information to the 
clinician, such as the repetition of short 5-minute bursts of negatively sloped positive ST 
waveforms. These are not individually abnormal, but with repeated appearance, then 
evidence of some abnormality accumulates. 
Discussion and Conclusion 
Fuzzy logic has been successfully used to model expert clinical knowledge for 
interpreting fetal ECG waveforms during labour. A weakness in this system was that time 
was not accounted for in the model. The fuzzy logic concepts have been successfully 
extended to model the management of time by accumulating evidence over time and 
defining fuzzy states, using a technique based on finite state machines. Transition 
between fuzzy states cannot happen immediately as their truth membership has to first 
accumulate over time. Complex models can be built which define many intermediate 
states in order to reach a final state, thus allowing the recognition of complex patterns in 
time. This uses same concept as sequential state machines used to detect a series of 
binary transitions. Future work will apply the model to more cases and complex scenarios 
in fetal ECG waveform monitoring. 
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